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Abstract 
Today, more programmers than ever before are charged with the development and main- 
tenance of distributed object-oriented applications. These tasks are difficult to tackle 
alone, as distribution introduces myriad complications and opportunities for failure that 
are not encountered in centralised programs. Fortunately, the programmer is not alone. 
Several frameworks exist that attempt to transparently take care of many of the difficul- 
ties and small annoyances of distributed application development. 
However, by automating the activities required by distributed programs, such as mar- 
shaling data for network transfer, we make it harder to understand the behaviour of these 
programs at source-code level. To rectify this, this thesis gives a formal semantics for a 
distributed object-oriented language. We call this language DJ, and it models key fea- 
tures of the Java Remote Method Invocation framework. Importantly, it facilitates the 
marshaling of executable code as well as data, allowing the programmer to create higher- 
order functions that can be stored and used as and when needed by an application. 
A significant contribution of this thesis is establishing type safety for this language. 
This requires the specification of a non-trivial number of invariant properties that dis- 
tributed applications must preserve, capturing important sanity conditions such as en- 
suring that local references do not leak to remote sites. 
We develop a theory of behavioural equivalence for Dj. Given as a set of semantically 
sound transformation rules that can be applied to source code and run-time terms, this 
theory )udges two programs to be equivalent if they can be transformed into one an- 
other. We then apply our technique to establishing the correctness of arguably typical 
distributed program optimisations. We conclude this thesis by proposing an extension 
to Dj, called DJ+, that models the concurrency features of Java. Type safety for this 
language is established using extended invariant properties. 
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1 Introduction 
Distributed programming, the design and implementation of distributed systems, is now 
an unavoidable task for most programmers. Thanks in part to the popularity of the 
Internet, today a great deal of software is network-aware. Programming distributed 
systems presents different challenges to centralised application development; we must 
consider different failure modes, communication between heterogeneous hardware and 
software platforms and quality- of-service (latency, bandwidth) issues. 
To support the programmer in his or her efforts, remote procedure call (RPC) mech- 
anisms offer access to distribution with a familiar programming abstraction. In object- 
oriented programming languages (such as Java [2 8]), the counterpart to the procedure call 
is a method invoked on an object, and the RPC abstraction has been naturally extended 
to include remote method invocation (RMI). 
RMI systems simplify the life of the programmer by hiding the more mundane de- 
tails of distributed programming such as establishing connections, marshaling data for 
network transfer and so on. Unfortunately this simplicity comes at a price: a program 
that seems easily understood at source-code level may exhibit wildly different behaviour 
at execution time because of the subtle interplay between the programmer's code and 
the significant runtime support required by RMI. For instance, the parameter passing 
semantics of a remote method call depends on the nature of the parameters themselves: 
some parameters may be passed by reference while others by value. 
To write effective software, we must be able to translate programs expressed in the 
informal language of human thought into the more rigorous form of a programming 
language. The very minimum requirement for an effective translation is an accurate un- 
derstanding of the semantics of the target programming language; if we do not possess 
this then there is no hope of success, no matter how well understood and designed the 
ing program in our thoughts may be. Much computing research is focused on remedy' 
this malaise, either by proposing new programming languages with well defined seman- 
ing tics, or formalising existing languages after-the-fact; for example the Java programmi 
language, a modern object-oriented language in widespread use, has been formalised 
numerous times for many different purposes including establishing the safety of the lan- 
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guage (e. g. absence of holes in the typing system). 
An accurate mathematical formalism also has more practical applications, perhaps the 
most important being for program optimisation. Optimising a program means improv- 
ing its runtime space or time characteristics, and there are a number of ways this can 
be achieved: exploiting knowledge about the hardware /software platform that the pro- 
gram will run on (perhaps making use of special processor instructions) or attempting 
to improve performance by removing redundancies in the program itself. This latter 
improvement requires a deep understanding of how the program will be executed, an 
understanding that can be furnished by the study of a formal model of execution for the 
language. 
Unfortunately, distributed obj ect-oriented languages -in particular those with remote 
method invocation-have been neglected when it comes to this kind of study. The 
sometimes opaque semantics of RMI make studying it in its own right both challeng- 
ing and interesting; existing formalisms of centralised ob)ect-oriented languages are in- 
sufficient and require significant work to adapt them to the purpose. Moreover, dis- 
tributed programs present different opportunities for optimisation than their sequential 
counterparts. In general, remote invocations are orders of magnitude more expensive 
than "normal" invocations, so the programmer has to exercise care and judgement about 
when and where to make those calls: naively designed programs can contain significant 
communication redundancy. 
1.1 Aims of the thesis 
The aims of this thesis are twofold: 
to give an accurate semantic account of a popular remote method invocation sys- 
tem with additional support for explicit code mobility in the form of functional 
programming primitives; and 
to apply this formalism to the study of program equivalences, with the goal of 
proving that optimisations like aggregatiOn below are in fact safe. 
To answer the first point we shall give a formal semantics for Java RMI [51], and 
show that this can be directly applied to show the correctness of opt, mlsatlons like ag- 
gregation. We study Java RMI because it is a well-developed system that has been in 
production for several years and is used in practice, yet it lacks a formal semantics. It 
is also interesting because programs written using Java RMI exhibit the kind of prob- 
lematic behaviour that affects program execution -despite this behaviour being invisible 
13 
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at source-code level -that we have discussed above. Exploring these features presents 
a specific challenge because we must model diverse concerns such as object serialisation 
and automatic code distribution, as well as providing a consistent model for both local 
and remote method calls. 
These concerns make it important to study the formal semantics of Java RMI, in par- 
ticular because a programmer must have tacit understanding of what happens under the 
hood in order to be able to write effective RMI programs. By explicitly modelling this, 
we can shed light on implementation issues and can directly characterise this behaviour. 
Such characterisations are not, we believe, possible in existing formalisms for Java and 
similar languages, since they naturally consider only local programs running on a single 
host. 
Returning to the first point above, we argue for the application of techniques from 
functional programming [66,59,82] (namely the use of higher-order functions and clo- 
sures) as a way to support code mobility at the language level. By doing this, optimi- 
sations such as aggregation above can be realised in a straightforward functional pro- 
gramming style. In addition to their application to optimisation, these primitives allow 
a programmer to derive the benefits of adopting this style for their day-to-day program- 
ming tasks. 
For the second point, after developing a formal theory of equivalence for distributed 
programs using remote method invocation, we will be in an excellent position to apply 
this to the rigorous study of the behaviour of programs. 
1.2 Contributions 
In this section we lay out the contributions of this thesis. 
1.2.1 DJ: a model of Java RMI with code mobility 
We developed the Dj language as a model of the Java Remote Method 1nvocation system 
adding explicit primitives for code mobility. Our model is given as a formal operational 
semantics for a subset of a Java-like [5] language that explicitly supports remote method 
invocation. The top-level of a Dj program is called a network. Networks comprise zero 
or more locations (which can be thought of as Java Virtual Machines) executing in paral- 
lel. Each location maintains a private memory, a table of classes and has some executing 
code. Communication between networks is only via remote method invocations. We 
extended the basic syntax of Java with two new primitives for creating and evaluating 
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functions, and add support for fully generalised arrow types like those for the simply- 
typed A-calculus [68, Chapter 9]. 
Part of our work was the explicit modelling of the serialisation of parameters and 
return values that the Java RMI system does automatically. We did this by specifying the 
operational semantics for a recursive exploration of the graph held in memory rooted at 
a particular object, and we noted that we were able to use our functional programming 
primitives to fully generalise this process. 
We also considered the automatic class downloading that happens in Java RML Typi- 
cally, clients of a remote method are programmed to its interface, and so when a remote 
party supplies some subtype of an expected parameter, it may not be the case that the re- 
ceiving location has the code for that type in its private class table. When this happens in 
the Java RMI system, the receiver requests a copy of the class from the supplying party 
via a web request. We faithfully modelled this behaviour in DJ because these features 
contribute to the behaviour of a program: if the server cannot find the class in question 
(e. g. a firewall prevents its request), then the program can no longer proceed. 
1.2.2 Type preservation, safety and progress properties for DJ 
We gave a lightweight type system for the DJ language, lightweight meaning that the b 
only global knowledge shared between locations in a network is a set of class signatures, 
agreed upon by all locations beforehand. These can be thought of as the interface decla- 
rations for remote methods, and allow us to judge type safety for a location in isolation 
from the implementation of a method. By using techniques from the 7r-calculus, namely 
a linear typing discipline [44,34,891 we were able to guarantee the correctness of inter- 
mediate states during remote method invocations. 
Taking the formal system we defined, we went on to state some important safety prop- 
erties that programs should exhibit. Central to these properties is the concept of a net- 
work invariant. Stated simply this is some condition that must be satisfied at all points 
of execution of a DJ program. We use network invariants in conjunction with the type 
system we previously developed to guarantee properties such as the locality of field ac- 
cess (accessing a field on a remote object is not possible in Java). Using these properties, 
we are able to prove a standard subject reduction theorem for DJ. Finally we gave a set of 
progress properties that state conditions such as "if a thread accesses variable x, it must 
exist in the local memory. " 
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1.2.3 Behavioural theory of DJ 
As an application of our formal model, we showed the correctness of some arguably 
typical inter-node optimisations for programs that use RML To do this, we developed a 
theory of behavioural equivalence based on theoretical developments from the study of 
mobile processes, and applied this to show that several optimised programs were equiv- 
alent to their unoptimised version, and therefore safe to apply. 
The novel part of this work was the use of lightweight syntactic transformation rules 
in justifying the correctness of the concrete program optimisations. We proposed a set 
of transformation rules and proved that their application preserves the meaning of the 
whole program. Then to judge equivalence between two programs we merely had to 
show that one could be transformed into the other by application of one or more of our 
transformations. 
As a further application we showed that our minimal Dj calculus was equivalent to a 
larger language with seemingly more features. 
1.2.4 Concurrent programming in DJ+ 
We proposed a language Dj+ that extends the Dj calculus we previously defined. DJ+ 
supports the concurrent programming features of the Java programmi 1 language, in the 
form of monitor constructs. Dj is a proper extension to Dj , including new syntax and 
typing rules. Further to proposing this extension, we studied the interplay of the new 
features with the network invariants of DJ, proposing new safety and progress properties 
and again proving a type preservation theorem. 
This study is important as it should be noted that distributed systems entail implicit 
concurrency due to the independent execution of locations that comprise them. Hence 
care should be taken by the programmer of an application to ensure that their code is 
thread-safe even if they do not seem to make use of concurrency themselves. 
1.3 Applying explicit code mobility to RMI optimisation 
in optimisations for sequential languages, we can aim to improve execution times by re- 
moving redundancy and ensuring our programs exploit features of the underlying hard- 
ware architecture. In distributed programs these are still valid concerns, but other sig- 
nificant optimisations exist, in particular how latency and bandwidth overheads can be 
reduced. One typical example of this sort, centring on Java RMI [23] but which is gen- 
erally applicable to various forms of remote communication, is aggregation [12,87,86]. 
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Listing 1.1: Original RMI program (RM11) 
int ml (R 
int x 
int y 
int z 
return 
emoteObject r, iiit a) 
= r. f(a); 
= r. g (a, x) ; 
= r. h (a, y) ; 
Z; 
This optimisation exploits the fact that sometimes a sequence of remote calls can be 
bundled together and sent to the server as one, reducing the number of times invoca- 
tions happen across the network (and therefore the latency encountered). Central to 
this technique is explicit code mobility, since instead of the client making remote calls, it 
transmits the code to make those calls and has the server execute it locally. We explain 
this idea using the simple program in Listing I. I. 
This program performs three remote method calls to the same remote object r with 
eight items transferred across the network (counting each parameter and return value 
as one). The value returned by the call to f at the remote server is stored in variable 
x, but is subsequently passed back to the server during the next call. The same occurs 
with the variable y. These variables are unused by the client, and are merely returned 
to the remote object r (where they were created) as parameters to the next call. We can 
immediately see that there is no need for x or y to ever be passed back to the client at all. 
Hence these three calls can be aggregated into a single call, reducing by a factor of three 
the network latency incurred by the method mi and approximately reducing by a factor 
of four the amount of data that must be shipped across the network. 
This optimisation methodology is implemented in the Veneer virtual Java Virtual Ma- 
chine (vJVM) [87,86], where sequences of adjacent calls to the same remote object are 
grouped together into an execution plan in bytecode format. The plan is then uploaded 
to, and executed by, the server, with the result of the computation being returned to 
the client. This simple idea - remote evaluation of code [8 1 can speed up distributed 
programs significantly, especially when operating across slower networks or when sig- 
nificant amounts of data may be transmitted otherwise. As a concrete example, in [871 
the authors reported that over a moderate bandwidth and moderate latency ADSL con- 
nection, call aggregation yields a speedup over a factor of four for certain examples [23]. 
17 
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Listing 1.2: Optimised RMI program (Optl) 
// Client 
int ml (Rem 
(-> int) 
int x 
int y 
int z 
return 
oteObject r, int a) 
t= freeze 
r. f(a); 
= r. g (a, x) ; 
= r. h(a, y) ; 
z; 
1; 
return r. run(t); 
Server 
int run((-> int) x) 
return x. defrosto; 
I 
Optimised RMI program 1 
Call aggregation implicitly uses code passing: we first collect all the code that can be 
executed at a remote site and then send it, in one bundle, for execution there. This aspect 
is hidden as the transfer of bytecode in the implementation of [87,86], but requires 
explicit modelling if one wishes to discuss its properties or justify that it preserves the 
original program semantics. For this purpose we introduce two primitives, freeze and 
defrost. In Listing 1.2, we illustrate these primitives using the optimised version of the 
code of Listing 1.1. 
Here the client uses the f reeze expression of the language to create a value represen- 
tation of the code to make the three calls, together with the closure of the variable a that 
appears free in it. The term "freeze" is chosen as it captures the notion of such a value 
being a snapshot "frozen in time" of the code and variables that it relies upon, and we 
shall frequently talk about such value representations as "frozen code. " 
The arrow type (->int) says that, when evaluated, the frozen code will return a value 
of type int. We now make only one call across the network to send the frozen expres- 
sion, by r. run (t). When the server receives the frozen code, it evaluates it and returns 
the result typed by int to the client, again across the network. These mimic primitives 
found in well-known functional languages, for example the quotation and evaluation of 
code in Scheme, or the higher-order functions found in ML and Haskell. 
In Figure 1.1 we show a diagram of the situation. As can be seen, the original sequence 
of calls (the paler arrows) requires 6 trips across the network. By aggregating the calls at 
the server, where they effectively become local, we see that only two trips are required 
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Figure 11.11: Example optimisation (1) 
Client 
---- -, z- -- 
Server 
r. f (a) 
r r. g (a, x) 
r. h (a, y) 
Pale arrows Original calls in the unoptimised program. 
Dashed arrows Returns from remote calls. 
Thick arrows Represent code mobility. 
We annotate call arrows with the method invocation and return arrows with the name 
of the variable the client will use to store the return value of the method. 
(the thicker arrows). We have achieved this by making first-class functions available to 
Java RMI, and then using them directly to allow explicIt code rnob, lity- What is left to 
discuss is whether we have preserved the meaning of the whole system, and we do this 
in Chapter 5. 
Of course, aggregation is only one form of RMI optimisation; significant work has 
been done to improve the performance of object serialisation [67]. The standard mecha- 
nism is aimed at general purpose programming, and so makes few assumptions about the 
form of the data to transmit, but in specialised situations, custom serialisation can give 
a noticeable performance boost. In this thesis we choose not to visit this aspect of RMI 
optimisation, however we believe that Dj could be extended to accommodate it. 
1.4 Organisation of this thesis 
In Chapter 2 we give some background to programming distributed applications in Java 
(and also in other languages). In Chapter 3 we give a formalisation of a small class-based, 
object-oriented language with support for remote method invocation and code mobil- 
ity called DJ, with primitives for higher-order functional programming. In Chapter 4 
we prove important safety properties about this language. In Chapter 5 we give our 
behavioural theory and proofs for DJ. Chapter 6 shows how DJ can be extended with 
primitives for multi-threaded programming like those found in Java to become DJ+, and 
finally in Chapter 7 we present some concluding remarks. 
At the end of this thesis are appendices containing proofs and extended definitions. 
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Although specific background material and related work is presented alongside the parts 
of this thesis where it is most relevant, it is instructive to the reader to present a general 
over-view of techniques and frameworks for distributed programming. The focus of this 
chapter is therefore very much on the presentation of example programs and interaction 
patterns. 
2.1 Java remote method invocation 
Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) is a technology built on top of the Java language 
to support distributed programming. It allows homogeneous distributed Java programs 
(where every host is executing a Java virtual machine and there is no need for language 
inter-operation a la CORBA [30]) to communicate and cooperate in a simple fashion, 
using a programming abstraction natural to Java programmers: the method call. 
In this section, we shall show how a simple distributed Java program can be typically 
constructed by a programmer. From here on, we shall use the term RMI program to 
mean a distributed Java application with several nodes that uses Java RMI to coordinate. 
2.1.1 Structure of an RMI program 
An RMI program comprises several Java Virtual Machines (JVMs), which may be located 
on different servers around a network. Each JVM has private resources, such as memory, 
disk, processor cycles etc., and the only communication between them is via remote 
method invocations. The key to successful communication is the notion of remotely 
callable objects inherent in Java RML hence a remote object can be thought of as a service 
provider (i. e. concrete services being the methods). 
Java is a class-based language, therefore to obtain a remotely callable object we must 
create an instance of a remote class. A remote class is one which implements the java 
rmi. Remote interface. This is a simple marker interface (it contains no methods) that 
serves to identify implementing classes as intended for RML Usually, a programmer will 
create a new interface for their application containing the methods that are required for 
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Listing 2.1: Time server remote interface 
package timeserver; 
public interface TimeServer extends java. rmi. Remote 
f 
public timeutils. Time getTime(String timezone) throws java. rmi. 
RemoteException; 
I 
Listing 2.2: Time server implementation 
package timeserver; 
public class TimeServerImpl extends java. rmi. server. UnicastRemote0biect 
implements TimeServer f 
public TimeServerImpl() throws java. rmi. RemoteException f supero; 1; 
public timeutils. Time getTime(String zone) throws java. rmi. RemoteException 
f 
// do something useful 
return new timeutils. Timeo; 
I 
I 
interface. Listing 2.1 gives the specific programming task, that derives from the Remote 
an example of the interface for a simple time server. ' 
The programmer's next task is to produce a class that actually implements the methods 
exported as remote services. We give a bollerplate class for this in Listing 2.2. There are 
two important things to notice about this class. Firstly, it implements the TimeServer 
interface, marking it as a remote class. Secondly, it extends the java. rmi. server. 
UnicastRemoteObject base class. We shall omit to discuss the details of this class, but 
essentially it provides the utility methods required to export instances of our implemen- 
tation class to RMI registries. We shall deal with these in Section 2.1.3. 
2.1.2 Compilation of an RMI program 
Prior to Java 1.5, RMI programs specifically required an extra step of compilation using 
i ing source programs in the normal manner, a special compiler called rmic. After compil 
it was necessary to then obtaining (for instance) TimeServerImpl. class and so forth, 
further compile these programs using this RMI compiler. 
'The clause throws java. rmi. RemoteException must feature in the method signatures of all remote 
methods, since it is possible that a remote call may fail. 
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The RMI compiler examines the body of the remote implementation classes we have 
just compiled normally, and creates stub classeS2 that realise a proxy design pattern. To 
ensure modularity of our system, the implementation class TimeServerapi should not 
be present itself at the client site-for example our code may contain some proprietary 
algorithm that we wish to allow people to use, but not see-instead we pass them the 
generated stub class. When a client invokes one of our remote methods, it is actually 
called on an instance of this stub class. This stub class knows how to forward the actual 
request to the server machine where the actual code for the method resides. Type safety 
is preserved at the client site because the generated stub will implement our TimeServer 
interface. 
In Java 1.5, there is support for dynamic proxies. These allow the developer of an RMI 
program to forget all about compiling stubs using rmic, since they can be generated on- 
the-fly at execution time. 
As a final note, a side-effect of the use of the proxy design pattern employed by Java 
RMI is that fields should not be accessed on remote objects, since there is no easy way 
to create a proxy for such an operation. 
2.1.3 Lifecycle of an RMI program 
Now we have constructed our useful time server class, it is sensible to allow clients to 
use it. This requires a client to obtain a reference to one of our remote objects. A typical 
way to do this is to make use of an RMI registry. An RMI registry acts as a white-pages 
listing for remote objects. When a server creates a remote resource (such as an instance 
of a TimeServer), it exports this reference to a registry with some name in URL form: 
java. rmi. Naming. rebind("//maham/TS", new TimeServerImpi()); 
This indicates that the name "TS" in the registry held on the machine "maham" can 
be used to look up an instance of our time server class. In order for this operation to 
complete successfully, the RMI registry held on "maham" must be able to load 3 different 
classes: the stub class for the implementation class (Time Server Impl -Stub), the remote 
interface TimeServer and also the class timeutils. Time. There are a number of ways 
to do this, for example we may supply the registry with those classes locally (by making 
them available on its classpath, for instance), however the most common way is to make 
these classes available in a codebase. 
2AIso skeleton classes prior to Java 1.2, but we shall not discuss these as they are more-or-less confined to 
antiquity. 
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Codebases are essentially directories accessible via a web-server using the HTTP pro- 
tocol. When our code provider tries to bind an instance of the time server in a registry, 
it passes an instance of the stub class to that registry. This instance is annotated with a 
URL, known as the codebase URL. This denotes the URL from which the class loader of 
the registry can try to obtain the stub classes and so forth from. The choice of codebase 
URL is up to the exporter of the classes, and is set by the j ava. rmi. server. codebase 
JVM property. If this property is incorrectly set (e. g. in the example above the registry 
cannot download the 3 required classes), then binding will fall. 
On the client side, we obtain a reference using a lookup operation: 
// 
TimeServer ts = (TimeServer) Naming. lookup("//maham/TS"); 
For this step to succeed, the client must also be able to access the server's codebase in 
order to request the Time S erverImpl -Stub class. 
We illustrate this in diagram form in 
Figure 2.1. 
2.1.4 Serialisation and class loading 
The Java RMI system provides an automatic mechanism for passing object parameters 
to remote methods. It makes use of the Java Reflection API to allow object serialisation, 
which allows a structured value such as an object that points to others to be passed to a 
remote method. The only concession a programmer of a distributed application needs to 
make is to ensure that all objects that may be passed to remote methods implement the 
j ava. io. Serializable interface, and the RMI system will take care of the rest. 
Since Java allows covariant subtyping of method parameters and return values, it is 
possible that a provider such as the time server in our example may have a method called 
with an actual parameter that is a subtype of the formal parameter. For instance, suppose 
we have a Garage that can service Car classes: 
class GarageImpl extends UnicastRemoteObject implements Garage I 
Car buyCar(String name) f return new Mercedeso; I 
void service(Car car) f // perform maintenance I 
I 
A client may call the buyCar method, but may not have the code for the Mercedes 
class. Therefore another round of class downloading via the web server (as in the binding 
phase shown in Figure 2.1) may happen, where the client requests the body of Mercedes 
and dependent classes such as superclasses. 
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Figure 2.11: UML sequence diagram for the RMI binding and lookup process 
FC-1 i-e-n-t] K-e b-s -er v-e-r RMI registry 
request classes 
I from codebase 
supply classes 
via HTTP 
------------- 
lookup 
binding successful 
------------ 
'b ob* return stij ject 
-------------------------------- 
request stub class 
from codebase 
supply stub class 
via HTTP 
------------- -- 
mAe some remote method 
return value 
-------------- -------------- 
bind 
Serverl 
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Listing 2.3: Time server "remote interface" (Cý version) 
using System; 
namespace TimeSupport 
f 
public interface ITimeServer 
f 
Time getTime(string zone); 
I 
I 
Similarly, the client may call the service method passing an instance of Skoda which 
extends Car. Then it is the responsibility of the server to ask the client's codebase for the 
body of that class. By allowing such dynamic acquisition of code, the Java RMI system 
permits quite flexible distributed programming. 
2.2 NET remoting 
. NET remoting can 
be thought of as Microsoft's answer to Java RMI. It allows appli- 
cations written for the Common Language Runtime (CLR) to inter-operate by offering 
many of the features present in Java RMI, such as automatic serialisation of parameters 
and a familiar method-call oriented paradigm. To highlight the differences between Java 
RM1 and NET remoting, below we revisit the time server example of Section 2.1 above, 
choosing CO as the implementation language. First we present the "remote interface" for 
our time server in Listing 2.3. 
Aside from syntactic differences, we see that this interface does not extend any special 
"Remote" Interface as in Java. This is because, unlike Java RMI, NET remoting does 
not mandate programming to an interface in this way. However to maintain symmetry 
between the two versions of the example, we present an explicit interface for the server. 
Then, in Listing 2.4 we present the actual code implementing the time server. To indi- 
cate that an object is remotely callable, it must extend the MarshalByRef Obj e ct class. 
Note that as 0 features unchecked exceptions, we do not need to declare that the re- 
motely invokable getTime method throws any exceptions. In reality, any exceptions 
thrown by this method are propagated to the client inside a System. Runt ime. Remoting 
. RemotingException, which is analogous to the java. rmi. 
RemoteException class in 
purpose. 
Next , in Listing 2.5, we show 
how to make this time server available for use. Un- 
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Listing 2A Time server implementation (0 version) 
using System; 
using TimeSupport; 
namespace RemotingServer 
I 
public class TimeServerImpl : MarshalByRefObject, ITimeServer 
f 
public Time getTime(string zone) 
return new Time(zone); 
I 
like Java RMI, there is no concept of a registry into which we register an instance of 
our service. Instead we create an endpoint for this object using the Channel abstraction. 
This highlights a key difference with Java RMI; in this example we chose a TCP chan- 
nel for the server, meaning that clients will communicate in a binary format over a TCP 
connection with it. However NET allows us to choose a variety of different invoca- 
tion mechanisms, not least SOAP, for which it provides extensive support for serialising 
objects as XML data and transporting them over HTTP. 
To obtain an instance of this time server, clients must therefore connect to port 1337 
on the machine hosting it. We give sample client code in Listing 2.6. First the client 
creates its own channel upon which to communicate with the server. Then, a call to the 
Activator. GetObject method performs the actual binding to the remote time server 
found at the URL tcp: //localhost: 1337 /Time Server. This is very similar to lookup 
in Java, save for the lack of registry. However, an extremely important difference we 
must highlight is that. NET remoting does not support automatic downloading of classes 
from a codebase [73, Page 28]. This means that if the server returns a subclass of the Time 
class, the client will crash if it does not have the compiled code it. 
2.3 Socket based programming 
Sockets can be thought of as the endpoints of communication conduits between two ma- 
chines. Socket programming is widespread in systems development and the implemen- 
tation of higher-level network protocols, and it represents the lowest level of abstraction 
for distributed programming in common use. Most programming languages feature sup- 
port for socket based communication, and Java is no exception, providing classes found 
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Listing 2.5: Starting the time server (CO version) 
using System; 
using System. Runtime. Remoting; 
using System. Runtime. Remoting. Channels; 
using System. Runtime. Remoting. Channels. Tcp; 
namespace RemotingServer 
f 
class TimeServer 
f 
[STAThreadl 
static void Main(string[l args) 
f 
TcpChannel tcpChannel = new TcpChannel(1337); 
ChannelServices. RegisterChannel(tcpChannel); 
RemotingConfiguration. RegisterWellKnownServiceType(typeof(TimeServerImpl 
)l 
"TimeServer", 
WellKnownObjectMode. SingleCall); 
while(true) f /* Service loop */ I 
I 
I 
I 
in the j ava. net package. 
When programming using sockets, we have to consider client and server sockets. A 
client socket can be characterised as one used to make a connection to a remote host 
on a specific port. After the connection is made, data can flow in both directions from 
the client to the remote host. A server socket is characterised as one that listens for 
connections on a specific port. When a connection is made, a new local socket is created 
to continue communication with the client. This permits one server socket to accept 
many connection requests. 
Java provides two classes for client sockets, the java. net. Socket and java. net. 
DatagramSocket classes. The former is used for streaming communication allowing 
"high-level" data to be sent to and from a remote counterpart with guarantees that the 
information will not be lost and will arrive in the order it was sent. The latter is used for 
communicating small packets of information, called datagrams to a remote host. Data- 
grams can be thought of as postcards, and they are not guaranteed to arrive in the order 
sent (if at all). To realise server sockets, the j ava. net - ServerSo cket class is provided. 
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Listing 2.6: Time client implementation (Cý version) 
using System; 
using System. Runtime. Remoting; 
using System. Runtime. Remoting. Channels; 
using System-Runtime. Remoting. Channels. Tcp; 
using TimeSupport; 
namespace RemotingClient 
f 
public class TimeClient 
f 
[STAThread] 
public static void Main(string[I args) 
f 
TcpChannel timeChan = new TcpChannel(31337); 
ChannelServices. RegisterChannel(timeChan); 
ITimeServer ts = (ITimeServer) Activator. GetObject( 
typeof(ITimeServer), "tcp: //localhost: 1337/TimeServer"); 
Console-WriteLine(ts. getTime("GMT")); 
I 
I 
I 
2.3.1 Structure of a program using sockets 
Stream based clients and servers rely heavily on the existing input and output stream 
capabilities of Java to read from and write to sockets. Consider the following client and 
server, given in Listing 2.7 and Listing 2.8 respectively. 
Here the server listens on port 1337 for a client connection. When a client connects, 
a new socket cs is created that can be used to communicate with them. In this case, 
the client send the message "Hello, World! " which the server simply prints out before 
terminating. 
2.3.2 Pros and cons 
As explained, socket programming is a low-level mechanism for distributed comput- 
ing. It offers maximum flexibility, since any arbitrary data can be sent along the wire 
to clients, but this flexibility comes with the price that protocols must be designed and 
tested. It also offers good opportunities to inter-operate with primitive or legacy sys- 
tems, as socket Programming has been around for a long time. However compared with 
more structured approaches, such as Java RMI, developing systems in this way can be 
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Listing 2.7: Socket client 
package socket; 
import java. io. *; 
import java. net. *; 
public class Client 
f 
public static void main(String[I args) throws Exception 
Socket s= new Socket("localhost", 1337); 
PrintWriter pw = new PrintWriter(s. getOutputStreamo); 
pw. println("Hello, World! "); 
pw. flusho; 
s. closeo; 
I 
Listing 2.8: Socket server 
package socket; 
import java. io. *; 
import java. net. *; 
public class Server 
f 
public static void main(String[l args) throws Exception 
f 
ServerSocket ss = new ServerSocket(1337); 
Socket cs = ss. accepto; 
BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(cs. 
getInputStreamo)); 
System. out. println(br. readLineo); 
cs. closeo; 
I 
I 
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more difficult, since now the programmer is responsible for all the details of failure de- 
tection, marshaling data for transfer and so forth. 
Java mitigates some of these weaknesses by providing the stream writing and reading 
abstractions for sockets, however they do not completely remove the issue of the onus 
being on the programmer to design the protocol. 
2.4 Java Message Service 
The Java Message Service UMS) [50] is a Java-based, vendor-independent middleware 
specification. It supports reliable messaging and is used in industry to route packets 
of information (messages) between systems. The JMS specification does not determine 
what kind of transport should be used to send these messages, and hence frequently 
sp ecifi cation- compliant JMS clients cannot inter-operate with JMS servers of another 
vendor. The specification does not explicitly mandate interoperability with other plat- 
forms and clients, although some vendor-specific solutions to this exist, therefore JMS 
tends to be used in a Java-to-Java context. 
What is most interesting with respect to the current work is that JMS allows the send- 
ing of Java objects, much like Java RMI. In theory then it can be used to implement a 
remote procedure call mechanism by encoding parameters as binary objects and using 
the reflection API to call them. However since JMS is a relatively simple API designed 
for transferring business information, it lacks features such as automatic code mobility 
that are present in Java RMI. 
2.5 Web services 
Web services provide a form of remote procedure call by leveraging an existing transport 
protocol (HTTP) to build new protocols for service invocation (SOAP, XML-RPC, etc). 
Web services use XML to format messages between clients and service providers, and 
since XML parsing libraries are available for just about every programming language and 
platform, they are able to remain neutral toward the actual implementation of services. 
To handle the heterogeneity of communicating parties, web services typically have 
interfaces specified in Web Service Definition Language (WSDL), not dissimilar to the 
Interface Definition Language used in other frameworks such as CORBA and Microsoft 
DCOM. A WSDL document is used to specify the services provided by a particular host, 
the types of messages that can be communicated and so forth. To maintain language neu- 
trality, the sorts of data that can be transmitted are somewhat constrained when com- 
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pared to Java RMI or -NET remoting-it would make no sense to send a large object 
graph to a web service whose underlying implementation is in Fortran, for instance. 
Web services also differ from distributed object frameworks like Java RMI because 
they are stateless by design. Therefore to maintain sessions across different service in- 
vocations requires programmatic intervention (for example supplying a "cookie" to the 
client that they in turn pass back to the service provider with each service call), however 
it could be argued that such behaviour violates the " service -oriented" principle that web 
services are intended to realise. 
Finally, Web Services (obviously) do not inherently provide code mobility, since they 
allow interoperability between many platforms and in this context sending code would 
not make sense. 
2.6 Languages supporting both functional and object-oriented 
paradigms 
There are several programming languages that support both ob)ect-onented and func- 
tional programming paradigms. 
Pizza [60] is a language that extends Java with three features: genericity, algebraic 
types and first-class functions. The work on Pizza formed the basis of later work on 
Generic Java which was in turn used to drive the design of the addition of generics to 
the Java programming language. Pizza is especially related to the present thesis because 
of its design of first-class functions: like DJ, Pizza allows functions to access variables 
in the enclosing lexical scope, and also instance variables of enclosing classes. Unlike Dj 
the only "formal" specification of Pizza was the language specification given in which 
is motivated by examples rather than rigorous formal study. A compiler for Pizza is 
available, implementing all the important features of the language and including support 
for first-class functions including a scheme for their translation into standard Java byte- 
code. This is similar to the approach taken in the Scala programming language which is 
introduced next. 
Scala [78,63] is a modern, statically typed, object-oriented language with an impres- 
sive range of features that includes support for type-safe higher-order functions. For 
example, the following program creates an anonymous function that adds together its 
arguments, and applies it with 5 and 3: 
object FuncTest f 
def main(args: Array[Stringl): unit = 
System. out. println(((x: int, y: int) => x+ y)(5,3)); 
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I 
The output from running this program should be the value 8. Scala also supports curry- 
ing, parametric polymorphism and type-inference for function arguments, and it com- 
piles to both Java byte-code and MSIL. 3 This allows it to interoperate with existing 
libraries for both Java and NET What should be noted is that the syntax of Scala is sub- 
stantially different to that of Java and CO, making it difficult to incrementally upgrade a 
program written in either of these languages to directly use the features of Scala. 
The key contribution that Scala makes from the viewpoint of this thesis is a dramatic il- 
lustration that higher-order functions can be integrated into a substantial object-oriented 
language, and moreover that this actually makes sense and provides the programmer a 
useful tool with which to compose programs. Scala itself is equipped with an extensive 
language specification [61] in the style of the Java Language Specification [28], and its 
core features are formalised by the -vObj calculus [62] on which we comment at the end 
of Chapter 3. 
Groovy [29] is a scripting language built on top of the Java Virtual Machine. It sup- 
ports closures and the creation of higher-order functions much like Scala and Dj. For 
instance the following program takes an array of four integers and applies the square 
function on them: 
def square =fn -> n*n 
[1,2,3,41. collect(square); 
It returns the array [1,4,9,161 as expected. Here the function square is entirely self 
contained, however it is admissible for functions to access enclosing scope, for instance: 
mycell = 0; 
def inc =ý mycell = mycell +11; 
println mycell; 
inc. call(); 
println mycell; 
This first prints the number 0, then 1 as the function inc can access the variable mycell. 
In Dj we adopt true closures, so the variable mycell would actually be copied and each 
invocation of inc would operate on a fresh value. Hence the output of this program 
would be 0 and 0. 
The focus of Groovy is on quick development of concise programs in the vein of 
interpreted scripting languages like Python, Ruby or Perl. Because of this, Groovy is 
not statically typed and so it is straightforward to create programs that exhibit runtime 
'The equivalent of Java byte-code for the Microsoft NET platform. 
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errors, e. g. if in the first example we changed the array to contain a string as well as num- 
bers: [ 1,2, "a 41. With the main focus of Groovy bel II deficiencies what these 
are not as important, whereas languages such as Scala contend to be suitable for building 
large scale systems, and so provide more static guarantees. 
Objective Caml [59], which we shall henceforth refer to as "OCaml, " is a member 
of the ML family of programming languages. As a natural consequence of this, it sup- 
ports higher-order functional programming and also mutable references, with the "0" in 
OCaml indicating its support for object-oriented programming. It features many major 
aspects of class-based object-oriented languages, including inheritance, abstract classes, 
access to the self variable and parametric polymorphism (which is provided as a natu- 
ral consequence of extending the ML language), while lacking others such as downcasts 
and dynamic class loading. OCaml is an interesting language in its own right, since it 
supports many different programming styles and offers a way to integrate them within 
a single program, however at the time of writing it is still a niche language. Since the 
aim of this thesis is to study a distributed computing framework in real-world use, we 
make no further study of OCaml, or indeed other functional languages that incorporate 
object-oriented programming features. 
2.7 Summary 
In this chapter we have introduced several different technologies available for distributed 
programming, and also given a brief survey of existing attempts to integrate higher-order 
functions into object-oriented languages. In the remainder of the thesis we shall focus 
on Java RMI, as it provides a platform for building distributed applications in a homo- 
geneous environment. It has support for resource provision and lookup, and allows 
complex data to be automatically marshaled and unmarshaled so existing programs can 
be quickly upgraded to support distribution3 and it provides a mechanism for code mo- 
bility via HTTP requests to web servers. 
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In this chapter we present the DJ language. DJ is intended to form a small, yet realistic 
calculus for studying distributed object-oriented programming. It takes inspiration from 
other calculi, such as Featherweight Java [39] and Middleweight Java [ill, and provides 
a simple Java-like syntax with basic primitives for distributed programming and code 
mobility. 
This chapter is organised as follows: first, we shall present the syntax of DJ in Sec- 
tion 3.1; next we shall present the operational semantics of the language based on a stan- 
dard small step reduction relation in Section 3.2. Finally we give some extended examples 
of DJ programs in Section 3.3, executing them in the formal system to give the reader a 
flavour of the reduction rules in action. 
The language presented here contains a subset of a previous version of DJ [5]. To sim- 
plify the formal system and associated proofs we removed all base types, conditionals 
and looping primitives from the language, as well as the notion of eager class loading that 
appeared in that work. Unlike [5], however, we include a fine-grained investigation of 
object serialisation that is found in Java RMI, and we have subsequently revised the state- 
ment of the correctness of this operation in DJ. In Chapter 6 we revisit the concurrency 
primitives of 
3.1 SYntax 
The grammar of Dj is presented in Figure 3.1. Shaded regions indicate syntax that only 
occurs during program execution, and cannot be written by the programmer as source 
code. The syntax is intended to be liberal, and so we rely upon the typing system of 
Chapter 4 to rule out ill-formed terms like new C (return null). Below we briefly explain 
each kind of syntax. 
3.1.1 User syntax 
Types. T ranges over types for expressions with A, B, C, D, E, F ranging over class names. 
We also introduce arrow types, written in the form T -4 V. Such a type would be 
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Figure 3.1: The syntax of the language DJ. 
Syntax occurring only at runtime appears in shaded regions. 
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(Methods) 
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(Class Sig. ) 
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evIx this I e. f I e; e 
x-ee. f =eI new QiF) I e. m(e) ITx == e 
I return eI freeze(Tx)fel I e. defrost(e) 
new C1(6) I download C- f rom I in e 
resolve (f f rom I in eI await cI og(U-, cr) in e 
f r(T x)fel I return(c) eI Error 
v:: = null IoI ; k(Tx). (-v-a)(1, e, u) 
Csig:: = 01 CSig - [C ý-4 [remotable] C extends D Tf Wig] 
msig:: = TTt: TT 
U:: = XIoC 
P :: = 01 el PIP I (-vu)P Irmiel ewithcIError 
F:: = (-vU-)(P, u, CT) 
N01 I[F] IN IN I (-v u)N 
a01 (T - [X ý-+ V1 Ia- [0 ý-ý (C, 
f: 
V-) 
CT 01 CT - [C f--4 
Ll 
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assigned to a frozen expression that takes a parameter of type T and, when evaluated, 
produces a value of type V. 
Classes. We write class C extends D ff ý; K 1ý41 to denote a class definition, ranged 
over by metavariable L. This definition indicates that class C is a subclass of class D and 
contains a sequence of typed field declarations T, f Tnf n (abbreviated to 
ff with the 
assumption that such sequences contain no duplicate field names), a constructor K with 
a fixed definition, and some method definitions M. 
Methods. M ranges over method definitions. T' m(T x)Jej defines a method called m 
that takes a parameter x of type T and whose body, e, returns a value of type T' 
Expressions. e ranges over expressions. v denotes a value: the only user-syntax permis- 
sible instance being null. x represents a variable, this is the current method receiver, 
e. f reads the value of field f in the object reference derived from evaluation of expression 
e. e; e indicates sequential composition, x=e is variable assignment and eJ =e field 
assignment. new C(6) instantiates a new object of class C, e-m(e) is method call, Tx=e 
is local variable declaration, and return e returns the value computed by e. We also 
introduce two new expressions for creating and evaluating frozen code. 
The first primitive, freeze J x)f el takes the expression e and, without evaluating it, 
produces a value representation parameterised by variable x with type T. Any parts of the 
local store required by the expression (such as the information held in variables free in e) 
are included in this new value, along with class information it may need for execution. 
Dual to freezing, the action e. def rost (eO) expects the evaluation of expression e to 
produce a frozen expression. This code is then executed, substituting its parameter with 
the value obtained by evaluating eo, much like invoking a method. 
Class signatures. A class signature CSig is a mapping from class names to their interface 
types (or signatures). We assume CSig is given globally, as a minimum interface agreed 
upon by remote parties, unlike class tables which are maintained on a per-location basis. 
Attached to each signature is the name of a direct superclass, as well as the declaration 
cc remotable" if instances of the class should be capable of remote method invocation. 
We shall frequently refer to such classes as remotable, defining the predicate RM I (C) that 
makes use of this information in Definition 3.1. Class signatures contain only the types 
of fields and expected method signatures, not their implementation. This provides a 
lightweight mechanism for determining the type of remote methods. 
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Definition 3.1 (RMI capability predicate). 
RMI (C) iff CSig(C) = remotable C extends D T-f Mýig for some D, f, f, MSig 
For a class C, the predicate RMI(C) holds iff the "remotable" keyword appears in the 
class signature entry for C. 
Method signatures. A method signature m: T --+ T' provides the information that 
method m takes a parameter of type T and returns a result of type V. 
3.1.2 Runtime syntax 
Runtime syntax extends user syntax to represent the distributed state of multiple sites 
communicating with each other, including remote method calls in transit. 
Expressions. The expressions new Cl(&), download (f from I in e, resolve (f from tine 
define the machinery for class downloading, and shall be explained later in Section 3.2 
along with the operational semantics. The key expression is new C'(6), indicating that 
the definition of class C can be obtained from a location called I should it need to be 
instantiated. await c is fundamental to the model of method invocation and can be 
thought of as the return point for a call. 
The expression og(-Ci, a) in e denotes the execution of an object graph copying algo- 
rithm. When structured data is shipped to remote servers, frequently we need to copy 
objects that are referred to by that data. In this term U indicates a queue of identifiers 
that must be copied, while u represents the data already accumulated by execution of the 
algorithm. The expression e is the continuation. 
f r(T x)JeJ is a runtime representation of the freeze term, and appears in conjunction 
with the object graph calculation expression to copy all the local data a frozen expression 
relies upon. return(c) e says that the value obtained by executing expression e will be 
returned along channel c. Finally, Error indicates the dereference of a null pointer or the 
failure of a class download operation. 
values. We extend metavariable v with two runtime terms. First, object identifiers, o, 
denote references to instances of classes as well as the destination of RMI calls. Second, 
frozen expressions represent a piece of code or data that can be passed between methods 
as a value. Later, it can be "defrosted" at which point it is executed to compute a value. 
A(T x). (-v Vi)(1, e, u) denotes such a frozen expression e created at t. Expression e is pa- 
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rameterised by variable x with type T, and a contains data local to the expression that 
was stored along with it at the time it was frozen. The identifiers U1 correspond to the 
domain of u, and x and Vt occur bound. 
Identifiers. Metavariable u ranges over identifiers. These can be variables, x, ob)ect ref- 
erences o, or channels denoted c. In Dj we model method invocation and function ap- 
plication using techniques from the 7r-calculus, representing the call/return mechanism 
as the sending and receiving of information along these channels. 
Threads. PIQ says P and Q are two threads running in parallel, while (-V u) P restricts 
identifier u local to P meaning that u is essentially a private name in P. 0 denotes an empty 
thread. This notation comes from the 7r-calculus [53], and also includes Error denoting 
remote communication failure. The remaining constructs of P are used for representing 
the RMI mechanism, and are illustrated when we discuss the operational semantics in 
Section 3.2. 
Configurations and networks. F ranges over configurations, which represent an instance 
of a virtual machine. When written in the form (-v VI) (P, a, CT), thi indicates that the s 
configuration has threads P, a store u containing local variables and objects, and a class 
table CT. Networks are written N, and comprise zero or more configurations held at 
named locations, executing in parallel. 0 denotes the empty network. 49 denotes a 
configuration F executing at location LN 11 N2 and (-v U) N are understood as in threads. 
Stores. u is a mapping from variable names to values, written [x ý--4 v] and from object 
identifiers to objects, written [o F--+ (C, F: V)]. This indicates an identifier o maps to an 
object of class C with a vector of fields with values F: V. It is possible for cycles to appear 
in stores through assignments to fields during execution of a program. For instance the 
mapping [o ý--* (C, f: o)] is the smallest example of a store containing a cycle. 
Stores are inductively defined with the operator - used to append a new entry. There- 
fore cy ý-4 v] comprises a store with mappings a and mapping [x ý--+ v] (similarly for 
objects). Two stores that are disjoint in domain may be concatenated, and we shall write 
(Y - (Y' for this with the expected meaning. 
Class tables. A class table, CT, is a mapping from unlabelled class names to class defini- 
tions. We again use the - operator to append mappings, but we also allow two class tables 
to be concatenated using U; unlike stores the tables being concatenated do not need to be 
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disjoint in domain, as we assume that each class definition is unique in the network (this 
is explained in Chapter 4). 
Throughout this thesis we write FCT to represent the foundation class table that con- 
tains common classes available at every location in a network. This corresponds loosely 
to the java. * classes. 
3.1.3 Auxiliary functions 
In this subsection we outline several auxiliary functions that extract information from 
Dj programs: 
The function N computes the free variables of a term in Dj. The full definition is 
given below in Figure 3.2. 
The function fn computes the free names of a term in DJ. A name is an object 
identifier or a channel. The definition is given in Figure 3.2. 
dom is an overloaded function that returns the domain of a mapping. It can be 
used on stores, class signatures, class tables and so on, and is defined formally in 
Definition 3.2. 
9 The function loc(N) computes the set of location names in a network, and is given 
in Definition 3.3. 
* id computes the instantiated class narnes of a term in Dj, and is formally given in 
Definition 3.4. A class name C is termed "instantiated" in two situations: 
1. if it appears as the subject of an instantlation expression like new C(IF); or 
2. if it is the class of an object in a store. 
This function is important because of the code mobility primitives in DJ. Each lo- 
cation in a network maintains its own class table and hence when a piece of frozen 
code is executed at a remote site, it may need to instantiate classes that are not 
present there. Similarly, it may carry store objects that are instances of classes not 
present in that class table as part of the closure required for the frozen expression. 
This function is used to account for these classes. 
Important to note is that a tagged class such as C' is not "instantiated. " This is 
because the tag t says something along the lines of "this class may not be locally 
available, but can be definitely downloaded from site t. " 
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class C extends C jf; K 1ý41 
T m(T x)Jej 
null 
0 
A (T x). (-v -U) (1, e, a) 
x 
this 
e. f 
eo; ei 
X=e 
eo. f = ei 
new C(e) 
eo. m(ei) 
Tx=: eo; ei 
return e 
freeze (T x)f ej 
eo. def rost(el) 
new C1 (6) 
download (f f rom t in e 
resolve (f f rom t in e 
await c 
og(-CL, u) in e 
f r(T x)ýej 
Error 
c 
0 
PI I P2 
(-v U) P 
rmi e 
e with c 
return(c) e 
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Figure 3.2: Free variables and names 
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Definition 3.2 (Domains). The domains function, dom is defined over stores, configura- 
tions, networks, class signatures and class tables as follows: 
dom(u) = fo I [o ý--* (c,... )] C Ul U fx I [X " V] C orl 
dom((vU)(P, u, CT)) =dom (a) \fVtl 
dom(O) = 
dom(N II N2) =U dom(Ni) 
dom((-v u)N) = dom(N) \ ful 
dom(t[FI) = dom(F) 
dom(CSig) = {C 1 [C F--ý [remotablel C iýAAýigl c CSigl 
dom(CT) = {C 1 [C F--+ LI C CTI 
Definition 3.3 (Network locations for DA The function loc(N) is defined as follows 
loc(o) = loc(I[F]) = ftl 
loc(N II N2): -- Uloc(Ni) loc((-vu)N) = loc(N) 
Definition 3.4 (Instantiated class names). The function icl is defined over stores, class tables 
and expressions and is given in Figure 3.3. 
3.1.4 Structural congruence 
This subsection defines the structural congruence relation for Dj. It is defined over 
threads, networks and configurations in Figure 3.4. 
Formally, -= is the 
least congruence which includes Lx-conversion and contains the 
equations in Figure 3.4. The last two rules for configurations define garbage collection 
of useless store entries. Other rules, including scope opening, are inherited from those 
of then-calculus [53], and so are standard. 
3.2 Operational semantics 
This section presents the formal operational semantics of Dj, extending the standard 
small step call-by-value reduction of [68,11]. In the following subsection we present 
our notion of reduction. 
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Figure 3.3: Instantiated class names 
id 
class C extends C fff'; K 11ý41 U id (M j) 
T m(T x){el id (e) 
null, o 0 
A (T x). (-v id) (1, e, (3-) id(e) U id(u) 
x, this 0 
e. f id (e) 
eo; el U id (ei) 
x=e id(e) 
eo. f = el U id (ei) 
new C(J) JCJ UU id(ej) 
eo. m(el), Tx= eo; el U ici(ei) 
return e, f reeze(T x)fel id (e) 
eo. def rost (el), new CI (6) U id ( ej 
download (f f rom I in e, resolve f rom I in e id (e) 
await c 0 
og(fl, a) in e U id (uj) U id (a) U id (e) 
f r(T x)fe) id(e) 
Error, c, 0 0 
PI I P2 U icl(Pj) 
(VU)P id(p) 
rmi e, e with c, return(c) e id (e) 
(-v fl) (P, a, CT) id(P) U id (a) U id(CT) 
I[F] id (F) 
N, IN2 Uid(Nj) 
(-v u) N id (N) 
0 0 
(I - (X VI id (CF) U id (V) 
U- [0 (C' f: V)j fCj U id (U) UU id (Vj) 
CT - (C ý-4 Q id(CT) U id(L) 
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Figure 3A Structural congruence for DJ 
Structural congruence, -= is the 
least congruence containing OC-conversion and the 
equations below. 
(Configurations) 
(-v u) P, u, CT (v u) (P, a, CT) uý fn(u) U fn(CT) 
(-v u) (-v u') F (-v u') (-v U) F 
(-v x) (p, u- [x ý-4 v), CT) -= 
P, u, CT x0 fv(P) 
(-V 0) (p, U- [o ýý (C .... 
)], CT) = P, u, CT oý fn(P) U fn(a) 
(Threads) 
P 10 P 
pI Po Po p 
pI (Po Pi) (P Po) Pi 
(-v u) (P PO) (-v u) P Po uý fn (Po) 
(-v C)o a0 
(-v U) (-v U') P -= 
(-v U') (-v U) P 
(Networks) 
N 10 =- N 
NI NO -=NO 
IN 
NI (No I Ni) (N I No) I Ni 
(vu)(N I NO) (vu)N I No 
(v C)O 0 
(-vu)(-vu')N (-vu')(-vu)N 
1[(vu)(F)l (-vu)I[F] 
fv(NO) U fn (No) 
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Figure 3.5: Operational semantics for thread and network execution 
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F =- Fo )t FO' Eý F' 
PI 1 P21 a, CT )I (-v VI) (pl, I P2 i (Y', CV) 
RC-RES 
(-v U) (P, u, CT) (-v U-') (P', o-, CV) 
(-v UCL) (P, u, CT) )i (-v UU') (P, u, CV) 
RN-CONF RN-PAR RN-RES 
F F' N N' N N' 
t[F] t[F'l NI No N'l No (-v u)N (vu)N' 
F -* F' 
RN-STR 
N 
-= 
No No = N' 
3.2.1 Reduction relations 
Dj has two reduction relations. The first is defined over configurations executing within 
an individual location, and is written 
)t F' 
where I is the name of the location containing F. This relation is generated from the 
co nfi guration -level reduction rules presented in this section. The label t forms a key part 
of the rules for code freezing, and so must be propagated through the derivation rules. 
The second notion of reduction is at the network level, and is written 
N -* N' 
It is generated from the network-level reduction rules in this section. We define corre- 
sponding multi-step reduction relations as the transitive closure of the relations above: 
def def 
Both relations are given modulo the structural equivalence rules (=-) of Dj, which are 
derived from those of the 7r-calculus [53] and were given earlier In Section 3.1.4. This 
allow us to express "zero steps" of reduction. 
We now introduce the basic rules for evaluating networks and configurations. These 
are given in Figure 3.5, and they too are inspired by then-calculus. 
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3.2.2 Lookup functions 
In the rules that follow, we require several lookup functions that are. used to determine 
types of methods and fields and also to inspect the class table at a location for method 
bodies. They are given in Figure 3.6. 
We assume the existence of a distinguished class, Object, which serves as the top of 
the inheritance hierarchy for DJ, as in Java. It provides no methods and has no fields 
(indicated by the symbol c). This deviates slightly from the Java API since the j ava - lang. Obj e ct class does have several methods and fields to perform operations such as 
providing a textual representation of an object suitable for printing on screen. 
Then, the function fields(C) retrieves a possibly empty sequence of the field decla- 
rations of class C, prefixed by the field declarations of its superclass. The function 
mbody(m, C, CT) looks up the body and formal parameter of method m in class C given 
in class table CT. It returns a pair (x, e) where x is the formal parameter name and e is the 
method's code. Finally, the function mtype(m, Q examines the global class signature for 
the declared type of method m in class C. It returns an arrow type of the form T --4T to 
denote this. 
3.2.3 Substitutions 
Dj requires two kinds of substitution: for method receivers, tagged class names, and 
method returns in expressions, and for updating variables and fields in stores. These two 
kinds are differentiated syntactically, with the former written [ ... / ... I and the 
latter 
written [ ý-* ]. 
Receiver substitution. This is defined homornorphically over expressions e. We write 
efo/this) when object identifier o is being substituted for receiver this. Then the key 
rule is this[o/this] =o as expected. 
Tagged class substitution. Similarly defined homomorphically over expressions, written 
Off 1/0. The key rule is that new Ci (ifl [(ff '/(f] = new CI(e[(f 1/(f]). 
Return expression substitution. Again defined homornorphically over expressions, writ- 
ten e [return (c) /return]. The key rule is that 
(return e) [return (c) /return] == return(c) e [return (c) /return] 
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Figure 3.6: Lookup functions 
(Field lookup) 
CSig(C) =: [remotable] C extends D Tf MSig 
fields(Object) =c 
fields(D) = ff 
fields(C) = f'-P, ff 
(Method body lookup) 
CT(C) = class C extends D Iff; K 1ý41 
T' m(T x){ej c M* 
mbody(m, C, CT) = (x, e) 
CT(C) = class C extends D fff; K 1ý41 
T' m(T x)f ej ý 1ý4 
mbody(m, C, CT) = mbody(m, D, CT) 
(Method signature lookup) 
CSig(C) = [remotable] C extends D T-f-M-Sig 
mi: T --4 VE M-Sig 
mtype(mi, Q == T --4T' 
CSig(C) = [remotable] C extends D Tf MSig 
mi: T -4 T' ý Mýig 
mtype(m, C) = mtype(m, D) 
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Variable update. When updating variable x in store u to hold new value v we write 
u[x F-* v]. It is defined as follows: 
u- lo ý-> (C, -- .) ][x ý--+ v] 
= (T [x h--+ v] - [0 ý-ý (C )] 
(3- - [x h--+ v'] [x h--+ v] = (5- [X h---> V] . [X ý--, 
u- Ili h--, [x ý-, vl = u[x ý-ý vl - [-q F---* 0 with x: ý -y 
It is not possible to simplify the second equation above to u-N ý-4 v'] [x ý--+ v] =a- [x ý--* v], 
as this assumes that stores do not contain duplicates in their domain. This property is 
desirable, but not mandated by the construction of the grammar for stores, and instead 
we rely on the typing system of Chapter 4 to guarantee it. 
Field update. When updating field f of object o in store a to hold value v we write 
(3-lo-f ý--* v]. It is defined as: 
u- [0 ý--+ (C, ý: V, f: v', -P : V') 1 [0. f F---> v] =Z u [0. f F--+ vl - [0 1--+ (C, ý: -V, f: V, -P : -iU') ] 
u- (0, ý-4 
(C )I [o. f 
1-4 v] = u[o. 
f F-ý v] - 
[o' 
i--+ (C,. 
.. 
)] 
with o : ý: 4 o' 
u- [x h---> vl [O. f h--+ vl =, (3-[o. f ý--+ vl - [x h---+ vl 
Again it is not possible to simplify the second equation here, for the same reasons as for 
variable update above. 
Note that for both variable and field update, there is no "base case" because updating 
a variable (or the field of an object) that does not exist in the store should be considered 
a runtime error. In Chapter 4 we shall show that in well-typed networks, these errors 
are confined to the case where a null pointer is dereferenced. 
3.2.4 Local expressions 
The rules for the sequential part of the language are largely standard [39,111. We list the 
reduction rules in Figure 3.7. Included in this figure is the ruleERR-NULLwhlch applies 
when a null pointer is derefenced, resulting in an Error. We give special attention to 
class creation operations below. 
Class instantiation 
There are three rules relating to class instantiation, NEW, NEWRandNEWL. The basic 
rule for instantiation, NEw, allocates a new object on the store and sets all its fields to the 
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Figure 3-7: Operational semantics for local expressions 
VAR 
CT )t U(X), u, CT 
SEQ 
V* e, a I, CT e, u, CT 
FLDASS 
FLD 
a (0) (C' 
0-fi, u, CT q vi, u, CT 
ASS 
x= V) or, CT V, UN ý-4 v], CT 
O-f = v, u, CT ýtV, a[O-f ý-* v], CT 
oc dom(u) 
NEW 
dom(u) fields(C) = T-f 
new C(V), u, CT ýi (-v 0) (o, a- [o " (C, f-: v-)], CT) 
NEWR 
new C'(6), u, CT )t download C from min new C'(6), u, CT -comp(C, CT) 
NEWL 
new C'(6), u, CT ), newC(e), a, CT comp(C, CT) 
DEC 
Tx == v; e, u, CT q (-v x) (e, a- [x ý--> v], CT) xý do m (a) 
CONG 
e, u, CT (-vCt) (e', cv', CT') 
_ -a ý fv(E) U fn(E) E[el, u, CT (-v U) (E [e'], u, CT') 
ERR-NULL 
null. f , U7 
CT )tError, u, CT 
null. f = v, a, CT )tError, u, CT 
null. m(v), a, CT )tError, u, CT 
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Figure 3.8: DJ evaluation contexts 
E. f I E; eIx=EIE. f =eIo. f =EI new C(, V, E, e-) 
E. m(e) I o. m(E) I Tx=E I e. defrost(E) I E. defrost(v) 
I rmi EIE with cI return(c) 
values passed in to the constructor. It creates a fresh identifier o to represent the memory 
location of this object, and using the restriction operator, V o, we explicitly control the 
scope of this name to guarantee its uniqueness. 
The ruleNEWRis responsible for the instantiation of classes tagged with the name of 
some location, e. g. C'. This rule is applied whenever execution attempts to instantiate 
an object of a tagged class whose body is not present in the local class table. Instead of 
immediately allocating a new object, it first attempts to download the actual body of the 
class, and all its superclasses, from the labelled location. Class downloading is discussed 
in detail in Section 3.2.5, and the predicate comp(C, CT) is presented in Definition 3.8 at 
the end of this section. It indicates that the body of C and all its superclasses are present 
in CT. 
Finally NEWIL is applied when an attempt is made to instantiate a tagged class whose 
body, and the bodies of all its superclasses, are already available locally. In this case the 
statement reduces to a normal untagged instantiation. 
Evaluation contexts 
To reduce the number of computation rules, we make use of the evaluation contexts in 
Figure 3.8 and the congruence ruleCONG. Contexts contain a single hole, written in- 
side them. E[e] represents the expression obtained by replacing the hole in context E with 
the ordinary expression e. The evaluation order of terms in the language is 
determined 
by the construction of these contexts. 
As with the syntax of Dj expressions in Figure 3.1, the syntax of evaluation contexts 
is liberal, again with the assumption that types will be used to prevent the construction 
of malformed contexts. 
3.2.5 Class downloading 
Class mobility is very important in Java RMI systems, since it reduces unnecessary cou- 
pling between communicating parties. If an interface can 
be agreed upon, then any class 
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that implements the interface can be passed to a remote consumer and type-safety will 
be preserved. However this only works if sites are able to dynamically acquire class files 
from one another. This hidden behaviour is omitted from known sequential formalisms, 
as it is not required in the single-location setting. Therefore the formalisation of class 
downloading is one of the key contributions of Dj. 
The rules for class downloading in Dj are given in Figure 3.9 and approximately model 
the lazy downloading mechanism found in JDK 1.3 without verification [20]. it involves 
two stages, downloading and resolution. ' 
Downloading: The download expression is responsible for the transfer of class table en- 
tries from a remote site. DOWNLOAD defines the semantics for this operation. For 
a download request download C from I in e we first produce C) by removing the 
names of any classes locally available (and thus eliminating duplication). We then 
compute vector f as all the instantiated class names in the bodies of the classes in 15. 
Finally, the classes named in 15 are downloaded and added to the local class table. 
Any occurrence of a member of f in a newly downloaded class body is tagged with 
the name of the remote site (12 in this case). 
Resolution: The resolve expression is responsible for resolution, with semantics defined 
by RESOLVE. It is the process of examining classes for unmet dependencies and 
scheduling the download of missing classes. Informally this amounts to down- 
loading immediate superclasses. 
TheDOWNLOADandRESOLVErules work together to iteratively resolve all class de- 
pendencies for a given object. Once all dependencies have been met, normal execu- 
tion continues after DNOTHING. We model a failure in this process by the last rule, 
ERR-CLASSNOTFOUND. This approximates ClassNotFoundExcept ion that would occur 
in the case of the site t2not possessing some class requested by ti. In this case, the code 
attempting the download will reduce to the Error expression. 
In this thesis we chose the option of class loading without verification as it allows 
significantly simpler presentation. Our formalisation of class downloading is intended 
to be modular: it is possible to model different class loading mechanisms by adjusting the 
reduction rules for downloading and resolution. For example, in ruleRESOLVEthe vector 
d is constructed from the direct superclasses of the classes being resolved. One aspect 
of Java verification is that it checks subtypes for method arguments. By inspecting the 
'The resolution mentioned here should not be confused with the resolution process that occurs when a 
class is loaded in the JVM. 
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Figure 3.9: Operational semantics for class resolution and downloading 
DOWNLOAD 
Idl 
= JCJ \ dom(CTI) jfj = id (CT2 (Db)) CT' = CT2 (b) 
[ft2 If] 
11[E [download C from 12 in el I P, ul, CT, ] 1 t21P27 (y21CT21 
)I, [E[re solve (ff from 12 in e] I P, (T,, CT, UCT'I 1 t21P27(T2iCT21 
RESOLVE 
JDJ = ID I CT(Ci) = class Ci extends D fff; K 1ý41 and Dý dom(FCT)l 
resolve (f f rom V in e, a, CT )t download CD f rom t' in e, u, CT 
DNOTHING 
download 0f rom m in e, u, CT )t e, u, CT 
ERR-CLASSNOTFOUND 
Xj G C. Ci ý dom(CTi) U dom(CT2) 
I, [E [download (ff from 12 in e] I P, a,, CTIJ 1121P2i U21CT21 
) 11 [E[Error] I P, ul, CT11 1121P2i U27 CT21 
body of methods in the classes being resolved, we could extend C) to reflect these checks 
as a first approximation. 
Following on from this we observe that, with verification on [20], the overhead in- 
duced by Java's lazy class loading policy is increased-since verifying a class typically 
requires the loading of more classes than just the direct superclass. 
3.2.6 Serialisation and deserialisation 
One of the contributions of Dj is a precise formalisation of the semantics of serialisation 
using the primitives for code mobility which are detailed in Section 3.2.8. We intro 
duce two derived syntactic forms for serjallsatlon and Its counterpart deserialisation in 
Definition 3.5. We do this to aid readability of the examples we shall present later. 
Definition 3.5 (Syntactic sugar for serialisation and deserialisation). 
f 
serialize(v)'=' freeze (Object x)freturn v) with xý fv(v) 
def 
deserialize(e) = e. defrost(nuil) 
Serialisation occurs in two instances. In the first, the expressions serialize(v) and 
deserialize(e) allow the programmer to explicitly create flattened objects, whereas the 
second instance occurs when values must be transported across the network. 
serialize(v) and deserialize(e) must appear automatically as runtime expressions 
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to serialise parameters and return values of remote method invocations. This is be- 
cause instances of classes incapable of remote method invocation -classes without the 
remotable keyword in their signature -cannot be passed by reference as parameters or 
as return values to remote methods. Should this occur, the remote party would receive 
the identifier of an unreachable object. Avoiding this problem involves making a deep 
clone of the local object, and we see this in action in Section 3.2.7. 
3.2.7 Method invocation 
Unlike sequential formalisms, Dj describes remote method invocation. To accommo- 
date RMI, the rules for method call take a novel form employing concepts from the 7r- 
calculus, representing the context of a call by a local linear channel. While this technique 
is well-known in the 7r-calculus [53], Dj may be the first to use it to faithfully capture the 
semantics of RMI in a Java-like language. Among other benefits, it allows us to define 
the semantics of local and remote method calls concisely and uniformly: a method call is 
local when the receiver is co-located with the caller; whereas it becomes remote when the 
receiver is located elsewhere. Remote calls also differ from local ones because of the need 
for parameter and return value serialisation, which is reflected as several extra reduction 
steps. 
Definition 3.6 (Co-location). For a location t[P, u, CT], thread P is co-located with object 
identifier o if oe dom(a). 
We summarise the general picture of a remote method invocation in Figure 3.10, which 
starts from dispatch of a remote method and ends with delivery of its return value. The 
corresponding formal rules are given in Figure 3.11. 
We first explain local method calls. For a method call o. Tn(v), if oc dom(u) then 
the ruleMETHLOCAL is applied. A new channel c is created to carry the return value 
of the method; the return point of the method call is replaced with the term await c. 
corresponding to a receiver waiting for the return value supplied on channel c. 
The 
method call itself is spawned in a new thread as o. m(v) with c carrying channel c. 
The next stage is the application of the method invocation ruleMETHINVOKE; in 
fact, 
both remote and local invocations ultimately apply this rule. We apply the 
lookup func- 
tion mbody(m, C, CT) as given in Figure 3.6 as part of dynamic method 
dispatch. The 
receiving object is substituted [o/this] and a new store entry x is allocated 
for the for- 
mal parameter v. We apply the substitution e [return (c) /return] to indicate that the 
return value of the method must 
be sent along channel c. The ruleAWAIT is used to 
communicate the return value to its caller. 
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Figure 3.10: Evaluation of a remote call 
Nctwork boundary 
rmi o. m(v) with c o. m(v') with c serialize deserialize 
I(C) W 
return(c) w' rmi return(c) w deserialize serialize 
Figure 3.11: Operational semantics for remote method invocation 
METHLOCAL 
E[o. m(v)] I P, u, CT )t (vc)(E[await c] I o. m(v) with cIP, a, CT) 
c fresh, oc dom(u) 
METHREMOTE 
E[o. m(v)] I P, a, CT 
(-v c) (E[await c] I rmi o. m(serialize(v)) with cIP, u, CT) 
c fresh, oý dom(u) 
METHIN-VOKE 
u(o) = (C, -- .) mbody(m, C, CT) = 
(x, e) xe dom(u) 
o. m(v) with c, a, CT ), (-v x) (e[o, return(c)/this, return], a- [x ý--* v], CT) 
AWAIT 
E[await cl I return(c) v, u, CT q E[vl, a, CT 
SERRETURN 
l[return(c) vIP, u, CT] fn (P) 
t[rmi return(c) serialize(v) I P, a, CT] 
C 
LEAVE 
11[rmi o. m(v) with cI Pl, ul, CT11 I t2lP21072iCT21 0G dOM((T2) 
I, [Pl, ul, CT11 I t2[o. m(deserialize(v)) with C1 P21 U27 CT21 
RETURN 
ti[rmi return(c) vI Pl, ul, CT, 1 1121P2, (32, CT2] cc fn(P2) 
Il[Pi, ul, CT11 I t2[return(c) deserialize(v) I P2,92, CT21 
ERR-LOSTCALL 
rmi o. m(v) with c, u, CT )t Error, u, CT 
ERR-LOSTRETURN 
rmi return(c) v, (y, CT ), Error, u, CT 
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When oý dom(cr) the method invocation is remote. The ruleMETHREMOTE's applied, 
with care being taken to automatically serialise the parameter v If It is an identifier for 
a non-remotely callable object. We note that frozen values are also transferred to the 
remote location without modification (like base values). 
After serialisation, we are left with a thread of the form rmi o. m(w) with c where w 
is the serialised representation of the original parameter v. At this point, the network 
level rule LEAVE triggers the migration of the calling thread to the location that holds 
the receiving object in its local store. After transfer over the network, the parameter is 
automatically deserialised andMETHINVOKEapplied. Here a normal local method invoca- 
tion takes Place, returning some value which itself must be automatically serialised using 
SERRETURN. Then it crosses the network by applicationOf RETURN. After returning to 
the caller's site, it is deserialised. and returned as normal. 
The last two rules present instances of network failure. In the case0f ERR-LOSTCALL, 
the network becomes partitioned such that a remote method call attempting to reach 
its destination cannot. Likewise, inERR-LOSTRETURN, the return value from a remote 
method call is lost. Both cases reduce to Error. 
3.2.8 Direct code mobility 
The expressions DJ provides for creating and evaluating closures offer a direct way to 
manipulate code and data. They permit the storing of unevaluated terms that can, for 
example, be shipped to remote locations for evaluation or merely saved for future use. 
We can also use our primitives for code mobility to subsume standard Java serialisation 
operations, explained earlier in Section 3.2.6. 
As introduced in Figure 3.1, there are two operations associated with frozen values - 
for their creation and use -called freezing and defrosting respectively. Their rules are 
given in Figure 3.12. The label I comes to the fore inOG-FREEZE, as it is used to tag 
the closure with the location that created it. This allows consumers of the closure to 
determine where they should download missing classes from. 
Freezing an expression requires interaction with the addresses in the local store that it 
relies upon. DJ allows open terms to be frozen, with the understanding that any memory 
locations that are referenced are implicitly copied at the point of freezing. This is not 
as straightforward as duplicating store mappings, since objects may refer to others via 
fields, and so we require the object graph algorithm to navigate these links and ensure 
all dependent objects are copied. This comes into play when the FREEZEoperational 
semantics rule is applied to request the freezing of a term. 
This algorithm is given by theOG-x rules in Figure 3.12. Informally, the algorithm 
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Figure 3.12: Operational semantics for creating and executing frozen expressions 
FREEZE 
tül = fv(e) \ ýx1 U fn(e) 
f reeze (T x)ýe, ', u, CT )t og(id, 0) in f r(T x)ýel, u, CT 
OG-FREEZE 
JUI = dom(u) ffl = icl(e) 
og(c, a') in f r(T x)Jej, u, CT )tA (T x). (v it) (1, e [fl /fl, u), a, CT 
OG-VAR 
xý dom(u') U(x) =v 
og(x - ü, u') in e, u, CT ý1 og(v -, Ü, u' - [x ýý vl) in e, u, CT 
OG-OID 
oý dom(u') u(o) = (D, F: V) -RMI(D) 
og(o d, a') in eIa, CT 
og(V - -d, a' [o F--+ (D, f: V)I) in e, u, CT 
OG-REMOTEOID 
u(o) (D, f: V) RM I (D) 
og(o - -d, u') in e, u, CT t og(-Ct, u') in e, u, CT 
OG-DUPLICATE 
dom(u') 
og(u - -a, a) in e, u, CT )I og (V, u') in e, u, CT 
OG-VALUE 
v= null Vv= A(T'x) . (-v il) 
(m, e, u") 
og(v - U, u') in e, u, CT )t og (it, u') in e, u, CT 
DEFROST 
icl(u' 
E[N(T x)-(vU)(Tn, e, u'). defrost(v)] I P, u, CT 
)t (vcxVI)(E[await cl I download f from mine [return (c) /return] I P, 
a- a' - [x ýý vj, CT) 
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works by maintaining a queue of identifiers of memory locations, V, that should be 
copied into the accumulated graph u'. 
We shall briefly explain the operation of each rule in turn. OG-VARcopies the mapping 
of variable x, provided it has not already been accumulated in U'. It then adds the en- 
try of the mapping, v to the head of the queue since variables can point to objects and 
these must be explored in turn. OG-OIDcoples an object entry from the store, provided 
that object is not an instance of a class capable of remote method invocation. We then 
add the values held in the fields of the copied object to the front of the queue to en- 
sure all pointers are explored. OG-REMOTEOID SIMPlyignores remotely callable objects, 
OG-DUPLICATE Omits to COPY *identifiers already held in the accumulated graph u', and 
OG-VALUEavoids copying null or frozen values. 
The algorithm terminates when the queue of identifiers is empty, denoted by the 
empty sequence c. ThenOG-FREEZE is applied and the accumulated graph U' is used 
in the creation of a frozen value. 
In earlier versions of this work [5,6], the operation to collect store entries when cre- 
ating closures was given as an atomic lookup function on stores. We made the decision 
to model it this way to simplify presentation, as this earlier work was more focused on 
class table mobility. The atomic nature of this lookup function was somewhat different 
to what actually happens in Java serialisation; this uses the reflection API to recursively 
explore object graphs (as we have modelled above), and is hence susceptible to interfer- 
ence from other threads. 
Object graph reachability 
We give a key definition used later in Section 4.4.2. it defines reachability between object 
identifiers. 
Definition 3.7 (Object graph reachability predicate). Suppose u(o') = (C, f: V) and -RAAI (C). 
Then: 
reachable(u, o', o) oc fn(, V) V 3o" c fn(V). reachable(u, o", o) 
reachable(u, x, o) cr(x) =oV (u(x) = oA reachable(u, o', o» 
reachable(u, e, o) lu e (fn(e) U fv (e)). reachable (u, u, o) Voc fn(e) 
Informally, if the predicate reachable(u, o', o) holds there exists a path in store u from 
the ob) ect with identifier o' to the object with identifier o. This can be an immediate link 
(when o is stored in a field of o'), or it can be via the fields of one or more intermedi- 
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aries. Similarly, since a local variable x can hold a reference to an object, it participates in 
reachability. This then further scales to the thread level, since threads hold local variables 
and so have a "footprint" of objects that they can reach. If a route to an object identifier 
passes through the fields of a remotable identifier, it is not counted as reachable. This is because the store entries for remotable objects should not ever move around the network 
(e. g. by being passed as the parameter to a remote invocation) and we wish to have that 
the reachability predicate returns the same result for a remotable identifier regardless of 
in which store in the network we make that judgement. 
Class hierarchy completeness 
In Definition 3.8 we give the class hierarchy completeness predicate. 
Definition 3.8 (Completeness of class hierarchy). 
comp(C, CT) VD C <: D. D E dom(CT) 
This predicate holds when all superclasses of a particular class are available in the spec- 
ified class table. 
3.3 Extended examples 
In this section we present some examples of reduction in Dj. Since the local part of the 
language is mostly standard, we shall focus instead on the three important topics that Dj 
models: code freezing and evaluation, remote method invocation, and class download- 
ing. 
3.3.1 Freeze and defrost 
In this example we shall illustrate the operational semantics of freeze and defrost. Specifi- 
cally, we will show the object graph algorithm calculates the closure of objects potentially 
required by a piece of frozen code. 
In Listing 3.1 we show the code for a simple list class in DJ. We abuse the syntax of the 
language slightly by including conditionals, but these can be straightforwardly integrated 
into the present language in terms of a standard encoding. 
The program fragment in Listing 3.2 creates a frozen expression to append an item to 
a specific list, 11. We give the execution of this code in Figure 3.13, assuming we are at 
some location 1. We write e for the second and third lines of the program combined, el 
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for the third line alone and ef, for the body of the freeze expression. We introduce the 
shorthands (3- and a' using braces during the derivation, and give a commentary on the 
highlights below. 
(a) After allocating a new list containing one element, an integer object containing base 
value 5, we are now ready to begin the process of creating a closure. This starts 
with application Of FREEZE, which invokes the object graph algorithm to copy all 
the mappings reachable from variable 11, the only free variable in the body of the 
closure ef,. 
(b) At this point, the object graph algorithm terminates (it has an empty queue of 
things to explore denoted c). In this example, the body of the closure actually ends 
up needing to access all local variables, hence the copied graph is u'. 
(c) In this next step of execution, we are able to garbage collect all of the local store 
entries because they are now effectively dead. We do this by applying the structural 
equivalence rules, =-. Note that we still have the copy of a' inside the body of the 
closure to be stored in local variable app. 
(d) Right now we have just elected to evaluate the closure. The first step of reduction 
therefore is to try to download all the classes required by store entries in that clo- 
sure, namely List and Int. Since the closure is used in the same location as where 
it was created, we make the trivial assumption that these classes are already locally 
available and immediately apply DNOTHINGto skip the downloading process. 
(e) In this final step, we have fully evaluated the body of the closure. As can be seen 
we have a new list that now has two elements: [5, null]. This is returned to the 
context to finish the derivation. 
3.3.2 Remote method invocation 
in this example we shall illustrate the operational semantics of remote method invocation 
in DJ. Since we showed the object graph algorithm in the previous example, we shall 
make a remote method invocation that only passes a null parameter. 
Consider the simple time server, written in class TS in Listing 3.3. We are only inter- 
ested in the method getTime (String) which returns the current time in the supplied 
time zone. In Listing 3.4 we have a simple client program that makes use of the time 
server. We give the execution of this code in Figure 3.14, assuming the client lies at 
loca- 
tion I and the server is at m with some arbitrary program Q running. Both parties share 
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Listing 3.11: Simple list class 
class List f 
Object elem; List tail; 
List(Object elem, List tail) 
this. elem = elem; this. tail. tail; 
I 
Object add(Object elem) 
if (tail == null) tail new List(elem, null); 
else tail. add(elem); 
return elem; 
Listing 3.2: Example freeze and defrost 
List 11 = new List(new Int(5), null); 11 = [51 
(Object->List) app = freeze(Object x) ll. add(x); return 11; 
return(c) app. defrost(null); 
the definition of the Time class, but the TS class is only available at the server. We explain 
the key parts of the derivation below. 
(a) At this stage in the derivation, the client at location t is about to make the remote 
method call to object o at site m. One complication remains in that we must first 
serialise the parameter to the getTime method. We elide these steps because, in- 
spectingOG-VALUE, we see that null has no structure and so is not explored. 
(b) The remote call has subsequently arrived at location m, and the parameter has been 
trivially deserialised. We now make what is in effect a local method Invocation, 
applyingMETHINVOKE. 
(c) This point in the reduction sequence corresponds to the return position of the 
getTime method (we omit the body). It returns an object o' that is an instance of 
the Time class requested by the client at t, representing the current time. As the 
return channel d is not located at TTi, we applySERRETURN 
to serialise the Time 
object. 
(d) In this step of reduction, we assume that the Time object has been serialised, and 
contains no significant internal structure. It is now a case of 
applyingRETURN 
to move the method return expression back to the client at 1. The client is then 
responsible for deserialising the closure containing the Time object. 
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Listing 3.3: Time server 
class TS f ... 
Time getTime(String zone) 
if zone == null, return GMT time 
Listing 3A Time server client program 
// obtain reference to a remote instance of TS, call it ts 
return(c) ts. getTime(null); 
(e) To unpack the closure containing o', we must attempt to download the Time class. 
In this example we shall assume I has this class already, so the ruleDNOTHING is 
applied. 
(f) In this step we have fully deserialised o' and begin the process of returning it to 
the client of the getTime method. 
In this final step, we return the value o' to the context. 
3.3.3 Class downloading 
in this third and final example, we shall explain how classes can be downloaded from re- 
mote parties when a receiver requires them. Below we have a simple example of a garage 
that provides a method service that takes a car in need of maintenance and returns the 
ccupgraded" version. We assume the existence of a Car class that is the superclass of all 
kinds of cars. The code for the Garage class is given in Listing 3.5. 
In Listing 3.6, we show an example sequence of operations on the garage. Assume 
that prior to calling the service method, the client who wishes their car to be serviced 
has obtained a remote reference to an instance of the garage, stored in variable g. Then 
when the client supplies the garage with an instance of BMW, the server holding the remote 
Listing 3.5: Class representing a garage 
class Garage f ... 
Car service(Car c) 
perform some maintenance 
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Listing 3.6: Using the garage 
class BMW extends Car 
// Main method ... 
return(c) g. service(new BMWO); 
garage object may not have this class in its local class table. Therefore it must automati- 
cally request the class table data from the client. 
We give the execution of this code in Figure 3.15, assuming the client lies at location 
and the server is at m with some arbitrary program Q running. We show the derivation 
up to the point that class downloading has finished, as the remainder is similar to the 
example of remote method invocation. 
As an added remark , if the garage were to return an instance of another class back to 
the client (e. g. the service method returns a Skoda rather than a BMW) then should the 
client lack this class it would request it from the garage in similar fashion. We summarise 
the most interesting parts of this derivation below. 
(a) At this point, the client to the garage has made their invocation, and the parameter 
to the service method is about to be deserialised. The client in question has sup- 
plied an instance of the BMW class for service, a class which the garage site m does 
not possess. 
(b) The first step of reduction is to apply DOWNLOADto try to obtain the BMW class 
from client site t. 
(c) After downloading the BMW class, we add it to the class table of the server. This 
is not the end of the task though, as we must apply RESOLVE to perform another 
iteration of class downloading; the reason being that BMW may have a superclass 
that was similarly unavailable at the server site. 
(d) Applying RESOLVE indicates that site m should try to obtain class Car from 1. 
However by assumption we have that Car c dom(CT) and so we apply DNOTHING. 
(e) Deserialisation of the BMW object is now finished and we can now make a stan- 
dard method call. 
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3.4 Related work 
In this section we shall discuss related formalisms for object-oriented and distributed 
languages. 
3.4.1 Java calculi 
Featherweight Java [39] (FJ), is a minimal functional calculus for the Java programming 
language. It was initially designed to formalise parametric polymorphism in the style 
of Generic Java, but has since been applied to a variety of problems including aliasing 
control, ownership types and architectural reasoning about Java programs. DJ derives 
its "style" most from Featherweight Java, including the definition of the auxiliary lookup 
functions found in Figure 3.6. 
Middleweight Java [11] (MJ), is an imperative calculus for Java programming, origi- 
nally used in the study of effects systems. As with FJ, the authors intended that every 
MJ program be a valid Java program, and they modelled a significant portion of impera- 
tive Java, including an accurate representation of the scope of local variables. 
For a realistic model of Java RMI, we required an imperative model including assign- 
ment to variables and distribution. We also chose to abstract away from certain language 
constructions that MJ provides, like casting, and did not adhere to their requirement that 
cc every MJ program is literally an executable Java program". This was mainly for reasons 
of abstraction, since Java RMI programming requires additional scaffolding in the form 
of object registries, binding and lookup and so forth, and we felt that modelling these 
did not illuminate any significant results. 
In [91], the authors propose a calculus with primitives for explicit memory manage- 
ment, called SJ, for a study of containment in real-time Java. The SJ calculus proposes 
111 ions a typing discipline based on the idea of scoped types-memory in real-time applicati 
is allocated in a strict hierarchy of scopes. Using the existing Java package structure to 
divide such scopes, their typing system statically prevents some scope invariants being 
broken. Their focus is on real-time concurrency in a single location, while ours is on 
dynamic distribution of code in multiple locations. 
The work of Yu et al. [90] is interesting from the point of view of DJ because it gives 
an explicit modelling of a higher-level language with significant low-level runtime 
be- 
haviour. The aim of this paper is to show how genericity can be added to the -NET 
platform in such a way as to preserve type variable instantiations at runtime, allowing 
programmatic access to accurate runtime type information. This has several advantages 
over, say the Java approach which "compiles away" parameterised type information, 
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meaning that some type safety is sacrificed, particularly when dealing with collections. 
This work comprises three major contributions: a high level language for NET pro- 
grams with a large-step operational semantics, a low-level language with support for 
runtime type information given with a small-step semantics, and a semantics preserving 
translation between the two. The goal of this compilation mirrors our aims with DJ: to 
give an accurate account of runtime behaviour invisible at source code level. However we 
choose to mix our runtime and "compile" time program representations for brevity and 
to avoid the translation function that these authors require, and of course we consider 
vastly different concerns in the setting of distributed programming. 
3.4.2 Object and class calculi 
Obliq [14] is a distributed object-based, lexically scoped language proposed by Cardelli. 
One key feature of the language is that the code of a method is stored within the object 
it operates on. This allows methods to be replaced with new versions at run-time, and is 
in stark contrast to the static, table-based lookup of Java and, by extension, DJ. Merro et 
al [48] encode a core part of Obliq into the untyped7r-calculus. They use their encoding 
to show a flaw in part of the original migration semantics and propose a repair. Later 
Nestmann et al [57] formallsed a typing system for a core Obliq calculus and studied 
different kinds of object aliasing. 
DJ models two important concerns in distributed class-based object-oriented Ian- 
guages missing from Obliq, that is object serialisation and dynamic class downloading 
associated with inheritance in Java (note that the same term "seriallsation" used in [14] 
refers to one in the sense of transaction theory). These features require a consistent for- 
mulation of dynamic deep copying of object graphs. 
Emerald [38] is another example of a distributed object-based language. It supports 
classes represented as objects, however there is no concept of class loading as in DJ- 
information about inheritance hierarchies is discarded at compile-time. Objects in Emer- 
ald may be actlVe in that they are permitted their own internal thread of control that runs 
concurrently with method invocations on that object. Such objects may explicitly move 
themselves to other locations by making a library call. In DJ the fundamental unit of 
mobility is arbitrary higher-order expressions: this general code freezing primitive can 
represent object mobility similar to Emerald when it is combined with standard Java 
RMI. Finally, there has been no study of the formal semantics of Emerald. 
Gordon and Hankin [27] extend the object calculus [1] with explicit concurrency 
primitives from the 7r-calculus. Their focus is sylichronisation primitives (such as 
fork 
and join) rather than distribution, so they only use a single location. Jeffrey [40] treats an 
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extension of their work for the study of locality with static and dynamic type checking. The concurrent object calculus is not class-based, hence neither work treats dynamic 
class loading or serialisation (though [40] treats transactional serialisation as in [14]), 
which are among the key elements for analysis of RMI and code mob1l1ty in Java. 
In [62], Odersky et al aim to combine the powerful abstraction mechanisms of ML- 
style module systems with the strongly compositional nature of object-oriented pro- 
gramming. To this end, they develop the -vObj calculus that forms a core foundation for 
both of these characteristics using a discipline of dependent types. -vObj is a nominal 
calculus in the sense that its class names are first class citizens, and play a significant role 
in the evaluation of terms of the language. This means instead of a table of classes, such 
as CT in DJ, "class templates" are passed around programs providing a mechanism to cre- 
ate new objects, giving the calculus the power to express constructs such as parametric 
polymorphism and mixin inheritance. Indeed, -vObj can be seen as the basic formalism 
for the Scala programming language introduced in Chapter 2. 
The aims of DJ are quite different, as our focus is on distributed programming and a 
fine-grained study of object mobility. To this end we opt for higher-level calculus that 
more closely resembles our domain of study, allowing direct reasoning about programs 
at a more familiar level of abstraction. It goes without saying that features such as threads 
and distribution are not considered in -vObj. 
3.4.3 Agent platform programming in Java 
Agent programming is distributed programming at a higher level of abstraction than the 
standard of remote procedure call. It is popular in the artificial intelligence community 
and is cited as a way to simplify the creation of complicated distributed systems. Instead 
of composing systems by building component architectures, gluing them together with 
method calls, the agent programmer instead realises their goal by creating agents that can 
roam around a network collecting data and making decisions. Agents are simply threads 
or processes that have internal data and their own programmed agenda. 
Java has been cited as an important language for agent programming, since it is (largely) 
platform independent, has a good core library, and is to all intents and purposes an in- 
terpreted language supporting dynamic linking. 
The JavaSeal [85] project is an implementation of the Seal calculus for Java. It is reallsed 
as an API and runtime system inside the JVM, targeted as a programming framework for 
building such multi-agent systems. The semantics of these APIs depend on distributed 
primitives in the implementation language, which are precisely the target of the formal 
analysis in the present paper. JavaSeal may offer a suggestion for the implementation and 
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security treatment of higher-order code passing proposed in the present thesis. 
The Aglets [8] API is a Java platform for agent programming. It does not rely on 
remote method invocation, instead providing a server daemon that runs on hosts in an 
agent system. Unlike in remote method invocation, programmers of an Aglet application 
must be aware that migration can occur. When an event such as migration happens, a 
call-back from the server to the programmer's code will notify them, and they must save 
state or perform other cleanup tasks. The actual mechanics of distribution are provided 
by the platform and thus do not need any specific programming. 
From our work, we see that Dj sits at a level of abstraction somewhere between agent 
programming and standard RMI programming by providing primitives for type-safe dis- 
tributed higher-order computation. It is clear that because Dj essentially extends RML 
taking nothing away, it should be possible to realise an agent platform in it. This would 
be beneficial, not only as it would simplify some of the programming required to send 
code, but should also allow more succinct agent programs that use higher-order func- 
tions. 
3.4.4 Marshalling and distributed functional programming 
Ohori and Kato [641 extend a purely functional part of ML with two primitives for 
remote higher-order code evaluation via channels, and show that the type system of this 
language is sound with respect to a low-level calculus. The low-level calculus is equipped 
with runtime primitives such as closures of functions and creation of names. Their focus 
is pure polymorphic functions, hence they treat neither side-effects nor (distributed) 
object-oriented features. 
The Acute language [3] is an extension of O'Caml that is equipped with primitives for 
distributed computing and type-safe marshaling. Here, the focus is quite different from 
DJ in that the authors consider a language without classes (ML) and are interested in 
studying rebinding of local resources used by migrating code, so that location dependent 
code makes sense. 
To understand this, we can consider an example such as a mobile agent platform like 
those explained above. Typically, such a system has sites that are visited by mobile pro- 
cesses (agents) who interrogate them for services. In Acute, our agents would migrate 
and call a preset function at each site to retrieve this list. Therefore it would not make 
sense for the function call to refer back to the originating site (like passing a reference to 
a remote object in RMI): it should instead be rebound to the locally available version of 
the function to retrieve services. 
In Acute, lexical scoping is used to control whether a piece of code is copied or re- 
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bound upon migration, similar in flavour (but different in meaning) from the remotable 
keyword found in class signatures in Dj. Also, to control the rebinding process the au- 
thors of Acute provide a simple resolution system that can be used to determine how to 
link code in at runtime. 
3.4.5 Staged computation and meta-programming 
Taha and Sheard [83] give a dialect of ML containing staging annotations to generate 
code at runtime, and to control evaluation order of programs. The authors give a for- 
mal semantics of their language, called MetaML, and prove that the code a well-typed 
program generates will itself be type-safe. 
The freeze and defrost primitives in Dj can be thought of as staging annotations, 
and also guarantee that frozen expressions should be well-typed in any context. We 
study distribution and concurrency in an imperative setting, with strong emphasis on 
runtime features. These features are not discussed in MetaML as it is a functional lan- 
guage, nor the problems associated with class loading we address. 
Kamin et al [43] extend the syntax of Java with staging annotations and provide a 
compiler for a language called jumbo. They allow creation of classes at runtime, focusing 
on single-location performance optimisation: there is no discussion of use in distributed 
applications, a main focal point of our work. They give no static guarantees about type 
safety of generated code, nor do they allow code to be generated in fragments smaller 
than an entire class. They do not consider higher-order quotation, permitting only one 
level of quotation and anti-quotation. 
Zook et al [92] propose Meta-Aspectj as a meta-programming tool for an aspect- 
oriented language. They implement a compiler that takes code templates -containing 
quoted Aspectj code-and turns them into aspect declarations that can be applied as 
normal to Java programs. Their system is more focused on compile-time code genera- 
tion, and offers weaker static guarantees: well-typed generators do not guarantee type 
safety of the generated aspects. In [79], the authors give an overview of technology in the 
area of program generation for Java, and also highlight why static checking of the actual 
code generators (so that it guarantees type safe generated code) is important for safety. 
3.5 Summary 
In this chapter we have introduced a simple class-based, object-oriented language with 
primitives for functional and distributed programming. Our language models key fea- 
tures present in Java RMI, such as dynamic class downloading, argument and return 
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value serialisation, that are generally omitted from other formalisms for the Java pro- 
gramming language. Our model is formalised by an operational semantics and several 
auxiliary definitions, and we illustrate several program executions as a series of extended 
examples. 
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In this chapter, we introduce the typing system for the DJ language. We then prove the 
standard type soundness and progress theorems for the language. 
The distributed nature of DJ programs requires us to develop a novel typing sys- 
tem that makes few global assumptions about entire networks. However, this incurs an 
overhead, because to prove subject reduction (and hence progress) theorems for DJ pro- 
grams, we must introduce-and prove invariant-a non-trivial set of properties about 
those programs. We call these properties network invariants. To prove a progress theo- 
rem for a network N. we have to follow this recipe: 
1. Prove that N is well-typed according to the typing rules in Section 4.1. 
2. Show that N satisfies the invariant properties in Section 4.2. 
3. With 1&2 above, show that if N N' then N' is also well-typed according to 
the typing rules. This is the crux of the subject reduction theorem, Theorem 4.24. 
4. By taking 3, we can prove a progress theorem that states that well-typed networks 
that still have computation outstanding are never stuck. This is Theorem 4.28 
This chapter is organised as follows: first, we shall present the typing system for Dj- 
Next we shall show some example typing derivations before moving on to present the 
network invariants. After showing these, we shall introduce some auxiliary properties 
required to prove that our invariants are preserved by reduction. We then give the type 
preservation theorem, and state progress properties that well-typed networks should 
exhibit. We conclude with a progress theorem for Dj. 
4.1 Typing system preliminaries 
This section presents the typing system for Dj- First we introduce the syntax of types in 
Figure 4.1, and shall explain each metavariable in turn: 
ranges over expression types, and can be class names C or arrow types 
for frozen 
expressions; 
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(S) ranges over return types, and denote the type of a value returned by a method 
invocation or a function evaluation. For example, method T' m(T x)Jej is well- 
formed if e has the type ret (T). This type does not appear in program text, and is 
used to differentiate between statements and expressions at the type level ; and 
(T) ranges over cbannel types. These types are assigned to the channels used in method 
calls, and are explained later in Section 4.1.3. They similarly do not appear in 
program text. 
The environments used in type checking are given in Figure 4.2. Each environment is 
explained below: 
(P) is the environment for typing expressions. It is a finite map from variables to types 
T, and from object identifiers and the receiver this to class names C; and 
is the environment for assigning types to channels. It appears in judgements for 
method calls and those involving multiple threads and locations. 
4.1.1 Well-formedness rules 
Well-formedness is defined for types, environments, stores and class tables. These con- 
cepts are all inter-related, however the algorithm terminates as is given in Proposition 4.8. 
Well-formed types 
For a type to be well-formed, we must be able to derive tp by application of the rules 
in Figure 4.3. This requires showing well-formedness for class signatures, class types, 
arrow types, return types and channel types. 
The most interesting rules areWF-CSIGENTRY andWF-OBJECT. The former states that 
an entry in the class signature is well-formed if any classes mentioned in it are present in 
the class signature, any arrow types mentioned in it are well-formed, and all its method 
signatures are well-formed with respect to the superclass. Finally, if a class signature 
judges that instances of a class should be remotable, i. e. the RMI(C) predicate holds, then 
the superclass must also be a remotable class. This is essential to ensure safety of field 
access in the system, and this point can only be fully illuminated in Section 4.3.3 after we 
have introduced network invariants. 
The ruleWF-OBJECTstates that the Object distinguished type is always well-formed. 
It has no superclass, fields or methods and its instances are capable of remote method 
invocation. This deviates slightly fromjava as the java. lang. Object class contains sev- 
eral fields and utility methods. Moreover it is not capable of remote method invocation 
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Figure 4.1: Syntax of DJ types 
TCIT --+ T (Types) 
S ret(T) (Return types) 
T chan I chanI(T) I chan0j) (Channel types) 
Figure 4.2: Syntax of DJ typing environments 
F :: =0jf', x: TjF, o: Cjr, this: C (Expression environment) 
A :: =OIA, c: -r (Channel environment) 
Figure 4.3: Well formedness for types 
WF-CHAN WF-TCON WF-ARROW 
ý- T: tp Tj c dom(CSig) V ý- Ti: tp 
chan: tp chanI(T) : tp F- To --4Tj : tp 
chan0j) : tp 
WF-RET WF-CSIG WF-CLASSNAME 
I- T: tp Cc dom(CSig) C: tp csig(c): tp 
I- ret (T) : tp CSig: ok C: tp 
WF-CSIGENTRY 
Tj c dom (CSig) V ý- Ti : tp k- D: tp Wig: Af or D 
RMI(C) =: ý, RMI(D) 
k- [remotablel C extends D ff Mýig: tp 
WF-OBJECT 
remotable Object : tp 
WF-MSIG 
FT --ý V: tp mtype(m, C) 
defined ===ý, T ---ý T' <: mtype(m, C) 
m: T -+ V: ok for C 
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by default; we make this compromise in Dj as we do not wish to model interface inheri- 
tance. 
Well-formed environments 
An environment pair F, A is said to be well-formed if we can judge F, A F- Env by ap- 
plication of the rules in Figure 4.4. These rules essentially guarantee that environments 
contain no duplicate mappings, and only contain well-formed types in their co-domain. 
As they are intuitive we do not further explain them. 
Well-formed stores 
A store u is well formed in environment P if we can derive F [- (T : ok by application 
of the rules in Figure 4.5. Stores cannot contain duplicate mappings, the type of a value 
stored in a variable must be a subtype (explained in the sequel) of that variable's type, and 
similarly the values stored in the fields of an object must be subtypes of their declared 
types. 
The most interesting rule is STR-OBJ, which says that an object is well-formed if all its 
fields are subtypes of the types declared in the body of class of the object, C. 
Well-formed class tables 
A class table CT is well formed if we can derive ý- CT : ok by application of the rules in 
Figure 4.6. Intuitively, this means ensuring that all method bodies return subtypes of 
their declared return type when parameterised by the containing class as receiver and the 
declared formal parameter, and that class tables only contain one instance of a given class. 
We explain the most interesting rules: 
CT-METHODA method of class C is well-formed if its body, when parameterised with 
its formal parameter and receiver class returns a value that is a subtype of 
the declared return type. 
CT-CLASs A class is well-formed if its declared fields match those of its class signa- 
ture, and if all its methods are well-formed with it as the receiver. The 
constructor, K, must be of the appropriate form, instantiating the fields of 
the superclass before those of the current class. 
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Figure 4A Well-formedness for environments 
ENV-EMPTY 
0 ý- Env 
ENV-THIS 
I' ý- Env 
ENV-VAR 
F ý- Env I- T: tp xý dom(F) 
ENV-OID 
C: tp this ý dom(F) F ý- Env 
F, this: C ý- Env 
ENV-EMPTYCHAN 
F F- Env 
i; vi t-- Env 
ENV-CHAN 
F; A ý- Env 
F, x: T k- Env 
ý- C: tp oý dom(F) 
F, o: C ý- Env 
ý- -r: tp cý dom(A) 
F; A, c: -r ý- Env 
Figure 4.5: Well-formedness for stores 
STR-EMPTY 
F ý- Env 
F ý- 0: ok 
STR-VAR 
F ý- u: ok 
l' ý- x: Txý dom(u) 
F ý- v: T' T<: T 
Fhu- [-x ý--+ vl : ok 
STR-OID 
F ý- 0: CF ý- u: ok oe dom(i) 
F ý- (C, -C: V) : ok 
F ý- u- [o (C, f :, V)] : ok 
STR-OBJ 
F ý- V: f, T' <: fields(C) 
ok 
Figure 4.6: Well-formedness for class tables 
CT-METHOD 
this: C, x: T I- e: ret (T") 
mtype(m, C) =T --+ T' T" <: T' 
this: C ý- T'm(T x)fel: ok in C 
CT-EMPTY 
[- 0: ok 
CT-CLASS 
this: C I- M: ok in C 
fields(C) = ff fields(D) =ff 
K= C(-fff", ff) Isuper(f"); this-f = fj 
ý- class C extends D fTf; K MI: ok 
CT-ENTRY 
L= class C extends D jfý; K 1ý41 
L: ok Cý dom(CT) I- CT: ok 
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Figure 4.7: Subtyping relation, <: 
ST-REFL ST-TRANS ST-VEC 
T <: VT"<: T' Tj' <: Ti 0 <, i< 
T <: T 
ST-ARR 
Tt <: To T, <: Tl' 
To - Ti <: T6 - Ti, 
ST-RET 
T <: T' 
ret(T) <: ret(T') 
ST-CLASS 
P CSig: ok CSig(C) = [remotable] C extends D ff-M-Sig 
C <: D 
Subtyping 
<: is called the subtyping relation with J, <: ) being a partially ordered set. The formula- 
tion of this relation is mostly standard, given by the rules in Figure 4.7, and we shall use 
infix notation writing T <: T' when a type T is a subtype of type V. We assume that the 
inheritance hierarchy is acyclic as in [39,11,28], and what this essentially means is that a 
class C cannot extend a class D that in turn (directly or indirectly) extends class C again. 
When T <: T' we say that T' is a supertype of T. 
Finally, there are two important extra facts to consider about subtYPing: 
Class subtyping is determined by the class signature. This is given by the premise b 
Of ST-CLASS, and for our system to be sound we require that the class signature 
itself is well formed. 
2. If instances of a class are remotely callable, then instances of its superclass should 
be as well. This is given 
byWF-CSIGENTRY in Figure 4.3. 
4.1.2 Value and expression typing rules 
Types are assigned to values and expressions using only the expression environment 
They have judgements of the form: 
F I- e: Oc e has type Lx in expression environment F. 
where oc ranges over T and S. As a direct consequence of the lightweight, CSig-based 
typing for methods, we do not need to include the current class table in any 
derivation 
rules. The chain of reasoning remains sound, since we know that 
for a location to be 
well-typed, it must have a class table that is well-typed. This is very much in the style 
T <: T' f, <: f 
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of Igarashi, Pierce and Wadler's Featherweight Java, and is the standard approach taken 
when developing typing systems for class-based object-oriented languages. 
The signature CSig itself is also absent from the following typing rules. Again this 
is a conscious decision; it is assumed as a globally pre-determined thing, and so is al- 
ways available for consultation during type checking. The main advantage of taking this 
"table-based" approach to type lookup for static code is in its familiarity. The downside 
is that we have the extra burden of ensuring correspondence between class tables and 
executing code. 
Values 
The typing rules for values are given in Figure 4.8. TV-FROZEN IS the most interesting 
rule. It says that for a frozen expression to be well-typed its store a must be well-formed 
and the expression e, when supplied with a formal parameter of the correct type yields a 
value of the expected return type. 
The Simplicity Of TV-FROZEN comes from the assumption that runtime values are cre- 
ated under the invariants defined later in this chapter. By combining this rule with the 
invariants, we shall see: 
* Instances of classes capable of remote invocation are not contained in cy, i. e. if 
oE dom(cy), then we have u(o) = (C,... ) with -RMI(C). 
The closure contains no free variables and no free identifiers to non-remotable 
objects, thereby preventing the situation where a remote party obtains a reference 
to an object they cannot reach. 
Expressions 
We give the typing rules for expressions in Figure 4.8. The typing judgement is local or 
lightweight in the sense that it does not require knowledge about method bodies held at 
other locations, requiring only the declared signature of the method. 
For expressions, we shall again highlight the most interesting rules: 
TE-FLD This typing rule exhibits interplay with the invariant properties explained 
in this chapter. Suppose the environment types the receiving expression e 
as some class C. Then we require that if e was an expression other than 
this or an explicit object address (which can occur in an initial network), 
then instances of that class must not be remotely callable. In any case, the 
field fi must be defined in that class. 
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Figure 4.8: Value and expression typing rules 
TV-NULL 
F ý- Env 
TV-OID 
1- C: tp F, 0: C, F' ý- Env 
TV-FROZEN 
F, x: Tla e: ret (T') 
F, -a: u: ok 
F ý- A (T x). (-v -a) (t, e, a) :T --+ T' I' ý- null: C F, 0: C, F' ý- 0: C 
TE-VAR 
F, x: T, F' ý- Env 
F, x: T, F' ý- x-T 
TE-FLD 
F I- e: C k- C: tp 
RMI(C) ==>. e= this Ve=o 
fields(C) = ff- 
r'F- e. fj: Tj 
TE-ASS 
F ý- e: T' T' <: T 
F ý- x: T 
F ý- x= 
TE-NEW 
fields (C) F ý- ei : Ti' 
f' <- Tf C: tp 
F I- new C (6): C 
new C106: C 
TE-DEC 
I- e: T' T' <: T 
F, x: T I- eo :S 
Fý- Tx=e; eo : 
TE-FREEZE 
F, x: T ý- e: ret(T') 
f re eze (T x)jej :T -+ T' 
f r(T x)Jej: T -* T' 
TE-CLASSLOAD 
Fý- e: T, S C: tp 
download (ff f rom t in e: T, S 
resolve (f from I in e: T, S 
TE-THIS 
F, this : C, F' I- Env 
P, this : C7 r' ý- this :C 
TE-SEQ 
PI-el :TF F- e2 :S 
P ý- el; e2 :S 
TE-FLDASS 
F [- e. f :T T' <: T 
I- e' T' 
e. f = e' : T' 
TE-METH 
mtype(m, C) To --ý Ti 
F I- eo C 
F ý- e: T6 T6 <: To 
F I- eo. m(e): Ti 
TE-RETURN 
F I- e: T 
r ý- return e: ret(T) 
TE-DEFROST 
F ý- eo : To/ <- To T6 - 
F i- e: To --ý Ti 
F ý- e. def rost (eo) : Tj 
TE-OG 
F ý- fl: T 
AF ý- e: 
F k- og(, Ct, u) in e: T 
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TE-METH A method invocation is well-typed if the formal parameter supplied to the 
method is a subclass of the formal parameter retrieved from the method 
signature. Note, not the local class table. 
TE-FREEZE A freeze expression and its runtime representation are well-typed if the 
body e returns a value of the appropriate type when parameterised with 
its formal parameter. 
TE-DEFROSTDefrost is well-typed if the actual parameter is a subclass of the formal 
parameter of the frozen code. 
TE-CLASSLOADClass loading and resolution expressions are well-typed if the classes they 
refer to are well-formed, and if their subsequent expression is well-typed. 
TE-OG The object-graph algorithm in progress is well-typed if all the identifiers 
currently on the stack to investigate are well-typed, if the graph accumu- 
lated so far is well-typed, and if the subsequent expression is well-typed. 
4.1.3 Linear channel types 
One of the key tasks of the typing rules is to ensure linear use of channels. This means 
that for every channel c there is exactly one process waiting to input from c, and one to 
output to c. In terms of Dj, this ensures that a method receiver always returns its value (if 
ever) to the correct caller, and that a returned value always finds the initial caller waiting 
for it. 
In Figure 4.1, the type chanI (T) is assigned to channels that expect to receive a value 
of type T. Its counterpart, linear output, is written chanO(T), and is assigned to channels 
expecting to emit a value of type T. When a channel is used for both input and output, it 
is assigned the type chan. 
A thread containing await c for some channel c as a subterm must be typed in a 
channel environment that has c: chanI(T) as a binding, because notionally the thread 
is waiting to receive the return value of a method or frozen expression on channel c. 
Threads containing return(c) e or e with c as a subterm must be typed in a channel 
environment containing the binding c: chanO(T). To illustrate the need for linear types, 
consider the example below: 
Example 4.1 (Motivation for linear channel types). Consider the following networks: 
I, [E I [await cl, ul, CT, l I t2[E2 [await C), 0ý2, CT21113[rmi return (c) V, (33, CT3] 
(4.1) 
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The uniqueness of the returned answer is also lost if the return channel c appears twice. 
Il[return(c) el, ul, CT, ] 112[return(C) e21U2iCT2] (4.2) 
The return expression cannot determine the original location if we have two awaits on 
the same channel c, violating the linearity of c. 
The aim of introducing linear typing of channels is to prevent these situations from 
arising statically. To ensure that the discipline of one-one correspondence between input 
and output on channels is preserved, we must control how threads and networks in Dj 
are constructed. We use the following binary predicate, --, to provide this control. 
Definition 4.2 (Channel environment composition). The commutative, partial, binary com- 
f position operator on channel types, o, is defined as chanI(T) 0 chan0j) V chan. Then 
we define the composition of two channel environments Al G) A2as: 
IC : Al (C) G) A2 (C) Icc dom (A, ) n dom OQ)l U ýýl \ dom A) U IA2 \ dom (Al) 
Two channel types, -r andT' are composable iff their composition is defined: -r ýý T' Iff 
T G) Tf Is defined. Similarly for Al ýý 
A2- 
Note that (D and -- are partial, and so the composition (or composability) of illegal 
combinations of types is prevented. Once linear input and output types are matched, 
their composed type becomes chan, then again by undefinedness (that chan ;4 T) we 
see that a typing environment containing c: chan as a mapping cannot be composed 
with any environment containing any sort of mapping for channel c. Intuitively if P 
is typed by environment Al and Q by A2, and if A, ý-- A2, then we can compose P 
and Q as PIQ safely, preserving channel linearity. Hence (4.1) is untypeable 
because of 
chan I (T) :ý chanI (T) on c. (4.2) is too by chanO (T) :ý chanO (T) on c. 
4.1.4 Thread and network typing rules 
Threads, configurations and networks are assigned types under both the expression en- 
vironment F and the channel environment A. The judgements take the 
following forms: 
F; A ý- P: thread P is a well-typed thread in environment F; A. 
r; A F: conf F is a wt. configuration in environment r; A. 
r; AN : net N is a wt. network in environment F; A. 
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The typing rules are given in Figure 4.9. The most important rule for threads IS TT-PAR; 
we type a parallel compositions of threads if a composition of their respective channel 
environments preserves the linearity of channels. This is checked by A, - Ing 
A2 US' 
the composability predicate above. The macro terms serialize(e) and deserialize(e) 
appear in these typing rules merely to aid readability, and we shall explain each rule in 
turn. 
Tr-NILThe inactive thread is well-typed in any well-formed environment. 
TT-PAR The parallel composition of two well-typed threads is only well-typed if 
the composition of their channel environments is defined. 
TT-AWAITThe return point of a method call is well typed if the whole surrounding 
context, when filled with an appropriately typed expression (in this case 
the fresh placeholder variable x), is itself well-typed. 
TT-REs Restriction on channel c is well-typed if the process is well-typed with c 
in the environment. 
TT-RETURN If an expression e returns a value of some type then it can be placed into 
a threaded context by ensuring all return statements output their values 
to a channel c. The values must be subtypes of the type the channel is 
declared to carry. 
The existence of this rule is important because it means we do not need to 
use a channel environment to type channel-free expressions, and it should 
be noted that the substitution [return (c) /return] can be conceptually "in- 
verted" to obtain a channel free return expression. 
TT-GOSER A remote method call, prior to having its parameter serialised 
for trans- 
fer, is well-typed if the receiver is a remotable class, and if the underlying 
method call is well-typed. 
TT-METITWITi-i A method call that returns its value on some channel c is well-typed if the 
standard channel-free call is well-typed. 
TT-DESERWITHA remote method call, prior to having its parameter 
deserialised post trans- 
fer, is well-typed if the value being deserialised is actually of serialised 
form. Moreover, the method call must be well-typed with the deseriallsed 
type. 
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TT-NIL 
F; 0 ý- Env 
F; 0 ý- 0: thread 
Figure 4.9: Thread typing rules 
TT-PAR 
F; Ajý-Pj: thread 
Al -- A2 
F; Al 0 A2 ý- PI I P2: thread 
TT-AWAIT 
1', x: T; A ý- E[xl : thread cý dom(A) x fresh 
F; A, c: chanI (T) ý- E [await c] : thread 
TT-RETURN 
F ý- e: ret(T') T' <: T 
F; c: chanO(T) ý- e [return (c) /return] : thread 
TT-RES 
r; A, c: chan ý- P: thread 
F; A P- (-v c) P: thread 
TT-GOSER 
F F- 0: C RMI(C) FPo. m(v): T 
F; c: chanO(T) ý- rmi o. m(serialize(v)) with c: thread 
Tr-METHWITH 
o. m(v) 
F; c: chanO(T) ý- o. m(v) with c: thread 
Tr-DESERWITH 
F F- v: Object --+ T6 P ý- 0: C 
T6 <: To RM I (C) mtype(m, C) = To --* Ti 
F; c: chanO(TI) P o. m(deserialize(v)) with c: thread 
rmi o. m(v) with c: thread 
TT-RMIRETURN 
v: T' 
F; c: chanO(T) F- rmi return(c) serialize(v) : thread 
rmi return(c) v: thread 
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TT-RMIRETURN A remote method return is well-typed if the value expected on channel c 
matches the vatue being returned. 
The rules for typing configurations are given in Figure 4.10 and are explained as fol- 
lows: 
TC-CONF A configuration is well-typed if its executing threads are well-typed, its 
store is well-formed, it has a well-formed class table and the foundation 
classes are present. 
TC-WEAK it is always safe to add fresh linear channels to the typing environment. 
This is required to prove the subject reduction theorem, as a channel may 
be removed from the environment during reduction (when a method re- 
turns its value to the caller) and hence we require a way to restore it. 
Rules TC-RESc and TC-RESID are understood as TT-RES, and similarly the typing rules 
for networks, given in Figure 4.11, are understood as their counterparts for threads and 
configurations. The exception is that in the rule TN-PAR we require location names and 
store locations to be disjoint for two networks to be composable. 
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Figure 4.10: Configuration typing rules 
TC-CONF 
F; A I- P: thread r ý- u: ok 
ý- CT: A FCT C CT 
F; A ý- P, u, CT: conf 
TC-RESC 
l'; A, c: chan ý- F: conf 
F, A ý- (V c)F : conf 
TC-WEAK 
F; A ý- F: conf cý dom(A) 
F- A, c: chan ý- F. conf 
TC-RESID 
F, u: T; A ý- F: conf 
uc dom(F) 
F; A ý- (-vu)F: conf 
Figure 4.11: Network typing rules 
TN-NIL 
F; 0 1- Env 
r; 0 ý- 0: net 
TN-PAR 
Aj Ni : net 
I ý: -- 
6Q 
TN-CONF 
F; APF: conf 
F; A ý- t[F] : net 
dom(Nl) n dom(N2):::::::::: 0 
loc(Nl)nloc(N2)-'-':::::: O 
) G) 
A2 I- N, I N2: net r- Al 
TN-RESID 
F, u: T; A ý- N: net 
uc dom(N) 
F; A ý- (-v u)N : net 
TN-WEAK 
F; A V- N: net 
cý dom(A) 
F; A, c: chanP N : net 
TN-RESC 
F; A, c: chan ý- N : net 
F; A [- (-v c)N : net 
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4.1.5 Basic properties of the typing system 
In this subsection we present several important properties that the typing system ex- 
hibits. The first lemma states that we can freely insert an expression into an evaluation 
context if the types are compatible. 
Lemma 4.3 (Context). 
1. F, x: Tý-E[x]: SandFý-e: T'withT'<: TzmpliesFý-E[e]: S'withS'<: S. 
2. F, x: Tý-E[x]: ToandFF-e: T'withT'<: TzmpliesFý-E[e]: To'withT6<: To. 
F, x: T, A ý- E[xl : thread and Fýi -e: T' with T' <: T implies F; A ý- E [e] :t hre ad. 
Proof. Proof is by induction on the height of the typing derivation in the assumption, 
with a case analysis on the last rule applied. EJ 
The following lemma is essential to prove subject reduction, and says that structurally 
equivalent systems are typeable in the same environment. 
Lemma 4.4 (Structural equivalence preserves typability). 
1. If F; A ý- F: conf and F =- F' then F; A I- P: conf. 
2. If F; A F- P: thread, and P =-: P, then we have F; A ý- P': thread. 
If F; A F- N: net and N =- N' then F; A ý- N': net. 
Proof By induction on the height of the typing derivation, with case analysis on the last 
rule applied. 
r-I 
Since we do not substitute parameters in method calls and frozen code execution (un- 
like, for example [39]), we only require a simplified substitution lemma giVen as follows. 
Lemma 4.5 (Receiver substitution). 
F, this: Cý-e: SandFý-o: C'withC'<: C ===> F[-e[o1this]: S'forsorneS'<: S. 
Proof, By induction on the height of the typing derivation F, this :C ý- e: S, with case 
analysis on the final rule. 
0 
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In fact, if we adopted the approach of Drossopoulou [18] (where the author allocates 
a specific receiver location in the store and updates this pointer upon method call), we 
would not require this lemma at all. Of course, this approach is inappropriate in the 
setting of Dj as the presence of competing concurrent threads would entail significant 
extension to the formal system to manage the current receiver. 
The next lemma states crucial properties for linear typing environments, namely that 
composition and composability are commutative. 
Lemma 4.6 (Composition and composability). 
1. A, ýý A2 and (Al (D A2) -:: ý A3 A2 ýý A3 and A, -,:, - (A2 G) A3). 
and (A, 0 A2) ýý A3 :::::: ý (A, 0 A2) G) A3 : -- A, 0 (A2 0 A3)- 
In both proofs, without loss of generality we consider singleton environments such 
that Al = fc : chanI(T)l and A2 = fc: chanO(T)l with Al 0 A2 = fc: chan). 
Proof of Lemma 4.6 (1). For this case we show only the left-to-right direction, the op- 
posite direction is similar. The only interesting case is that Al and A2 share the same 
channels. 
By the definition of we know cý domGV- Since A2 (D A3 = fc: chanO(T)l U A3, we 
have that, 6Q ýý A3 as required. We can also easily check A, 0 (A2 0, A3) is defined, thus 
by definition of >-,, we have Al ýý (A2 0, A3), as desired. El 
Proof of Lemma 4.6 (2). Proceeds in a similar manner to 1, adopting the same singleton 
environments. We can easily check Wýl (DA2) OA3 is defined and is equal to Ic : chanjUA3- 
Since cý dom(A3) then A2 G)A3 = fc : chanO(T)IUA3. By definition of (D, Al 0A OA3) = 
Ic : chanj U, 6ý3 (Al (D A2) 0 A3 as required. 
Lemma 4.7 supplies some standard properties. 
Lemma 4.7 (Judgements). Let 
J:: = Env I a: ok I e: TIe: SIP: thread I F: conf IN: net 
Then 
1. (Permutation of environments) 
F-A, c: T, c f: T/7 A' ý- J ===> F; A, c/: T/c: T, A' F- J 
0 
ri u: C, ul: cli F,; A f- i =#> F, ul: cli u: Ci F'; A ý- J (and similarlyfor this) 
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2. (Linearity of channels) 
F-A, c: T I 
A' ý- JAcý fn (J) ==-A;;. T= chan 
(Weakening) 
F; A ý- JAcý dom(A) ==: > F; A, c: chan ý- J 
F; Aý- JAI- C: tpAxýdom(F) =*F, x: C; Aý-j 
T'; Aý-JA[-C: tpAthisýdom(l') ===ý, r, this: C; Ai-j 
(Strengthening) 
F; A, C: '0-JAcýfn(j) ===>F; AF-J 
F, C; A I- JAuý fv(j) U fn(j) ==: >. F; A ý- i 
5. (ImpliedJudgements) 
FI I"; A, A' I- J =#. F; A ý- Env 
Proof. By easy induction. 
Finally, the following proposition states that the typing algorithm terminates. 
F-I 
Proposition 4.8 (Termination of typing algorithm). Given typing environrnent F, A andjudge- 
ment J, it is decideable wbether F; A ý- J can be derived. 
Proof. The proof is standard by defining the sizes of judgements, and then noting that 
the premise of each one is strictly smaller than the conclusion. We also note that our 
assumption that the class hierarchy is acyclic prevents us from looping infinitely when 
examining class table entries. 
The most interesting case is for the ruleV/F-CSIGENTRY. The disjunction operator here 
ensures termination by preventing self-referential classes (classes that contain a field with 
the same type as the containing class) from yielding an infinite height derivation. It 
does this by suspending the derivation of well-formedness for class types, deferring this 
checking to the ruleWF-CSIG. The ruleW]F-ARROWis used similarly for arrow-type fields 
that refer to the type of the containing class. 1-: 1 
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4.1.6 Example typing derivations 
We conclude this section with some example typing derivations. 
Example 4.9 (Typing a simple return statement). This example shows a basic application 
of the typing rules to type a return statement and an object instantiation. We split the 
derivation as a whole into two parts, otherwise it becomes difficult to present on the 
page. 
ý- Object : tp 
new Objecto : Object 
return new Objecto : ret(Object) 
0; c: chanO(Object) ý- return(c) new Objecto : thread 
(t) 0: ok F- [Object - class Object 11] : ok 
0; c: chanO(Object) I- return(c) new Objecto, 0, [Object ý--* class Object f 11 : conf 
c: chanO(Object) ý- 11 [return(c) new Objecto, 0, [Object ý--+ class Object I Ifl : net 
Example 4.10 (Typing method invocation). The aim of this example is to show how we can 
type a method call , illustrating the use of 
linear channel types and also the lightweight 
class signature mechanism. First let: 
CT = [C ý-4 class C extends Object I Tylidll * [Object ý--+ class Object f 1] 
Mid = Object id(Object x)freturn x) 
u= [o ý-ý c)] - [o' ýý (Object, c)] 
Since the derivation becomes large, we have split into a series of sub-derivations that can 
be composed later. Uninteresting steps in the derivation are omitted. 
Top level derivation of type safety for the location 
r 
IoC, o' : Obj eci; c chanO (Obi ect) P, : thread 
r; d chanO (Obj ect), c chanI (Obj ect) P2 : thread 
c: chanO(Object) >ý c: chanI(Object) 
F; d: chanO (Object), c: chan I- Pl I P2 : thread F I- a: ok ý- CT: ok 
0; d: chanO (Obj ect) ý- (V OCO f) (Pl I P2 i u, CT) : conf 
0; d: chano(Object) ý- t[(-v oco)(oAd(o') with cI return(d) await c, (j, CT)l : net 
P, P2 
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Derivation of type safety for thread P, 
0: Cr I- o' Object mtype(id, Q= Object --+ Object 
r I- oAd(o') : Object 
r; c: chanO(Object) ý- oAd(o') with c: thread 
Derivation of type safety for thread P2 
I- Object : tp 
[ ]Object 
: Object 
Pý-return [ ]Object : ret (Object) 
r; d: chailO(Object) ý- return(d) []Object : thread 
F; d: chanO(Object), c: chanI(Object) ý- return(d) await c: thread 
Derivation of well-formedness for the store a 
Fý- 0: CF ý- (C, c): ok 
o' Object F ý- [o ý--+ (C, c)] : ok F ý- (Object, c) : ok 
F I- [o ý--+ (C, c)] - [o' ý-, (Object, c)] : ok 
Derivation of well-formedness for the class table CT 
this : C, x: Object ý- Env 
this : C, x: Object ý- x: Object 
thi s: CIx: Obi ect ý- return x: ret (Obj ect) 
this :C ý- Object id(Object x)freturn xJ: ok in Object 
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(t) 
0: ok class C extends Object f Midl 
I- [C ý--+ class C extends Object f Midl] : ok I- [Object ý-4 class Object f 11 : ok 
F CT: ok 
4.2 Network invariants 
In this section, we shall explain first what a property over networks is, and then how this 
relates to our concept of network invariants. As alluded to in the introduction to this 
chapter, the subject reduction theorem requires a non-trivial set of properties to remain 
invariant under reduction in DJ. However this is not the only purpose of the invariants 
we study, as they form an explicit specification of properties of the behaviour of Java 
RMI, and so take on the role of analysis tools used in the design of Dj itself. 
Definition 4.11 (Properties). * denotes a property over networks, a subset of the set of all 
networks. We write N if N satisfies * (i. e. if Nc *); we also write N b4 * if N does 
not satisfy * (i. e. if N 
if the networks inhabiting a property ý) were arbitrarily chosen, this would not be 
an interesting construction. However, we can naturally augment our idea to include 
conditions on membership of the set, such as the error property below: 
Definition 4.12 (Error property). We define the error property Err as the set of networks 
which contain Error as subexpression, i. e. 
Err= fN IN -= 
(-v it) (I[E [Error] I P, u, CTI I N')l 
A network invariant is a property of the form given below, and can be seen in Fig- 
ure 4.12: 
Definition 4.13 (Network invariant). We say * is a network invariant with an initialprop- 
erty *o if 
*= IN I INO. (No ý-- 1)0, No )) N, N V- Err)) 
informally, this definition states that a network invariant is a property with some 
initial conditions *o that remains closed under execution (modulo errors such as null 
pointer dereference). 
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Figure 4.12: A network invariant * with initial property 
>ý) 
DO 
Each arrow represents reduction. The dashed arrow is included to illustrate that if such 
a reduction were to take place, then this property would not be a network invariant. 
This broad definition captures the basic requirement of a property to be considered 
a network invariant. As we did with general properties earlier, we shall introduce more 
speciallsed invariants. 
4.3 Invariants for type preservation 
In this section we will present some concrete properties that must be proved invariant 
to show type preservation and other useful characteristics of Dj. These properties are 
divided into four categories: class availability, locality, linearity and closedness. 
4.3.1 Canonical forms of DJ 
in explaining the properties below, we make use of a syntactic convention called the 
canonicalforms of Dj- Every well-typed network can be written down as an instance of 
a canonical form, and these intuitively correspond to the network where all restricted 
names have been moved to the outermost level. We prove this formally in Lemma 4.14, 
where the notation Flo< 
ýef po Pi j, - 
Lemma 4.14 (Canonical forms). Suppose that F; A ý- N: net then we have 
(-v fl) ( 11 tj [Pi, aj, CTil) 
0<_i<n 
where n denotes the number of locations in N. 
Proof By induction on the number of networks in parallel, n. 
By Lemma 4.14, we will write Pi to indicate the threads at location number i in the net- 
work, uj for the store at location i and so forth. Canonical 
form is assumed throughout 
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our discussion of the network invariants below. 
4.3.2 Class availability 
Class availability properties are concerned wi I A ensuring that classes can always be found 
at a location when they are needed. 
Definition 
lnv(l) Vi. FCT C CTj 
Inv(2) Vi. Pj -=- E[new C(v-)] I Qj ==: ý comp(C, CTj) 
Inv(3) Vi, i-C E dom(CTj) n dom(CTj) ===> 
CTi(C) = CTj(C)VCTi(C) = CTj(C)[15li/15] with icl(CTj(C)) =f]51 
We explain each of these properties in turn. 
Inv(1) The foundation classes must be present in the class table of every location in the 
network. 
Inv(2) When a class is instantiated, we must have that class body and all its superclassesin 
the executing location's class table. Example 4.15 illustrates why this is necessary. 
Inv(3) Classes with the same name have identical definitions, modulo class labellings. 
This models the strict class versioning enforced by the Java Serialization API, and 
is explained in Example 4.16. 
Example 4.15 (Failure to satisfy Inv(2)). Let N =- I[P I E[new C(-V)I, U, 0] 1 N'. Class C is not 
available in t's class table, and so the initial step of execution will cause a crash. Note 
that, even if C is present, we must have all superclasses for successful instantiation. 
The design of Inv(3) is motivated by the existing, strict behaviour of Java when it comes 
to dealing with the versioning of classes. In the following example, we show how two 
binary compatible' classes with the same name have completely incompatible serialised 
representations. 
Example 4.16 (Binary compatible, serialisation incompatible classes). Suppose we serialise an 
instance of the following class: 
'Binary compatibility can be loosely understood as "can be interchanged at link time preserving type 
safety. " 
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class A implements java. io. Serializable 
private int i; 
private int j=0; 
A(int i) f this. i = i; 
I 
If we then pass this to a remote consumer who also has a class A, then deserialisation is 
not guaranteed to succeed, even if they have a binary compatible copy of the class: 
class A implements java. io. Serializable 
private int i; 
A(int i) f this. i = i; 
I 
This is because it is impossible to recreate the original instance of A at the new site with- 
out special low level programming. This is because the serialVersionUID-a long in- 
teger hash value computed from the structure of a class file-will differ between the 
serialised object and the version of A held by the consumer. 
While it is possible to override this default strict versioning behaviour in Java, this 
requires low-level programming that was beyond the scope of interest for the present 
work. 
4.3.3 Locality 
Locality in our setting means that a program does not attempt to access resources re- 
motely that it should not. 
Definition 
Inv(4) Vi. fv(Pj) 9 dom(uj) C fu-I 
I nv (5) Vi, jA : 7ý j ==ý, dom (ui) n dom (uj )= 
Inv(6) Vi, j. i: yý j ==ý, oE fn(Fi) n fn(Fj) ==ý, I! k. Uk(O) = 
(C 
.... 
)A RMI(C) 
Inv(7) Vi. o c fn(Fi) A 3k. (Tk(0) = (C,... ) A -RMI(C) ==> k=i 
Inv(8) Vto c fn(Fj) ===ý, Ik I <-_ k <, n. oC dom(uk) 
Inv(9) Vi. Pi -= 
Qj I Ri with Ri c: f o. m(e) with c, E[o. fl, E[o. f = el I ==>. ai(o) = (C, . 
)A 
comp(C, CTj) 
We explain each of these properties in turn. 
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Inv(4) Free variables in the code executing at a location must have corresponding store 
entries, and must be bound at the network level. 
Inv(5) Store addresses are unique in the network. 
Inv(6) Object identifiers that appear in two or more locations must refer to an instance 
of a remotable class. This instance must be held in a unique location, denoted Ik 
Inv(7) If a location holds a reference to an object that is not remotely callable, then that 
object must be held in store of that location. 
Inv(S) Object identifiers must point to an object somewbere in the network. 
Inv(9) Local method invocation, field access and assignment must be co -located with the 
receiving object. Moreover, the class of that object, and all superclasses, must be 
available in the executing location's class table. 
Example 4.17 (Failure to satisfy Inv(9)). Suppose we have the following, well-typed net- 
work: 
t[return(c) o-f, 0, CT] I m[Q, u- [o f--ý (C, f: null)], CT - [C ý--4 11 
Clearly, this term cannot proceed as the operational semantics ruleFLDrequires the ob- 
ject o to be co-located with the caller. This program will be stuck indefinitely. 
The proof of Inv(9) requires a subtle interplay with the ruleWF-CSIGENTRY, namely 
the specific condition that if a particular class C satisfies the RMI(Q predicate, then the 
superclass must also satisfy it. To highlight this point, consider this program fragment: 
e). f = e' 
By typability, we have that in some environment, F ý- x=e: C with -RMI(C). Without 
the extra clause in WF-CSIGENTRY It would be perfectly valid for evaluation of expression 
e to return a subclass D of C such that RM I (D). Then after reduction we would 
be left 
with the situation that 
o). f = e' ) o. f = e' 
and so we are now attempting to make a remote field assignment on o of class D, which 
of course causes the program to become stuck. Now consider the following method 
body fragment: 
this. f = 
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Suppose for some F that F ý- this :C with -RMI(C). Then when the method that 
contains this fragment is actually called, the receiver o will be substituted into this. 
Now suppose F ý- o: D with D <: C and RMI(D), then although this looks potentially 
dangerous (because o could be held at a remote site), we have that oC dom(Uj) (uj being 
the local store) by Inv(9). Hence the program proceeds as normal. 
4.3.4 Linearity 
Linearity is very important to the correctness of Dj programs. The need for linear typing 
was explained thoroughly in Section 4.1.3, and these invariants ensure that a Dj network 
continues to obey this typing discipline during execution. 
Definition 
Below we say thread P inputs on channel c if P= E[await cl IR for some E and R; dually 
thread P outputs on channel c if P =- RIQ with R -= rmi return(c) e, R =- return(c) e, 
rmi e with c or R =-: e with c. 
Inv(10) Vi, j. i: ý j, Pi =- Qj I Ri and Qj inputs on c ==ý, neither Rj nor Pj inputs on c. 
Inv (11) Vi, jA :Aj, Pi =QiI Rj and Qi Outputs on c ===> neither Rj nor Pj outputs on c. 
This is understood as follows. 
Inv(10) Two threads cannot compete to accept a method call's return value. 
Inv(11) Two threads cannot compete to return a value to a caller. 
4.3.5 Closedness 
Invariants for closedness ensure some important sanity conditions for Dj networks: 
namely that values contain no free variables. 
Definition 
Inv(12) Vi. Pi -= E[v] I Qj then 
fv(v) =0 
I nv (13) Vi - ai (x) =v ==: >- 
fv M= 
I nv (14) Vi - ui (o) = 
(C, f: V) ==: >- fv (v) = 
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I nv(15) Vi. Pj =- E[; k(Tx). (-v-d)(t, e, u)] I Qj and fn (A (Tx). (-vu-) J, e, (3-)) =fTJ implies 
Ik. Uk (Uj) = (Ci , ... 
) with RMI(Cj) and RMI(C) ==ý, Cý icl(u). 
This is explained as follows. 
Inv(12) Values in a program are closed. 
Inv(13) Values held in variables in the store are closed. 
Inv(14) Object fields are closed. 
Inv(15) The free names of a frozen expression all refer to remotely callable objects that 
must exist in the network. Moreover, instances of remotable classes cannot be 
held in the closure, preventing remotable objects from leaking from one location 
to another. 
4.3.6 Initial property 
In Definition 4.13, our definition of a network invariant included some initial property, 
*o that a network should satisfy at the start of execution. We call a network satisfying 
this initial property an "initial network. " 
The conditions for membership of the initial property are generally stricter than those 
for membership of the actual invariant property we wish to hold. This is for both prac- 
tical and theoretical reasons; as DJ does not support things like remote resource lookup 
(e. g. RMI registries), it is necessary to allow some runtime syntax to appear in the initial 
network to jump-start execution. In a sense, this is the only runtime syntax a program- 
mer is allowed to write, and as programmers are only human, they are prone to making 
mistakes. Therefore to ensure that a program starts executing from a sane state, we re- 
quire stronger restrictions on the form of the initial network. 
Example 4.19 that follows shortly explains why the initial condition is required from a 
theoretical standpoint; the situation it describes is admissible under the network invari- 
ants, however if it were allowed to occur in an initial network, we would never be able 
to establish the subsequent invariant properties. This extra strength is generally not re- 
ion quired after execution has begun, since all new runtime syntax is generated by reducti 
rules in a well-defined way, rather than by a programmer. 
Definition 4.18 (Initial property for DJ). A Dj network, N, satisfies the initial property Init, 
written 
Init 
if the following conditions hold: 
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1. The threads in each location in N contain no runtime expressions or values, except: 
return(c) e, since we assume that networks have started execution from some 
user-compiled "main" method; 
object identifiers and store entries. We do not model resource lookup in DJ, 
therefore the only way to obtain remote references is to supply them at the 
start of execution to various participants; 
2. for terms of the form freeze(T x)JeJ, fn(e) = 0. This prevents the leakage of 
ident* ifiers of non-remotely callable ob'ects while still permitting them to appear in 
the initial network; 
3. it satisfies the conjunction of conditionsn, <, i 15 
Inv(i) where i: ý 2; 
4. it satisfies the following extra conditions that supersede Inv(2): 
o Vi. icl(Pi) g dom(CTi); 
9 Vi. C c icl(CTi) u dom(CTJ ==ý comp(C, CTj); and 
0 Vi. ui (0) = (C, .. .) ==ý, co mp (C, CTj). 
and; 
it satisfies a strengthened version of Inv(9) where the evaluation context E is re- 
placed with an arbitrary context, ensuring that field accesses and assignments ap- 
pearing in any part of the initial program must be co-located with the receiving 
object. 
These conditions ensure networks start from an initial "sane" state. We illustrate the 
consequences of an absence of some of these conditions below. 
Example 4.19 (Failure to satisfy initial condition 4). Suppose we have a single location 
I[return(c) new Co-mo, 0, [C ý--+ Lcll 
with LC = class CI Object m0freturn new D()JJ. No invariant makes the requirement 
that classes instantiated in the method body m must also be present in the class table, 
hence after three steps of execution we have 
1ý(-v d) (return(c) await dI return(d) new D (), [C ý-4 Lcl)] 
which cannot proceed since D is not available locally. 
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4.3.7 DJ property and network invariant 
We define the DJ property as the set of networks satisfying the conjunction of all the 
conditions presented above. Similarly we define the DJ network invariant as a network 
invariant that satisfies the DJ property and has the initial property Init: 
Definition 4.20 (DJ property and network invariant). 
DJProp= nI nv (i) 1<, i, < 15 
2. DJlnv = fN 13No. (No ý-- Init, No )) N, N ý-- DJProp, N V--- Err)l 
4.4 Proof of network invariants and type preservation 
In this section we shall prove that DJlnv is actually a network invariant with initial prop- 
erty Init. This means that a well-typed network satisfying init, that begins executing, will 
continue to satisfy DJProp during its execution unless it enters an error condition. 
4.4.1 Proof method 
In this subsection we outline the proof method for showing that well-typed DJ networks 
that start out in init also satisfy DJlnv. During proof of the subject reduction theorem, we 
require some invariants to hold in the assumptions. This complicates the proof method 
for the actual invariants themselves, since we are not allowed to assume subject reduction 
when proving that each invariant holds. 
in order to prove the invariance of the properties we have given, we divide the proof 
method into three steps: 
prove a one step invariant property for a typed network, starting from the initial 
properties. This entails proving Theorem 4.21, given in the next subsection. 
2. prove the subject reduction theorem (Theorem 4.24), using 1 above. 
then for a well-typed network N such that N ý-- init, we have that N ý= DJInv as a 
corollary of 1 and 2. 
We give the proof of I in the following subsection. We then assume that this holds and 
prove 2. Finally, 3 should follow immediately. 
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4.4.2 Proof of one-step invariant properties 
In this section we give the proof of the first step above. First we must define the theorem 
we are proving: 
Theorem 4.21 (One-step invariant properties). 
1. Assume r; A ý- No : net and No [=- Init Then No ) Nj implies N, k= DJProp if 
N1 ý- Err. 
2. Assume r; A [- N, : net (m > 1) and N, ý= DJProp. Then N, N, +l implies 
N, +, ý-- DJProp if N, +, ý- Err. 
Before we continue, we must introduce a notational convention that will ease un- 
derstanding. Firstly, we assume that our networks are in canonicalform, and that the 
locations are indexed by meta-variables i, i and so on. Since our proof is by induction 
on the number of reduction steps m, we introduce the convention that PiT, indicates the 
program at location tj after execution of m steps. The same convention holds for class 
tables and stores. 
To prove Theorem 4.21 we require the following auxiliary result, Lemma 4.22, which 
gives some important properties about class tables. 
Lemma 4.22 (Class table properties). Assurne: 
F; Aý-Nk: netforO<, k<-m, Noý=Init, N0=DJProp 
'j,,, 
ti[Pi, +,, aj, +j, CTi, +Il) w*th No N, N, +l -= 
(-wCl, +j)(Fjo< I -m>O 
Then we have: 
1. Vi. CTi, C CTi, +I. 
Assume ]i. reachable(ujTtj+j, Pi, +,, o) and ui, +i (o) Then we 
have ei- 
ther 
a) comp(C, CTi. +, ) or 
b) either Pi, +, =_ download (ff from tj in eI Qi, +, or 
Pi, +, =- resolve C from Ij in eI Qi, +, 
where ID G CC <: D and -reachable (ui, + 1, Qim+,, o) 
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3. IN k (Vlctk) (Flo< j<n 1i [Pik i C7ik, CTik1) and 
Ili-Pik =_ E[download (f f rom tj in el I Qik and 0<i<n then 
VC, cl(fl. VC'. C, <: C'. ]N,. Nk ))N, and 
Pi, =- E[resolve 15 f rom tj in e] I Qj, with C' C f15) and C' c dom(CTi, ) 
Proof. See Appendix A. 1.1: 1 
Lemma 4.22 states several important properties. 1 ensures monotonicity of class tables. 
This means that once a class is added to the class table of a location, there is no way 
to remove it. This differs slightly from Java, since classes are represented as regular 
objects and hence are subject to garbage collection when no instances of them are in 
existence, and when no references to their class object are alive. 2 pertains to automatic 
class downloading. It states that if a thread holds a reference to a locally available object, 
then all superclasses (i. e. the code) for that object are present locally, or the only thread 
that can reach the object is currently in the process of downloading those very classes. 
Finally 3 tells us that a download expression will eventually finish, having obtained all 
the superclasses of the class it is currently downloading. 
Proving Theorem 4.21 also requires Lemma 4.23 since it guarantees an important 
property about code freezing: 
Lemma 4.23 (Correctness of object graph algorithm). For all these sub-lemmas, assume F; A I- 
E[og(-Cf, u') in e] I P, a, CT: conf. 
I reachable(u, e, o) then f 
a) reachable(u', e, o) or 
oc fn(-a) or 
c) there exists o' c fn(-a) such that reachable(u, o, o) and reachable(u', e, o') or 
d) there exists ii G fv(CL) such that reachable(u, ij, o). 
If oc fn(il) then reachable(u, e, o). 
3. If [o (C .... )l c a' then -RMI(C) and reachable(u', e, o). 
fv (IJ-) U fv W) == fv (e) - 
5. a'ca. 
Proof. See Appendix A-2. El 
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This lemma states that if we are in the process of gathering an object graph, certain 
conditions must hold: 
1. If an object is reachable from the expression under examination then it must be 
reachable in the collected store or otherwise reachable from an intermediary that 
has been copied already or is being copied. This ensures that disconnected objects 
cannot be copied. 
No object identifier in the list of items to be copied should be unreachable from 
the expression e. This condition guarantees we do not copy "garbage" into the 
collected store. 
Objects in the collected store should be reachable and moreover should not be 
instances of remotable classes. 
The free variables of code e should have their mappings copied into the collected 
store. 
5. Finally, the object graph should be a trme copy. i. e. it should not modify any 
objects it copies. 
We give the proof of Theorem 4.21 in Appendix A. 3. In Figure 4.13 we give the de- 
pendency graph for invariants. Several invariants do not appear on this graph, however 
as we explained in the introduction to Section 4.2, not all are essential for type safety, 
and exist solely to capture the essence of Java RMI. Hence by proving that Dj execution 
maintains such properties, we gain some confidence that our model is accurate. 
4.4.3 Proof of subject reduction and network invariance 
In this subsection we show the standard type preservation theorem required for step 
2 of the proof method outlined above. We stratify our proof into three levels. First 
we consider the expression level: if an expression e, a store U and a class table CT are 
well-typed in some environment, and we make one step of reduction, then the resulting 
expression, store and class table are well-typed, or a runtime error such as the dereference 
of a null pointer occurred. Then we consider configuration and network levels. 
Theorem 4.24 (Subject reduction for DA Let oc range over T, S. 
Assume F, ft: e: a, P, fl: T ý- u: okand ý- CT: A. Suppose (-vq)(e, u, CT) t 
(-v (e', u, CV) and e' b4 Err. Then we have 
F, u e' : a'for some oc' <: o, ý F, il' I- (T' : ok and ý- CT' : ok. 
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Figure 4.13: Dependency graph for invariants 
Inv(15) 
Inv(6) 
L 4.23 
ilk: Inv(13) Inv(12) Inv(14) 
Inv(8) Inv(5) Inv(4) 
L 4.22 (2) 
Inv(9) 
L 4.22 (1) 
Inv(1) Inv(2) 
An arrow A-B indicates that B depends on item A. We abbreviate "Lemma" to "U. 
Invariants Inv(3), Inv(10) and lnv(ll) do not depend upon any other properties, and no 
other properties depend upon them, so they are omitted. 
Assume F; APF: conf, F)t F' and F' V- Err. Then we have F; A I- F' : conf. 
3. Assume F; A ý- N: net, N) N' and N' V Err. Then we have F; A ý- N': net. 
We giVe the full proof in Appendix A-4. 
Corollary 4.25 (Network invariance of DJInv). DJInv is a network invariant. 
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 4.21 and Theorem 4.24. 
4.5 Progress and linearity properties 
El 
In this final section, we prove some progress properties for Dj. 
t tj [Pi, uj, CTj1), Definition 4.26. (Progress invariants) Given network N =- (v-c)(Ho< 
and assuming 0<k<n, we define property Prog(r) as the set which satisfies condition 
r as follows. 
Prog(l) Vi. Pi -= 
E[new C(V)l I Qj ===> comp(C, CTj) 
Classes can always be instantiated. 
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Prog(2) Vi, k. Pj =- E[download (f f rom Ik in el I Qj ===> (f E dom(CTi) U dom(CTk) 
Download operations always succeed in retrieving the required classes from the specified 
location. 
Prog(3) Vi. Pi =- E[resolve C- f rom in in el I Qj ==* (f c dom(CTj) 
No attempt is made to resolve classes that are not aval I ilable in the local class table. 
Prog(4) Vi. Pi =- E[o. fj] I Qj =:: ý* [o ý--+ (C, -- J1 C ui A fields(C) = 
fr 
No attempt is made to invoke a field access on the store if the class of the store does not 
provide that field. 
Prog(5) Vi. Pi =- E[o. fj = v] I Qj ==ý, [o _4 (C,... )] G aj A fields(C) = T-f 
No attempt is made to invoke a field access on the store if the class of the store does not 
provide that field. 
Prog(6) Vi. Pi =- Efx] I Qj =#, xc dom(ai) 
Expressions only access variables in the local store. 
Prog(7) Vi. Pi 
-= 
E[x = v) I Qj ==ý- XE dom(uj) 
Expressions only assign to variables in the local store. 
Prog(8) Vi. Pi =- E[og(x - U, u') in e] ==: ý, xc dom(uj) 
The object graph algorithm only accesses variables in the local store. 
Prog(9) Vi. Pi =- E[og(o - 11, u') in el ==ý, oc dom(ui) 
The object graph algorithm only accesses objects in the local store. 
Prog(10) Vi. Pi -= o. m(v) with cI Qi A ai(o) = (C .... ) ===ý- mbody(m, C, CTi) 
defined 
No attempt is made to invoke a method on an object of a given class if that class does 
not provide that method. 
Prog(II) Vi. Pj -= rmi o. m(v) with cI 
Qj =#, I! k. k =A iAoc dom(CTk) 
Remote method invocations always refer to a unique live location in the network. 
Prog(12) Vi. Pj -= rmi return(c) vI 
Qj Acc fill ==zý, lkk: ý- iA Pk =_ E[await Cl I Qk 
If a method return exists, there must be exactly one location waiting for it on that chan- 
nel. 
Lemma 4.27 (Invariance of progress properties). ni<, r, <12 Prog(r) is a network invariant 
with initial network properties In it defined in Definition 4.18. 
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Proof Immediately Prog(l) is derived from Inv(2). Prog(2) is by monotonicity of the 
class tables proved in Lemma 4.22 (1). Prog(3) is obvious by DOWNLOAD. Prog(4) and 
Prog(5) are proved by Inv(9). Prog(6), Prog(7) and Prog(8) are obvious by Inv(4). Prog(9) 
is by Inv(7) and Inv(8). Prog(10) is derived from Inv(9). Prog(11) is by combining Inv(8) 
and Inv(5). Prog(12) is straightforward by combining inv(10) and Inv(11). 1: 1 
We conclude this section by presenting the progress theorem for Dj. This theorem 
states that a well-typed network that begins execution from a network satisfying the Init 
will never be stuck (with no reduction rules to apply) until there is no further computa- 
tion to Perform, or an error occurs. This is characterised in Theorem 4.28 below. 
Theorem 4.28 (Progress for DJ). Assume No ý= Init and No )) N /--ý with N b4 Err. Then: 
fl li [Pi, ui, CTjl) with Pt fl rmi return (cj) vj and ci 
0, <i<n O'<j < Tn 
Proof Proof is by induction on the length of reduction sequence, n. For the base case, 
we shall assume n=0 and No =-- (-v -a) (I[E [e] I P, or, CT] I N) /--ý and prove a contradiction. 
We perform a case analysis on the nature of expression e, concentrating on the cases 
where reduction is prevented by the premise of a reduction rule and noting that because 
No ý= Init we have that e cannot be nor contain a runtime term. 
Case x: By Prog(6) we have that xc dom(u) andVARcan be applied hence No 
Case null. f: By applicationOf ERR-NULL, O. f q Error and so, as any network con- 
taining the Error expression as a sub-term is contained in the Err property, we obtain a 
contradiction. 
Case o. f: Then by Prog(4) we have that u(o) is defined and hence No ) by FLD as 
required. 
Case x=v: By Prog(7) we have that xE dom(u) and so by ASs No ) as required. 
Case null. f = v: We have that by ERR-NULL, null. f =: v )I Error. Hence No 
N ý= Err and so we obtain a contradiction. 
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Case o. f = v: We have that Prog(5) guarantees a(o) is defined and so No can reduce by 
FLDASS. 
For the inductive case, we assume that N0 )) N, -1 -= (-v d) (I [P I Q, a, CTI I N) Most cases are the same as for the base case, however since we have reduced the network 
we are now permitted to have runtime expressions. Therefore we have to consider some 
additional cases for P: 
Case E[download (f from Ij in e']: By Prog(2) we know that location tj exists in N and 
the classes (ff are held in CTj allowing us to apply DOWNLOADhence N, -, 
Case o. m(v) with c: Then by Prog(10) we have o Cz dom(u) and the method body for m 
is defined. Therefore N, -, ) 
byMETHINVOKE. 
Case rmi o. Tn(v) with c: By Prog(11) there exists a location Ik in the network such that 
o cz dom(ýYk) and so we apply LEAVEand N, -, 
Case rmi return(c) v: Now assume that cc1! then by Prog(12) we have that there 
exists some thread containing await c in the network, therefore we can apply RETURN as 
required, so N, _1 giving a contradiction. 
4.6 Related work 
0 
Typing systems for core Java calculi have been the subject of much research. In the 
mid-late 1990s the fundamental reason for studying such calculi was to determine the 
type-safety of the Java programming language itself. While the Java Language Specifi- 
cation [28] is very detailed, it did not constitute a formal semantics or formal typing 
system. Early works on this subject were the Javas and Javas, calculi of Drossopoulou 
and Eisenbach [19], which studied a considerable subset of the sequential part of the 
Java language including base types, field shadowing, proper interfaces, exceptions and 
arrays (all features omitted from DJ) with the aim of determining whether the full Ian- 
guage was indeed type-safe. Later, Nipkow and von Oheimb [58] formallsed a similar 
subset of Java, known as Javalight. with the aim of showing that the formalisation of a 
considerable "real-world" language could be machine checked using a theorem prover. 
Type-safety for the core Java part of DJ was of course very important to this thesis, 
however our main aim was the study of distribution, and for this we employed tech- 
niques quite different to those found in the literature for object-oriented languages. The 
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first difference was our use of a lightweight signature for typing methods. Since most 
calculi for Java languages were grounded in a sequential, single location world, there was 
no such need for agreement on interfaces between remote parties such as the CSig of Dj. 
The second difference being the actual mechanism for remote method invocation, which 
uses channels and hence requires some notion of channel types. 
Pierce and Sangiorgi [69] studied a form of channel typing similar in shape to ours for 
the 7r-calculus. In their work, channels are assigned polarities, indicating whether they 
are used for input, output or both. We mirror this to some degree with the notion of 
input/output channels: c: chanI(T) and c: chan0j) respectively, however in Dj there 
is no concept of a channel with dual polarity. This is because unlike then-calculus, our 
channels are used in a very restricted manner and cannot be communicated over channels 
themselves. Moreover from a general viewpoint, the ability for a method caller, waiting 
for the return of a message, to emit values is nonsensical. Instead of this standard typing, 
we instead require a more refined discipline, linear channel types, to ensure (as we have 
stated) that method calls and returns match up in one-one correspondence. 
Linear types for the 7r-calculus have been studied extensively, and their benefits well 
understood. The classic paper of Kobayashi, Pierce and Turner [44] presents the first 
use of this discipline for constraining equivalences between processes. They show that 
a process can be equated to an optimised version of itself only when typed in a linear 
typing system. As we shall see in Chapter 5, processes communicating over channels 
that are typed linearly cannot be directly interfered with by a context. This is crucial to 
our behavioural theory because we wish to reduce the number of these potential contexts 
when equating Dj terms. A key transformation rule, TF-LINEAR, owes its correctness to 
our typing discipline. Without this rule it would be more difficult to equate programs as 
we would have no effective way to remove redundant "stack frames. " 
The typing system of Dj is flexible and extensible to other concepts. In [17,16], the 
authors extend the Dj calculus to include support for channel based communication 
(similar to socket programming in Java). Channels can communicate sequences of values 
of varying type, and for this the authors make use of a system of session types [331 built 
on top of the Dj typing system. Session types capture "protocol" typing by ensuring 
that two sides of a communication agree on the type of the next value to be transmitted 
and received. 
Invariants in object-oriented programming 
The use of invariants takes two forms in the literature with differing general aims. In 
object-oriented programming, there has been extensive study on the use of logical an- 
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notations to specify the behaviour of components in a larger system [55]. For example 
the Java Modelling Language UML) [46] can be used to specify pre- and post-conditions 
for class methods written in a pseudo-Javadoc language. These specifications go beyond 
what we study here, and are more related to engineering practice. 
The invariants of DJ are instead concerned with establishing a much more fundamental 
theorem: type safety. In the literature, the use of invariants to this end is not new, because 
as a formal system becomes more complicated it can become difficult to obtain a direct 
correspondence between correct behaviour and the typing system for the language. For 
example, Zhao et al. [91] use invariants to guarantee strict scoping properties about 
object access, asserting that a well-typed program that does not make illegal accesses will 
not reduce to one that does. Similarly the r-2 language of [18] uses invariant properties 
to maintain well-formedness of heaps. 
Another concrete example of the use of invariants is the work of Nestmann et al [57] in 
which the authors formalise a fragment of Cardelli's Obliq [14] into four different opera- 
tional semantics as part of a study of aliasing. This work is related to the present thesis in 
two important ways. First they take a mostly unformalised language and attach a formal 
semantics to it to study behavioural theory and prove that the original implementation of 
the Obliq interpreter was actually wrong, possessing a flaw in the migration semantics. 
Second, they make use of invariant properties to prove type soundness. Examining this 
work we see that there is interesting symmetry between some of the properties required 
by Nestmann and those required for type preservation in PJ. 
The most straightforward similarity is that they have invariant properties to guarantee 
closedness of objects and runtime terms. More subtly, because of their formalisation is 
multi-threaded, they must prove determinism properties for method calls. For instance 
they state that if a caller is waiting for a method to complete, then there must be exactly 
one "stack frame" executing the body of that method, and this is achieved by making 
use of explicit identifiers for calling contexts in their language, each with a pointer to its 
parent. Obviously, in DJ we guarantee a similar property yet require no such extra anno- 
instead we make use of the linear types of Section 4.1.3 along with correspondi tations: ing 
invariants Inv(10) and inv(11). 
Key differences from their approach become apparent when we consider the extra fea- 
tures that DJ possesses: subtyping; class downloading; and explicit mobility. The type 
system of [571 does not support subtyping for technical reasons that were not illumi- 
nating to their study, and Obliq is an object-based language requiring no classes. These 
first two factors (subtyping and a class-based language) add several difficulties to proving 
type safety for DJ. For instance, we must ensure properties such as the termination of 
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class loading operations and also that we are always able to find the definition of a class 
when it is required. 
The third factor (mobility) also increases the difficulty of our presentation. Quite 
rightly, their formalism is able to avoid explicit mobility as they argue that an operation 
called surrogation raises broadly the same issues in the centralised setting as migration 
would in a distributed formalism. However this means they do not need to consider 
two key issues that DJ possesses, namely the partitioning of names into references to 
remotely-callable and non-remotely callable objects and the need for explicit object se- 
rialisation. 
This stratification raises important questi I treat references to ons in DJ because we must 
instances of remotable classes differently. For instance it is not acceptable to leak iden- 
tifiers to non-remotely callable objects across the network (either during the course of a 
remote method call, or in a frozen expression), nor is it acceptable for the actual object 
instance of a remotable class to be copied (this would lead to later non-determinism). 
Serialisation is important in DJ, but not in L57] because of its flat structure. The precise 
formalisation of this process is a key contribution of DJ and requires us to prove that it 
maintains these locality properties about object references. 
Type safe dynamic linking 
Class loading and downloading are crucial to many useful Java RMI applications, of- 
fering a convenient mechanism for distributing code to remote consumers. The class 
verification and maintenance of type safety during linking are studied in [47,72]. Our 
formulation of class downloading is modular, so it is adaptable to model other link- 
ing strategies [20,21], see Section 3.2.5. For example, we set the class table invari- 
ant Inv(3) in Section 4.3. This is because the Java serialisation API imposes the strict 
default class version control. Another solution is to explicitly model the Java excep- 
tion Inval idClassExcept ion to check for mismatch between downloaded and existing 
classes. This dynamic approach leads to the same invariant to prove the subject reduction 
theorem. 
4.7 Summary 
In this chapter we have given a lightweight type system to type distributed applications 
("networks"), and have shown how linear types from then-calculus can be employed to 
guarantee important properties for our language. 
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We then introduced important safety properties for Dj networks, called network in- 
variants. We showed how the type system-in conjunction with these invariants- 
guarantees progress properties for Dj programs. 
Proving this required a stratified proof technique, first showing that the network in- 
variants re-establish themselves under reduction, and then using this fact to prove the 
standard type preservation theorem. Then by combining the invariants with this theo- 
rem, we were able to derive the progress properties above. 
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In this chapter we introduce a theory of behavioural equivalence for DJ programs. The 
core of this theory is the application of techniques from process calculi, namely the use 
of a sound reduction congruence. Using the theory we have developed, we define a set 
of meaning-p reserving syntactic transformation rules that we can use in the proof of 
equivalence between programs; if one program can be transformed into another using 
these rules then they are equivalent in any context. 
Using our transformation rules we then justify the correctness of optimisations for 
distributed applications like the one shown in the introduction to this thesis. Further- 
more, we are able to apply our theory to show that a seemingly more expressive dialect of 
DJ, allowing methods and closures with multiple parameters, can be soundly embedded 
into the DJ we have presented here. 
This chapter is organised as follows: first we motivate our approach, comparing it 
with other methods of proving equivalence. Next we introduce the core ideas behind 
reduction congruence in DJ, discussing an auxiliary notion, non -interference, that serves 
to make proving equivalence between programs more tractable by eliminating the need 
for certain proof cases. We give sound syntactic transformation rules that can transform 
a program into an observationally equivalent form. We then examine some arguably 
typical RMI program optimisations, and the problems faced in performing them, and 
conclude the chapter with a discussion of related work. 
5.1 General approach 
In this thesis, we adopt a specific approach to program equivalence based on the sound 
reduction congruences of Honda and Yoshida [351. This differs slightly in method to 
the barbed congruence of Sanglorgi and Milner [76,54,77]; in the former we take the 
largest congruence among consistent congruences, and in the latter we take the largest 
congruence among barbed bisimulations. A barb is a notion of "observable action, " and 
we define consistency shortly. 
Recently [75,26], these approached have been combined, defining the reduction con- 
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gruence like [351 but making use of barbs like [54] to differentiate terms. This is the 
approach we take in this thesis, and as proved by Fournet and Gonthier [25], both tech- 
niques coincide for asynchronous languages. 
Our first course of action in proving equivalence for DJ is to decide at what level we 
will define our relation, as this will impact subsequent decisions, such as the choice of 
observation. As our goal Is to study equivalence of whole RMI programs, we choose to 
construct our congruence relation at the level of the network. The key advantage to this 
approach is that it allows us to abstract away from the internal machinations of individual 
locations, as is the standard for distributed process calculi [75]. The main disadvantage 
to choosing the network level for our congruence is that it will not allow us to relate 
individual expressions inside locations. However we do not believe we need this power 
to obtain a useful notion of equality for DJ. 
Next we must decide upon our notion of observation. In this work, we choose our 
barb to correspond to the return from a remote method invocation , i. e. a network that 
contains as a sub-expression in one of its locations the term rmi return(c) v is said to 
exhibit a barb on channel c. The choice of this observable is made because we wish to 
study the the interaction between locations in a network, and importantly it coincides 
with the normal form of DJ programs. 
In any study like ours, the choice of observable has a profound effect on the nature 
of the equivalence obtained; an observable that is too coarse will naturally allow us to 
equate an intractably large number of programs, whereas an observable that is too fine- 
grained will discriminate too many networks. As a thought experiment, we might con- 
sider what it would mean to choose a different observable for DJ. If we chose to ob- 
ser-ve remote method invocation, for instance, we would be unable to equate programs 
that made different numbers of remote calls. This approach would be at odds with our 
broader goal of justifying the correctness of program optimisations that work by elimi- 
nating unnecessary remote calls. 
5.2 Sound reduction congruence 
In this section we shall consider congruence relations between networks. 
Definition 5.1 (Relation between networks). A relation between networks T is a set of pairs 
of networks. We shall frequently write N1TN2 when (N 1, N 2) E j'z- 
An equiValence relation is a relation that is reflexive, symmetric and transitive. Then a 
congruence relation is an equivalence relation that is closed under all contexts as defined 
below. 
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Definition 5.2 (Congruence relation between networks). A congruence relation between net- 
works Y, is closed under the following rules: 
Nl=-N2 N29ZN, Nl-9ZN NT N2 NIT N2 Ni 9Z N2 
Ni 9Z N2 Ni 9Z N2 Nj 9Z N2 (vu)NI3'Z(vu)N2 N, IN-'RN21N 
Definition 5.3 (Consistent congruence relation). A congruence relation JZ is consistent if it 
does not contain all pairs of networks. 
Definition 5.4 (Inconsistent congruence relation). A congruence relation ý'z is inconsi . stent if 
it contains all pairs of networks i. e. the relation J(Nj, N2) I Ni arbitraryl. 
This definition mirrors the notion of consistency in the A-calculus [101, and is used in 
a similar manner to determine whether an equational theory "makes sense. "' A theory 
that proves all terms equivalent is useless. 
5.2.1 Reduction closure property 
In concurrent programs, the meaning of a term that relies upon shared state can change 
over time, as that state is mutated by other threads. Therefore we require that if two 
networks are equated and one performs some computation, then the other should also 
be able to make computation to arrive at an equated state again. We call this a reduction 
closure property [351. 
This ensures that programs that are initially equated remain so during program exe- 
cution, because if this was not the case then programs that were initially thought to be 
equal may display different results after passage of time. 
Definition 5.5. A congruence relation -'R is reduction closed iff whenever N1 -9z N2, 
N1 
Nj' implies there exists an N2' such that N2 ))N2' ithNl'-9ZN2' W1 
5.2.2 Observational predicate 
Reduction closure alone is insufficient to provide a canonical equality for concurrent 
languages because it pays no attention to the observable behaviour of terms. For example 
[54, Proposition 2] gives a consistent reduction closed congruence between arbitrary 
divergent terms. Similarly [35, Proposition 3.51 presents a consistent reduction closed 
congruence relation that equates any terms that contain a "garbage" term that can never 
play any part in the behaviour of the containing program. 
Both of these relations, while satisfying the property of being consistent, are demon- 
strably absurd as they "equate" terms with potentially different observable behaviours. 
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Therefore in both [54,35] the concept of an observational predicate was discovered to 
be necessary to provide a canonical equality for concurrent languages. An observational 
predicate describes the "barbs" or observable actions of a term that a surrounding con- 
text can witness. 
In Dj we can exhibit similar absurd consistent reduction closed congruences to the 
ones above, and so we also require an observational predicate to characterise a meaning- 
ful canonical equality. In this work we chose to observe unmatched returns from method 
calls defined as follows. 
Definition 5.6 (Observational predicate). 
c if there exists cý fu-J. such that N =- (vii)(ttrmi return (c) vIP, u, CTI IN') 
if there exists N' such that N )) N' and N' 1, 
The requirement that cV t-dj ensures that an observer cannot witness internal interac- 
tions of a component. This notion of observation is asynchronous because return state- 
ments have no continuation, and was chosen because it corresponds to a normal form 
of Dj, as seen in Theorem 4.28). In order for two networks to be equated, they should 
exhibit the same observable actions. This is given formally in Definition 5.8 below. 
Remark 5.7 (Unmatched channels). A natural question at this point is "how do un- 
matched channels appear during Dj execution, since channels are created by method 
invocation as a matched pair? " This is true, however all programs in Dj contain a state- 
ment of the form return(c) e in them somewhere when they first start executing (this 
is explicitly allowed in the initial network, init as explained in Definition 4.18). This re- 
turn statement can be thought of as the exit point from the "main" method of the whole 
program, allowing the result of that program to be communicated to the outside world. 
It should be noted that there need not be only one such output, since we envisage 
that "distributed" programs can be made up of any number of "user" programs, each 
returning a value from their main method. 
Definition 5.8 (Respect for the observational predicate). We say a congruence relation 
respects the observatiOnal predicate when: 
1 9Z N2 implies there exists a channel c such that N14, iff N2 4c 
Example 5.9 (Two programs exhibiting the same observable actions). Suppose we have two 
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networks, N, and N2 as defined below, that are related by some congruence: 
def Ni lef 1[(-vd)(return(c) await dlreturn(d) v), 0,0] N2 = I[return(c) v, 0,0] 
Then N21c, and NI 4c because it can make one step of reduction to become syntactically 
equal to N2, whereupon it immediately exhibits an output on channel c. The restri ion ct 
-v d means that the observer cannot witness interaction on channel d, so we do not have 
that N, Id- 
The observational predicate does not need to observe the value returned along a chan- 
nel, because we are constructing a congruence relation between programs. What this 
means is that, if the value returned along a channel were to make a difference, then we 
could easily find a distinguishing context as shown in the example below. 
Example 5.10 (Two programs exhibiting different observable behaviour). Suppose we have 
two networks, NI and N2 as defined below, that are related by some congruence: 
def def N, = I[rmi return(c) 1,0,01 N2 = lfrmi return(c) 2,0,01 
Then we can easily construct a discriminating context. First we define another network, 
N, abusing the syntax slightly to allow conditionals: 
def N= m[if (await c= 1) return(d) null else return(d') null, 0,01 
Now we have that (-v c) (N IN 1) 4d, but it is not possible for (v c) (N I N2) to exhibit the 
barb4d as it returned the value 2, thereby avoiding that branch of execution. 
A congruence is a sound reduction congruence if it is consistent, reduction closed and 
respects the observational predicate. Proposition 3.23 in [35] states that for there exists a 
maximum sound congruence in the setting of the asynchronous 7t-calculus and Proposi- 
tion 5.13 below mirrors this result for Dj. 
Definition 5.11 (Maximum sound reduction congruence). ý-ý* denotes the maximum sound 
reduction congruence over networks. 
Note that -2=* also includes error states 
(i. e. networks that satisfy the Err property). 
Lemma 5.12. Let )Z: =: (-TI U &)+ with JZi congruences. Then 9Z is also a congruence. 
Proof Immediately 3Z is reflexive, symmetric and transitive, so we must show that it 
is closed under all contexts. Then let NI 9Z N2, giving rise to four cases: N, JZ, N25 
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N, 9Z2 N2, ) WN, Tj N and N -Y-2 N2 or IN. Ni Yý2 N and N 9ZI N2. The former pair of 
cases are essentially the same, as are the latter pair so we consider the first from each. 
Suppose N, T, N2. Now because JZ, is a congruence we have that (vu)Nl -9z, (Vu)N2 
and N, INT, N2 I N. Then as Tj 9 9Z we have (vu)Nl T (vu)N2 and N, IN 9Z N2 IN as 
required. 
Suppose INAI Tj N and N 9Z2 N2. Then by congruence of Ti, (vu)NI 9z, (vu)N 
and (-vu)N 9Z2 (-vu)N2. By definition of transitive closure, we have (-vu)Nl Y, (vu)N2 
as required. Similarly for the case of Parallel composition. 0 
Proposition 5.13 (Existence of the maximum sound reduction congruence for DA Let 
def 
=U 9Zj where 94 IS a sound reduction congruence 
Then --2=* is the largest sound reduction congruence. 
Proof. By construction and Lemma 5.12, is the largest congruence, so all that remains 
is to show that it is consistent, reduction closed and respects the observational predicate. 
To show --2: -* is consistent we shall show a contradiction. By the definition of incon- 
sistency, we know that I (N 1, N 2) 1Ni arbitraryl, and so it must be the case that 
(0,11'return(c) v, u, CTI) Now as the maximum sound reduction congruence is con- 
structed as the sum of sound reduction congruences, we must have that there exists some 
C= T -* where (0, I[return(c) v, (j, CTI) E 9Z. But 9Z is sound and hence must respect the 
observational predicate, so this pair is inadmissible. Hence is consistent. 
Then to show that 2_=* is reduction closed, suppose N, N2. Then there exists a 
congruence 9Z C --2=-* such that N1 9Z N 2. By construction we know that 9Z is sound, hence 
if N1 N' then there exists N' such that N2, N' and N' T N'. Then as _'k is a subset 2212 
of N N' as required. 2 
We show that -* respects the observational predicate by noting that it is constituted 
by sound relations, therefore any pair (N 1, N 2) introduced into ý-ý * must exhibit the same 
barbs. 
5.3 Sound typed reduction congruence 
0 
In this section we shall consider sound reduction congruences for Dj that are also typed. 
Typed congruence relations are generated from rules similar to those for untyped con- 
gruences, however they are defined relative to some typing environment. In this work, 
we are interested in typed congruences because types are used to restrict the behaviour 
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of networks, contexts, and observers, and hence affect the observational semantics of 
programs. Moreover, our main aim is to study the behaviour of well-typed programs, 
and so insisting that any context in which we test our program is itself well-typed elim- 
inates many "bad"' observers. For example an ill-typed observer, making non-linear use 
of a channel, could adversely affect the program under test. This should be avoided, and 
these techniques have been previously applied by Kobayashi et al [44] and Yoshida [88] 
to show programs can only be equated when they adhere to a strict typing discipline. 
Definition 5.14 (Typed relation between networks). A typed relation 9ZF; A is a relation be- 
tween networks such that if (N 1, N2) E -9ZF; A then F; AN1: net and F; A [- N2 : net. 
We shall frequently write F; A ý- NI ý'R N2 when (NI, N12) fRF; A- 
Typed relations may not relate networks that contain the Error expression, as there are 
no typing rules for it. We then say that a typed congruence relation between networks is 
an equivalence relation defined as follows. 
Definition 5.15 (Typed congruence relation between networks). A typed congruence relation 
between networks JZF; A is closed under the following rules: 
STR SYM 
N1 =- N2 F; A ý- Nj: net F; Aý-N 9ZN1 2 
F; A[-Nl9ZN2 P; A ý- Ni 9Z N2 
TRA RESID 
r-A N, 9Z N I; A ý- N 9Z N2 Fiu: T-A ý- N, 9Z N2 
F; A ý- N, ýZ N2 F; A ý- (-v u)NI 9Z (-v u)N 2 
PAR 
RESC 
F; Al N, 9Z N2 FIA2 ý-N : net 
F; A, c: chan ý- N, 9Z N2 A, A2 loc(Nj) n loc(N) =: 0 
F; A ý- (-v c)N I JZ (v c)N2 F; Al OA2 [- NI IN -9ZN2 
IN 
Typed congruence relations are generated from the same rules as for untyped con- 
gruences, and similarly properties like consistency and reduction closure extend their 
untyped counterparts. "Respect for the observational predicate" is adjusted as 
follows. 
Definition 5.16 (Respect for the observational predicate). A typed congruence relation 
is said to respect the observatlonal predicate when: 
F; A F- N, 9ZN2 implies there exists a channel c and c: chanO(T) cA and N, 4, iff N2 4c 
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Linear channels ensure a one-one correspondence between sender and receiver (in Dj, 
the method caller and thread executing the body of the called method to return a value), 
and so for this reason we can assume that channels typed chan are participating only in 
the internal behaviour of the network in question. What interests us from a contextual 
reasoning viewpoint is those channels that are going to be used to emit information from 
the network under examination, since these are what represent the observable behaviour 
of the network. Hence we require that c is typed as an output channel. 
Then we say that a typed congruence is a sound typed reduction congruence if it con- 
sistent, reduction closed and respects the observational predicate. Again there exists a 
maximum sound typed reduction congruence. 
Definition 5.17 (Maximum sound typed reduction congruence). --2n- denotes the maximum 
sound typed reduction congruence over networks. It is defined over the following re- 
stricted set of networks: tN I IINO. No ý= Init and No )) N with N V- Errl. 
Proposition 5.18 (Existence of maximum sound typed reduction congruence for DA Let 
def 
= 
UJzj 
F; A 
where Yi rA is a sound typed reduction congruence defined over the networks in Defini- 
tion 5.17. Then 2: ý is the largest sound typed reduction congruence. 
Proof Similar to Proposition 5.13. 
5.4 Non-interference 
0 
The term interference was coined by Reynolds [74] for specific program 
behaviours that 
may disrupt subsequent computations, such as assignments to shared variables. 
In that 
paper Reynolds identified two main areas where interference was prevalent: in programs 
with shared global state (i. e. global variables), and in programs that 
featured parallel 
execution. Dj programs exhibit interference in this latter case, since networks contain 
many locations executing in parallel that, by remote method invocation, may affect the 
execution of one another. Non-interference is the absence of interference. 
A crucial fact about non-interfering reductions in a programming 
language is that their 
timing (i. e. when they take place) can be manipulated without changing the 
behaviour 
of the program as a whole. This makes non-interference very important in the context 
of this thesis; manipulating a program in a non-interfering way 
forms the crux of the 
semantics-p reserving optimisations that we study. 
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The essence of using non-interference for Dj is that it allows us to simplify the proof 
burden that we face when trying to show that a congruence relation is reduction closed. 
By noting that certain pairs in a given congruence satisfy the non -interference property b 
we shall introduce, proving that these pairs are reduction closed becomes easier. This is 
witnessed in Lemma 5.21. 
Definition 5.19 (Typed precongruence). A typed precongruence is a typed relation Y'F; A 
closed under the rules STR, TRA, RESID, RESc andPARin Definition 5.15. i. e. 9ZF; A is not 
necessarily symmetric. 
Definition 5.20 (Non-interfering relation [88,801). A typed relation between networks > 
that is closed under parallel composition, (PAR), name and channel restriction (RESID, 
RESc) and the structure rules (STR) given in Definition 5.15 satisfies a non-interference 
property if whenever N1>N2, then 
1. If Ni N' then (there exists N' such that N2 )) N' and N' > N') or N' N2 12 -2 121 
2. If N2 N 2' then (there exists N such that NIN l' and N 1' >N 2) or N 2' ýýmmý N 12 
We make use of a non- interference property because it simplifies the proof of reduc- 
tion closure for a relation. This is because we can eliminate cases from the reduction 
closure proof if we determine that they are pairs included in the standard reduction re- 
lation. In Lemma 5.21 we establish this correspondence between non-interfering and 
reduction closed relations. 
Lemma 5.21 (Non- interference implies reduction closure). Assume > Is a typed relation closed 
under rules PAR, RESID, RESc, and STR given in Definition 5.15. 
1. If > satisfies only Definition 5.20 (1), and >c )), then > is reduction closed. 
2. If > satisfies a non-interference property, then > IS reduction closed. 
Proof. For all sub-lemmas, take JZ = {(Ni, N2) I N, > N2 V- Errj. 
1. We must show that ýZ defined above is reduction-closed. There are two sub-cases. 
a) Suppose NI Nl'. We must show that either IN'. N2 N' with N' JZ N' or that 2212 
NN2- Proof is by induction on the number of reduction steps made by N 1, writing 
)n to denote n steps. For the base case, when n=0 we have that NI = NI, and 
because 
-=C )), there exists 
N2' such that N2 E: 
N2' hence N I' -'R 
N2' 
21 2* 
For the inductive step, assume that N1 )1+ 1 N'. Then this means N1 )n N// N' 1 1.1 1 
and hence by the inductive hypothesis we have that there exists some N2" such that 
N2 12 
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-4 N" 2 and N 9'Z N 2". Then by Definition 5.20 (1) we have that if N N' then there 21 
exists N' such that N 2 )) N' with N' 3Z N 22112 as required. 
N, N2 
T, 
II 
N IN2" by inductive hypothesis 
N 1' 1N 2' by non-interference property 1 
b) Now suppose N, ) N" N'. Again we apply the inductive hypothesis to 22 
determine that IN, " such that N, NI" Y N2". Now because JZ c )) we have that if 
N" -9Z N") N' then N" )) N' hence N" )) IN' = N' as required. 12 '2 1 25 1- 'I -2 
N, N2 
I 
ni 
3N N 2" 
N 2 
2. 
by inductiVe hypothesis 
byT c )) 
a) If NI )) NI then this is as the first case of (1) above. 
b) Suppose N2 N2'. We must show that either 3N, '. Ni Nl' with Nj' -9z N2' or that 21112 
N2' Eýý N1. Again proof is by induction on the number of reduction steps. For the base 
case, suppose N2 = N'. Then again as --c--44, N 1' T N' 2 2* 
For the inductive step assume N2 N" N'. Hence by the inductive hypothesis 22 
there exists N" such that NIN I" -'R N 2". 
Then by Definition 5.20 (2) we have that if 
N N' then there exists N' such that N N' with N' ýZ N' as required. 2211112 
Ni )z N2 
ý (I nI 
IN, " N 2" 
N IN' 2 
by inductive hypothesis 
by non-interference property 
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In Definition 5.22 below we give an alternative and useful characterisation of "respect 
for the observational predicate. " It is equivalent to the standard formulation given in 
Section 5.3 when the relation in question is reduction closed. 
Definition 5.22 (Strong-weak observation). Typed relation 9'Zr; A respects the strong-weak 
observational predicate when, given F; A ý- NI 9Z N2 with c: chanO (T) G A, N implies 
N 2 4c and N2 Ic implies N14, 
Lemma 5.23 (Equivalence of strong-weak and "normal" observation). A reduction -closed, 
typed relation JZj-; A respects the observational predicate iff it respects the strong-weak 
observational predicate. 
Proof. We show only the case for the "only-if" direction, as "if" is trivial. Suppose 
FIA ý- NI JZ N2 and N, 4, i. e. NI )) N, Ic bydefinition. Then by reduction closure of 
)Z[-; A we have that there exists N' such that N2 )) N' and F- A ý- N' 9z N'. Now because 22712 
2 4c. Hence N JZF; A satisfies the strong-weak observational predicate, we have that N' 2 4c 
as required. The symmetric case is by similar reasoning. El 
We conclude this subsection with an alternative definition for non-interference, called 
"non-interference up to transformation. " 
Definition 5.24 (Non- interference up to transformation). Suppose > is a typed relation over 
lef 
networks that satisfies the non -interference property of Definition 5.20, and 
let =>= (> 
U r_l)*. 
Now suppose o. is a typed relation closed under the rules PAR, RESID, RESc, andSTR 
given in Definition 5.15. Then we say that oo- satisfies a "non-interference up to transfor- 
mation by >" if, supposing N1P,. 
N2: 
1. If N N' then there exists N' such that N2 N' and N' ==>Pp. ==> N' or 12212 
Nl'= N2- 
2. If N2 N2' then there exists Nl' such that Ni Nl' and Nl' N2' or 21112 
N, = N22* 
Lemma 5.25. Suppose o. satisfies a non-interference property up to transformation by 
Then the relation ==> io-=> is reduction closed. 
Proof Below we give the proof in diagram form. First consider that when N1 => 0-=> 
N2) it is really the case that we have two intermediaries N3 and N4 as presented in the 
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diagram below. We give this diagram to illustrate the general idea of the proof and aid 
understanding: 
Ni : --> N3 Do. N4 N2 
N" N5 pol. NN 3l64 
PO. NN" N" N7 86 5 
N' => N' N' N' Do- => N' N' N' N' 13578642 
First we illustrate the case where the left hand network reduces. We assume that N, 
makes a single step of reduction, and so by reduction closure of => it must be the case 
that N3can make some number of steps to reduce to a network N3' that is related to N If by 
For tractability of the diagram, we choose two steps here without losing generality 
of the proof. 
Now note that as N3 P, - N4 and N3 N3", hence by "non-interference up to" we 
have that there exists some N... such that N4 N" and N" => P. => N ". Now again 4434 
we know that there are two intermediate networks in the relation, we shall call them N5 
and N6 such that N" => N5 P, - N6 => N ". Now by reduction N") N' and reduction 3433 
closure of =>, we know that N5 must make some number of reductions to reach a state 
where it is again equated with N'. Again we shall say two reductions are required for 3 
tractability. 
Now as N5 Po. N6 and because N5 N" then by "non-interference up to" we know 5 
there exists an N" such that N6 N and N" => o,. => N ". Again pick two interme- 6656 
diaries and call them N7 and N8 such that N5" => N7 P. N8 => N6". Now 
by reduction 
closure of => we have that N7 must make some number of reductions to 
be equated with 
N'. We imagine it needs to make only one reduction. Now as N7 Po. N8 and N7 N 7' 5 
we have by "non-interference up to" that there exists an N8' such that N8 N. 
' and 
N' =>o,. => N' 78 
To complete the case, note that by reduction closure of =>, N8 N' implies that 8 
N" N' and N' => N'. Then as N6 N' we must 
have that N" N' and 
6 -6 86644 
N' => N'. Finally, because N4 N' we 
have that N2 N' with N' => N'. Then as 64 -4 242 
=> is transitive, we have that N1' =>Po-=> N2' as required. 1 
The symmetric case, where N2 reduces initially, is by similar reasoning and is therefore 
omitted. 
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5.4.1 Non-interfering reductions in DJ 
In this subsection we identify the reductions in Di that are no n- interfering. As might be 
expected, these coincide with the reductions that do not refer to - or modify - the store 
or class table of a location. We write F NI )tP when a configuration F at location t makes 
a non-interfering reduction to become P. This promotes in the expected way to the 
network level, where we write N NI ý N' for a network N that makes a non-interfering 
reduction to N'. 
Definition 5.26 (Non-interfering reductions in DJ). If N) N' and none of the following 
rules are used in the derivation of that reduction, then we say that N 
N') 
N. Proscribed 
rules are as follows: VAR, FLD, ASS, FLDASS, NEWR, DOWNLOAD, OG-VAR or OG-OID. 
( NI Proposition 5.27 (Soundness of non-interfering reductions). 
Proof. To prove this we must establish three things: 
NI 
U is a typed precongruence- and 
NI )u =-)* respects the observational predicate; and 
NI 
U =)* . - is reduction closed. 
By the subject reduction theorem and the construction of the formal system (namely 
existence of rules such as RN-PARand so forth), we immediately have (1). To show (2) is 
trivial, noting that there is no reduction rule in the Dj formal system that can create or 
consume isolated channel outputs. For (3) we easily show that ( NI U =-)* satisfies the 
non-interference property of Definition 5.20 by case analysis on the reduction rules in 
question, and hence by Lemma 5.21 we have that ( NI )U =-)* is reduction closed. 1-: 1 
5.5 Program transformation 
In this section we introduce a set of transformation rules that can be used to restructure 
programs rigorously, and hence can be applied to checking equivalence of programs. 
5.5.1 Relocatable code 
In the example RMI optimisations we shall show later in this chapter, and in the one given 
in the introduction, we restructure programs to change their communication behaviour. 
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This is done by relocating pieces of code from one location in the network to another, 
without changing the underlying meaning of the program as a whole. However, not 
all programs can be optimised in this most obvious way, because not all code can be 
safely relocated in the network without altering its meaning. In this section we define a 
mobility predicate that a piece of code must satisfy to be safely relocatable. 
Intuitively, code satisfies this predicate when it does not re-use identifiers that may 
have been leaked to remote sites. In addition it cannot contain terms that take the form 
of o. f or o. f =v when o is remotable (since these forms break the locality invariant, given 
in Section 4.3.3). 
The predicate MobiIeF, U, CT(Q, r, S) states that code Q, typed in environment F can be 
safely relocated, provided the set of the memory locations r from store U are moved 
with Q, and CT contains all classes required by Q. The set s reports the object identifiers 
this code potentially leaks to remote parties, which should always be disjoint with other 
sub-terms. 
As an example of this, assume that we have two object identifiers o and o', with o 
remotable and o' not. Then neither o. m(o'); o'. m'(nuil) nor o. m(o); o. m(o') can be 
safely relocated because o' is potentially leaked to the remote site but is shared with other 
sub-terms. On the other hand, o. m(o'); o. m(o") is relocatable if the objects reachable 
from o' are unreachable from o"; this is because seriatisation of o' cannot affect the 
contents of o" or any objects it points to. 
The full predicate is defined inductively over the syntax of DJ, and is given in Ap- 
pendix B. 2. We have the following lemma that states that code that is initially relocatable 
remains so after reduction, or they take a very specific form that we shall later show can 
be safely relocated itself. 
Lemma 5.28 (Invariance of mobility predicate). Suppose MobileF, u, CT 
(P, T, s) and P, a, CT 
(v -d) (P', a', CT'). 
Then Mobile F,, CL: f, a', CT' 
(p " T" S') 
or P' =- E[await c] I rmi o. m(serialize(v)) with cI P" 
or P'=- E[await c] I o. m(v) with cI P" and F ý- o: C with RMI(C) 
or P' =- rmi return(c) serialize(v) I P" 
with Mobile,,, (p L: U, CT' s 
Proof See Appendix B. 3. 0 
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5.5.2 Transformation rules 
In this section we give some concrete transformation rules that we shall use to )ustlfy 
program optimisations, and to prove that Dj is as expressive as a language with more 
syntactic features. 
We define the transformation rules below, assuming that they are well-typed under the 
environment r; A. Where unimportant, we also omit surrounding context (for instance, 
the ruleTF-LINEARmakes no reference to other networks executing in parallel, or the 
local store or class table: so they are not shown). The rules themselves are categorised as 
being concerned with linearity, local store access, or code mobility. 
To ensure that our transformations preserve the behaviour of the program being opti- 
mised, we must ensure that they both respect the observational predicate and satisfy the 
non-interference property of Definition 5.20. 
Linearity 
In Figure 5.1 we give the transformation ruleTF-LINEARthat can be used to eliminate 
"stack frames. " If a thread merely relays the value it receives on one channel to another, 
then this can be optimised away as a direct message. 
Local store access 
In Figure 5.1 we give the transformation rules for local store access. The non-interfering 
reduction relation N ') discounts many useful steps in program execution, such as ac- 
cessing local variables, as they potentially interfere with concurrently executing parties. 
However in certain circumstances, such reductions are non-interfering and hence should 
be permitted in optimisations. 
The transformationT]F-VARsays that a thread can read provided it satisfies one of two 
conditions: if that thread later assigns to the variable in question, no other threads can 
read from it; or if that thread does not perform any subsequent assignment to the vari- 
able, it is safe for a concurrent party to read it as well (it is in effect immutable). Rule 
TF-OGVARapplies similar logic as TF-VAR, except that it permits a thread to perform the 
normal object graph collection operation for variables subject to those conditions. 
The transformations TF-FLDandT]F-OGOIDallow the fields of an object to be accessed 
in a non-interfering way provided no other concurrently executing threads are able to 
reach the object in question by some chain of pointers. This is a conservative require- 
ment, since determining object ownership statically is an open area of research that is not 
the main focus of this thesis. 
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TF-LINEAR 
Figure 5.11: Transformation rules: linearity and local store access 
return(c) await dIe [return (d) /return] -e [return (c) /return] 
TF-VAR 
x=e is not a subterm of P or E[ I or xý fv(P) 
-x) (E [x] 1 P, u- [x --+ vl) i--> (-v x) (E [vl 1 P, u- [x ý--+ vl) 
TF-FLD 
-reachable(cr, P, o) 
(-vo)(Efo. fi]IP, u. [o ý-ý (C, -C: V)]) ý-ý (vo)(E[vi]IP, (i-. [o ý--+ (C, f:, U)]) 
TF-OGVAR 
x=e is not a subterm of P or E[ ] or xý fv(P) xý dom(u') 
(v x) (E[og(x. ü, cr') in e'] IP, u. [x 1--4 v]) ý--+ (-v x) (E[og(ii, u'- [x ý-+ v]) in e]IP, u. [x ý, vl) 
TF-OGOID 
-reachable(a, P, o) oý dom(a') -RMI(C) 
(-v o) (E [og (o - q, u') in e'] I P, a- [o ý-4 (C .... ) 
]) i--+ (v o) (E [og (a, u' - [o ý, (C .... )]) in e'] I P, u) 
Code mobility 
In Figure 5.2 we give the rules that allow programs to be optimised by relocating code. 
This can be both static, in the form of class table entries, and executing, in the form 
of running threads. These rules make extensive use of the mobility predicate that was 
defined previously, as this ensures that the effect of object serialisation can be ignored 
when moving programs. 
The r-uleTF-MOBILE is the general purpose code mobility rule. It allows a thread Q 
to be moved from a location t to another, m provided that it can be safely relocated (as 
judged by the mobility predicate), it moves all the store entries it requires for execution 
with it, and that no dangling pointers to those store entries are created at the site that it 
left. 
TransformationTF-AWAITis required to allow relocation of a method caller to the site 
where the body of that method is executing. It is slightly more complicated because we 
must ensure that the notional method body, e, does not in any way leak information to 
other threads (or access information from them) at its location. This is because, when 
we move the calling code to that location, we remove the need to make a serialised copy 
of the return value. Hence if the caller mutates the returned value, those side effects will 
then be visible to the other threads when they should not be. Fortunately, by judicious 
use of the mobility predicate we are able to discount this possibility. 
Finally, ruleT]F-DOV/NLOADstates that download operations that do not actually need 
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Figure 5.2: Transformation rules: code mobility 
TF-MOBILE 
Mobiler,, Q, cT, (Q, JUQ I, s) 
tVIQj = dom(cyQ) JCtQj n (fv(P) U fv(u) U fn(P) U fn((j-)) 
l[(-v üQ) (P 1 Q, u- crQ, CT)] 1 m[R, cr', CV] h- I[P, U, CTI 1 m[(-v i9Q) (Q 1 R, u' - (TQ, CT')] 
TF-AWAIT 
Mobiler-,,., CT'(E[ 1, Ifil, s) fdl = dom(u,, ) 
t-dj n (fv (P) U fv (u) ufn (P) ufn (u)) =0 Mobile, -,,,, cT, (e (return (c) /return), ta. 1, s') 
{ff, j = dom((3-, ) fVf, In (fv (Q) U fv (a') U fn (Q) Ufn (u')) =0 
t[(vil)(E [await cl I P, u - u,,, CT)l I m[(vq, )(e [return (c)/return] I Q, u' - u,, CT')] 
ý-, t[P, u, CT] I m[(-viCf, l9)(E [await c] Ie [return (c) /return] IQ, a' - U. - ue, CT')] 
TF-DOWNLOAD 
{Cj g dom(CT) 
download (f f rom t in e, u, CT ý--4 resolve (f f rom I in e, u, CT 
to copy any classes are non-interfering. 
Derived transformation rules 
The transformation rules presented previously can be combined to create more "high- 
ion level" rules. Examples of these are shown in Figure 5.3 below. Each transformati 
essentially corresponds to the composition of a number of fundamental transformations. 
The transformationTF-FREEZEstates that closures can be created in a non-interfering 
manner if no competing threads can mutate the store entries that must be copied by that 
closure. In effect it shows that in restricted circumstances, closure creation is atomic. 
RuleTF-SKIPDOWNLOAD states that if a download operation is attempting to obtain 
classes that are already complete in the local class table, then we can skip the whole 
process. 
Finally TF-MBODY states that the body of a remote method can be encapsulated as a 
closure if it is relocatable. This turns a method call into a 
function application as can be 
seen in the conclusion of the rule. 
Congruence transformation rules 
In Figure 5.4 we present the congruence transformation rules. These rules ensure that, if 
we can transform a network alone, then it can be transformed in any context. 
5.5.3 Properties of the transformation rules 
in this subsection we prove important properties of the transformation rules we 
have 
established above. First we introduce the notion of induced precongruences 
below. 
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Figure 5.3: Transformation rules: derived 
TF-FREEZE 
i' =1 hi i-. - vi 1 ig c fv(e) \ {xl and [, w - vl c ul 
U {[o ý--+ j(o)] 1 reachable(u \ fxl, e, o) and F ý- o: C with -RMI (C)l 
dom(or') n ýu 1 reachable(or, P, u)1 =0 filý = dom(u) {fl = icl(e) 
(-vü)(E[freeze(Tx)Iel]IP, u, CT) ý-4 
TF-SKIPDOWNLOAD 
VC c t(ff 1-comp(C, CT) 
download (f f rom m in e, u, CT ý--+ e, a, CT 
TF-MBODY 
oc dom(u) F ý- 0: C mbody(m, C, CT') = (x, e) mtype(m, C) =T --+ T' 
Mobile[-r, CT'(O. M(V), r, S) fül = dom(u, ) {iil n (fv(P) u fv(u) u fn(P) u fn«y» = 
1[(-v Ü)(E[o. m(v)1 1 P, u- iv, CT)] 1 m[Q, u', CV] 
ý-, 1[(vii)(E[Ä(T x). (m, e, 0). defrost(v)] IP, u. uCT)] lm[Q, u', CT'] 
Figure 5A Transformation rules: congruence 
TF-PAR TF-RES TF-STR 
NNN N' N -= No No = N' 
NI No N'l No (-v u) N (-v u) NN N' 
Definition 5.29 (Induced precongruence). Let A be a set of axioms such as those given in 
the transformation rules outlined above. Let 8 be the relation generated from the axioms 
A, the structure rules -, and the congruence rules of Figure 5.4. Then, write 9z for the 
transitive closure of 8 (i. e. 8*). Then we say that Y, is the precongruence induced by A. 
Proposition 5.30 (Standalone equalities). Let ýZx be the precongruence induced by the axiom 
given in rule X Then we bave-'Rx c-ý: ý, witb X as one of tbefollowing: 
(1) TF-LINEAR; (2) 
TF-VAR; P) TF-FLD; (4) TF-OGVAR; (5) TF-OGOID; and (6) TF-DOWNLOAD. 
Proof. See Appendix B. 4. 
Proposition 5.31 (Derived equalities). 
1. Let 9ýTF-FREEZE be the precongruence induced by the axiom given i. n TF-FREEZE. 
NI 
Then 9ý, TF-FREEZE C (T'TF-OGVAR U 3ZTIF-OGOID U 
Nlý)* 
Moreover, (9ZTF-OGVAR U ýýTF-OGOID U 
2. Let JZTF-SKIP DOWNLOAD be the precongruence induced 
by TF-SKIPDOWNLOAD. 
Then JZTF-SKIPDOWNLOAD C (YTF-DOWNLOAD U- 
NI 
) 
Moreover (JZTF-DOWNLOAD U 
NI 
))* C-. 
3. Let 9ZTF-MBODy be tbeprecongruence induced 
by TF-MBODY. 
n 
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Then -9ýTF- MBODY C (9ýTF -MOBILE U -9ýTF-OGVAR U 9ZTF-OGOID U 
NI 
Moreoven (-'RTF-MOBILE U NI U ýRTF-OGVAR U "RTF-OGOID 
Proof. See Appendix B. 5.0 
Proposition 5.31 establishes the important fact that the transformations TF-FREEZE, 
TF-SKIPDOWNLOADandT]F-MBODY are entirely derivable from other transformation rules. 
Moreover, when we wish to create a relation that equates two terms using one of these 
rules, we must actually ensure that we include this larger relation, generated from the 
more fundamental rules, to obtain a sound congruence. 
Proposition 5.32 (Equality of mobile code). Let 9Zmob be the precongruence generatedfrom 
NI 
TF-MOBILE and TF-AWAIT. Let >= (&F-OGVAR U -'IýTF-OGOID U 3ZTF-DOWNLOADU 
Then we bave that =, U 
9ýmo bC =-- 
Proof See Appendix B. 6. 0 
To conclude this section we define the full relation between networks that are trans- 
formable by application of the rules given above: 
Definition 5.33 (Transformation relation). Let 9Z, be the precongruence generated from the 
axioms given in the transformation rules TF-* above. 
This leads us to the following final theorem: 
Theorem 5.34 (Properties of 1"). 
1. Suppose F; A ý- N: net and N X, N. Then F; A ý- N': net. 
2. If N JZ, N' then N =- N'. 
Proof. Proof is straightforward by Propositions 5.30,5.31 and 5.32. El 
5.6 Correctness of RMI optimisations 
The main application of the behavioural theory we have presented is the justification of 
some arguably typical RMI optimisations. To do this, we must be able to take either the 
original program and transform it into the optimised program (or vice versa) by succes- 
sive applications of our transformation rules in Section 5.5. Since we have shown that 
application of a rule preserves the meaning of the underlying program, if we are suc- 
cessful then we know that the optimisation is correct, since both original and optimised 
programs exhibit the same behaviour. 
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Listing 5.11: Original RMI program (RM11) 
int ml(RemoteObject r, int a) 
int x=r. f(a); 
int y=r. g(a, x); 
int z=r. h(a, y); 
return z; 
I 
However, the programs we shall optimise in this section make use of a crucial feature 
and closures with arbi seemingly lacking from Dj: they use methods itrary numbers of 
parameters, whereas Dj requires that closures and methods have precisely one parameter. 
However, it turns out that this is not really a restriction, since Dj is at least as expressive 
as a language augmented with "native" support for this. To prove this, we give a mapping 
from a language with multi-parameter methods and closures into Dj, and show that it is 
fully abstract. The details are left to Appendix B. 7. 
In the proofs of the correctness of the optimisations we show below, we omit the class 
table CT and competing threads P as they are not relevant to the matter at hand, as no 
class downloading is required and the programs do not leak information to other parties. 
We lay out each step as follows: 
e, u 
RULE ý--+ el, ut 
where we appliedRULEtOtransform expression e and store u into e' and u' respectively. 
Since we may also use reduction and structural equivalence, ý--+ may be replaced by 
NI 
)I ) and )) as appropriate. 
5.6.1 Call aggregation 
Recalling the example in Section 1.3 on page 16, we shall show that by applying the 
transformation rules we have presented, we can prove the equivalence between the op- 
timised code and the unoptimised code. We recap the original and optimised programs 
below. commentend 
Proof of correctness for optimisation (1) 
Suppose we have a client site, t and the server site m, and write e, return z for the method 
body of mi. We begin by applying the non-interfering reduction 
ruleMETHINVOKE tOthe 
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Listing 5.2: Optimised RMI program (Optl) 
// Client 
int ml (Rem 
(-> int) 
int x 
int y 
int z 
return 
oteObject r, int a) 
t= freeze 
r. f(a); 
= r. g (a, x) ; 
= r. h (a, y) ; 
Z; 
1; 
return r. run(t); 
Server 
int run((-> int) x) 
return x. defrosto; 
I 
unoptimised program: 
o. ml (o', 5) with c, 
NI ) (VT, a)(e, return(c)z, [T ý-4 o'I - [a ý--+ 51) (goal) 
To prove the two programs are equivalent, we shall apply the transformation rules of 
Section 5.5 to the optimised program, aiming to transform it into (goal) above: 
o. ml(o', 5) with c, 0 
NI (-v -r, a)(-* int t=f reeze fe; return zj; return(c) r. -run(t), fr o'] - 
[a 5]) (a) 
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Let w= Ao. (-v r, a) (e; return z I, [r ý--+ o'l - [a ý-+ 51): 
TF-FREEZE h-+=-: (V r)(---> iTit t=w; return(C) r. run(t), [r h--+ o']) 
NI ý (vr, t)(return(c)r. run(t), [rý--*o']. [tý-, w]) 
TF-VAR (-v t) (return(c) o'. run(t), [t ý--+ w]) 
TF-VAR return(C) o'. ruTl, (w), 0 (t) 
TF-MBODY ý--* return(c) A(--ý int x). (m, return x. defrosto, 0). defrost(w), 0 
NI 
) (-v x, d) (return(c) await d (C) 
I download 0 from iTt in return(d) x. defrost(), [x wl) 
NI 
) (-v x, d) (return(c) await dý return (d) x. def rost (), [x ý-4 wj) 
TF-VAR (-v d) (return(c) await dI return(d) w. def rost (), 
TF-LINEAR ý--* return(c) w-def rost (), 
NI (-v d, r, a) (return(c) await d (e) 
I download 0f rom t in e; return(d) z, [r F--+ o'] - [a F-ý 5]) 
NI (-v d, r, a) (return(c) await dIe; return(d) z, [r ý--* o'] - [a ý-4 51) (f) 
TF-LINEAR (v r, a) (e; return(c) z, [-r ý-+ o] - [a ý--+ 
= (goal), as required. 
We applied the following reduction rules as application of 
NI 
): 
(a)METHINVOKE; (b) DEC; 
(C) DEFROST; (d) DNOTHING; (e) DEFROST; and(f) DNOTHING. 
As can be seen, we have successfully transformed the optimised program into the un- 
optimised form. Therefore we can conclude that it is safe to apply this optimisation 
without disturbing the behaviour of the whole system. 
5.6.2 Server forwarding 
A more advanced form of communication-orientated optimisation, which reduces la- 
tency and uses bandwidth intelligently, is the idea of server forwarding [87,86]. It takes 
advantage of the fact that servers typically reside on fast connections, whilst the client- 
server connection can often be orders of magnitude slower. Consider the program in 
Listing 5.3. The results of the first three calls are used as arguments to methods on 
another remote object r2 in a second server. It would be better for the first server to 
communicate directly with the second, acting on behalf of the client almost in a proxy 
capacity. 
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Listing 5.3: Original RMI program (RM12) 
int m2(RemoteObject rl, 
RemoteObject r2, int a) 
int X1 = rl. fl(a); 
int yl = rl. gl(a, xl); 
int Z1 = rl. hl(a, yl); 
int x2 = r2. f2(zl); 
int y2 = r2. g2(zl, x2); 
int z2 = r2. h2(zl, y2); 
return z2; 
Listing 5A OPtimised RMI program (Opt2) 
int m2(RemoteObject rl, RemoteObject r2, int a) 
(-> int) tl = freeze 
int X1 = rl. fl(a); 
int yl = rl. gl(a, xl); 
int zl = rl. hl(a, yl); 
(-> int) t2 = freeze 
int x2 = r2. f2(zl); 
int y2 = r2. g2(zl, x2); 
int z2 = r2. h2(zl, y2); 
return z2; 
1; 
return r2. run(t2); 
1; 
return rl. run(tl); 
I 
Optimised RMI program (2) 
Server forwarding again uses code passing as an execution mechanism. Listing 5.4 lists 
the optimised code of the original program in Listing 5.3. We use closure passing 
for 
representing this optimised code, in which frozen code is nested , i. e. we are using 
higher- 
order code mobility. Figure 5.5 gives a diagram of the situation. 
Proof of correctness for optimisation (2) 
We shall now prove that this optimisation is correct using our behavioural theory, as we 
did for the example of call aggregation. Write e-, e'-, return rl. run(tl) for the method 
body of m2, where e comprises the first three method invocations to object ri and e' 
comprises the three invocations of object r2. We begin by applying the non-interfering 
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Figure 5.5: Example optimisation (2) 
r 1. run (t 1) 
Clien t 
/, 
rl. glka, xi) 
ri 
z2 z2 
r 2.12<. l) 
r2 
y2 
22 
Server 1 
rl. f1 (a) 
rl rl. gl(a, xl) 
rl. hl(a, yl) 
r2. run(t2) 
r2. f2(zl) 
r2 r2,. g2(zl, x2) 
r2. h2(zl, y2) 
ý. L--J*-, 
Server 2 
Pale arrows Original calls in the unoptimised program. 
Dasbed arrows Returns from remote calls. 
Tbick arrows Represent code mobility. 
We annotate call arrows with the method invocation and return arrows with the name 
of the variable the client will use to store the return value of the method. 
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reduction ruleMETHINVOKE to the unoptimised program: 
O-Ml (011 02,5) with c, 
NI 
) (vrl, r2, a) (e; e; return (c) z2, [rI ý--4 o I] - [r2 ý--+ 021 * [cL , 51) (goal) 
As above, we shall apply the transformation rules to prove that this program is equivalent 
to the optimised version, given below. Let fb = e; -+ int t2 = freeze f e'; return z2J. 
O. Tnl(01,02,5) with c, 0 
NI 
) (-vrl, r2, a)(-* int tl =-freeze ffb; return r2. ruT-L(t2); return (c) -rl. Tun(tl)), 
[rl " ol] - [-r2 ý--4 021 * [a --, 51) 
Let w= Ao. (vrl, r2, a) (fb; return r2. run(t2), [rI F-4 oil - [r2 ý-4 021 - 
[a ý-4 51). 
TF-FREEZE (-Vrl)(, int tj = w; return (c) rl. run(tl), [rl ý--+ oI I) 
NI 
ý (vrl, tl)(return(c)TI. TUn(tl), [Tlý-401]-[tlý--+Wl) 
TF-VAR (-v tl) (return(c) ol. run(tl), [tl ý-+ wl) 
TF-VAR ý-=- return(c) ol. run(w), 
NI 
) (-v d) (return (c) await dI rmi o l. run(serial ize (w)) with d, 
NI 
) (-v d) (return(c) await d 
rmi ol. -run(N(Object x). (return w)) with d, 
TF-MBODY ý--+ return(c) A(--4 int x). (m, return x. defrosto, 
0). defrost(w) 
NI ) (-vx, d)(return(c) await d 
I download 0 from m in return(d) x. def rost (), [x ý-* w]) 
NI 
) (-v x, d) (return (c) await dI return(d) x. def rost 
(), [-x F-4 wl) 
TF-LINEAR ý-ý (vx)(return(e) x. defrosto, 
[x ý-- wl) 
TF-VAR return(c)w. defrosto, O 
NI 
) (-vd, -rl, r2, a)(return(c) await d 
I download 0f rom I in fb; return(d) rlrun(U), 
[. rl ý-ý ol] - [-r2 ý--4 021 * 
[a ý-4 51) 
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NI 
) (v d, rl, r2, a) (return (c) await dI fb; return (d) r2. run(U), 
['r 1 ý--+ 0 11 - 
[T2 
ý--+ 021 ' [a ý-* 51) 
TF-LINEAR ý--+ (v rl, r2, a) (fb; return(c) r2. run(t2), [rI F-4 oil - [r2 ý--* 021 - [a ý--+ 51) 
We can now make the reduction steps for the three method calls in e as would happen in 
the unoptimised program. We omit these steps and imagine they have happened, leaving 
value v in variable zi: 
)), = (-vr2, zl)(--+ int t2 =freeze fe'; return z2j, return(c) Y2. run(t2), 
[r2 F-+ 021 * IZ1 ý--+ VI) 
Let w' = X(). (-v-r2, zl)(e'; return z2, [-r2 ý--+ 021 * IZ1 ý-4 
VD: 
TF-FREEZE (-v r2) (--+ int t2 = w'; return(c) r2. T-LLT-L(t2), 
[T2 ý-4 021) 
NI 
) (-v r2, t2) (return (c) -r2. run(U), [r2 ý-+ 021 - [t2 F-+ 
TF-VAR i--4=- (v t2) (return(c) 02. run(t2), [t2 F--+ w']) 
TF-VAR return(C) 02-rUT"L(WI), 
From here the proof proceeds in identical fashion to that of aggregation, starting from 
step (t). Hence we have that the optimised code in this instance is equivalent to the 
original program. 
5.6.3 Serialisation 
In the previous examples, the only user data transmitted was a simple integer, held in 
method parameter "a". We assumed that a primitive type such as this has no internal 
structure, therefore assigning to it has no inadvertent side-effects. However, when we 
replace the formal parameter "int a" with a reference type-such as "A a"-thatpoten- 
tially has internal structure, then a naive optimisation may cause problems. To illustrate 
this, consider the toy example code in Listing 5.5. 
Now suppose we set up the following situation, where o is a reference to an instance 
of R held remotely: 
Cx= new C(new Objecto); r. m(x); return(c) -r. m(x), [T ý-4 ol, CT 
Intuitively, we create a new instance of local class C and assign to its f field a fresh in- 
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Listing 5.5: Source code for serialisation toy example 
class Rf // remotely callable 
Object m(C x) f 
Object y=x. f; 
X. f = 111111; 
return Y; 
Object execute(Object->Object t) 
t. defr. ost. (, -IuIJ); 
, Aass C not remotely callable 
Object f; 
I 
Listing 5.6: Original RMI program (RM13) 
int m3(RemoteObject r, A a) 
irit x=r. f(a); 
iiiu y=r. g(a, x); 
int, z=r. h(a, y); 
retuin z; 
stance of Object. When the first remote call is made, it is made on a copy of the instance 
of C held in x, and so the side effect (setting the field to null) is not witilessed by the sub- 
sequent call. Hence the return value of this program is the object identifier of the Object 
instance we created. Now, if we aggregate carelessly, we would write the following: 
Cxý new C(new Objecto); 
return(c) r. execute(f reeze (Object zft. m(x); returnr. m(x)li), [r - ol, CT 
Since the instance of C held in x is only copied once by the freezing operation, the second 
r. m(x) call will return null, meaning that the two programs now return different values. 
This means we can easily find a discriminating context, and so the two programs are not 
observationally equal. 
Now we move to a more complicated example. Consider the method m3 in Listing 5A 
if the call r. f performs an operation that side-effects the parameter a, then in the original 
program this side-cffect is lost. The version of a supplied to the next method r. g is 
still just a copy of the initial a held in the client's memory, which has not changed. If 
we naYvely apply code passing optimisations to the problem, as we did above in the 
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Listing 5.7: Optimised RMI program (Opt3) 
int m3(RemoteObject r, A a) 
ser<A> bl = serialize(a); 
ser<A> b2 = serialize(a); 
ser<A> b3 = serialize(a); 
(-> int) t= freeze f 
int x=r. f(deserialize(bl)); 
int y=r. g(deserialize(b2), x); 
int z=r. h(deserialize(b3), y); 
return z; 
1; 
return r. run(t); 
toy example, we might rewrite method m3 to look a lot like the optimised version of 
method mi. Unfortunately now the next call r. g no longer has a copy of the original 
a to work on: it instead receives the version modified by r. f. This means the program 
might return a different value in the optimised case, and hence the optimistion cannot be 
judged correct. 
Fortunately, the behavioural theory we have developed would not allow us to equate 
these two programs, since the mobility predicate prevents us from re-using identifiers 
that may have been leaked to remote sites. Happily we can still optimise programs that 
pass structured arguments if we simulate the original program behaviour by explicitly 
serialising objects passed to remote sites. By insisting each method call that executes at 
the server operates on a fresh copy of the original a, we recover the behaviour of the 
original program. This is shown below. 
Optimised RMI program (3) 
We show the case when A is a local class. If there are no call-backs from the server to the 
client (discussed next), then the original RMI program has the same meaning as passing 
the code in Listing 5.7. First the client creates three copies of serialised object a by apply- 
ing the explicit serialisation operator serialize. We write serialize as shorthand for 
the idiom injava that involves writing objects to an instance of the ObjectOutputftream 
class. The server immediately deserialises the arguments, creating three independent ob- 
ject graphs, thus avoiding problems with methods that alter their parameters (we write 
deserialize in place of reading from an ObjectInputftream). In the code in Listing 
5.7, the declaration ser<A> bl says that bl is a serialised representation of an object of 
class 
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Proof of correctness for optimisation (3) 
We shall now prove the correctness of this third optimisation. First we apply the non- 
interfering reduction stepMETHINVOKEto obtain: 
o. m3(o', I) with c, [p ý-- (A, f: 5)] 
NI 
) (-v r, a) (e; return (c) z, [r ý-, o'] - [a ý--+ p] - [p ý--+ (A, f: 5)1) 
First we define some abbreviations below. 
Let e' =-A bl = serialize(a)-, 
elf =A b2 = serialize(a); 
e /f/ =A b3 = serialize(a) 
w= (-v a, p) (t, return a, [a ý--* p] - [p ý-4 (A, f: 5)1) 
w' = /No. (-v r, bl, b2, b3)(e, return z, [r F-4 o'] - [bl ý--+ w] - [b2 " w] - [b3 ý--+ w]) 
Now we apply the transformations to the optimised program as follows. 
o. m3(o', 1) with c, [p ý--* (A, f: 5)] 
NI 
) (-vr, a)(e'; -*intt =freeze le; returnzl; return(c) T. TUn(t), 
[r 
ý-4o'l - [a ý--4 p] - [p F-- (A, f: 5)1) 
NI 
) (vr, a)(--ýAbl=og(a, O)infrýreturnal; et/; e"'; 
- int t=f reeze fe; return zj; return(c) -r. -run(t), 
[-r F--+ o'l - [a ý--+ p] - [p ý-4 (A, f: 5)1) 
OG-VAR )t (-vr, a) (--4 A bl = og(p, [a F--, p]) in frfreturn al; e it ;eW; 
--+ int t=f reeze fe; return zj; return(c) r. run(t), 
[, r ý-ý o'] - [a h---+ pl - [p F-ý (A, f: 5)]) 
OG-OID (-vr, a)(--ý Abl = og(5, [aý--+pl - [p ý-+ (A, f: 5)1) infrfreturn al, 
ee int t=f reeze fe; return zj; return(c) r. run(t), 
[T F-4 o'l - [a F-4 p] - [p ý--4 (A, f: 5)1) 
NI 
) (-vr, a)(--+Abl=og(c, [aý--+pl-[pý--+(A, f: 5)1)infrfreturnal; 
e//; e ... ; --4int t= freeze f e; return zj; return(c) r. run(t), 
[r h--> o'] - [a ý--+ pl - [p ý--+ (A, f: 5)]) 
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NI 
ý (-v r, a) (--ý A bl = w; e"; ef/f 
int t= freeze f e; return zj; return(c) r. run(t), 
pl - [p ý-ý (A, f: 5)]) 
NI 
ý (-vr, a, bl)(e"; e"' --ý int t =freeze fe; return zj; return(c) r. run(t), 
M 
[r ý--, o 1] . [a , p] . [p ý-4 (A, f: 5)] - [b I ý-+ wl) 
Noting that e" and e... are almost identical to e', save for the label of the local variable, 
we can repeat all the steps between the (*)s twice to yield: 
NI (-vr, a, bl, b2, b3)(--* int t =freeze {e-, return zj- return(c) r. run(t), 
[r ý-> o'] - [a F--ý pl - [p ý--4 (A, f: 5)1 - [b 1 ý--+ w] - [b2 F-ý wl - [b3 ý--+ wl) 
TF-FREEZE (-V I-) (--ý int t= W'; return(c) -r. run(t), [r ý--+ o'] - [p ý-4 (A, f: 5)]) 
NI (V-r, t)(return(c) r. run(t), [t i--+ w'] - [r ý-+ o'l - [p F---+ (A, f: 5)1) 
TF-VAR ý-47--- (-v t) (return(c) o'. -run(t), [t ýý w'] - [p ý--4 (A, f: 5)1) 
TF-VAR ýý-= return(c) 0'. Tun(w'), [P 1-* (A, f: 5)) 
By performing the six reduction steps required to serialise the parameters locally in 
variables b17 b2l W we mirror the execution of the unoptimised program, which must 
also make the same steps. Therefore our transformation preserves the semantics of ex- 
ecution. The remainder of the proof is omitted: it is similar to that of the aggregation 
example for primitive data. 
5.6.4 Analysis of the effect of call-backs on RMI optimisation 
In general, optimisations such as call aggregation are not safe in the case where the called 
method on the server invokes a method on the client (i. e. a call-back). In this subsection 
we use the power of the behavioural theory of Dj to analyse an example in the spirit of 
those found in [86, Section 4.6.2], where the effect of call-backs is discussed at length. 
Consider the following classes in Listing 5.8 and Listing 5.9. We duplicate class A to 
avoid having to discuss dynamic code downloading. First consider the original, unopti- 
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Listing 5.8: Call-back client classes 
class A 
int i; 
I 
class C remote class 
Af -9 
void inco f this. f. i = this. f. i + 1; 
I 
Listing 5.9: Call-back server classes 
class A identical to client side 
int 
I 
class S remote class 
void m(C c) 
c. inco; 
I 
int n(A a) 
return aA + 1; 
mised program: 
(-v s, c, a) (s. m (c); ret urn (d) s. n (a), 
Os] . [c ý, Oc] - [a --ý ol] - [o, ý-> (C, f: ol)1 - [ot ý-ý (A, i: 5)1) 
Executing this program should produce something of the form 
)) , return(d) 7, [oc F-ý (C, f: ol)] - [ol ý--+ (A, i: 6)1 
Now we transform the optimised program using ý-* to show that it is not equivalent to 
the unoptimised version. First, let: 
w =Ao. (-vc, s, a, oi)(s. m(c); return s. n(a), [c ý--+ o, 
l - [s ý--+ os] -[a ý-4 oll - [ot F--+ (A, i: 5)1) 
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Then, starting from an almost identical situation: 
(-v s, c, a) (return(d) s-run(f reeze fs. m(c); return sm(a)j), 
Is ý--+ Osl - [c ý--4 ocl - [a ý-4 ot] - [oc F-, (C, f: oL)l - [ol " (A, i: 5)1) 
TF-VAR (vs, c, a)(return(d) Os-run(freeze fS. M(C)*7 return s. n(a)l), 
Is '-' 0s1* Ic 1--4 0c1-1 (1 1--ý 0t1- 10 c k---> (C, f: o1)1-[o1 ý--+ (A, i: 5) 1) 
TF-FREEZE ý-4=- return(d) oý;. -run(w), [o, ý--+ (C, f: ol)] - [ot ý-+ (A, i: 5)] 
TF-MBODY ý--+ return(d) A(--4 int x). (m, return x. def rost (), 0) def rost (w), 
loc ý-- (C, f: 001 - [ot ý--* (A, i: 5)] 
NI * (-vx, e)(return(d) await eI return (e) x. defrost(), 
wl - [oc 1--ý (C, f: ot)1 - [ol ý-ý (A, i: 5)1 
TF-LINEAR (-V X) (return(d) X. def rost (), 
wl - [oc ý-ý (C, f: ot)1 - [ot ý-> (A, i: 5)]) 
TF-VAR ý-*=- return(d) w-defrost(), [o, - ý--+ 
(C, f: ot)] - [ot ý-ý (A, i: 5)] 
NI * (-v e, c, s, a, ol)(return(d) await eIs. m(c); return(e) sm(a), 
[oc ý--* (C, f: ol)] - [ot (A, i: 5)] - [c ýý ocl 
- [s h--+ o., 1 - ki ý--+ oj - [ol ý-ý (A, i: 5)]) 
TF-LINEAR ý-+=- (, vc, s, a, 01)(S. M(C)", return(d) s. n(a), 
(C, f: o t) 
I- [o 
1 1--4 (A, i: 5)] - [c ý--4 o, ] 
- [s ý--* oj - [a ýý o, l - [o, ý-* (A, i: 5)1) 
After executing the first method call, we are left with code of the form: 
))t (-v s, a, ot) (return (d) sm(a), 
(C, f: o t) I- [o t F--ý (A, i: 6)] 
osl - [a ý-+ oil - [ot ý-* (A, i: 5)1) 
Then, making this second method call we note that the variable a now points to the fresh 
copy o,. We end up with the following: 
)), return(d) 6, [o, F--+ (C, f: ol) - [ot ý--* (A, i: 6)] 
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As we can see, the final term of the optimised program is not equivalent (and cannot 
be made so) with the final term of the unoptimised program. It returns value 6, when the 
correct return value would be 7. The reasons for this are as follows: 
Aggregation does not handle the hidden sharing relationships between objects, so 
the fact that o, had a pointer to ot was ignored. 
Note that the method called at the server calls back to oc, incrementing the field 
in ol. Therefore the second method call in the correct (unopti I imised) program 
operates on the same copy of o,. By the time this expression is evaluated, the field 
holds the value 6, and so this method call returns 7. 
In the optimised code, we have aggregated both oc and ot. Unfortunately, the first 
call correctly makes a call back to the client, incrementing the field in ot held there 
to hold 6. However the subsequent call operates on the copy of ol that was made 
at the time of aggregation (i. e. before this increment happened). Therefore this 
method call sees 5 in the copied field, and so returns 6. 
As the optimised and unoptimised programs return different values, we can trivially 
construct a context that discriminates them by merely checking this return value, thereby 
showing that they are not included in the maximum sound congruence and hence are not 
observationally equal. 
5.6.5 Formal definition of call-back 
Before proving the main theorem, we formallse the notion of call-backs between two 
locations. 
Definition 5.35. For a network N =- (-v VI) (t, [E[await cl I P, u, CTI I N'), c -ý c' denotes a 
chain of channels from c to c' as defined below. 
rP 
-= 
E'[await c'] I P' and E'[await c'] outputs on c 
C, iff 
or N' -= 12 
[E'[await c'] I P', a', CT'l IN 
and E'[await c'] outputs on c 
or lc". c --ý C" --ý C, 
We say there is a call-back from t2 to tI in network N if 
(-v -a) (11 [E [await cl I P, u, CTI I t2 [E'[await c'] I P', u, CTl I N') 
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and c -* c' and P outputs at channel c'. 
This definition is understood as follows. Suppose we have made some chain of method 
calls, originating at site tj and ultimately ending up with a method being called at site12. 
If the method in site 12 then subsequently makes another method call, this time to an 
object held back at t, then this is known as a "call-back. " 
Note that in the example given above in Listings 5.8 and 5.9, a situation arises that 
satisfies this property. After making the initial call to s. m(c), a channel is created at the 
client site (call this channel cl) which is waiting to receive the return value of method 
m. ' Now at the server side, we make the call back cAnco to the client. Hence another 
channel (call this C2) is created to handle the return value of this method. This establishes 
a chain of channels cl -1 C2. Then the remote call migrates back to the client site, giving 
a thread of the form ocAnco with C2 there. Hence this location now outputs on channel 
C2. Given this fact and that cl ' C2, we observe a call-back situation in the formal sense, 
hence this optimisation is not safe as we established informally above. 
Detecting call-backs in practice is extremely difficult, requiring pointer analysis of 
both client and server code. Fortunately, most RMI programs do not use this pattern of 
interaction, tending instead to be programmed to a strictly client-server model. Hence 
we do not make any further investigation of this subject in this thesis. 
Theorem 5.36 (Correctness of optimisations). Let RMIx standfor the originalprogram x as 
given in this chapter, and Optxfor its optimised counterpart. Then: 
1. (RMIl) and (Optl) are equiValent up to 
2. (RM12) and (Opt2) are equiValent up to --. 
3. (RMI3) and (Opt3) are equiValent up to --2: L without call-back. 
No pair of original and optimised programs are equivalent up to 
The final item in Theorem 5.36 indicates that the presence of errors destroys the equiv- 
alence. When considering, for example, the first pair of programs (RMI1) and (Optl), 
we see that the unoptimised program has 6 potential points where network partition can 
cause a failure. In the optimised code, this is reduced to two. Hence when we consider 
equivalence including the Error term, i. e. the equivalence we can distinguish these 
two programs. 
'Although this method is of void type, we will assume a notional return value. 
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5.7 Related work 
The behavioural theory we have developed in this chapter is based on the reduction- 
closed congruences of Honda and Yoshida [35], but is closely related to the notion of 
barbed bisimulation [77,54]. Barbed bisimulation, in both its weak and strong forms, 
differs quite substantially from the standard notion of labelled bisimulatiOn that has been 
studied for7r-calculus and CCS [77,52]. The most important difference is that barbed 
bisimulations do not rely upon the definition of a labelled transition system for the lan- 
guage, instead operating directly on the reduction semantics. This has many practical 
benefits for our work; it reduces the number of things we must define and is more direct 
to work with. Moreover, even though barbed bisimilarity is less discriminating than its 
labelled counterpart, this extra power is not missed in our study. 
In this work we have been interested in the weak form of barbed congruence. This 
is quite natural; the strong version of any bisimulation relation is generally too discrim- 
inating, requiring agents to execute in lock-step with one another. This means we are 
unable to abstract from the number of internal actions a component makes, and from 
the point of view of DJ this would have made it very unlikely that we could prove the 
correctness of any kind of useful optimisation for RML 
Francalanza and Hennessy [26] present a formal theory of fault tolerance for a ver- 
sion of the 7r-calculus known as distributed7Tor D7r. D7r programs comprise executing 
threads spread over many locations like DJ, and the aim of their work is to study how 
a distributed application behaves when one or more of its locations "fail" (i. e. crash). 
More concretely, he gives a characterisation of what it means for a D7rprogram to be 
fault tolerant by adapting standard theory of behavioural equivalence for7T-calculus. 
The authors argue that a fault tolerant program is recognised in the following way: a 
program is -n-fault tolerant (where n is the number of locations that may fall) if it exhibits 
exactly the same observable behaviour when those n locations fall as when no locations 
fail. To judge observational equivalence between programs, the authors make use of 
a typed congruence relation similar to the one we presented here in Section 5.3, with 
the typing environment controlling the "liveness" of locations (namely that a location 
can be assigned a type that indicates it has failed in some way, and should not be used 
for subsequent communication). Observational equivalence is then determined using a 
standard barbed reduction congruence. 
Francalanza and Hennessy then supply a labelled transition system for their D7T di- 
alect and use it to prove that their barbed approach is fully abstract with respect to a 
standard weak bisimulation relation. The bisimulation based method for proving equiv- 
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alence has one key advantage over using a barbed congruence: it eliminates the need to 
quantify over all possible contexts, thereby making the proof of equivalence of two pro- 
grams more tractable, merely requiring the prover to construct a candidate b1simulation 
relation. However even this can be difficult and as a further contribution several "up-to 
techniques are proposed to make constructing these relations more straightforward. 
From the DJ viewpoint these techniques offer interesting parallels with the use of the 
no n- interference result in our work: Francalanza and Hennessy identify several tran- 
sition rules that they call P-transitions. These are shown to exhibit a partial confluence 
property extremely similar to the one which the transformation rules in Section 5.5.2 sat- 
isfy, and their presence allows bisimulations for D7Tprograms to be created that abstract 
from the need to prove equivalence for terms that can be p-reduced to one another. 
In [41], Jeffrey and Rathke present a small Java-like language called Java Jr. in which 
they study contextual equivalence of Java components at the package level of abstraction. 
Their equivalence is based on the idea of may-testing [31], namely that two components 
are contextually equivalent if they pass exactly the same sets of tests. In their paper, 
components under test are packages that provide statically allocated objects and also 
classes that may be instantiated, and the observer or "test-harness" is an arbitrary system 
into which our component is linked. The success of a test is rather programmatic in 
nature; a passed test outputs a message (a value) to an imaginary console via the System 
. out. print method. 
Unfortunately, to obtain contextual equivalence with this formulation requires uni- 
versal quantification over the test harnesses mentioned previously, and to remedy this 
problem Jeffrey and Rathke equip Java Jr. with a trace semantics. This requires the 
definition of a labelled transition system for the language, that allows equality between 
two components to be judged by merely checking that they produce identical sets of 
traces. A full abstraction theorem between this characterisation of equality and the more 
declarative version presented earlier is given. 
From the point of view of DJ, the work on Java Jr. is interesting because it tackles 
a similar problem (albeit at a different level of abstraction), namely judging contextual 
equality between components. However their approach is substantially different and 
perhaps inappropriate for the DJ setting for three reasons. Firstly, may-testing equiva- 
lence is a coarser equivalence than the reduction closed congruence we propose. In the 
work of Gonthier and Fournet [25], may equivalence (in the setting of asynchronous 
7r-calculus) is formulated as follows: two process P and Q are may equivalent if in any 
context C and for any channel c, C[P] 4c if and only if C[Q] 4c. Examining Definition 5.6 
we see that this condition is already met by the reduction closed theory of DJ, as it 
has 
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an immediate counterpart in our definition of the observational predicate. 
Secondly, creating a trace semantics for Dj is a much tougher challenge than for Java 
Jr. because of the presence of higher-order functions. Because code can be passed in a 
first class manner in DJ, we must define a labelled transition system that takes this into 
account in order to generate meaningful traces. Normally the approach to doing this is 
to translate our higher-order programs into their first order counterparts, using standard 
techniques [76]. However it is not obvious what a "good" labelled transition system for 
Dj would look like, and moreover this would require design of a translation and then 
the subsequent proof that it is at least sound with respect to the observational behaviour 
of encoded programs, if not complete. 
Thirdly, the tractability issue raised by quantification over all test harnesses is some- 
what mitigated in DJ because we are able to make use of a non-interference property to 
guarantee contextual equivalence of our transformation rules. This kind of technique is 
not really applied in lower level calculi like the 7r-calculus because non-interference in 
itself is quite restrictive, but in the context of a semi-real programming language like DJ 
it makes perfect sense. Therefore the usual argument that a bisimulation based charac- 
terisation of behavioural equality using a co-inductive proof technique is more tractable 
is made redundant. 
The optimisations presented in this chapter were studied previously by Yeung and 
Kelly [87,86] with the intention of showing how an automated optimisation method- 
ology could be achieved. As part of his PhD, Yeung developed the Veneer virtual JVM 
(vJVM for short), which essentially sits on top of the existing Java Virtual Machine pro- 
viding support for runtime analysis of program code. Using this tool, the code of meth- 
ods can be split along lines of control flow, and the execution order altered programmat- 
ically. Such splitting results in what the authors call a plan, which corresponds in essence 
to a control flow graph with nodes annotated with the code for the block they represent. 
With this methodology in hand, programs using Java RMI can be restructured in such 
a way as to delay calls to a remote site until they absolutely must be evaluated. At this 
point, the plan for execution of those method calls is uploaded to the server where it 
is executed. As we noted earlier in this thesis, the explicit code mobility primitives of 
DJ can be thought of as encapsulating these byte code "plans", except we show them at 
source level. 
The problems of optimisation when sending and returning structured data, or when 
dealing with applications that use call-backs, are thoroughly explored by Yeung in his 
thesis [86]. As we have established in this chapter, method calls that pass or return struc- 
tured data must be treated with great care, since by co-locating remote calls with the 
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objects they act on can lead to unexpected side effects. In the Veneer framework, these 
problems also arise, and are addressed by essentially aborting the optimisation process, 
forcing the next remote call to happen independently (i. e. not bundled with other remote 
calls that it may side effect). In DJ, as our "plans" are laid out statically ahead of time, we 
cannot make this runtime readjustment. Therefore we proposed the mobility predicate 
of Section 5.5 to provide a conservative guarantee that such problems will not arise. 
With respect to call-backs, Yeung proposes a number of solutions, one of which is 
the use of typing to conservatively rule out programs that may call remote objects (but 
at run time do not). This is the approach realised in this chapter, and in our use of the 
extended typing system given in Appendix B. l. 
5.8 Summary 
in this chapter we developed a theory of behavioural equivalence for Dj. As an appli- 
cation of this theory we were able to show that our language can embed method taking 
multiple parameters. Using this, we then moved on to prove that several typical RMI op- 
timisations were equivalent in any context by application of lightweight syntactic trans- 
formation rules. 
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in this chapter we shall present an extension to DJ, called Dj+, that incorporates the 
concurrency features found in the Java programming language. These are sometimes 
known as signal-and-continue monitors [7] in the literature. Studying these features is 
extremely important because any distributed program is implicitly multi-threaded, by 
virtue of the concurrent operation of the locations that comprise it. A program that does 
not take precautions may experience common concurrent programming difficulties such 
as race conditions and deadlocks. 
With this in mind the goals of this chapter are twofold. Firstly we aim to show that the 
Dj formalism can be easily extended with new programming constructs that represent 
real world features for concurrent programming. Secondly we aim to show that the proof 
method we have developed for type safety and progress (namely the use of network 
invariants) is tractable and scales to include the new properties required by inclusion 
of these new primitives, and moreover the interplay between distributed features and 
multi-threaded features is non-trivial and interesting in its own right. 
This chapter is organised as follows: first we give a brief overview of the exact features 
from Java that we shall model in DJ+. Next we present the concrete syntax and seman- 
tics, followed by an extended example of a program in which two threads concurrently 
access a shared buffer. After this we present the typing rules for the new constructs, and 
also highlight the rules from Dj that had to be altered to incorporate them. Then this 
chapter concludes with the statement of the type soundness theorem and the proof of 
several other properties about multi-threaded programs. 
6.1 Multi-threaded programming in Java 
The Java programming language includes support for concurrent programming using 
one special language keyword (synchronized), and several library calls included in the 
base class Obj e ct. In this section we shall show how these features interact when pro- 
gramming multi-threaded applications by giving an example program that realises a one- 
place buffer. 
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6.1.1 Mutual exclusion 
Mutual exclusion between concurrent threads accessing a shared resource is achieved in 
Java using the synchronized keyword. Any object 1dentIfier can be used as a lock in 
Java, so in order to guarantee exclusion between two threads they must merely try to 
lock the same object. Consider the standard single place buffer example: 
class Buffer f 
Object item; 
Object geto f 
synchronized (this) f 
Object t this. item; 
this. item null; 
return t; 
void put(Object i) 
synchronized (this) f this. item 
I 
I 
Two threads that share an instance of the buffer cannot concurrently execute inside 
blocks surrounded by synchronized. This means that all thread-unsafe code (what we 
shall term a critical section) should be placed inside a block protected in this way. One 
thread entering its critical section will acquire the lock on the buffer "synchronized ( 
this)", and the other, when reaching this line of the program, cannot continue until that 
lock is released. 
6.1.2 Conditions 
Most concurrent programs generally require more than just mutual exclusion to execute 
correctly. For instance it may be the case that one thread must wait for some condition to 
change that can only be affected by another executing thread. To write such a program, 
one approach could be to busy-wait, continually re-acquiring the lock and testing the 
condition until it is satisfied; however this is inefficient. 
Java provides the library methods, waito, notifyo and notifyA110 to permit a 
more efficient programming style. When a thread that holds a lock on object o performs 
the call o. waitO, it suspends and releases that lock allowing other threads to acquire 
it (and potentially change the condition the first thread was waiting for). When the 
competing thread has finished its work, it may call o. not if y0 to wake one of the other 
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threads sleeping and waiting to reacquire the lock on o (o. notifyAll() wakes all the 
sleepers). 
Our buffer example earlier was rather primitive, in that it exhibited no special be- 
haviour when the buffer was empty and someone tried to acquire the data held in it (and 
similarly dild not prevent overwrite of the contents when it was full). Suppose we have a 
buffer that blocks the caller when a get is attempted on an empty buffer, or when a put 
is attempted on a full buffer: 
class BetterBuffer 
Object item; 
Object geto throws Exception f 
synchronized (this) f 
while (this. item == null) this. waito; 
Object t this. item; 
this. item null; 
this. notifyAll(); 
return t; 
void put(Object i) throws Exception 
synchronized (this) 
while (this. item null) this. waito; 
this. item = i; 
this. notifyAll(); 
I 
When a get is performed on the buffer and it is empty, the caller immediately waits 
and releases the lock. Similarly, when a put is attempted on a full buffer, the caller must 
wait until the item is taken from the buffer. In both cases, when information that affects 
the conditional test is changed (in this case, the assignments to field item), we must wake 
all threads potentially waiting on that condition. 
When the synchronized block is exited, those newly woken threads are free to com- 
pete for the lock on the buffer. 
6.1.3 Thread creation 
The example shown above shows how threads can coordinate with one another, but does 
not show how they are created in the first place. Java does not have an explicitfork or 
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spawn keyword for this purpose (unlike the C standard library), but it provides two 
mechanisms at the API level: 
Subclassing the j ava. lang -Thread class, overriding the run method with the code 
to execute in the new thread. The thread is then created by normal object instanti- 
ation and invocation of the start method. 
2. Implementing the j ava - lang - Runnable interface, adding thread code to the run 
method. Then to create the thread, a new j ava. lang. Thread is made, supplying 
an instance of this "runnable" to the constructor. The start method on that thread 
is called as normal to begin execution. 
We now give an example class that can create a new buffer and spawn two threads (a 
consumer and a producer) that interact with the buffer: 
class BufferProg f 
public static void main(String[l args) f 
BetterBuffer b= new BetterBuffero; 
Consumer c= new Consumero; 
c. buffer = b; 
Producer p= new Producero; 
p. buffer = b; 
new Thread(c). starto; 
new Thread(p). starto; 
I 
static class Consumer implements Runnable 
BetterBuffer buffer; 
public void runo I 
try f System. out. println(buffer. geto); I catch (Exception e) 
static class Producer implements Runnable 
BetterBuffer buffer; 
public void runo f 
try f buffer. put("Hello, World! "); I catch (Exception e) fl 
The output of this example should be to print the message "Hello, World! ", and it illus- 
trates the non-trivial interaction between the waito and notifyo library calls since the 
consumer thread may try to acquire the data from the empty buffer 
before it is present. 
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Figure 6.1: DJ+ syntax 
(Expressions) e :: = ---I spawn fel I sync (e) fel I e. wait 
I e. notify I e. notifyAll 
insync o fel I ready onI waiting(c) n 
(Threads) P:: = ... spawned e 
(Stores) u:: = ... a- [0 ý-4 (c, f-: V7 n, {CM 
6.2 DJ+ = DJ + Java concurrency primitives 
in Dj+ we model such features by adding new syntax to the base Dj language, as well as 
new evaluation and typing rules, invariants and progress properties. The aim of this sec- 
tion is to study the interplay between the primitives for distribution (RMI, code freezing) 
and those for multi-threaded programming at a single location. 
6.2.1 Syntax 
In this subsection we introduce the syntax of Dj+. It can be seen in Figure 6.1, extend- 
ing and modifying the syntax of Dj (Figure 3.1). Again, we adopt the convention that 
terms appearing only at runtime are in shaded regions. We shall explain each syntactic 
construct in turn, starting with the user-level code: 
spawn fel Spawns a new thread executing expression e. This 11 ilar to creating is simi 
a new thread object and calling the start method in Java. 
sync (eO) fell Acquires the lock on the object identifier derived from evaluation of eo, 
and proceeds with the code in el. 
e. wait Suspends the currently executing thread and releases the lock held on 
the object identifier derived from evaluation of e. 
e. not if y Notifies a single thread sleeping on the object identifier derived from 
evaluation of e. 
e. notif yA11 Notifies all threads sleeping on the object identifier derived from evalu- 
ation of e. 
We now explain the runtime only syntactic constructs: 
insync of el Denotes that expression e has previously acquired the lock on object o. 
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ready ou Indicates that the thread is ready to re-acquire the lock on object o, n 
times. 
wait ing(c) n 1ndicates that the thread is waiting for notification on channel c, at which 
point it will attempt to re-acquire the locks it was holding, n times. 
spawned e Denotes a thread executing the code e. 
The most important change is the modification of store objects to accommodate mon- 
itors. They now take the form 
u- [0 h--> (C, -C: V, n, ýC-1)] 
which shares some aspects with the original store objects explained in Section 3.1. The 
number n in a store object (called the lock count) indicates how many times a thread has 
entered the monitor on object o (since Java permits re-entrant monitors), and f c-I denotes 
the threads waiting (having called o. wait). 
is represented by a linear channel ci. 
We call this the waiting set, and each thread 
6.2.2 Auxiliary functions 
In this subsection we give a predicate and several auxiliary functions required for man- 
aging the locking status of objects. First we introduce the insync predicate in Figure 6.2. 
This predicate determines whether an evaluation context has previously acquired a lock 
on object o and is still in the lexical scope of the corresponding sync block. 
In Figure 6.2 we provide functions for managing the lock count and waiting set for 
an object. The function lockcount(u, o) returns a non-negative integer n indicating how 
many times the monitor on o has been entered by a thread. waiting(u, o) returns the wait- 
ing set for object o. setcount(u, o, n) sets the lock count for object o to value n. The func- 
tion sleep(u, o, c) adds channel c to the waiting set for object o and finally wake(u, o, e) 
removes the channels in vector e from the waiting set of o. 
6.2.3 Operational semantics 
In this subsection we present the operational semantics of Dj+. They extend the oper- 
ational semantics of Dj, which can be found in Section 3.2. In Figure 6.3 we show the 
extended evaluation contexts of Dj+. 
In Figure 6.4 we give the operational semantics rules for the concurrency pr1im, tives, 
and in Figure 6.5 we present additional runtime errors that occur when a thread attempts 
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Figure 6.2: Lock count and queue management functions, synchronisation predicate 
When u(o) = (C, f: V, n, jej): 
lockcount(u, o) =n 
waiting(u, o) = ICI 
setcount(u, o, n') = u[o (C, f: V, n', fel)] 
sleep(u, o, c) = u[o (C, f: V, ii, fel u fcj)] 
wake((T, o, C') = u[o ý-4 (C, f: V, n, fel \ jell)] 
The synchronisation predicate is defined as follows: 
insync(o, E) ]Ei, E2 such that E= El finsync 0 fE21 M 
Figure 6.3: Evaluation contexts for DJI 
E :: = ... 
I sync (E) f el I E. wait I E-not if yIE. not if yAll I insync o JEJ I spawned E 
to affect an object's monitor but has not previously acquired it. These errors cannot be 
statically prevented as this problem is essentially undecidable. 
Now we shall briefly explain each rule in turn: 
spAwNCreates a new thread executing the code e. Note that local variables in 
the enclosing scope are "inherited" by the new thread, but concurrent 
modification of those variables is controlled by the type system. This 
ensures that DJ+ adheres to the Java treatment of such variables. 
THREADDEATHNormal termination of a thread. 
SYNc Attempts to acquire lock on object o. If it has already been acquired 
then this thread can only proceed if it has re-entered the monitor (i. e. it 
is a recursive call, for instance). Otherwise the thread cannot continue. 
WAIT Suspends the current thread, releasing the lock on object o. A new lin- 
ear channel c is created upon which this thread listens for notification. 
This presents busy-waiting and accurately models the Java monitor dis- 
cipline. 
NOTIFYWakes a single sleeping thread on ob)ect o. 
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Figure 6A Operational semantics rules for DJ+ 
SPAWN 
E[spawn tel], U, CT qE [null] I spawned e, u, CT 
THREADDEATH 
spawned return v, u, CT ), 0, u, CT 
SYNC 
lockcount(a, o) 
0 setcount(cr, o, 1) = u' 
n>0 insync(o, E) =: ý, setcount(u, o, n+ u' 
[sync (o) fell, u, CT )IE [insync of ell, u', CT 
WAIT 
insync(o, E) lockcount(u, o) == n setcount(u, o, 0) = u" sleep(u", o, c) = (3-' 
Efo. wait] I P, (3-, CT )t (v c)(E[waiting(c) n] I P, a', CT) 
NOTIFY 
insync(o, E) cE waiting(u, o) wake(a, o, c) = u' 
E[o. not if yl I E, [wait ing(c) n], u, CT q E[nulll I El [ready o n], u', CT 
NOTIFYALL 
insync(o, E) waiting(a, o) = Icn m >, 0 wake (a, o, C) 
E[o. not if yAlll I Ei [wait ing(ci) nil I ... I E, [waiting(c, ) n, l, u, CT 
)tE [null] I Ei [ready o nil I ... I E, [ready o n, 1, u', CT 
NOTIFYNONE 
insync(o, E) waiting(a, o) 
E[o. notif yl, u, CT qE [null], u, CT 
READY 
lockcount(u, o) =0 setcount(u, o, n=u 
ready o n, u, CT )t null, aII CT 
LEAVECRITICAL 
lockcount(u, o) -n setcount(a, o, T-L - 
insync o ýreturn(c) vl, u, CT, return(c) v, u', CT 
OG-OID 1 
o« dom(u') u (0) = (D, f: V, n, -RMI(D) 
og(o - ü, u') in f r(T x)fel, u, CT 
), og(V - u-, u' - [o h-ý (D, 
ý: V, 0,0)]) in f r(T x)fel, u, CT 
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Figure 6.5: Operational semantics for DJ+ errors 
ERR-MONITOR 
-insync(o, 
E[o. wait], a, CT )tError, u, CT 
E[o. not if y], u, CT ), Error, u, CT 
E [o. not if yAll], u, CT )tError, u, CT 
NOTIFYALLWakes all sleeping threads on o. 
NOTIFYNONEMatches the case where no threads are asleep. 
READYWhen a thread has been woken, it must wait for the lock on object o 
to be released. When this occurs, we can apply this reduction rule to 
re-acquire the monitor, n times. 
LEAVECRIT1CALOnce all computation inside a critical section has taken place, the lock 
count is decremented and the value returned as normal. 
OG-OID' We replace OG-OID from Dj with this rule to ensure linearity of chan- 
nels. Instead of making a precise copy of an object, the copied version 
has a zero lock count and empty waiting set. 
6.2.4 Example execution 
In this subsection we give an example execution of a program making two concurrent 
accesses to an instance of the BetterBuf f er class we introduced previously. Because 
we lack the void type, we shall assume that the put method returns the object that was 
inserted into the buffer. We shall also elide the steps for while loop execution, as they 
do not contribute to any interesting program behaviour. We believe that these features 
can be straightforwardly encoded into DJ+ in an uncontroversial manner. 
Execution starts from the point where one thread has called the get method and the 
other the put method, putting the two threads in a race to acquire the lock for object o. 
The derivation is given in Figure 6.6, and we summarise the most interesting parts below. 
(a) At this point, the thread performing the "get" operation has won the race for the 
lock on o. Note that after entering the critical section, the lock count for o is 
incremented to value 1. This prevents the other thread from applyingSYNC. 
(b) Here, the buffer is empty so the thread immediately blocks because of the guard of 
the while loop. This releases the lock (setting the count to zero) and creates a new 
linear channel c' upon which this thread waits for notification. 
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(c) The thread performing the "put" operation proceeded as normally, immediately 
passing the guard on the while loop because o' -)4 null. 
(d) Now the value in the item has been updated, and the thread is ready to wake 
parties waiting on monitor o. 
(e) After performing o. not if yAll, note that the "get" thread Is now In the state of 
ready. 
(f) The "put" thread has now left its critical section, setting the lock count on object 
o to zero. 
(g) Since the buffer now has an item, the while loop guard is passed and the "get" 
thread proceeded, copying the value from field item into local variable t and setting 
the field back to null. 
(h) As there are no sleeping parties to wake, NOTIFYNONEwas applied. 
(1) The "get" thread has left its critical section, completing this derivation. 
6.2.5 Typing system 
In this subsection we present the typing system for DJ+. It extends the typing system for 
DJ, modifying the rules for store and configuration typing. We first show the modified 
version of the typing rules for store well-formedness in Figure 6.7. 
The interesting thing to note about the new derivation rules for store well-formedness 
are that they now require a channel environment, A, since objects now contain channels 
(STR-OBJ') that maintain the set of threads that have previously called wait on the object. 
Since the type of information transmitted along these channels is unimportant, we merely 
say that they are typed as chanO(D) where D is any well-formed class type. 
In Figure 6.8 we give the additional rules required to type the concurrency primitives. 
We shall explain each of the new rules in turn: 
TE-SPAWN A new thread creation expression is well-typed if the expression is well- 
typed, and that expression does not assign to any variables "inherited" 
from the enclosing lexical scope. This models the Java programming idiom 
that allows inner classes to access onlyfinal i. e. non-assignable variables 
in outer scopes. It is important to note that we require that the body of 
a new thread be assigned a return type for uniformity with method body 
typing. The return value of a thread is discarded, however. 
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Figure 6.7: Well-formedness for DJ+ stores 
STR-EMPTY I 
I'; A ý- Env 
STR-VAR / 
F; A I- u: ok 
F ý- X: Cxý dom(u) 
F ý- V: C, C, <: C 
F; A ý- 0: ok F; Ah (3-. [x ý--4 vl : ok 
STR-OBJ1 
STR-OID F ý-, V: 
il T <: T- 
0: C F; A ý- u: ok oe dom(u) fields(C) = iý n >- 0 
l'; A ý- (C, ý:, U, n, ýü'l) : ok F; A 1- ci : chan0 (D) 
F; A F- u- [o ý-4 (C, f: V, n, fel)] : ok (C, f: V, n, fel) : ok 
TE-SYNc LikeTE-FLD, the typing rule for synchronised blocks shows an interplay 
between the invariant properties and the typing system. If the typing sys- 
tem judges that the lockee (the object derived from evaluation of ei) is a 
class type C, then if that expression is not this (from static code) or was 
not present at the start of network execution (i. e. it was an object identifier 
o), then it must be an instance of a local class (i. e. -RMI(C)). Combined 
with the initial conditions, this ensures synchronisation is not attempted 
on a remote identifier. 
TE-MONITOR A monitor expression is well-typed if it refers to an object identifier, and 
satisfies the same conditions as in TE-SYNC. 
TE-INSYNC o must be an object identifier and the executing code e must be well-typed. 
TE-READY A thread ready to reacquire lock on object o must have n>0, since this 
represents the number of times the thread entered the monitor on o before 
releasing. This cannot be zero, since it could never have called o. wait, and 
cannot be less than zero because this does not make sense. 
TT-WAITINGA thread waiting for notification to re-acquIre the lock on an object is 
well-typed if the context in which the waiting expression is well-typed, 
the channel it is waiting on is fresh, and lock entry count is greater than 
zero. 
TT-SPAWNEDA spawned thread with code e is well-typed in the empty channel envi- 
ronment provided the code is well-typed. 
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Figure 6.8: Typing rules for DJ+ expressions, threads and configurations 
TE-SPAWN TE-SYNC 
F ý- e: S RMI(C) =: ý. e= this Ve=o 
x=e is a sub-term of e ==: ý, xý do m (F) P el :CF k- e2 :S 
F ý- spawn fel: Object I- sync (el) fe2l :S 
TE-MONITOR 
RMI(C) =#. e= this Ve=0 TE-INSYNC TE-READY 
Fl- e: CF ý- 0: C Fý-e: S Fk-o: C n>0 
F- e. wait :C insync o fe): SF ý- ready o n: C 
e. notify: C 
e. notifyAll :C 
TT-WAITING 
F; A I- E[ Ic: thread cý dom(A) n>0 
F; A, c: chanI (C) ý- E [wait ing(c) n] c: thread 
TC-CONF 
TT-SPAVINED F; Al ý- P: thread rl A2 ý- u: ok 
F ý- e: SF CT: ok FCT C CT Al -: ý A2 
0 F- spawned e: thread F; Al (D A2 ý- P, ul CT: conf 
Finally, we alter the typing rule TC-CONF to TC-CONF'. The key difference is that 
now we require the channel environment to type stores (since they contain the waiting 
sets). Therefore we require that A, -;: ý A2 to ensure that the threads executing at a 
location 
agree on the channels they use with the store at that location, preserving the linear typing 
discipline required for type soundness in Dj+. 
6.3 Properties of DJ+ 
In this section we introduce the properties required for type-soundness and progress in 
DJ+ networks. This requires introducing new invariant conditions, proving that they 
are re-established by each step of execution, re-proving the subject reduction theorem 
and proposing some new amended progress properties (since progress is slightly more 
complicated in the case of concurrency and its potential for deadlock). 
Invariants for type soundness 
Here we propose the new conditions that should remain invariant during execution. 
From this point on we again adopt canonicalform for all networks (see Section 4.3). 
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Inv+ (1) Pi =- E[ready o n] I Qj ==ý insync(o, E) An>0 
Inv+ (2) Pi =-- E[waiting(c) n] I Qj =:: i, I! o. c G waiting(ai, o) A insync(o, E) An>0 
We also amend Inv(9) as follows: 
Inv(9) Pi =- Qj I Ri with 
Ri cIo. m(e) with c, E[o. fl, E[o. f = el, E[sync (o) {ell, 
E[insync o fell, E[o. notif y], Efo. notif yA11l, Efo. wait], E[ready o n] 
==> Cii (0) = (C .... )A comp(C, CTi) 
Inv' (1) guarantees that a thread ready to re-acqui I a lock must have previously ac- 
quired that lock a non-zero number of times. Inv+(2) requires a similar condition for 
threads waiting on a lock, with the additional requirement that they must be waiting on 
exactly one lock. 
The amended Inv(9) ensures that thread operations are not attempted on remote refer- 
ences, in the same way that remote field accesses are prohibited. We also not that in the 
case of the linearity invariants Inv(10), we have that threads that contain waiting(c) n as 
a subterm are also said to input on channel c. 
Example 6.1 (Failure to satisfy modified Inv(9)). Injava RMI, performing thread synchroni- 
sation on a remote object reference is undefined behaviour. It is possible to synchronise 
on the stub to a remote object, but this is not the same as synchronising on the actual 
remote object, since it does not acquire the lock on the underlying object held at the re- 
mote site and does not prevent other clients in the network from accessing that resource. 
Suppose we have the remote class which contains synchromsed methods set and get in 
location 1 and two clients in locations 2 and 3. 
Client 1 in Location 2 
... import reference to r via RMI registry 
synchronized (r) 
r. set(I); 
return r. geto; 
Client 2 in Location 3 
... import reference to r via RMI registry 
synchronized (r) 
r. set(2); 
return r. geto; 
I 
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In this example the clients happen to be aware that their server is providing a shared 
resource, so they try to guarantee a "transaction" by "locking" the remote object. How- 
ever this only locks the object held locally that acts as a proxy for the object at the remote 
site, and does not prevent interleaving of operations: hence it is possible for client I to 
return 2 and client 2 to return 1. To avoid this situation by type-checking, we can just 
put the same condition as the field access as defined inTE-SYNC. Combining the new 
locality invariant Inv(9) then we can detect the above situation. 
Initial property 
The initial property for Dj+ is identical to the initial property for Dj, noting that we 
have now added two invariants, Inv+(1) and Inv+(2) which must be satisfied initially, 
and that Inv(9) is slightly modified. 
Definition 6.2 (Initial property for DJ+). 
Init+ N ý= Inv+ (1) n Inv+ (2) nI nit using modified Inv(9) 
A Dj+ network N satisfies the initial property Init+ written when it satisfies Init and 
also the new invariants. 
DJ' property and network invariant 
We define the DJ+ property as the set of networks satisfying the conjunction of all the 
conditions above and also the original DJ conditions. 
Definition 6.3 (DJ+ property and network invariant). 
1. DJProp+ = Inv' (1) n Inv+ (2) n DJProp using modified Inv(9) 
2. DJlnv' =IN I : ]No. (No ý-- Init+, No )) N, N ý-- DJProp+ ,N 
ý4- Err)l 
6.3.1 Proof of one-step invariant properties 
The proof of invariance follows the same pattern as defined in Section 4.4. 
The next 
lemma states that the number of entries by a thread to an object's monitor is correctly 
accounted by said object, and is required to prove the invariance of the new properties. 
Again we adopt canonical form. 
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Lemma 6.4 (Lock coherence). Assume F; A Nk : net (0 <, k< m), No ý= Init' and Nk 
DJProp+. Assume No NI N, +, (-v-U, +j)(FjO< tj[Pj, +j, uj, +j, CTi, +Il) 
with Nk V- Err. 
1. If Pj, +j =- Ei[insync o f... Ep [insync of el] ... 
111 Qim+l Ae =ý E[insync o fe'ill 
then: 
a) e ýý E[waiting(c) n'l and e: ý E[ready o ... ] implies lockcount(ui, +,, o) = 
e= E[ready o n'] implies p= n', 
c) e= E[waiting(c) n'] implies p=n. 
Suppose lockcount(uj, +j, o) =P and p>0. Then: 
Pi, +l =- El[insync o I... E-p [insync of ej] ... 
111 Qi,, +, Ae =ý E'[insync o fe'll 
Proof. See Appendix C. l. El 
We must also amend Lemma 4.23, in particular we now have that the object graph 
algorithm does not take exact copies of store entries; to preserve channel linearity and 
the lock coherence above, the copy of a mapping made by OG-OID' sets the lock count to 
zero and empties the waiting set. Then the corresponding lemma for DJ+ is as follows. 
Lemma 6.5 (Correctness of object graph calculation (revised for DJ+)). Assurne 
F; A 1- E [og (ü, u) in e] 1 P, u, CT : conf 
Then we replace Lemma 4.23 (5) with 
5. [o i-* (C, f: i, 0,0)] e cr' implies [o -* (C, fl i, n, {ë))] Ea and RMI(C). 
Proof Proof is straightforwardly similar to that of Lemma 4.23, noting that OG-OID' 
empties the waiting set and sets the lock count to zero. 
With these preliminaries out of the way, we can move to the proof of the new prop- 
erties. We omit the proof of the invariants for DJ, as they are the same except that they 
apply the new object graph lemma in place of the old and so forth. 
Case Inv' (I): Suppose Pi, +, =- E[ready o n] I Qj, +j. There are only two interesting 
cases: the last reduction rule applied was NOTIFY, or it was NOTIFYALL. 
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1. Suppose Pj, =- E'[o. notif y] I E[waiting(c) n] I Qj, By typability of this term we 
have that n>0, and by the premises Of NOTIFY we see that cc waiting(uj, o). 
Then by Lemma 6.4 we have that insync(o, E) with n levels of nesting. 
2. Suppose Pj, =- E'[o. not if yA11] I E[wait ing(c) n] IQi,. Then this case follows in 
the same way as the previous. 
Case Inv+ (2): Assume Pj, +1 =- E[waiting(c) n] I Qi, +l. Then there is only one inter- 
esting case to consider, when Pi, =- E[o. wait] I Qi,. By premise of WAIT we have that 
insync(o, E), and consequently by Lemma 6.4, n>0. Since channel c is created fresh, we 
know that it is stored in the waiting set of at most one object, and again by the premise 
of WAIT we see that ui, +, = sleep(ui, o, c), therefore it exists in exactly one place: the 
waiting set of o. This completes the case. 
Case Inv(9): Adding new conditions does not complicate this proof. See the proof of 
this property in Section 4.4.2. 
6.3.2 Proof of subject reduction 
In this subsection we remind ourselves of the subject reduction theorem, Theorem 6.6. 
We apply the same three-stage proof technique as for DJ and stratify into three levels: 
expression, thread and network. 
Theorem 6.6 (Subject reduction for DJ+). See 4.24 for omitted cases, and let Lx range over 
T7 S. 
1. Assume F, it :TPe: a, F, -a :f ý- u: A and ý- CT : A. Suppose (-vCL) (e, u, CT) ) 
(-v T ) (e 
, u', 
CV ) and e' V- Err. Then we bave 
F) -d' :f' F- e' : Lx 'for some Lx' <: o(, F, U' :f' ý- u' :A and ý- CT' : ok. 
2. Assume F; A ý- F: conf, Fýt F' and F' V- Err. Then we have F; A I- F' : conf. 
3. Assume F; A ý- N: net, N) N' and N' V Err. Then we have F; A ý- N': net. 
The proof itself is left to Appendix C. 2. 
6.3.3 Progress properties and normal forms 
In this subsection we shall present some simple progress properties about Dj+ networks. 
First we start from an important property that locking primitives should guarantee: 
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Proposition 6.7 (Mutual exclusion). For a location t[P, u, CT] with cC waiting(o, a): 
If P -= EI [insync o feil] 1 ... 1 E, [insync o {ej 1Q 
then Vj. 1 <, j n. (ej Ej[waiting(c) ... 
IV ej = E; [ready o 
or I! j. 1 <, i n. (ej Ej [wait ing(c) ... IA ej :ý Ej [ready o 
Proof See Appendix C. 3. 1: 1 
Proposition 6.7 states that if several threads have previously acquired the lock on an 
object o, then either they are all in the state of waiting for notification, have been notified, 
or there is at most one thread that is actually executing arbitrary code, i. e. only one 
thread is in its critical section. 
Progress in the presence of concurrency 
As alluded to earlier, the presence of concurrency primitives such as locks complicates 
the progress properties that we can state about a system. In Section 4.5, our basic notion 
of "progress" was that a well-typed program that still had outstanding computation to 
do and was not in an error state could always proceed. Unfortunately in concurrent 
programming we have the potential for deadlock, so a perfectly well-typed network may 
become stuck due to competition for resources. Consider Example 6.8 below. 
Example 6.8 (A simple case of deadlock). This is a classic example of deadlock. The first 
thread attempts to acquire lock on ol and then 02, and the second thread attempts to 
acquire 02 then ol, causing a simple deadlock of the form: 
E[insync ol Isync (02) fell] I E'[insync 02 Isync (ol) fe'll] 
The following lemma, Lemma 6.9 states two properties: 
If a thread holds a lock on an object o, it can always proceed unless it is: 
a) waiting or ready to reacquire a lock; 
b) attempting to acquire a lock on another object, o'; or 
c) it has crashed (Error). 
2. If a thread is ready to reacquire a lock on o, and no other concurrent threads are 
executing in their critical section on o (i. e. they are all ready or waiting), then this 
thread can safely re-enter its critical section and begin executing arbitrary code. 
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Lemma 6.9 (Progress with synch ron isation). 
Suppose P =- E[insync o fE'[elj1 I Qj, eIQ, u, CT ) e'l Q, u', CV, and we have 
that eý tinsync o' fe'l, waiting(c) n, ready o n, sync (o') fe'l, Errorl. 
Then we have E[insync o fE[ell] I Q, a, CT ) E[insync o fE'[e'll] I Q', u', CV. 
2. Suppose P =- E[ready o n] I Q. Assume if Q =- E[insync o fe'll I Ri then e' E 
JE'[ready o n'], E[waiting(c) n'jl. 
Then we have: E[ready o n] I Q, a, CT )t E[null] Q, a, CT 
Proof 
1. If Pi satisfies the assumption, then by Proposition 6.7, Efinsync o fE[e]lj is only 
the thread which holds the monitor o. Hence progress is obvious by the definition 
of 
2. By lockcount(u, o) = 0. 
n 
We conclude this subsection by introducing the progress theorem for DJ+. As ex- 
plained earlier in Chapter 4, a normal form is a network that cannot make any more 
reductions. In DJ these were straightforwardly networks that contained locations with 
threads that were just outputting to some channel without an opponent in the network. 
In DJ+ the normal forms are more complicated because of the aforementioned chance of 
deadlock. We show them in Theorem 6.10. 
Normal forms in Dj+ extend the normal forms of Dj with three extra situations: 
1. Threads that are waiting for notification that never comes (this is known as lost 
wakeup). 
Threads that are attempting to acquire the lock on an object, but again due to a 
deadlock elsewhere, never manage to. 
Threads that have been woken, but never get a chance to reacquire the lock on the 
object (due to deadlock elsewhere). 
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Theorem 6.10 (Progress for DJ'). Assume No ý= Init' and No N /-ý with N ý-- Err. 
Then: 
(-v VI) ( fl tj [Pi, uj, CTj]) with Pi -== 
11 eij 
0<, i<n O<- i<m 
rmi return(cij) vii and cii ý ff or 
ejj E[insync o JE'[waiting(c) n1j or 
E[e] with ec fsync (o) fe'l, ready o nj and lockcount(ui, o) >0 
Proof This proof extends the proof of Theorem 4.28. The base case remains unchanged, 
because the runtime syntax allowable in initial networks is return(c) e and object iden- 
tifiers. For the inductive step, we make the same assumption that No Nn-1 
(-v 11) (t[P, u, CTI I N) /--4 and perform a case analysis on the shape of P. We show the 
only interesting cases below: 
Case P =- E[sync (o) fell I Q: Since N,, -l /--+ we 
have -insync(o, E) and lockcount(a, o) > 
0, but as we see this is a normal form as required. 
Case P =- E[ready o n] I Q: Since N, I 7L-4we have that lockcount(u, o) >0 hence this 
is a normal form. El 
6.4 Related work 
Most study of the semantics of multi-threaded Java programs has focused on the mem- 
ory model of the language [71]. The memory model specifies when updates to shared 
mutable data made in one thread are visible to others, and the synchronisation functions 
of Java impact this. Typically the more interesting monitor features like not if y are omit- 
ted from this kind of study, as they are not relevant to the memory model itself (only the 
lock and unlock byte-code instructions required by the synchronized keyword are of 
interest), hence these papers are only loosely related to the present work. 
The work of Abraham-Mumm et al. [2] gives a compositional operational semantics 
for a dialect of Java featuring synchronised methods called JavaMT_ The authors use 
this formalism to present a proof system for showing properties about concurrent Java 
programs. Unlike the present work, javaMT lacks the not if y and wait constructs found 
in Java and the authors do not allow qualified field accesses, aiming to simplify their 
study. However they have an interesting semantic formalism using a big-step semantics 
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that makes use of a labelled transition system incorporating concepts similar to our linear 
channels. For example, when a method is called a transition with label o! m(o, id, V) is 
generated, indicating that the current receiving object o' has made a method call m to 
object o with parameters V. The id variable denotes the stack frame executing the method 
call. 
Then, when a method returns it is a case of sending a value to the correct callee 'den- 
tifier. Unlike in Dj+, determinacy of returns is guaranteed through construction rather 
than typing, with the await c expression allowing the caller to "find" the correct stack 
frame to return to. 
In [22], Flanagan and Freund present a multi-threaded Java calculus called "Concur- 
rentjava" and give a type system that can detect data races (i. e. concurrent access to 
shared data without locking). They also implement a type checker capable of checking 
actual Java programs with some annotations for races. Their work differs from DJ+ in 
that it does not give a concrete model of the actual locking behaviour of programs: how 
this works is assumed to be a priori knowledge (there is no operational semantics, for in- 
stance). As a natural consequence of this, they do not consider notification and waiting, 
two important aspects of DJ+. 
The object calculus of [27] also features synchronisation. They employ the idea of 
named mutexes which can either be locked or unlocked. When a concurrently executing 
object wishes to enter its critical section, it attempts to acquire one such named mutex. 
If that mutex is in the state of being unlocked, it becomes locked and the calling code 
proceeds. When it has finished its concurrency-sensitive work, this code must release 
the mutex explicitly. Unlike our formalism, the authors' work does not allow re-entrant 
mutexes without encoding them explicitly. However, because they model arbitrary lock- 
ing and unlocking they can essentially model the more structured sync (o) fel construct 
of DJ+. 
In [15], Cunningham proposes a similar calculus which includes notify, notifyAll 
and wait like DJ+. His language includes unstructured concurrency constructs (namely 
explicit locks) and these are used to model the synchronized keyword. Unlike the 
present Work, the author's main focus is a comparison of the expressiveness of a Java 
language with monitor constructs and one that uses Join patterns from the join calculus 
[24]. 
A key difference between DJ+ and all the works we have reviewed above is that they 
do not exhibit distributed programming primitives that are a major focus of this thesis. 
These, coupled with the network invariants required for type safety, exhibit significant 
interplay with Java's monitor constructs and are the subject of some key observations in 
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this chapter. 
In this chapter we have only considered structured locking based on the standard Java 
concurrency primitives. In Java 1.5, the new j ava. util. concurrent package supports 
unstructured concurrency in the form of explicit locking constructs, using ideas from 
[45]. Locking allows more complex patterns of concurrency (remember that locks can 
be acquired and released in any order, but synchronized blocks must be strictly nested), 
but we believe that the contents of this chapter show that extending DJ+ to support these 
kinds of primitives should be tractable. 
6.5 Summary 
in this chapter we have given an extension to Dj called Dj+. It contains features for 
concurrent programming based on the monitor concept present in the Java programming 
language. We presented extended syntax and semantics, and proved a type soundness 
theorem for this language using new network invariants. We then proved some new 
progress properties for the extended language, taking into account the possibility for 
well-typed programs to become stuck due to deadlock. 
We did not consider behavioural theory for DJ+ here, as it is not the main focus of 
this chapter. However a preliminary investigation of this was carried out for a variant of 
Dj in [4]. 
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This thesis proposed a new calculus called DJ to allow the formal study of distributed 
object-oriented applications. Our specific focus was the modelling of the Java Remote 
Method Invocation (RMI) [5 1] system, since it comprises non-trivial features and is used 
in practice. As part of our formalisation, we introduced first-class functions in the spirit 
of functional programming languages like Haskell and O'Caml and showed that they 
could be integrated safely into an object-oriented language. Moreover, we gave concrete 
justification for these primitives by using them to characterise typical optimisations for 
distributed programs. 
The DJ calculus is a small object-oriented language with explicit distribution. In DJ, 
programs comprise networks of locations (which roughly correspond to Java Virtual 
Machines with their own private memory, executing code and table of classes), and inter- 
location communication is by remote method invocation. DJ differs substantially from 
existing formalisms for object-oriented languages in this respect, because they gener- 
ally consider a single location with a single running program. The model is further dis- 
tinguished by its explicit characterisation of the hidden behaviour common in remote 
method invocation middleware, such as parameter and return value serialisatiOn and au- 
tomatic code downloading. 
By applying techniques from process calculi, namely the use of channel based com- 
munication from the 7r-calculus, we uniformly modelled both local and remote calls in 
terms of channel input and output. Put simply, when a method is called, the caller blocks 
and waits for input on a channel, and the callee returns their value on the same channel. 
Since we were already employing some techniques from then-calculus, the natural ques- 
tion arose as to whether we should be encoding our whole language in a process calculus 
like higher-order 7r-calculus [76]. Such an encoding would be attractive for a number 
of reasons; not least the higher-order 7r-calculus is amenable to representing functional 
abstraction and code mobility, but also because we could then employ techniques like 
model-checking to automatically verify further properties of our system. However, we 
chose not to take this route because we found it more intuitive and "immediate" to work 
in a model of Java RMI that was syntactically closer to the actual language. This choice 
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also allowed us to reason directly about programs in DJ rather than in a potentially com- 
plicated encoded form. 
In describing Di we strived to make the core calculus as small as possible, improving 
the clarity of the presentation and making the proofs of formal properties more tractable 
(and hence easier to check). We made two kinds of simplification. The first, most basic 
kind consisted of syntactic restrictions that did not harm expressiveness: we insisted that 
all methods and functions take exactly one parameter, that there were no base types, 
conditionals or iterations and that every method or function returned a value (i. e. there 
was no concept of a void type). We believed all these features could be encoded into the 
base language without damaging the theory we have developed. 
The second kind of simplification was the natural abstraction required when building 
a model. Java RMI is a complex system with many features, some of which we deemed 
largely unimportant to our goals and hence chose not to model. In DJ there is no con- 
sideration of resource lookup and binding (via the j ava. rmi Naming class), and hence 
no concept of RMI registries. However this is not a severe restriction, since in effect we 
can imagine that DJ networks come "pre-loaded" with remote identifiers to kick-start 
execution (in fact, the CORBA [30] system uses a similar idea called destringify to make 
up for the fact that there was never consensus on a CORBA naming service). 
Our choice of the remotable keyword for classes whose instances should be capable 
of remote method invocation was also a compromise. In Java RMI, a class must both 
implement the j ava. rmi . Remot e interface and also have a special stub class created to 
act as a proxy. This proxy is passed to remote parties and forwards requests to the actual 
remotely callable instance, and invokes the code for marshaling parameters and return 
values. In this thesis, we did not model stubs, and hence the need for proxying, instead 
assuming that having a reference to an instance of a remote object was sufficient to make 
a remote call to it. The practical upshot of this restriction means that to incorporate 
casting into DJ would require us to tag every object identifier with the name of the class 
it pointed to. However with Java 1.5, the step of creating stubs for remotely callable 
classes can be omitted -these proxy classes can be generated at runtime automatically - 
supporting our hypothesis that modelling these features is unnecessary. 
In modelling automatic code downloading, we took the option of describing a simpli- 
fied class loader that does not perform byte-code verification. However we believe our 
formalism is modular in this respect, and could easily be extended to mimic this kind of 
behaviour. A second restriction with respect to code downloading was that if two classes 
shared a name then they should have essentially identical definitions. While versioning 
of classes is an interesting topic, particularly in the case of distribution, we felt that to 
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explore this would entail extra complications to the formal system with only a marginal 
derived benefit. 
Finally, we also chose not to model several "regular" Java features, such as exceptions, 
method overloading, field and method access modifiers and shadowing. These features 
would be interesting to add to DJ but, save for exceptions, may not contribute anything 
to the study of distribution. 
As part of our study we developed a typing system for DJ, and proved a standard sub- 
ject reduction theorem for it. This system builds on ideas in earlier languages, such as 
Featherweight Java [391 but is extended to cope with our distributed features. Handling 
these features required three novel developments. The first was the use of a lightweight 
class signature that represents the only globally shared knowledge in a DJ program (here 
we mean global in the sense that every location can assume the same signature). The class 
signature contains the types of a class's methods and is used as the minimum agreed in- 
terface agreed upon by remotely communicating parties. We believe that this is realistic, 
since Java RMI components are typically programmed to an interface that is first dis- 
tributed to all the parties who intend to communicate in an out-of-band manner (such as 
a downloadable distribution). The choice of implementing classes is then largely unim- 
portant provided they adhere to this interface. 
We made a slight compromise in the composition of the class signature because a class's 
entry also specifies the fields that class has. This choice was motivated by simplicity ini- 
ing properties tially, and attempts to remove the fields from the class signature made prov, 
about field access more difficult, to such an extent that we opted to retain this compro- 
mise in order to preserve the focus of the work. 
The second novel feature is the use of linear channel types from the7r-calculus. These 
are essential to prove the determinism of method calls and returns (in short, they ensure 
that two callees cannot both wait on the same channel, thereby causing confusion upon 
method return). The third and final novel feature is the design of the specific collection 
of invariant propertz . es that state important sanity conditions for distributed programs. 
These take the form of logical statements that must hold at every step of execution, and 
are needed to prove type safety and progress properties for the system as a whole. A con- 
crete example would be a statement of the form "when code at a location instantiates a 
class, that class and all its superclasses are available locally. " The existence of these prop- 
ing system remain relatively erties ensure that the inference rules that comprise the typi 
lence of Java calculi. Moreover they straightforward to understand for anyone w th exper 
actually helped guide the design of the typing system, since some invariants capture ac- 
tual quirks of Java RMI that cause problems avoidable by typing. 
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In Chapter 5 we developed a theory of behavioural equivalence for DJ, again using 
techniques from process calculus. Building this theory was important because it allowed 
us to show an application of the DJ calculus, namely to justify that some arguably typical 
RMI optimisations were in fact correct (i. e. safe to apply). The keystone of our devel- 
opment was the use of a reduction-closed theory that takes its roots in the work of [35]. 
Essentially a reduction closed theory is one which, if it initially equates two terms that 
subsequently evolve by performing some actions (e. g. writing a value to a variable), then 
the resulting terms are still equated by that theory. We applied this result to design a set 
of syntactic transformation rules that allows us to quickly check equivalence between 
programs: if we could transform A into program B then we had proved that they were 
in fact semantically equivalent. 
The design of the transformation rules themselves was an iterative process of attempt- 
ing to prove candidate equivalences, finding that a rule was required and then going 
back to specify it. Once a rule was proposed, we merely had to show that its appli- 
cation preserved the observable properties of the program and also that it satisfied a 
non-interference property [74,42]. Satisfaction of this property made it easy to show 
that a transformation rule did not disturb the reduction-closedness of our theory. To 
conclude the thesis we took two candidate optimisations called aggregation and server 
forwarding and proved that variants of them were semantics -preserving. Moreover we 
were able to prove some important inequalities using our approach, namely that in the 
presence of a call-back from server to client most equivalences -and hence the safety of 
the optimisations they characterise -were destroyed. 
One question remaining was our choice of the reduction-closed theory which we shall 
answer now. While there was a plethora of techniques for proving program equivalence 
available to us, we favoured this particular formulation because of its tractability and 
its accuracy. Approaches such as trace equivalence are insufficient in the absence of 
determinism, may/must testing exhibit a coarser kind of equivalence (i. e. they equate 
more terms) and the application of labelled bisimulation would have required the extra 
complication of constructing a labelled transition system for DJ. 
7.1 Future work 
We now outline some possible future directions in which one could expand the present 
work. 
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Implementation. Two students have worked on Implementing a compiler for a dialect of 
Java that incorporates the Dj primitives for function creation and application [84,651, in- 
dicating that these features can be easily introduced. The current compiler is based on the 
Polyglot Extensible Compiler Framework [70] which provides a powerful toolbox for 
creating extensions to the Java language. The compiler itself works by translating aug- 
mented Dj code into regular Java source, preserving high-level behaviour. This source 
can be compiled with a standard Java compiler. 
While fully functional, the compiler is still a mere prototype and requires significant 
work to bring it into line with the standard of, for example, Scala [63,78,61]. Features 
that are lacking include facilities for separate compilation and support for currying of 
functions. Moreover, we would like to refine the syntax of the language to make it 
appear more like anonymous functions in Scala (i. e. we would like to drop the keywords 
freeze and defrost since they appear alien to both Java and functional programmers 
alike). 
A related venture would be to build " function- aware" libraries in the vein of the Java 
Collections API [49]. By incorporating higher-order concepts such as mapping and fold- 
ing for collections, we could reduce the number of lines a programmer had to write while 
improving the clarity and maintainability of programs. 
Application to middleware and event-driven architectures. So far we have only consid- 
ered the application of the functional primitives present in DJ to RMI based systems. 
One exciting application is the extension of DJ to event/message-oriented middleware 
platforms such as the Java Message Service UMS) [50]. This is an industry standard mid- 
dleware specification with a great deal of vendor support, focusing on reliable messaging 
between all-Java systems', and is broadly a "channel-based" communication mechanism. 
In its most simple form, client applications connect to a JMS server, subscribing to a par- 
ticular queue (read: channel) which corresponds to a one-one communication conduit 
between two parties. Clients can then send and receive messages along this queue; mes- 
sages comprise structured information such as Java objects, simple strings and so forth. 
JMS also supports multicasting, in the form of topics. Clients subscribing to a topic 
receive all messages sent on that topic. For example, a stock market application may con- 
nect to the "NYSE" topic to receive stock quotes. Unfortunately, if the client application 
is only interested in one particular stock's price fluctuations, they may receive hundreds 
or even thousands of update messages that they immediately discard. To remedy this the 
JMS specification provides "message selectors", small programs written in an SQL-like 
'Although some vendors support multiple languages, this is not part of the specification. 
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syntax that decide whether a message should be sent to a particular client. Message selec- 
tors are installed by the client at the server at connect time, in the form of a string. This 
has an obvious downside: the code is literal in the program is hence not type-checked 
(or even syntax checked). Moreover, a semantic issue with message selectors is their rel- 
atively inexpressive language: they can only really deal with messages in isolation and 
make relatively simple decisions about whether or not to filter out a particular item. 
The code mobility of Dj could be harnessed here: instead of installing the message 
selector at connect time, we could instead supply a function in the form of frozen code 
to perform filtering. With the richer syntax available, more powerful filters could be 
developed that perform things like aggregation of messages (e. g. filter out 9 from every 
10 messages and supply the average value), message re-writing and so forth. 
Study of other distributed programming frameworks. Java RMI is only one example of 
a distributed programming framework. Earlier in this thesis we introduced NET re- 
moting as the counterpart to RMI for the Microsoft NET platform. While ostensibly 
similar, NET remoting differs subtly to Java RMI, not least in its up-front treatment of 
transport mechanism (the developer makes a straightforward conscious decision about 
whether to use TCP or HTTP, for instance). 2 Moreover, a key attribute of Java RMI is 
the ability to pass remote references to remote parties facilitating things like call-backs, 
which although problematic from a theoretical standpoint, can be useful in certain appli- 
cations. NET remoting does not support this "out of the box"; the programmer must 
explicitly change some security -sensitive parameters of the runtime system to allow se- 
rialisation of remote references. 
In this light, we could extend the model of Dj to accommodate this feature, and fur- 
ther study could be made of the security implications of passing remote references them- 
selves. We could also present a hierarchical model of networks, with sub-networks par- 
titioned by firewalls blocking some kinds of traffic but not others. Then the choice of 
transport mechanism used for remote invocation would impact the behavioural proper- 
ties of a program. 
Session types. A promising area of research based on Dj is the study of session types. 
These types are founded in process calculus theory, and specify interaction patterns be- 
tween communicating parties. Essentially they correspond to a kind of protocol typing, 
2 Changing the transport mechanism is possible in Java RMI, but requires low level programming. A tu- 
torial can be found at http: //java. sun. com/j 2se/I. 4.2/do cs /guide /rmi/ s ocketf actory/index 
html. 
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stating the types of values that are expected to be sent or received from a channel. Ray- 
mond Hu [37] has taken the DJ implementation of [65] and extended it with full support 
for DJ code mobility over sockets (not RMI) and also preliminary support for session 
typing. 
As we explained in Section 2.3, Java programs that use sockets for communication 
generally rely heavily on the input and output stream classes that the standard distribu- 
tion provides. These are found in the j ava. io package, and two classes in particular, 
Obj ectOutputStream and Object InputStream allow structured data to be sent over the 
wire. The implementation of Hu supports code passing at the socket level of abstraction 
by providing a custom stream class, called the DJObjectStream. This new stream auto- 
matically handles code downloading when a remote site requires some class used in the 
closure that it does not already possess. 
Hu supports session typing by adding a new keyword newsession to DJ that indicates 
when a socket should be used for session communication. The type checker of DJ is 
extended to ensure that sockets intended for session communication are used according 
to their specified protocol. 
From a theoretical standpoint, session types have already been studied in a version of 
DJ [17,16], however the addition of higher-order functions to such a language presents 
its own difficulties with respect to maintaining a session-typing discipline. Establishing 
type soundness for such a language would be a significant challenge and one possible 
avenue of future work. 
Security types. The typing structure of the Dj language is relatively simple, and only 
ensures semantic errors such as using a string in place of an integer are avoided. One 
promising area of research is the use of typing rules to guarantee security properties. In 
our language, we assigned arrow types of the form T, T to functions that were then 
passed to remote parties by RMI. These types do not describe any of the internal prop- 
erties of the function, such as what local resources it may attempt to acquire (e. g. will 
it write to disk, will it fork new threads? ) and so forth. A more fine grained approach 
would assign a more descriptive type to each function, denoting which set of behaviours 
it may engage in. For instance in [32], Higuchi and Ohori create a type system for a 
bytecode level Java calculus that identifies the set of permissions a piece of code requires 
to execute safely (in Java, accessing a protected resource requires a token called a permls- 
szon before it is allowed), thereby creating more complex method types that include a set 
of permissions as part of the arrow. 
More sophisticated typing systems have been used to guarantee properties such as 
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secure information flow [36,56]. The basic idea here is to classify information as high 
or low security with the goal being to prevent information from high security reaching 
low security code. This is a non-trivial requirement, but may be useful in the context 
of secure mobile code where may to send code containing potentially secret data around 
the network and wish to ensure that a receiving party does not discover it. 
Genericity and type inference. Key omissions from Dj were parametric polymorphism 
and type inference. In the setting of programming languages such as Haskell and ML, a 
natural counterpart to higher-order functions is the use of generic functions that operate 
over any kind of type. With version 1.5, Java now supports parameterised types, but 
prior to this there was much formal study of the impact of including these features into 
the language [13,60]. An obvious extension to the theory of Dj would be to allow 
functions to be parametric in the types of arguments and return value. The next natural 
step from here would be to include type inference in the style of ML, and such features 
are already present in the Scala programming language. While not directly related to 
distribution, the inclusion of these features would allow more flexible programming in 
DJ. 
Models of function creation. In Dj we allowed the body of a function to refer to variables 
in the enclosing lexical scope as a convenience measure. The content of those variables 
was then deep-cloned to ensure that they were always available upon function appli- 
cation. Unfortunately, deep cloning makes the freeze keyword unsuitable for several 
tasks definitely amenable to the use of functions, such as the use of event listeners in 
graphical user interfaces. An alternate approach might be to formulate a new construct, 
lambda that creates a function without cloning: 
LAMBDA 
1 ambd a (T x) f el, u, CT ), Ä (T x). (1, e, 0), u, CT 
Safety would still be preserved when a function created by lambda was sent over the 
network because the variables and objects referred by e would be copied using standard 
serialisation. 
We may also consider the run-time update of methods, ý la Obliq [14] and the "monkey- 
patching" of methods in weakly typed languages such as Ruby and Python. While this 
would be a significant departure from the Java-like beginnings of DJ, languages that 
support this feature (such as the two above) are becoming more prominent as a means 
to rapidly prototype and implement applications. Moreover, DJ already features a first- 
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class "method-like" element, namely explicit higher-order functions. One could imagine 
that, rather than evaluating a closure, it could be installed in addition to, or as the replace- 
ment for one of, the methods of an object at run-time. 
Further applications of the behavioural theory. As an obvious direction of research, we 
could explore program equivalence for the DJ+ calculus introduced in Chapter 6. This 
would allow us to consider optimisations for programs that use the monitor constructs 
found in Java. 
However, our behavioural theory allows us to consider more than just the correctness 
of optimisations. We have already shown how it can prove the correctness of the em- 
bedding of a larger language into DJ, and so it seems natural to attempt to justify the 
embedding of the core functional features of Dj into an even smaller calculus that does 
not include higher-order functions. This is clearly attainable, as the prototype imple- 
mentations that have been developed effectively do the same thing. 
In his thesis, Yeung [86] made some attempt to quantify the performance benefit of 
the RMI optimisations we have examined in this thesis. However his endeavour was 
hampered by the fact that he lacked a formal semantics for the programs under analysis, 
forcing him to develop a trace based approach. Therefore as a possible future task , it may 
be instructive to incorporate cost analysis techniques from the study of process calculus 
[9] to the behavioural theory of Dj- 
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Lemma A. 1 (Stores). Assuming that F ý- (3-: A. Then: 
1. Iff'ý-v: T'wz*thxVdom(F)andT'<: TthenF, x: TF-u-[xý--+v]: ok. 
2. Assume F ý- x: T and F ý- v: T' with T' <: T. Then F ý- u[x ý-ý v] : ok. 
F F- x: T implies F ý- (T(x) : T'with T' <: T. 
4. If F ý- (C, F: V) : ok Aoý dom (F) then F, o: C ý- u- [o ý-4 (C, f*: V)l : ok- 
5. If F ý- o: C and F ý- v: T, ' with fields(C) = ffand T, ' <: Ti, then F I- u[o. fi ý--+ v] : ok. 
6. Assume F I- o. fj : Tj with u(o) = (C, f:, V). Then F ý- vj: Tj' where T, ' <: Ti. 
Suppose F, F' ý- a': ok with dom(u) n dom (a') = 0, then F, F' F- u- u': ok. 
F ý- a: ok and u' Cu implies F ý- u': ok. 
Proof By easy induction on the length of typing derivation. 
A. 1 Proof of Lemma 4.22 
Lemma 4.22 (Class table properties). Ass. ume: 
F-Al-Nk: netforO<, k, <m, Noý=Init, N 7k ý= DJProp 
'j<,, 
ti[Pi,, +I, aj, +j, CTi, +Il) with m>0 No N, N, +l -= 
(-vu-, +, )(Flo. < 
Then we have: 
1. CTj, C CTi, +I. 
0 
Assume reachable (ui, + 1, Pj, +j, o) and (o) = (C .... ). 
Then we have either 
a) comp(C, CTi, +, ) or 
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either Pj,, +j =_ download (ff from tj in eI Qi, +l or 
resolve Cf rom tj in eI Qj, +1 
where ID c (f -C <: D and -reachable ((Ti, +,, 
QjT71+ 
1, o 
3. INk (-V'Ctk)(Ilo< CT and _i<n 
lilpik, (Yiki id) 
Pik E[download (f f rom tj in el I Qjk and 0 <, <n then 
VC,: C f(ffj-VC'-C, <: C'. ]N,. Nk )) N, and 
Pj, -= E[resolve 
C) f rom tj in e] I Qj, with C' G fl5l and C' c dom(CTj, ) 
Proof 
1. Straightforward by examiningDOWNLOAD, as this is the only rule that modifies the 
class table at a location. 
There are four interesting sub-cases: 
Case reachable(uj, Pj, o) and ui, (o) = (C .... ): Then 
by the inductive hypoth- 
esis, we have two possible situations: 
a) comp(C, CTi, ), hence by Lemma 4.22 (1) we have comp(C, CTi,, +, ). 
b) Pj, c fE[downioad (ff f rom tj in e] I Qj,, E[resolve (ff f rom tj in el I Qj, j, 
with a superclass of C in (ff. Examining the reduction rules, we see that if the 
last rule applied was DNOTHING, then by definition comp(C, CTi, +, ). If the 
last rule applied was RESOLVE, then Pj, +j -= E[resolve (ff' f rom tj in el I Qj, 
with a superclass of C in 
Case -reachable (uj, Pi, o) and uj, (o) = (C .... ): 
Examining the rules, the last 
rule applied was either LEAVE or RETURN, since this is the only way for an 
object identifier that is locally unreachable to become reachable again. In 
either case, the general shape is as follows: 
QI Pj,, ui,, CTj, 
with reachable(uj, Q, o). For this reduction to take place we have ui, (o) 
(C, with RM I (C), and we note that obj ect o must have been added to the 
store in one of two ways (recall that the store entries of remotable objects 
cannot change location): 
a) By application Of NEW, i. e. 
DNk. No ))Nk-ti[PikIE[newC(V-)]iUikiCTiklIN ))N, +, 
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Therefore by Inv(2) we have comp(C, CTik) and then by Lemma 4.22 (1) we 
have comp(C, CTi, +, ) as required. 
b) By presence in the initial network. Then by a combination of the initial 
conditions and Lemma 4.22 (1) we have comp(C, CTi, +, ). 
Case reachable(ai, Pi, o) with oý dom(uj, ): For this situation to arise, we have 
o of some class C such that RMI(Q. Since store entries for remotely callable 
objects cannot move, this case is complete by contradiction: no reduction to 
can occur. 
Case -reachable(uj, Pj, o) with oý dom(uj, ): There are two cases to consider, 
the last rule was DEFROST or it was NEW. For the former, we see that Pi. 
E[A(T x). (-v -d)(Ij , e, u). def rost(v)] 
I Qjm reduces to a thread 
Pjm+j E[await cl I download (f from Ij in e [return (c) /return] I Qim+l 
as required. In the case of the latter, we had comp(C, CTj. ) and then by 
Lemma 4.22 (1) comp(C, CTi,, +l). 
Obvious by repeating DOWNLOAD and RESOLVE until we reach resolution of C'. 
Note that these reductions terminate as the inheritance relation in a well-formed 
class table is acyclic. 
0 
A. 2 Proof of Lemma 4.23 
Lemma 4.23 (Correctness of object graph algorithm). For all these sub-lemmas, assume 
F; A ý- E[og(-a, u) in el I P, a, CT: conf. 
1. If reachable(u, e, o) then 
a) reachable(u, e, o) or 
b) o c- fn (u-) or 
c) there exists ol E fn(VI) such that reachable(u, o, o) and reachable(u', e, o') or 
d) there exists -y c fv(-a) such that reachable(u, ij, o). 
2. If oc fn(U-) then reachable(u, e, o). 
3. If [o ý--* (C .... 
)] E a' then -RMI(C) and reachable(u', e, o). 
4. fv(u-) u fv(u') = fv(e). 
5. o'ca. 
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Proof of Lemma 4.23 (1) 
Suppose r; A ý- E[og(u, u') in el I P, u, CT : conf and reachable(u, e, o) for some o. We 
shall show that either 
1. reachable(u, e, o) or 
2. oc fn(Vt) or 
3. there exists o' E fn(q) such that reachable(u, o', o) and reachable(u', e, o') or 
there exists'y c fv(, a) such that reachable((Y, -y, o). 
Proof is by induction on the reduction derivation. As there can be only limited run- 
time syntax in the initial network, the base case is when the reduction rule FREEZE is 
applied as follows (setting P == 0 and omitting CT without loss of generality). 
E [f reeze (T x)ýe'11, u), E [og (fv (e) Ufn (e), 0) in el, u 
Now because reachable(u, e, o) we have by definition of reachability that oC fn (e) or 
there exists uc fv(e) u fn(e) such that reachable(u, u, o). In the case of the former, we 
immediately establish the required conclusion that oE W1 and in the case of the latter 
we derive that there exists uc {u-J such that reachable(a, u, o). Now if u= -Y for some 
variable in Me) we have that o is reachable from the co-domain of -Y or is indeed in the 
co-domain of -y, hence reachable(u, -y, o). If u= of for some object identifier we have 
reachable(u, of, o) by definition, and because of c fn(e), reachable(O, e, o'). 
For the inductive case again set P=0 and omit CT without loss of generality. Now 
suppose 
[o g (-do, uO) in el, u)tE [og (id, u') in el, u 
We have four sub-cases. 
Sub-case (1): Assume -reachable(uo, e, o), oV fn(iio), ý o' Cfn ('do). reachable (g, o', o) 
with reachable(u', e, o'). Then by the inductive hypothesis we have 
I ij c fv (-do). reachable (u, -y, o) 
We have two situations to consider: -y e fv(u) (i. e. it is not removed by reduc- 
tion) or ij ý N(VI). In the case of the former, then by the inductive hypothesis I ii C 
N (U-). reachable (u, -y, o). In the case of the latter, we see that the last rule applied was 
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OG-VARand so we have that u(-g) is at the head of V1. Now by the assumption that 
reachable(a, ij, o) it must be the case that u(ij) is an object identifier, such that either 
cr(ij) =o (and so oc fn(VI) as required) or that a(-y) : ý- o with reachable(u, a(-y), o), i. e. 
lo' Ef n (u). reachable (u, o', o) and reachable(u', e, o) as needed. 
Sub-case (2): Assume -reachable(uo, e, o), oý fn(-ao) and ý -y c fv(Vto). reachabie(u, -y, o). 
By the inductive hypothesis therefore we have 
I o' cfn (ito). reachable (a, o', o) and reachable(u', e, o') 
Similar to sub-case (1) above, if o' cfn (1I) then we have the conclusion by induction. 
However suppose the last rule removed o' such that o' ý fn (U). Then we have to consider 
three different reduction rules: OG-OID, OG-REMOTEOIDandOG-DUPLICATE. 
ForOG-OIDwe can make the same argument as for the second part of sub-case (1): 
because this rule adds to the list of identifiers to be copied any items in the fields of o' 
either we have that ocfn (d) or it is reachable from an identifier in ul in the larger store 
a. 
For the case0f OG-REMOTEOIDby definition of reachability, no objects are reachable 
through a remotable identifier and so this case holds vacuously. 
Finally, if OG-DUPLICATEwas applied then the mapping for o' was already in U'. Then 
by (3) we have that reachable(u', e, o') as required. 
0, e, o), -y c fv (UO). reachable (u, ýy, o) and 
ý o' Sub-case (3): Assume -reachable(a 
fn(flo). reachable(a, o', o) with reachable(u', e, o'). By the inductive hypothesis therefore 
we have 
fn(-ao) 
By (2) if ocfn( to) it must be that reachable(uo, e, o). Then because the collected -C 
graph always grows in size, we have that reachable(u', e, o) as required. 
Sub-case (4): Assume that oýfn (-ao), that ý ii c fv (-ao). reachable (u, ij, o) and that ý o' Cz 
fn (-do). reachable (u, o', o) with reachable(u', e, o'). By the inductiVe hypothesis therefore 
we have 
reachable(uO, e, o) 
Similar to (3), because the collected object graph always grows, reachable(u', e, o) as 
required. 
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Proof of Lemma 4.23 (2) 
Suppose F; A [- E [og (id, u) in el I P, u, CT :c onf and there is some oE fn (ii). Then we 
shall show that 
reachable(u', e, o) 
by induction on the number of fn (-d), n. 
Suppose -n = 0, the base case. Then we have that u- comprises zero or more local 
variable names, but no actual object identifiers. Therefore this case holds vacuously. 
Suppose the property holds for n>0. We shall show it holds for m>n, the inductive 
case. Examining the reduction rules we see that there are three rules in which the number 
of free object identifiers in U can increase. We proceed by case analysis on each. Without 
loss of generality, set P=0 and omit CT in all of the following. 
Case freeze: Suppose 
E[freeze(T x)fe'11, u), E [og (fv (e) Ufn (e), 0) in el, u 
Then because fn(11) = fn(e) we immediately have that these identifiers are reachable from 
e as they appear in its program text. 
Case og-var: Without loss of generality set U=o and u' = 0. Then suppose 
E[og(-tj, 0) in el, u), E [og (o, [U h--+ ol) in el, u 
Then as ij is being copied, we must have that -y c Me). Hence o must be reachable from 
e by variable access through -Lj. 
Case og-oid: Without loss of generality set ii =6 and a' = 0. Suppose 
E[og(o', 0) in el, a)tE [og(o, [o' ýý (C, ý: 6)1) in el, u 
By the inductive hypothesis, reachable(O, e, o'). By the definition of reachability and by 
virtue of the fact that 6 comprises the fields of o' we have reachable([o ý--+ (C, e, 0) 
as required. 
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Proof of Lemma 4.23 (3) 
Suppose F; A ý- E[og(U, cy') in e] I P, u, CT : conf and there is some o such that [o " 
(C .... )] C u'. We shall show that -RM1 (C) and reachable(u', e, o) by induction on the 
length of u', n. 
The base case, where n=0 holds vacuously. For the inductive step we shall consider 
the case when the property holds for a collected store of length n and show for n+1 
items. The length of the collected store increases by application of two rules, OG-VAR 
andOG-OID. In the case of the former, because we do not consider variable mappings 
this case holds by immediate induction. By application of the latter rule, suppose 
E[og(o, a') in el, a, CT )tE [og(Vt, [o ý--* (C .... )] - a') in el, u, CT 
By premises Of OG-OID we see that C cannot be a remotable class, hence -RMI(C) and 
moreover by (2) we have that if o is to be copied, it must be reachable from e in Ut. 
Because adding an item does not alter reachability, we then have reachable([o ý--+ (C.... 
(T/, e, o) as required. 
Proof of Lemma 4.23 (4) 
Obvious noting thatOG-VARandOG-OIDmake identical copies of objects found in store 
U. 
A. 3 Proof of Theorem 4.21 
Theorem 4.21 (One-step invariant properties). 
1. Assume F; A ý- No : net and No ý= Init. Then No ) Nj implies NI k-- DJProp if 
N, b4 Err. 
Assume F; AFN,: net (m >, 1) and N DJ Prop. Then N N, +, implies 
N, +j ý= DJProp if N, +, V- Err. 
Case Inv(l): By Lemma 4.22 (1). 
Case Inv(2): Suppose Pi, iA E[new C(, V)] I Qj, 1, Pj, +j -= E[new C(V)] 
I Qj, then 
one of three possible reduction rules was applied: 
1. We applied CONG. Then Pi, = Pj', I Qj, with P,, ),, E[new C(V)I. 
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Then if m=0, by the initial condition that icI(PjO) C dom(CTjO) and Lemma 4.22 (1) we 
have comp(C, CTj, +j), irrespective of the reduction rule applied. 
Suppose m>0. Therefore P,,, Ei Elnew C(, V)l for some context E'. By the induc- 
tive assumption we have comp(C, CTi, ) and again by Lemma 4.22 (1) it is the case that 
com p (C, CTj,, + 1). 
2. We applied DNOTHING. Then Pi, =- E[download (f from tj in new C(-V) I Qi, with 
c dom(CTi). Then it must be the case that m>0 since the download expression is 
not permissible runtime syntax in an initial network. In order to download nothing, 
it must have been that case that ]Pik =- E[download 0- f rom tj in e] with CCb and 
k<m (i. e. class C was downloaded at some point in the past). Then examining the 
rules DOWNLOAD and RESOLVE we can straightforwardly observe that they iterate until 
all superclasses of C are downloaded. Therefore using Lemma 4.22 (1) we have trivially 
that comp(C, CTi, +, ). 
3. We applied NEWL. However by the premise of this rule, comp(C, CTj, ) and hence 
comp(C, CTi, +, ) as required. 
Case Inv(3): There is only one interesting case, where the last applied reduction rule 
waS DOWNLOAD. Then 
Pi, =- E[download C from tj in e] I Qj, 
and Pi, ) t, E[resolve C from tj in el 
Since downloading did not fall (the assumption that N, +, bk Err), there must exist a 
location tj with C Cz dom(CTjm). By the premise0f DOWNLOAD, CC dom(CTj, +j) and 
CTi, + I (C) = CTj , modulo class labellings as required. 
Case Inv(4): The only interesting cases are those where the set of free variables of a 
term changes with reduction. There are three such cases. Without loss of generality, we 
consider only a single thread containing no free variables for a single location with an 
empty store: 
1. The last applied reduction rule was DEC. Then suppose 
li [E [T -x = vl, 0, CTil )= (-v x) (li [E [vi, [x ý-ý vl, CTil) i- 
By Inv(12), we have fv(v) = 0. Before reduction we have fv(E[T x= v1) 0, after 
reduction we potentially have that fv(E[vl) = fxj, however we see that dom([x v]) = 
fxj 
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and the new identifier is restricted at the network level. Therefore this case is complete. 
2. The last applied reduction rule wasMETHINVOKE. Then suppose 
tjo. m(v) with c, 0, CTjl ý=- (vx)(t, [e[o, return(c)/this7 return], [x F-4v], CTil) j 
where mbody(m, C, CTj) = (x, e), and again by inv(12), fv(v) = 0. We must show that 
fv(e) g [x ý--+ v] c fxj. However by definition of substitution, we know that 
fv(e[o, return(c)/this, return]) = fv(e) 
Given that the network configuration is well-typed, it must be the case that x: T, this 
C ý- e: ret (T), 1. e. fv (e) Cf xj. This concludes the case. 
3. The last applied reduction rule was DEFROST. Suppose 
ti[E[Ä(T x). (vü)(tj, e, u). def rost(v)1,0, CTil 
(-v ftxc) (Ii [E [await cl I download Ff rom Ij in e [return (c) /return], a v], CTj1) 
where fv(v) = fv (A (Tx). (-vU)(1j, e, u)) =0 by I nv(12). Straightforwardly we have that 
fv(e) C dom(u - [x ý-4 v1) C fVfxj to complete this case. 
Case Inv(5): Here we only need to examine the case when the last applied rule was 
DEFROST. This case is straightforward: all new identifiers added to the store during de- 
frosting are restricted with fresh names, therefore there can be no overlap of store entries 
between producer and consumer locations. Moreover, by Inv (15), frozen values contain 
only identifiers to remotely callable objects, hence the rulesMETHREMOTE andLEAVE 
cannot move shared store entries across the network. 
Case Inv(6): We have two cases to consider: when the inductive hypothesis is true be- 
cause the antecedent of the implication is true (and hence the consequent is also true), 
and when the antecedent is false. For the former case suppose that: 
oE fn(Fi, +, ) n fn(Fj, +, ) 
fn(Fi, ) n fn(Fj, ) 
I! k. UkTn(O) = (C .... ) with RMI(C) 
Then by Inv(5) we have that o cannot exist as an entry in more than one store. By 
Inv(8) we observe that since o c fn(Fi, +, ), the entry for o cannot have been garbage 
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collected. Hence 3 klýykm+1(0) = (C .... ), and since there are no operations to change 
the "remotability" of a class, RMI(C) holds, completing the case. 
For the latter case suppose that: 
o fn(Fi, +, ) nfn(Fj, +, ) 
o fn(Fi, ) n fn(Fj, ) 
(a) 
This indicates that a free name moved between two locations. This can happen in two 
ways: by application0f METHREMOTE or RETURN. We show the case of the latter, since 
the former is proved by the same argument. Assume 
tj [rmi return(c) v] I tj [Qiml 
) tj[. - . ]I ti[return(c) de serialize (v) I Qj, 1 
By typability of Fj, +1 we have that F ý- v: Object --* D for some class D, i. e. v is afrozen 
value. Now let ]o e fn(v) such that (a) now holds. By Inv (8), there exists a store entry for 
o "somewhere" and by Inv(5) this entry must be unique. Hence I! k. Ukm+l (0) = (C .... ). 
Now by Inv(15), the only free identifiers in a frozen value must be references to instances 
of remotable classes, hence RMI(C). This completes the case. 
Case Inv(7): There are two sub-cases. First assume that 
fn (Fi, +, ) A Ik- gkm+l (0) = (C,... ) A -RMI (C) 
and we shall prove that k=i. 
1. Suppose oc fn(Fj, ) A Ik'-(Ik'ni(O) = (C .... 
)A -RMI(C) A k' = i. Then by the 
inductive assumption we can derive that oC dom(uj, ). By Inv(8) we have that oG 
dom (ui, + 1) which implies i=k= k' as required. 
2. Suppose that oý fn(Fi, ), then the last applied reduction step applied must have 
somehow created a new object identifier o. Examining the reduction rules we have four 
cases (although two are trivial): 
a) The last applied rule was NEW 
E[new C(V)l I Qj, uj, 
) li Fi,. +, =- (-v o) (E [ol 1Q i uj, - [o h-ý 1) 
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Then straightforwardly k=i because oE dom(u)i, +,. 
b) The last applied rule was DEFROST. 
Ef/'\(T x). (-vil)(1j, e, u). defrost(v)] I Qim I uim 
)tj Fj, +j -= (vCix)(E( ]I Qi,,,, uj,,, U U. [X " 
Then by Inv(15), the frozen value can contain no object identifiers to instances of non- 
remotable classes and so oc il which entails that oC dom(u) and k=i. 
c) The last applied rule was LEAVE or METHREMOTE, constituting the final two cases. 
Then (omitting stores and class tables for clarity) 
tj [rmi o. m(v) with cl I li[Qjm] 
) jj[... ]I ti[o. m(deserialize(v)) with I Qi, ] 
By assumption, F; A ý- N: net and therefore F [- v: Object -+ T for some type T. 
Then by inv(15), we know that any free names appeari 1 Ide v must be identifiers of ng nsi 
remotely callable objects. Therefore this case holds vacuously. 
Case Inv(8): Assume: 
oE fn (Fi, ) A Ik 1<k<n. oE dom 
(UkTTJ 
fn(Fi, +, ) 
Then, by examination of the rules for structural equivalence in Section 3.1.4, we see that 
the only way to remove an object identifier is when it does not exist in the free names of 
the remainder of the network. Since oG fn(Fi, +l) by assumption, it must be the case 
that A1<k<n. oc dom((IkTn+l ) as required. 
Case Inv(9): Only the cases for Ri -= o. m(e) with c and Ri =- E[o. f = el are shown, as 
the others use the same basic method. 
1. Suppose Pj, +j -= o. m(e) with cI Qi, +,. Examining the structure of this thread, 
we see that there were two possible rules applied in the last reduction step: LEAVE or 
METHLOCAL. 
a) Let Pi, -= E[o. m(v)] I Qi,. Then this is a 
local method call, and by the premises of 
METHLOCAL, we had oc dom(uj, ), hence aj, = (C .... ). Then 
by Lemma 4.22 (2) 
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we have comp(C, CTi, ). By monotonicity of stores and class tables, Uj, +j (o) 
(C'... ) and comp(C, CTj, +j) as required. 
b) Let Pi, =- Qj,. Then this is a remote method call, and by the premisesOf LEAVE, 
we have oc dom(ui, ). Then proof proceeds as in the previous case. 
2. Assume Pi, +, =- E[o. f = el I Qi, +,. Then we have two main cases. If Pi, -= E[o. f 
ef] I Qjm then by the inductive hypothesis, this case is complete. However suppose Pi, 
E[e'. f = el I Qjm, then we must perform a case analysis on the step e' )0. 
a) Suppose the last rule applied was NEW. Then by Inv(2) we have comp(C, CTirrd, 
hence by Lemma 4.22 (1) comp(C, CTj, +j). 
b) Suppose the last applied rule was FLD. Then Pi, = E[(o'. f'). f = e] I Qj, Then 
by typability of N, we have that F, -Ct :f ý- (o'. f'). f :C and -RMI(C). Then 
by Inv(8) and Inv(7) we have that ui, (o) = (C .... ). Then 
by Lemma 4.22 (2), 
comp(C, CTj, ). By monotonicity of class tables and stores, aj, +1 (o) = (C .... ) and 
comp(C, CTi, +, ) as required. 
c) Suppose the last rule applied wasVAR. Then Pi, =- E[x. f = e] I Qi,. By typability, 
F, q: f F- x. f :C with -RMI (C). By reduction, we must have that [x ý-+ ol C Uj, 
and so o is reachable from thread Pj, Again by Inv(8) and Inv(7) we have that 
Uim (0) = (C .... ). 
Then by Lemma 4.22 (2), comp(C, CTim). By monotonicity of 
class tables and stores, ui, +, (o) = (C,. - -) and comp(C, CTim+l) as required. 
d) Suppose the last rule applied wasAss. Then Pi, =- E[(x = o). f = el I Qj, Then by 
typability, F, ft F- x=o: C for some C such that -RMI(C). Hence by typabi ity 
F, -a Po: C' such that C' <: C. By well-formedness of CSig, it must be the case 
that -RMI(C) also. Then this case straightforward as above, by establishing that o 
must be in the store as it does not point to a remotely callable object. 
e) Suppose the last rule applied was FLDASS. Similar to the case 
forAss. 
Suppose the last rule applied waSRETURN, and Pi, =- E [await c. f = e] I return(c) o. 
By typability of Pi, we have the following derivation: 
F f- 0: 
P ý- return o: ret (C') C, <: C 
F; c: chanO (C) ý- return (c) o: thread 
To type this in the initial network, we have -RMI(C), and so since the satisfaction 
of this predicate is preserved throughout the class hierarchy 
byW]F-CSIGENTRY, we 
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have -RMI(C'). Hence by combination of Inv(8) and Inv(7), we have oG dom(uj, ) 
as required. Then it remains to show that the class table is complete. However 
we know that if o is an identifier of an instance of a non-remotable class, it can 
only have been added to the store in one of two ways: instantiation (in which case 
trivially we have comp(C', CTj, ) or by inclusion in a frozen expression. However 
by Lemma 4.22 we know that we shall download all superclasses. 
Case Inv(10): Straightforward by the definition of Ai ýý A2- 
Case Inv(ll): Straightforward by the definition of A, ýý 1ý12- 
Case Inv(12): We investigate the cases where a value comes into a redex position. As- 
sume Pj,,, +j -= E[v1 I Qi,,,, +,, then we perform a case analysis as 
follows. 
1. The last rule was NEW. Then this case is trivial. 
2. The last rule was VAR. Then Pi, =- EN I Qj, and this case is straightforward by 
Inv(13). 
3. The last rule was FLD. Then Pi, =- E[o. f] I Qj, and this case is straightforward by 
Inv(14). 
The last rule was OG-FREEZE. Then 
Pi, =- E[og(c, a') in f r(C x)fell 
Pj, +j =- E[A(T x). (-v -Cl) (Ii, e[Cllfl, a')] 
Note that fv (v) = (fv (e) u fv (u')) \Ixu-1, with dom (u) = fV11 by the premisesof OG-FREEZE. 
By Lemma 4.23 (4), we have that fv(u') = fv(e) \ {xj and by Lemma 4.23 (5) that (Y' C U. 
Therefore by I nv (13) and I nv (14) we know that fv (o-') = fv (dom (u')) and since we restrict 
all these identifiers, we have fv(v) =0 as required. 
5. The last rule was DNOTHING. Then Pj, =_ E[download (ff from tj in vI Qi,. How- 
ever this situation only arises after a frozen value has been defrosted. Therefore 
by the 
inductive hypothesis, we know that v can contain no free variables. 
Case Inv(13): For this invariant, we check the cases where new variable mappings are 
added to the store, or when an existing mapping is changed. Assume aj, +1 (x) = v. 
Then 
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1. Suppose the last reduction rule applied was DEc. Then Pin = E[T x= v] I Qjm. Then 
by Inv(12) we have that fv(v) = 0, so this case is straightforward. 
2. The last rule was DEFROST. Then Pj, -= E[A(Tx). (vil)(1j, e, u). defrost(v)lQim. 
However by inv(12), we have that the frozen value contains no free variables, hence 
fv(u) =0 and so any mappings added to ui, are closed. 
3. The last rule was ASS. Again straightforward by Inv(12). 
Case Inv(14): For this invariant, check the cases where new object mappings are added 
to the store, or when an existing mapping is changed. Assuming Ui, + 1 (o) = (C, V), 
we investigate when the last rule was NEW, DEFROST or FLDASS. All are straightforward 
by application of inv(12). 
Case Inv(15): The only interesting case is when the last applied reduction rule was 
OG-FREEZE. Suppose: 
Pi, -= E [og (c, u) in fr (C x)f el] IQ 
),, Pj, +j --E[A(Tx). (-vU-)(t, e[fl/f], u')] I Qj, 
By definition, fn(; k(Tx). (-v -a) (I, e[111/f], a'))= (fn(e) Ufn(U')) \{-al. By Lemma 4.23 we 
have that the reachability relation for ui, is preserved with respect to the body of closure 
e. Then again by this lemma we have that ui C dom (a') implies uj is an identifier for a 
non-remotely callable object or a local variable. Therefore by process of elimination any 
free names must be remote object identifiers, as required, and no remotable instances can 
be in u'. 
A. 4 Proof of subject reduction 
Theorem 4.24 (Subject reduction for DJ). Let oc range over T, S. 
F, -a :f I- e: cy-, F, V, :f ý- 9: ok and I- CT : ok. Suppose (-v q) (e, u, CT) t 
(-v Vt') (e', a, CV) and e' b4 Err. Then we have 
F, -a' :P ý- e' : Lx' for some oc' <: cy., F, Vt' :P ý- u' :A and ý- CT' : ok. 
F; A ý- F: conf, F)tP and P b4 Err. Then we have F; A ý- F' : conf. 
-A [- N': net. 1 
Err. Then we have F 3. F-Aý-N: net, N N' and N' b, 4 7 
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Proof of Theorem 4.24 (1). Proof is by induction on the reduction derivation with a case 
analysis on the final reduction rule applied. When u= u' or CT = CT' we shall omit 
them. 
Case var (Figure 3.7): UseLemmaA. 1(3). 
Case f1d (Figure 3.7): Straightforward by Lemma A. 1 (6). 
Case seq (Figure 3-7): Assume F k- v; e: S and v; e, u, CT t e, u, CT. To derive this, 
TE-SEQ was applied with the premises that F ý- v: T and Fe: S. Hence this case Is 
complete. 
Case ass (Figure 3.7): Straightforward using Lemma A. 1 (2). 
Case f1dass (Figure 3.7): UseLemmaA. 1(5). 
Case new (Figure 3.7): Assume (a) F ý- new QV-) :C and new QV), uq (-V 0) (0, U- [o " 
(C, f: V)). To derive (a), TE-NEW must have been applied with premises fields(C) 
Tj' <: Ti, r F- ej : T, ' and ý- C: tp. Using this we can derive that r [- (C, f: V) : A. Since o 
is fresh and therefore not in F, we can apply Lemma A. 1 (4) to complete the case. 
Case newr (Figure 3.7): Similar to the case for NEW. Assume F ý- new CI(e-) : C, we see 
TE-NEW was applied with the important premise that ý- C: tp. Then straightforwardly 
we can apply TE-CLASSLOAD to derive P ý- download Cf rom I in new C(6) :C as required. 
Case newl (Figure 3.7): Trivial. 
Case dec (Figure 3.7): Straightforward by Lemma A. 1 (1). 
Case cong (Figure 3.7): Uses Lemma 4.3. 
Case resolve (Figure 3.9): Assume 
resolve (f from t' in e, a, CT )t download 15 f rom t' in e, u, CT 
This case is trivial since both expressions are typed 
by TE-CLASSLOAD. 
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Case dnothing (Figure 3.9): Assume that download C_ from V in e )t e. We know 
that the download expression was well-typed, and TE-CLASSLOAD was applied with the 
premise that P ý- e: T. Therefore this case is complete. 
Case freeze (Figure 3-12): Assume (a) F ý- freeze(T x)fel :T --+ V. To derive this we 
applied TE-FREEZE with premise that F, x: T ý- e: ret (T'). Apply thi in to s rule agai 
derive F ý- fr (T x){ej :T- T' as required. Now by ]FREEZE, we have to try to derive 
r ý- og(, d, 0) in fr(T x)fe) :T -+ V, where jVtj = fv(e) \ jxj U fn(e). However, to type 
e before, we must have been able to type its free names and variables in F, therefore 
F I- VI: f as required. P 1- 0: ok trivially, so we apply TE-OG to finish the case. 
Case og-freeze (Figure 3.12): Assume 
r I- og(c, ul) in f r(T x)jej: T T' (a) 
og(c, u) in fr (T x)f el, a, CT IA (T x). (-v -d) (1, e [01 /f], u'), u, CT (b) 
We shall prove 
F ý- A (T x). (-v -a) (1, [01 If], u') :T- 
To derive (a), we appliedTE-OGwith the premises that 
F ý- aI: ok 
F ý- f r(T x)fel: T --4T' 
To derive (d), we appliedTE-IFREEZEwith premise 
F, x: T 1- e: ret(T') 
(goal) 
(c) 
(d) 
Since class labellings do not affect typability, we can take the fact that id(e) and 
immediately derive (e) from the above 
F, x: Tl- e[fl/fl : ret(T') 
Apply TV-FROZEN to (b) and (e) to derive (goal) as required. 
(e) 
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Case og-var (Figure 3.12): Assume 
F I- og(-y - U, a') in f r(T x)fel: T --4 T' (a) 
og(ij - U-, (T') in f r(T x)fel, a, CT )t 09(v - U, u' - [ij i-ý v]) in f r(T x)fel, a, CT (b) 
We shall prove 
F ý- og(v - U, u' - [ij ý--+ v]) in f r(T x)Jej: T -+ T' (goal) 
To derive (a), we appliedTE-OGwith premises 
F ý- -Lj - id: T-9 -fsoF ý- ij : Tj 
Given F ý- a: ok, we can apply Lemma A. 1 (3) to deduce 
v: T' with T' <: 'W 19 TIJ 
By Inv(13), we have that fv(v) = 0, so by applying Lemma 4.7 (4), strengthening, we have 
that F\ Iii : Tj I ý- v: Ty. By assumption, we have F ý- u' : ok and again we can apply 
strengthening, since the mapping to ii cannot be in the store yet and hence would not be 
not required to type cr'. Therefore F\ fij : Tj I [- u' : ok. Applying Lemma A. 1 (1) we 
have F ý- a' - [-y ý--+ v] as required. Then, because the term f r(T x){ej is not affected by 
reduction, it retains its type. So we can apply TE-OG with these facts to yield (goal) as 
required. 
Case og-oid (Figure 3.12): Similar to the case for OG-VAR. 
Case og-remoteoid (Figure 3.12): Straightforward. 
Case og-duplicate (Figure 3.12): Straightforward. 
Case og-value (Figure 3.12): Straightforward. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.24 (2). Again, proof is by induction on the reduction derivation with 
a case analysis on the final reduction rule applied. When u= u' or CT = CT' we shall 
omit them. 
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Case methlocal (Figure 3.11): Assume 
F; A ý- E[o. Tn(v)] I P: thread (a) 
E[o. TTt(v)] IP)t (-v c) (E[await cl I o. m(v) with cI P) (b) 
We shall prove 
F; A ý- (-v c) (E [await cl Io. m(v) with cI P) (goal) 
To type (a), rule TT-PAR was applied with the premises 
F; Al ý- E[o. m(v)] : thread 7 F;, ýý2 F P: thread with A, -,:, - A2 (C) 
To type (c), we applied Lemma 4.3 with premises 
F ý- o. m(v) :TF, x: T; Al ý- E[x] : thread x fresh 
Pick a fresh channel c, then apply TT-METHWITH to (C) to obtain 
F; chanO(T) ý- o. m(v) with c: thread (e) 
With the same fresh channel, apply TT-AWAIT to(d) to obtain 
F; A,, c: chanI (T) ý- E [await c] : thread I 
(f) 
By Definition 4.2, we have that Al, c: chanI (T) ýý c: chanO (T) with Ai, c: chanI (T) 0c 
chanO (T) = A,, c: chan. Since c was chosen fresh, cý dom (A2) therefore A,, c: chan 
A2 and we can apply TT-PAR twice to get 
F; Al, c: chan 0 A2 ý- E [await c] I o. m(v) with cIP: thre ad (g) 
Then by permutation of the environment (Lemma 4.7) we have A 1, c: chan 0 A2 A, c 
chan. Applying TT-RES yields (goal) as required. 
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Case methremote (Figure 3.11): Assume 
F; A F- E[o. m(v)] I P: thread 
E[o. m(v)] IP)L (vc)(E[await c] I rmi o. m(serialize(v)) with cI P) 
with oý dom(a) 
We shall prove 
FI A ý- (-vc)(E [await cl I rmi o. 7n(serialize(v)) with cI P) 
(a) 
(b) 
(goal) 
This case is similar to the previous case up to (d). We shall proceed from this point. To 
type (d), we must have applied TE-METH, with the premise that F ý- o: C. By the side 
condition that oý dom(u), Inv(8) and Inv(6), we have RAAI(C). Therefore we can apply 
TT-GOSER to derive 
r; c: chanO(T) I- rmi o. m(serialize(v)) with c: thread (e) 
Proof then proceeds from this point as in the case 
forMETHLOCAL to derive (goal) as 
required. 
Case methinvoke (Figure 3.11): Assume 
F; A I- o. m(v) with c, a: conf (a) 
o. m(v) with c, u )t (-vx)(e[o, return(c)/this, return], u- [x ý--+ vl) (b) 
We shall prove 
F; A ý- (-vx)(e[o, return(c)/this, return], a- [x ý--*vfl : conf (goal) 
To infer (a) we appliedTC-CON]Fwlth premises 
F; A ý- o. Tn(v) with c: thread F ý- u: ok (C) 
By premises of TT-METHWITH we have 
F ý- o. m(v) : Tj A=c: chanO(TI) 
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By application Of METHINVOKE in the reduction step, and the fact that to infer (d) we had 
to apply TE-METH we have 
j(o) =: (C, -- .) mbody(m, C, CT) =- (x, e) mtype(m, C) = To -ý T, 
F ý- 0: CF ý- v: Tý Tj <: To (e) 
By assumption that [- CT : ok, from (e) we can deduce that x: To, this :C ý- e: ret (TI') 
with TI' <: T, for a freshly chosen x. By application of Lemma 4.5 (substitution) followed 
by Lemma 4.7 (strengthening) we have r, x: To ý- e [o/thi s] : ret (TI'). Then by applying 
TT-RETURN we have 
T', x: To; c: chanO(TI) ý- e[o, return(c)/this, return] : thread (f) 
By application of Lemma A. 1 (1) we then have that F, x: To [- u- [x v] : A. To complete 
the case we then apply TC-CONF followed by TC-RESID giving (goal) as required. 
Case await (Figure 3 . 11): 
I'; A ý- E[await cl I return(c) v: thread (a) 
E[await cl I return(c) v )t E[v] (b) 
We shall prove 
F; A ý- E[v1 : thread (goal) 
To type (a), we applied TT-PAR with premises 
* A2 ý- return(c) v: thread Al >: ý A2 (C) F; A, k- E[await cl : thread F) 
To type the first conjunct of (C), we must have applied TT-AWAIT. To type the second 
conjunct, we applied TT-RETURN. These give us that 
F, x: T, - A, P E[x] : thread with A, = A,, c: chanI(T), x fresh (d) 
FF return v: ret with T' <: T (e) 
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To derive (e), we appliedTE-RETURNwith the premise that F ý- v: V. By Lemma 4.3 we 
obtain 
F; A, ý- Efvl : thread 
To complete the case we apply weakening (Lemma 4.7) to the environment A, to give 
(goal). 
Case defrost (Figure 3.12): Assume 
F; AF E[iN(Tx). (-v-U)(m, e, u'). defrost(v)] I P, u, CT: thread (a) 
F-[A(T -x). (-v-U)(m, e, u'). defrost(v)] I P, u, CT 
)I (-v cx-Cf) (E [await cl I 
download ff rom m in e [return (c) /return] I P, (y U (3-' - [-x ý--+ vj, CT) 
We shall prove 
F; AP (-v cxU-) (E[await cl I download ff rom m in e [return (c) /return] I P, 
a- a' - [x ý--+ v], CT) :c onf 
(goal) 
To infer (a) we appliedTT-PARwith the premises 
F; A, [- E[/N(Cx). (-vU)(m, e, u'). defrost(v)] : thread (e) 
F; IA2 ý- P: thread Al -, A2 
(f) 
To derive (e) we had to prove that 
F ý- A (T x). (-v -a) (m, e, u) :T --4T' 
(g) 
-y : T'; A, P E[y] : thread -y fresh 
(h) 
Applying TT-AWAIT tO (h), picking a fresh channel c we get 
II F; A,, c: chanI (T )P E[await c] : thread 
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To infer (g) we had to apply TV-FROZENwith premises 
F, x: T, -ü: (f ý- e: ret(T') 
r, ii: (f ý- u' : ok (1) 
To derive (1), we had that ý- f: tp because ffl = id (a'). Then, applyingTE-CLASSLOAD tO 
(k) we have 
rix: T, u: (ff k- download f from m in e: ret(T') (M) 
Applying TT-RETURN (picking channel c as above) to (m) we get 
F,, x: T, il: (f; c: chanO(T) ý- download F-fromm in e [return (c) /return]: thread 
Clearly, c: chanO (T') ýý c: chan I (T') so we apply weakening (Lemma 4.7) and TT-PAR 
to obtain 
F, x: T, il: C; c: chan ý- E[await c] I 
download F- f rom m in e[return(c) /return] : thread (n) 
Then, because c is a fresh channel, we have c: chan A2. Then to reassemble the threads 
we apply weakening (Lemma 4.7 (3), followed 
by TT-PAR to obtain 
F, x: T7, a: (f; c: chan 0,6Q ý- E[await c] 
download ff rom Tn in e [return (c) /return] I P: thread (0) 
By DEFROST, we picked fresh identifiers for dom (u) and x, therefore by Lemma A. 1 (7) 
we have F, x: TI -d : (ff ý- (Y - (T' - [x ý-- v] : ok as required. To complete the case, we then 
have to merely re-assemble the configuration by applicationof TC-CONF. 
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Case rc-par (Figure 3.5): Assume 
ý- Pl I P2 : thread (a) 
u: ok (b) 
CT: ok (C) 
PI 1 P21 u, CT t (VCO (P II P2, a', CT') ft ý fV(P2) U fn(P2) (d) 
We shall prove 
T'; ý- (VW (P 11 P2 ý u', CV) :c onf (goal) 
To derive (a), TT-PARwas applied with premises 
F; Al ý- P1 : thread F; A2 ý- P2 : thread A, ýý A2 Al (D A2 :: -- A (e) 
By the premised RC-PARwe have that 
Pi, u, CT )t (-v U) (P, ', a', CV) (f) 
Applying the inductive hypothesis to (e) and (0 we obtain b 
F* 1ý11 ý- (-V'Ct) (Pl, Icy, CT') :c onf 
By, Cf ý fV(P2) U fn(P2), we can apply weakening to (e), ensuring that thread P2 is well 
typed in the new environment. This allows us to conclude (goal) as required. 
Case rc-str (Figure 3.5): Straightforward by Lemma 4.4. 
Case rc-res (Figure 3.5): We shall prove the case when u is a channel name. The others 
are similar. Assume 
F; A ý- (-v cUl) (P, u, CT) : conf (a) 
(v cCI) (P, a, CT) )L (v cif) (P', u', CT') (b) 
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We shall prove 
F; A ý- (, v cd') (P', u', CV) : conf (goal) 
There are two cases: the last applied typing rule was TC-WEAK, or it was TC-RESC. In the 
case of the former, this rule has the premises: 
F, A' F- (-v u-) (P, u, CT) : conf A= A', c: chan (c) 
Then by the inductive hypothesis, F; A' ý- (-v Vt) (P', u', CV) : conf. Then applying 
TC-WEAK we have (goal) as required. When the last reduction rule was TC-RESC, we have 
the premises 
F; A, c: chan I- (v -Ci) (P, u, CT) : conf (d) 
Then again by the inductive hypothesis, F; A, c: chan ý- (-v 11) (P', u', CV) : conf and we 
can apply TC-RESC to conclude (goal) as required. 
0 
Proof of Theorem 4.24 P). Proof by induction on the reduction derivation with a case 
analysis on the final reduction rule applied. Again, when u= a' or CT = CT' we shall 
omit them. 
Case download (Figure 3.9): Assume 
F; A ý- tl[E [download (ff from t2 in el I P, ul, CTI] 1 t21P2i(32)CT2] : net 
tj[E [download (ff from 12 in e] I P, ul, CTI] 1121P27 921CT21 
I, [E[resolve D from t2 in e] I P, ul, CT1 UCT'] 1 t21P2i(T2iCT21 
We shall prove 
F; A ý- tI[E [resolve d from t2 in e] I P, ul, CTI UCT'I 1 t21P2, (32, CT2] : net 
(a) 
(b) 
(goal) 
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To derive (a), we appliedTN-PARwith premises 
F; A, ý- tj [E[download (f f rom t2 in el I P, cyl, CTII : net A, -,: ý A2 
(C) 
r', 1ý12 F- t2 IP2, G2 i 
CT21 : net (d) 
To type the network location in (c), we had to apply'rE-CLASSLOADat some point, with 
the premises that 
1, ý- U ý- (f : tp (e) 
Then by examination of the premises of reduction ruleDOWNLOAD, we have that bC (f 
and so trivially [- C) : tp. Then we can apply TE-CLASSLOADagain to derive that F F- 
resolve CD from12 in e: U as required. Then all that remains is to show that ý- CTI U 
CT' : ok. Again by inspecting the premises Of DOWNLOAD, we see that CT' is a subset 
of CT2with some substitutions applied. Since these do not affect well -fo rmedness, we 
deduce that [- CT' : ok. Then by Inv(3) we see that if dom(CTI) n dom(CV) =A 0, then 
any shared classes will have the same definition. This means we can immediately derive 
ý- CTI UCT' : ok. After this, to complete the case there is merely the mechanical rebuilding 
of the derivation of (goal). 
Case serreturn (Figure 3.11): Assume 
F; A ý- I[return(c) vIP, a, CTI : net (a) 
I[return(c) vIP, a, CTI ) I[rmi return(c) serialize (v) I P, u, CTI (b) 
We shall prove 
F; A ý- t[rmi return(c) serialize (v) I P, u, CT] : net (goal) 
For (a) we applied TN-CONF with premise F; A ý- rmi return(c) serialize(v) I P, U, CT 
conf. To type this, we applied, TC-CONF. This has the following premises (we Omit stores 
and class tables, since they are invariant under this reduction and therefore trivially well- 
typed) 
F; A, F- return(c) v: thread AA10 A2 
(C) 
F1,6Q ý- P: thread (d) Al - A2 
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To infer (c), we appliedTT-RETURNwith premise 
P ý- return v: ret (T) T' <: T Al = c: chanO(T) (e) 
To type (e), we applied TE-RETURN, with the premise that F ý- v: V. Then by applying 
TT-RMIRETURNwe have 
F, c: chanO(T) ý- rmi return(c) serialize(v) : thread 
Then to complete the case we rebuild the network by applying TC-CONF andTN-PAR. 
Case leave (Figure 3.11): Assume 
T'; A ý- 11[rmi o. m(v) with cI Pl, (3-1, CTI] 1121P27(32, CT2] : net 
tj frmi o. m(v) with CI Pl, (11, CTI] 112 IP2 1 (12 1 CT21 
) ti[Pl, ul, CT1] I t2[o. m(deserialize(v)) with CI P2, U2, CT2] 
We shall prove 
F- A F- I, [Pl, ul, CT, ] I t2[o. m(deserialize(v)) with CI P2ýU2ý I CT21 : net 
In the derivation of (a), we had to judge 
F; c: chanO(T) I- rmi o. m(v) with c: thread (c) 
This is typed by TT-DESERWITH, as is o. m(de serialize (v)) with c. Therefore all that 
remains is to show that the channel environments can be safely composed, however this 
is straightforward by Lemma 4.6 and noting that the operator (D and predicate -=-, are 
commutative. 
Case return (Figure 3.11): Similar to case LEAVE. 
Case rn-conf (Figure 3.5): By the premises Of RN-CONF, F)L F'. From the structure of 
N, we see that the last typing rule applied must have been TN-CONF with premise F; A ý- 
F: conf. Given this and the assumption that F)tV we can apply Theorem 4.24 (2) 
to obtain F; A F- P: conf. We can then re-apply TN-CONF to deduce F; A I- IT'I : net as 
required. 
(f) 
(a) 
(b) 
(goal) 
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Case rn-par (Figure 3-5): Straightforward by the inductive hypothesis. 
Case rn-res (Figure 3.5): We consider the case when the restricted name is a channel. 
Assume 
F; A ý- (-v c)N : net (a) 
(v c)N ) (-v c) N' (b) 
To derive (a) we appliedTN-RESCwith the premise 
F; A, c: chan ý- N: net (C) 
By premise0f RN-REs, N) N' and so by the inductive hypothesis we have that I; A, c: 
chan ý- N' : net. Then applyingTN-RESCwe obtain I-, A I- (v c)N' : net as required. 
Case rn-str (Figure 3.5): Straightforward using Lemma 4.4. 
0 
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B. 1 Extended typing rules for mobile code 
In order to ensure that a piece of code can be safely relocated in the network, we must 
guarantee that any methods it invokes on other objects do not perform operations that 
could compromise this ability. To do this we use an extended version of the syntax given 
in Section 3.1, and of the typing system presented in Section 4.1. We first introduce 
arrow types which include a mobility annotation. 
b 
We write T 'no, T for an arrow type assigned to code that can be safely relocated in 
the network at runtime. Then well-formedness for these new arrow tvneq are PIven liv 
adding a new rule: 
----. ----.. 
WF-. MOBILEARROW 
ý- Ti : tp V Tj c dom (CSig) A -RMI (Ti) 
mob To TI : tp 
For type preservation, we require that this safety property is inherited by subtypes. This 
is defined by adding the following new rules to the existing subtyping relation for arrow 
types. 
ST-MOBILEARROW-I ST-MOBILEARRow-2 
T6 <: To T, <: T1, T6 <: To T, <: T1' 
mob fI ob / mob f TO ) T, <: To T, To 
M 
TI <: To ) Tl 
To ensure that methods called by our mobile code can have their code safely relocated 
in the network, such method bodies should be assigned a "safe" arrow type introduced 
above. This requires modification of the well-formedness rule for methods in class tables 
as follows: 
mtype(m, C) =T) T' ==: ý this: C, x: T ý-mob e: ret(T") and T" <: T' 
ob 
mtype(m, C) =TT, T' ===> x: T ý-mob e: ret(T") and V <: T' 
this :C ý-mob T'm(T x)jej: ok in C 
Here the turnstile ý-mob indicates that the typing derivation is made using the modified 
rules below. The judgement of [-mob is defined by the above rule and by other rules 
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replacing ý- with 1-'0'. Note that when a method body is "mobile", it cannot refer to the 
receiver this. This prevents information from a location covertly leaking into mobile 
code. 
B. 2 Mobility predicate 
If a piece of code satisfies the mobility predicate, it is safe to relocate around the network. 
This forms the core of our transformation rules, and in this appendix we give the full 
definition of that predicate. 
Values First we introduce the mobility predicate for values. The value null can be 
moved arbitrarily around the network. An object identifier o can be safely relocated if 
four conditions hold. Firstly, o cannot refer to a remotable object. Secondly, no remotely 
callable object can be reachable from o. Thirdly, we must ensure we also move all non- 
remotable objects that are reachable from o along with it. Finally, we must have the 
complete class hierarchy for all the instances reachable from o. 
A closure can be moved around the network provided there exists some typing envi- 
ronment, store and class table such that, when we evaluate the code e parameterised by 
formal parameter x in that store, the supplied actual parameter is itself mobile (the first 
conjunct). We also require that any classes used in the closure must be complete and 
available in the current class table CT. 
Definition B. 1 (Mobility predicate for values). 
Mobilep, ar, cT (null, 0,0) iff true 
Mobiler', 
ar, CT(0, 'r, 
0) lff (T(O) = (C .... ) and -RM 1 
(C) 
and /%. reachable(u, o, o') with FF- o': D and RMI(D) 
and r= fo' I reachable(u, o, o')l U fol 
and VD c fD I cr(o) = (D .... ) and oc rl. comp(D, 
CT) 
and Vo' c r. u(o') = (D, f: V) implies 
if vi : A: o" then Mobilep, a, CT 
(V i, 
Mobilep, cr, CT(A(T x). (-v 9)(1, e, o-o), 
0,0) iff 3F, (T', CTI. mobiIer-I,, I, CT'(X, -r', 0) 
and Mobilep,,,, uý,,, CT(e, T, S) 
Expressions Next we move on to expressions. The key point to take away from the 
mobility predicate defined over expressions is that it must ensure that evaluation of a 
term does not leak object identifiers to remote parties that may be used in the evaluation 
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of subsequent terms. We introduce the following macro to enforce this condition for 
homomorphic cases: 
MobileH[-, u, CT(e0 ... e', ro r', S() S') 
iff i,,, MobileF, cr, CT(ei, ri, Si) and so n Ul, <j< rj Ao, 'n 
We explain the most interesting cases of the predicate for expressions in turn. For 
field access and assignment, we require that the mobility predicate adhere to the locality 
conditions explained in Section 4.3-3. For object instantiation (i. e. new C(6)) we require 
that the current class table CT is complete with respect to the class being instantiated, 
and of course that evaluation of each constructor parameter does not leak information 
to remote sites used by subsequent parameters. The rationale for requiring completeness 
for C in the current class table is that, when we move code around the network, we must 
ensure that it is safe to execute. Therefore when we move an expression such as new C (IF), 
we must also move all the classes related to that (in this case, C and all superclasses). 
The case for method call eo. m(ei) demonstrates the importance of the two sets of 
identifiers 'r and s. First both expressions must be safely relocatable, and any identifiers 
leaked in eo must not be used in ei as expected. However if this method call is made 
to a potentially remote party then the set of identifiers leaked by the whole expression 
includes all identifiers used by el. If it is a local call then the identifiers leaked by the 
whole are the union of those leaked by the parts. 
A freeze expression is mobile iff there exists some enclosing store in which the re- 
sultant closure will be evaluated that ensures the actual parameter supplied for X can be 
safely relocated. Then the body of the closure must be mobile. We remove variable x 
from the current store a as it is legal to have the program Tx=e; freeze J, X)Jel 
but the locally allocated variable should be treated as distinct from the formal parameter 
of the closure. 
Finally, for download (f f rom t in e, we require that the current class table is com- 
plete with respect to every class in While a strong condition, this ensures that class 
downloading operations do not cause side-effects to the local class table by making them 
redundant. 
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Definition B. 2 (Mobility predicate for expressions). 
MobilercT (x, ýx1 u r, 0) iff Mobile[-, ci, CT(U(X), r, 0) 
Mobiler, a, CT (e. f, r, s) iff Mobilef-,,, cT (e, r, s) 
Mobile, -,,, CT (eo; e 1, 
u ri, U si) iff MobileH[-, a, CT(eO , el JO , ri ý So, SI) 
Mobiler, u, CT (X= ej u r', s) iff Mobiler,,,, cT(e, r, s) and Mobiler-, cr, CT 
(X 
, 'r 
I 
Mobiler, u. CT(eo. f = ei, 
Uri, U si) iff MobileHr, cT(eo, ei, ro, ri, so, si) 
Mobiler, a, CT(new C(eo ... e'), 
U ri, U si) iff A Mobiler,,, cT (e i, ri, s j) 
0 <, i <, n 
and U(sin U rj)=o 
0<, i<, n i<j<, n 
and -RMI(C) and comp(C, CT) 
MobileF-, CT(eo. m(ej), U ri, U si) Iff MobileHF, a, CT(eo, el, ro, ri, so, si) and eo =? ý o 
Mobiler, a, CT(T x= eo; el, r, s) iff Mobiler,, c,, cT(freeze(T x)fell. defrost(eo), r, s) 
Mobile, -, a, CT(f reeze(T x)fel, r\ -r', 0) iff IF', u', 
CT'-Mobilep, 
cr', CT'(X, r', 
and Mobiler,,, y,, cT(e, r, s) 
Mobiler, cr, CT (el. def rost (e0), 
U ri, U si) Iff MobileH, -, cT (eo, ei, -ro, ri, so, si) 
Mobiler-, cr, CT(neW CI(e0 ... e, 
), u -ri, U si) iff A Mobiler, or, cT (ei, ri, si) 
0 <, i <, n 
and U (si nU ri) =0 and -RMI(C) 
0<, i<_n i<j<, n 
Mobilep, (T, CT (download Cf rom t in e, r, s) iff Mobiler, c,, cT(e, r, s) and VC c (f. comp(C, CT) 
Mobile, -,,, CT(resolve (f f rom t in e, r, s) iff Mobiler, a, cT(e, r, s) and VC c (f. comp(C, CT) 
Mobilef-, 
cr, CT(09('ai Crl) in e, r, s) iff Mobiler, or, cT(e, r, s) and reachable((T, e, uj) 
andAMobiler, a, CT(Ui, 'rUi, 
0) 
Mobiler,, cr, CT(f r(T x)fel, r, s) iff Mobile, -,,, cT(f reeze(T x){el, r, s) 
Mobile[-,,, CT (return e, r, s) iff Mobiler-,,, cT (e, r, s) 
Mobile r-, ar, CT (return (c) e, r, s) iff Mobiler,,, cT(e, r, s) 
Mobilei-cT (o. m(e), r, s) iff MobilercT (e, r', s') and Fho: C 
b 
and mtype(m, C) =T m-0. T' 
and if RMI (C) then s= r' and r= r' 
else if -RAAI(C) then 
S=S1 and Mobiler-, (T, CT«: ), r 
11,0) 
and r= r' u r" 
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Definition B. 3 (Mobility predicate for threads). 
Mobiler-r, 
CT«), 0,0) iff true 
Mobile[-, cr, CT(PO 1 Pl, 
U ri, U Si) lff /\ Mobiler- cr, CT(Pi, riSi 
and so n -r, =0 and si nro -= 0 
Mobiler. cr, CT (E [await cl I o. m(v) with c, r, s) iff F ý- o: C with -RMI(C) 
and Mobiler, cr, CT 
(E 10 
-MM1, -r, S) 
B. 3 Proof of Lemma 5.28 
Lemma 5.28 0 nvariance of mobility predicate). Suppose Mobilel-, U, CT (P, r, s) and P, a, CT 
(-v 11) (P', (T', CT'). 
Then Mobile F, U: 'f, CF', CT'(P" T" S') 
or P' -= 
E[await cl I rmi o. m(serialize(v)) with cI P" 
or P' =- E[await cl I o. m(v) with cI P" and r ý- o: C with RMI(C) 
or P' =- rmi return(c) serialize(v) I P" 
with Mobile F, fi: -f, u', CT'(P 
It 
IT17sI) 
Proof We perform proof by induction on the reduction derivation with case analysis of 
the last rule applied. 
Case var (Figure 3.7): Suppose MobileF, a, CT (X, NUr, 0). Then by the mobility predi- 
cate we know that Mobile F, u, CT 
((I(X) 
i r, ). Hence when we perform reduction such that 
x7 u7 CT )t u(x), u, ct, u(x) is mobile. 
Case f1d (Figure 3.7): Suppose Mobiler, U, CT (0-f J, s) and o. f, U, CT )tv, u, CT where v 
was obtained from the fields of o. Now by the mobility predicate, o is mobile and hence 
all its fields are. Therefore we have MobiIeF, u, CT(V, r', 
0) where r' is empty if v is not an 
object identifier. 
Case seq (Figure 3.7): Trivial by the inductive definition of the mobility predicate for 
sequential composition. 
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Case ass (Figure 3.7): Suppose MobiIer-, UCT(Y- v,, r Ur', 0). Then by definition of the 
mobility predicate we have that MobiIej-, (TCT(Y-, r, O) and MobiIeF, U, CT(VrI, O). Then as 
x=v, u- [x ý--+ w], CT )Iv, u- [-x ý-4 v], CT we clearly re-establish mobility of v. 
Case f1dass (Figure 3.7): Suppose MobileF, U, CT(O-f = V, ro U rv, 0) and o-f = v, a, CT )I 
v, u[o. f ý-4 v], CT. Now by the definition of the mobility predicate, we have that Mobile[-, o-, CT 
(0 
1 I*o 1 
0) 
and Mobiler, a, CT 
(V, rv, 0). There are two sub-cases. If v :Ao or is a base value, then we 
have that because v is mobile, the resulting term is mobile. If v=o (i. e. we assign a field 
of o to o itself) then we note that the "memory footprint" of o (the store locations it 
uses) can only decrease in size. Since these locations were all safe to move, we conclude 
that the new store entry for o is still safe, completing this case. 
Case new (Figure 3.7): Assume Mobiler-, u, CT (new Q'V), r, 0) and new QV), U, CT )I (V 0) (0, U. 
[o ý-4 (C, f*: -V)], CT). Now o is a fresh name, and so cannot be shared by any other threads. 
Now by the inductive definition of the mobility predicate, we have that all values v are 
mobile. Hence the new store can be relocated, and so Mobiler,.: c,,. [.,,... ], CT(ollolUrI 0)' 
Case newr (Figure 3.7): Suppose AAobiler-, u, CT (new C'(6), r, s) and 
new C'(ifl, u, CT )t download Cf roin m in new C' (6), u, CT 
Then this is trivial. 
Case newl (Figure 3.7): Trivial. 
Case dec (Figure 3.7): Assume Tx=v; e, u CT t (-v x) (e, a. [x ý-ý v], CT) and MobileF, IIa, CT 
(T x 
v; e, -r, U (re \ jxj), 0). Examining the definition of the mobility predicate, we can build 
the following derivation tree: 
Mobile[-, U, CT (T x=v; e, -rv U (re \f XI) 1 0) 
Mobiler, u, CT (f reeze (T x)f el. def rost 
(v), rv U (Te \ N) , 
Mobile[-, u, cT(vl, rv, 
0) 
Mobile[-, 
u, CT (f reeze (T x)f el, -r, \ rx, 0) 
3F0, uo, CTO. MobilerO, (T., CT, (X, rx, 
0) Mobile[-u, CT, (e, r, s. ) 
Note we can set CTO = CT, uO =u- [x ý-* v] and fo = F, x: T, and so this case is trivially 
complete. 
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Case download (Figure 3.9): If download (ff f rom m in e, u, CT ýt resolve (ff from m in e, u, CT' 
and MobileF, UXT(download (ff from m in e, r, s), then by mobility of the download ex- 
pression we have that class table CT is complete with respect to every class in (ff. Hence 
CT' = CT. Then examining the mobility predicate for resolve, we see that mobility is 
trivially re-established. 
Case resolve (Figure 3-9): Straightforward likeDOWNLOAD, noting that all classes to be 
resolved are complete in the local class table. 
Case dnothing (Figure 3.9): Trivial by the inductive definition of the mobility predicate. 
Case freeze (Figure 3.12): Suppose freeze(Tx)fej, u, CT )jog(U, O)infr(Tx)fej, u, CT 
where I-dj = fv(e)\fx)Ufn(e), and Mobiler-, u, CT (f reeze (T x)fel, re 
\ rx) 0). Then we derive: 
MobileF', 
cr, CT (f re eze (T x)ýel, r, \ r, 
3E0, (j(), CTo. Mobiler-, ), U., CT, 
(X, -rx, 0) Mobilef-, cro, CTO 
(eire 
, Se) 
Now note that the variables in U are generated from the free variables in e less x. Then 
we trivially re-establish mobility because of this. 
Case og-freeze (Figure 3.12): Assume we have that MobileF, U, CT(09( 47 1 CVI) in fr (T x)f e1j, s) 
and that og (c, u') in fr (T x)f el, u, CT )t Hencewe 
have that MobiIeF, u, CT(fr(T x)fej, T, s). This gives the following derivation, with T= 
Te \ Tx, S=0: 
Mobilei-, u, CT (f r (T x) {el, r, s) 
Mobile[-, 
cr, CT (f reeze (T x){el, r, \ r 
u', CT'. MobileF', cr', CT'(X, -r-, 
0) Mobilei-', u', CT(e, r, s) 
Then we see that from the definition of the mobility predicate for frozen expressions, 
plus the fact that class labelling does not alter the truth of this predicate, that, as required: 
Mobile[-, u, CT(Ä(T x). e[FI/fl, u'), 
0,0) 
Case og-var (Figure 3.12): Suppose 
u r(T x)ýel, u, CT og (-x - ü, u') in f r(T x)ýel, u, CT og(v - Ü, i' - [x ý-+ vl) in f 
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with xV dom(u') and (3-(x) = v. Assume Mobiler, U, CT (09(X * 11, UI) in f r(T x)Jej, -r, s). 
Now note that because this term is mobile, we have that the value stored in variable x is 
mobile. As this is replaced at the head of the queue for collection after reduction, then 
this result is trivially mobile. 
Case og-oid (Figure 3.12): By similar reasoning to OG-VAR. 
Case og-remoteoid (Figure 3.12): Straightforward, noting that the queue of identifiers to 
explore after the reduction step is a subset of the already mobile set before reduction. 
Case og-duplicate (Figure 3.12): As OG-REMOTEOID. 
Case og-value (Figure 3.12): As OG-REMOTEOID. 
Case cong (Figure 3.7): Assume that Mobiler, u,, CT(E[e], TOUT1, soUsi) and that E[e], u0c, CT 
(-v ýd) (E [e'], u, CV). To derive this reduction step, we applied C ONG with the premise 
that e, u, CT (-vU) (e', uO., CV) and u- ý fv (E) U fn (E). Suppose the mobility pred- 
icate is derived from the assumptions Mobile, -, uo,, CT (E, rl, sl) and Mobiler,,,,,, CT(e, ro, so) 
with so n ri = 0. Then by the inductive hypothesis we have MobileF,,,, CT(e, ro, so), and 
we know that so C so (this is easily proved by case analysis on reduction rules), hence 
so nri = 0. This means that, in principle the reduction of the sub-term e has not rendered 
the remainder of E immobile (since it has not leaked any objects used by E. 
Now because E and e are not necessarily disjoint in terms of the memory locations that 
they touch during execution, evaluation of e may mean that r, (the memory footprint of 
E after executing e), could have changed. If it remains the same then trivially by applying 
weakening we have Mobiler,, a: -f, cr 0'" CT(E, 
rl, sl) and hence Mobiler, a,,, CT(E[e'1, TO U ri, so u 
si). If it shrinks (e. g. execution of e breaks a link from an object found in ri by setting a 
field to null), then clearly what was safe to move before is still safe to move now. 
The case where it increases in size is slightly more complex, but still easy. Consider 
that the only way the memory footprint can increase is by field assignment (so an object 
with identifier in ri has a null field set to point to another object). However by the 
inductive hypothesis, any such assigned object identifier must point to an object at the 
top of a fully mobile object graph, hence all object identifiers in r, are safe to move, so 
Mobile F, 1CI: -f, uI CT 
(E[e'], r' U T', s' U sl') as required. 
0( 010 
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Case defrost (Figure 3.12): Suppose 
EF, Ä(T x). (-vU)(m, e, ao). defrost(v)] 1 P, u, CT 
)j(-vcx1d)(E[await cl I download f from TTI in e[ret urn (c) /return] I P, (3-u a' - [x , v1, CT) 
and we have that AAobileF, U, CT(E[A(T x). (-v 1I) (m, e, uo). def rost(v)] I P, rl U'r2, SI U S2) en- 
tails AAobilei-, U, CT(E[A(Tx). (v-d)(m, e, uo). defrost(v)], -rlsl), MobiIe1-, (3-, CT(P, _r2, S2 ) with 
r, nS2 == r2 n s, = 0. Examining the definition of the mobility predicate we determine 
that AAobiIeF, G, CT(A(T x). (-v ul)(m, e, uo), 0,0) and MobileF, U, CT 
(V, T', 0). Now we make the 
following derivation: 
Mobiler, u, cT(Ä(T x). (vü)(m, e, uo), 0,0) 
u', CT'. Mobilercr', CT(X, 'rl, 0) Mobiler-, u, CT(el r, s) 
Note we can set CT' = CT, ul =uU ao - [x ý--+ v] and F' = F, x: T, U: f. Then note that by 
mobility of the original premise, all classes needed by the frozen expression are present. 
Hence comp(Fi, CT) as required to establish mobility of the download expression. 
Case methlocal (Figure 3.11): Straightforward 
Case methremote (Figure 3.11): As with METHLOCAL, after one step of reduction to a 
thread of the form rmi .... we 
have the desired conclusion. 
Case rc-par (Figure 3.5): Straightforward by the inductive hypothesis. El 
BA Proof of Proposition 5.30 
Proposition 5.30 (Standalone equalities). Let-'Rx be the precongruence induced by the ax- 
lom given in rule X. Then we have 9Zx c 2=, with X as one of the following: 
(1) TF-LINEAR; 
(2) TF-VAR; (3) TF-FLD; (4) TF-OGVAR; (5) TF-OGOID; and (6) TF-DOWNLOAD. 
Proof. To show that (JZxU =-)* is a sound typed precongruence we must establish that it 
is a precongruence that respects the observational predicate and is reduction closed. 
Note that (JZX U -=) * is immediately precongruent as it is generated as the transitive clo- 
sure of a relation that includes the structure rules and the congruence rules of Figure 5.4. 
To show that the relation is reduction closed, we make use of the non-interference of 
Definition 5.20 and Lemma 5.21. We illustrate several cases with small diagrams, and in 
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such diagrams we write N --+ N' when IN'. N N' (and adopt the same convention 
for ý-+ and ))). 
1. Suppose N 19ýTF-LINEARN2. By Lemma 5.21 we only check the case where NI) N1, 
Proof is by induction on the height of the derivation for N 1-9ýTF- LINEAR N 2. The base case 
is the transformation, where NI)N, and: 
I[return(c) await dIe [return (d) /return] I P, a, CTI 
ý-, N2 =- I[e [return (c) /return] I P, u, CTI 
-LINEAR is a typed relation, we know that channel d is linear and hence cannot As "ýTF 
be interfered with by any other context, so the inductive step is straightforward and we 
concentrate on the situation where 
e [return (d) /return], u, CT )t (-v U-) (e'[return(d) /return], u/ CV) Lk17 
However we can then apply TF-LINEAR again to obtain closure. in diagram form this is 
as follows: 
return(c) await di-I [e [return (c) /return] I P, a, CT] 
Ie [return (d) /return] I P, a, CT 
II 
(-v -d) (return (c) await dT 
e'[return (d) /return] I P, o717 CV) 
t[e'[return(c)/return] I P, u, CT] 
Now if e =- return(d) v then by applicationof AWAlTwe obtain a network of the form 
return(c) v as required: 
I[return(c) await d return(d) vJP, u, CTI i t[return(c) vIP, u, CTI 
t[return(c) vIP, u, CTI 
2. Suppose N19ýTF-VARN2. As this transformation is included in )), by Lemma 5.21 we 
only have to show the case where N I, ) N'. Proof is 
by induction on the height of the 
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derivation or NI-9ýTF-VARN2. The base case is the transformation where NI N' and: 
t[(-v x) (E [x] IP, u. [x ý--->vl, CT)] 
h`N2 : -: Il('v x) (EIVI IP, (y- [x, ---+ vl, CT)] 
Now we have two sub-cases: when xE fv(P) and hence x=e is not a subterm of E or P, 
or when E contains x=e. For the former we see that, even though x is present in P, it is 
not an assignment, hence any reduction of thread P cannot mutate the store value held in 
x. Hence if N1= I[ (-v x-Cf) (E [v] I P', u' - [x ý-4 v], CT')] we can still apply the transformation 
TF-VAR to obtain closure of the form N2' EE t[(-v u-x) (E[vl I Pl u'. [x F--ý v], CT')]. In diagram 
form this is as follows: 
l[(v x) (E [x] 1 P, u- [x ý-ý vl, CT)] 1> 1[(-v x) (E [v] 1 P, u- [x ý-ý vl, CT)] 
1[ (-v x-U) (E [x] 1 P, u' - [x k---> vl, CT') 1 ý- - ý- 1[ (-v xü) (E [vl 1 P', u' - [x ý--+ vl, CT') 1 
Note that if the reduction applied is the actual variable read, i. e. N 1[(-v x) (E [v] I P, U 
[x ý-* v], CT)] then N1= N2as required: 
1[(-v x) (E[xl 1 P, u- [x ý--+ vl, CT)] 1 ý- 1[(, v x) (E [vl 1 P, u- [x F-- vl, CT) 1 
1 
lf (-v x) (E [vl 1 P, u- [x ý-ý vl, CT)] 
The latter sub-case is straightforward by the same reasoning and so we omit it. 
For the inductive case we must consider the three rules from Figure 5.4. However this is 
trivial as the scope restriction operator prevents reduction in any parallel network from 
disturbing the value held in the x variable. 
3. Suppose N19ýTF-FLDN2. Again by Lemma 5.21 we do not consider the symmetric 
case. Proof is once again by induction on the height of the derivation with case analysis 
on the final rule, however by name restriction of o and the predicate -reachable(u, P, o) 
the cases for the congruent transformations are straightforward. Suppose N, N 1' 
and: 
1[(vo)(E[o. fi] I P, a- fo ý--+ 
ýýN2 = lf(-v o) (E[vil I P, u- [o ý-* (C, f :, V)I, CT)l 
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Note that because o is unreachable from P, any reduction of P cannot affect the value 
held in o's field fi. Then suppose P does reduce, hence N, = t[(-v ou-)(E[o. fil I P', a- [o 
(C, f: V)], CT')] and we can again apply TF-FLD to obtain closure. In diagram form: 
1[(vo)(E[o. fil IP, u- [o ý-4 (C, -C:, V)1, CT)] 1> l[(V 0)(E[Vil 1 P, u- [o ý--+ (C, -C: V)], CT)] 
1[(-voü)(E[o. fil 1 Pl, u'- [oh---> (C, (: v-)1, CT')] 1 
l[(_V OÜ)(E[vi] 1 p" J" [0 ý-* (C, CT')] 
If the left hand side makes a reduction by FLD, then we trivially have closure. As a 
diagram: 
t[(vo)(E[o. fil I P, u. [o F-+ (C, CT)l I ý- t[(-vo)(E[vi] I P, 9- [o ý-+ 
1 [(-v o) (E [vi] 1 P, u- [o h--* (C, -C: -V)], CT)] 
4. When N OýTF-OGVARN2 this case is slmllar to the case for TF-VAR above. 
5. When N 19ýTF-OGOIDN2 the proof is similar to that of TF-FLD. 
6. Suppose Nj-ýZTF-DOWNLOADN2 with 
I[E [download (f f rom m in el I P, u, CTI 
ý-4 N2 =- I[E[resolve (f from M in e] I P, u, CTI 
Now because all the classes in C are held in CT by assumption, and because Dj does not 
have any reduction rules to remove classes from a class table, we have that any reduction 
made to alter P will yield a situation where we can apply TIP-DOWNLoADagain: 
E[download (f f rom Tn in e] 
I P, u, CT 
I E[resolve (f from m in el 
I P, u, CT 
I 
t -a) 
E [download (ff from mine] 
-CI) 
E[resolve C- from m in el I(IP, 
u', CT' 
( 
Ipt I U/I CT' 
)1 
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Note here that dom(CT) C dom(CT'), and again we do not consider the symmetric case 
by Lemma 5.21. If Ni reduces by DOWNLOAD then we trivially have closure as N, N2: 
t[E[download (f f rom m in el I P, a, CTI > I[E[resolve (f f rom m in el I P, u, CTI 
I 
I[E[resolve (f f rom n-L in el I P, ul CTI 
0 
B. 5 Proof of Proposition 5.31 
Proposition 5.31 (Derived equalities). 
1. Let JZTF-FREEZE be the precongruence induced by the axiom given in TF-FREEZE. 
Then 3ZTF-FREEZE C OýTF-OGVAR U 
-9zTF-OGOID U 
NI 
U C- Moreover, (-9ZTF-OGVAR U -'JýTF-OGOID 
2. Let 3ýTF-SKIPDOWNLOAD be the precongruence induced by TF-SKIPDOWNLOAD. 
Then 
-9ýTF-SKIPDOWNLOAD C 
(3ZTF-DOVINLOAD U NI 
Nlý)* 
C- Moreover (3ZTF-DOWNLOAD U 
3. Let-'IýTF-MBODy be the precongruence induced by TF-MBODY. 
Then 9ýTF-MBODY C (TTF-MOBILE U 9ZTF-OGVAR U 3ZTF-OGOID U NI 
Moreover: OýTF-MOBILE U 9ZTF-OGVAR U 9ZTF-OGOID U NI ))* C =-. 
Proof. 
1. Suppose: 
N, =- t[(-v -a) (E[freeze(Tx)f ell I P, u, CT)l 
--f N2-=t[(-v-d)(E[A(Tx). (vu-)(t, e[Ft/F], u)]IP, u, CT)I 
Then we have that no object or variable reachable from e is reachable from P, and by 
the restriction operator by any other network executing in parallel. This forms the crux 
of the premise to rules TF-OGOIDandT]F-OGVAR. Examining the possible reduction se- 
quence for code freezing in this situation, we see that an iterative process involving these 
rules plus 
NI 
) is required, 
hence9ýTF-IFREEZE C (9ýTF-OGVARU-IýTF-OGOID U 
NI 
ýU =-)* as 
required. To show this larger relation is closed is trivial, since we have already established 
that each member is included in =-. 
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2. Straightforward, by noting that no classes can ever be removed from a class table. 
Then by application0f TF-DOWNLOADwe "skip" each individual download operation, NI 
U Nlý and sinceRESOLVE IS in ), we have thaOýTF-SKIPDOWNLOAD C (TTF-DOWNLOAD 
u =-)* as required. Then again as in (1), we know that this larger relation is in 2-=- as it is 
made up of sound congruences itself. 
Suppose: 
N, 1[(, vft)(E[o. m(v)] I P, u- Uv, CT)I I M[Q, U', CT'l 
ý--+ N2=-I[(-v-Ci)(E[A(Tx). (m, e, O). defrost(v)]IP, u. uv, CT)Ilm[Q, u', CTI 
There are two cases to consider, when N1 N' first, and when N2 N'. For the for- 112 
mer, suppose that NIN1 == 1[(-vdc) (E[await cl I rmi o. m(serialize (v)) with cIP, U 
u,, CT)] I m[Q, a', CT']. Now as we have established that the method call o. m(v) can be 
safely relocated, and that the store entries required by v are not aliased in P or U, we can 
apply TF-FREEZE to obtain a network of the form: 
1[(v-üc)(E[awaitcllrmio. m(Ä(Objectx). (-v-U)(1, returnv, u, »withcl 
P, a-u,, CT)l I m[Q, u', CT') 
Then by applying NI ) we obtain: 
NI 
-I 
[(-v -ac) (E [await cl I rmi o. Tn(A(Object x). ('VCi) J, return v, uv)) with c 
P, or - u,, CT)l I m[Q, u, CT'l 
NI 
)- (-vc)(t[E[awaitcýjP, u, CTIJ 
m[Q I o. m(A(Object x). (vU) (I, return v, u, ). defrost (null)) with C, u', CT'l) 
NI U 
- 
(-vc)(t[E[awaitc]IP, u, CT]lm[( td)(Qlo. m(await d) with cl 
download F from t in return(d) v, u u, CT 
Now as the original method call was mobile in class table CV, we know that this class 
table is complete with respect to those classes. Hence we can apply TF-SKIPDOWNLOAD: 
NI 
- 
(-v c) (I[Efawait c] I P, u, CT] 
TTi-[(-v qd) (Q I o. m(await d) with cI return (d) v, u' - uv, 
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Then by 
NI 
), we invoke the body of method m: 
NI )*N 1" -= 
(-v c) (t[E[await cl I P, (T, CTI I 
m[ (-v U-x) (Q Ie [r et urn (c) /r et urn], (3-' - uv - [x F--+ v], CV) 1) 
Now because o. m(v) was mobile, this entailed by the mobility typing system that the 
body of method e is safe to move. Hence if we reduce 
N2 )) N2' = t[(-vdxc)(E [await cl Ie [return (c) /return] I P, u. u, - [x i--+ v])] I m[Q, u', CT'l 2- 
we see that we can transform N 1" to N 2' by application Of TF-MOBILE as required. 1 
For the symmetric case, assume N2 N' such that: 2 
N2' Eý 1[(-v ilcx) (E[await c] I download 0f rom m in e [return (c) /return] I P, 
a- uv - [x ý--+ v], CT)l I m[Q, a', CT'l 
Then we can apply DNOTHING, a non-interfering reduction, to obtain: 
NI t[(-vftcx)(E[awaitc]le[return(c)/return]IP, u-u, -[xý-4v], CT)Ilm[Q, u', CT'I 
Now note that by reduction we have N1 )) NI such that: 
(-vc)(t[E [await cl I P, u, CTI I m[(-vVlx)(Q Ie [return (c) /return], 
1 u- uv - [x ýý vl, CT')]) 
Hence by application of TF-MOBILEwe obtain closure as required. 
0 
B. 6 Proof of Proposition 5.32 
Proposition 5.32 (Equality of mobile code). Let 9ýmob be the precongruence generated from 
TIP-MOBILE and TF-AWAIT. Let >= 
(-'RTIF-OGVAR U 
-9ýTF-OGOID 
U 9ýTF-DOWNLOAD U 
NI 
) ),. 
Then we have that => U -9Zmob 
Proof. Recall that we must show 
:: > U 
9Zmo bC 2ý' 
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Now noting that > satisfies the non-interference property of Definition 5.20, if we 
can show that _'RmOb satisfies a" non- interference up to transformation by >" property 
(Definition 5.24), then we will have that =: > -9ýmob :: --> is reduction closed, and hence 
':: -> 
9ýTnob 
is also reduction closed. 
Non-interference 
Proof of non-interference requires a case analysis on the rule applied when NiT MobN2 
holds. We must consider when it was TF-MOBILE and when it was TF-AWAIT. 
Case tf-mobile: There are two main cases: when the left hand (unoptimised code) makes 
code one step of reduction, and when the right hand (opti 1 does. We shall consider 
the former case first. Suppose: 
1[(v laQ) (P I Q, a- uQ, CT)l I m[R, a', CV] I[P, (Y, CT]lm[(vl: tQ)(QIR, u'-(3-Q, CT')I 
I 
t[(-v ldQ il' ) (P I Q', a- cr' , CT)l 
I m[R, a, CT'l QQ 
Examining Lemma 5.28 we see that we have to consider four different cases for the 
nature of Q', which we shall consider below. Note that in the sequel, where Q" is men- 
tioned we have that Mobilej-, a6: -f,., CT' 
(Q 11, T 1, S 
Q 
1. Suppose Mobiler, il' -T cr' CT'(Q 1) T, s). Then we see that the right 
hand network can Q" , Q, 
make the same reduction, and we can apply TF-MOBILEagain to give a closure. In diagram 
form this looks like so (with the dotted arrows indicating the closing transformation and 
reduction): 
1[(-v U1Q) (P I Q, (y - aQ, CT)l I m[R, a', CT'j t[P, cr, CT] I m[(-v laQ) 
(Q I R, cr crQ, CT 
t[(-V'aQfL' ) (P IQ', cr - U' , CT)l 
I m[R, 9', CTl >- UP, a, CTI I m[(-v qQ Vl' (Q' I R, cr, - Cr, , CV)l QQQQ 
Therefore we have that 9Zmob is non-interfering by the standard definition, a stronger 
property than " non- interference up to. " 
2. Suppose Q' =- E[await c] j rmi o. m(serialize(v)) with c. I Q". Then we had that Q 
was of the form F-[o. m(v)] and hence Mobilep. gv, CT'(V, f'avll 
O)with {itv) n (fv(P) u fv(u) u 
fn (P) U fn (u)) =-- 0. This means that v cannot be allased by threads Q" and P, nor 
by any 
entries in u. 
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Now we must consider where object o is held in store. If it is held at location M, then on 
the right hand side of the transformation we shall make a local call rather than a remote. 
If it is held at some third location, then at location m we will make a remote invocation. 
This latter situation is straightforward, so we shall concentrate on the former. Consider 
the diagram in Figure B. 1, with dotted arrows indicating closing transformations and 
reductions, omitting context where unnecessary. 
After one step of reduction to the unoptimised code, we start the serialisation process 
for parameter v. However as this is mobile, it cannot be aliased by other threads or store 
entries, hence we apply TF-FREEZE. We can then make several non-interfering reduction 
steps to perform method invocation at location m, with e representing the method body 
of the called method. By mobility of the method call in the first instance, we have that 
this body is "mobile" (as judged by the extended typing system of Appendix B. 1). Hence 
the code e can be relocated and we can apply TF-AWAIT tOobtain closure. Therefore 9zmob 
is non-interfering up to transformation by > as required. 
3. Suppose Q' =- E[await c] I o. m(v) with c IQ" and F ý- o: C with RMI (C). In this 
situation, a method invocation to a remotely callable object was moved from the site 
where that object was held to another. This effectively makes the local call remote. This 
case is straightforward by following essentially the same procedure as for step 
4. Suppose Q' =- rmi return(c) serialize (v) IQ". Then Q =- return(c) vIQ" and 
Mobiler, 
uv, CT07 
WLIA. Now we consider the case when the thread Q has been moved 
to the location where await c is held. Consider the following diagram, again omitting 
context as, by assumption, the objects identifiers in VI cannot be aliased: 
t[rmi return(c) serialize(v), u, l I m[E[await c1l i t[... ]I m[E[await cl I return(c) v] 
JTF-FREEZE 
I[rmi return(c) A(Object x). (return v, uv)] I m[E[await c]] 
Then to obtain closure we can apply 
NI 
) andTF-DOV/NLOADto equate these terms. Now 
because we useTIF-DOWNLOADand 
Nlý 
, and these are 
included in > we see that -9'ýTnob is 
non-interfering up to transformation by >. 
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Now we shall consider when the symmetric case, when the optimised code makes a 
step of reduction. Consider the following general diagram for this case: 
1[('v qQ) (P I Q, a- uQ, CT)l I m[R, cr', CT'l t[P, (T, CTI I MR-v dQ) (Q I R, u' - uQ, CT')] 
I[P, a, CTI I m[ (Q'I R, cr' - (3-' , CT Q 
Again by Lemma 5.2 8 we see four different cases for the nature of Q', and where Q 
is mentioned we have that Mobile, -,, ' CT'(Q 1/ IT/ Is f): QQ 
I. Suppose Mobile 
Q: T, u' CT'(Q r, s). 
Then this is straightforwardly similar to its sym- Q 
metric counterpart. 
2. Suppose Q' =- E [await cl I rmi o. m(serialize (v)) with cIQ". Again as in the sym- 
metric case above, we have to consider the physical location of object identifier o. We 
shall assume that it was held at location I hence oc dom (a), as this is the most interesting 
case. 
Consider the following diagram (where unnecessary context is omitted). The right hand 
side makes a remote method invocation to location t, with the original code making a 
local invocation. On the right hand side, by assumption we have that no objects re- 
ferred by v can be allased, hence we apply TF-FREEZE to serialise parameter v. Then by 
non-interfering reductions, we reach an almost equated state. Then by application of 
TIF-AWAIT we obtain closure, giving that-'IZmob is non-interfering up to transformation by 
>. See Figure B. 2 for a diagram. 
3. Suppose Q' =- E [await cl I o. m(v) with c IQ" and F ý- o: C with RMI (C). Then this 
case proceeds in similar fashion to (2) above. 
4. Suppose Q' =- rmi return(c) serialize (v) I Q". As for the symmetric case above. 
Case tf-await: As with TF-MOBILE there are two cases: when the unoptimised code 
makes a step of reduction and when the optimised code does. Suppose (with context 
omitted): 
t[E[await c1l I m[e [return (c)/return]] i D. t[... Ilm[Efawaitclle[return(c)/return]I 
Then the most interesting situation is when e is of the form return v. Then we have that 
the thread at m attempts a remote method return, creating a thread that takes the form 
rmi return(c) serialize(v). This discounts the possibility of usingTF-AWAITagain, as 
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this form is prohibited by its premises (since substitution is not defined for terms in the 
rmi constructor). However by mobility of return(c) v, we know that value v cannot 
be allased by any store entries or threads in location m. Hence we can apply TF-FREEZE 
followed by non-interfering reductions to yield a thread at location I of the form 
E[await cl I return(c) v NI )E [vl 
Then by mobility of v and the context E[ I we can apply TF-MOBILEas required, yielding 
"Rmob satisfies a non- interference up to transformation by > property. We the result that 1 
summarise the proof in the following diagram: 
I[E[await c1l I m[return(c) v] it m[E[await c] return(c) v] 
t[E[await c1l I m[rmi return(c) serialize(v)] 
TF-FREEZE 
t[E[await c1l I m[rmi return(c) X(Object x). (return v, u, )] 
NI 
VE[await c] I return(c) v] I TTL[ ... 
NI 
I 
TF-MOBILE 
t[E[vlj I m[... 1ý ----------- 1[... 11 m[F-[vll 
Now suppose the optimised code makes a step of reduction. Again the most interest- 
ing case is when e is of the form return v. Then we have the 
following diagram (again 
without context): 
I[E[await c1l I m[return(c) v] iI m[F- [await cl I return (c) v] 
I 
II m[E[vll 
Note that the left hand side (the unoptimised code) can make multiple steps of reduction, 
yielding a network of the form 
I[E[v11 I m[... I 
Then by mobility of E and v we can apply TF-MOBILEto obtain closure, and 
hence non- 
interference0f -Iýmobup to transformation by >, as required. 
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Respect for the observational predicate 
Establishing that the transformations TF-MOBILEandTF-AWAITrespect the observational 
predicate is straightforward. If we examine just what it means to respect the observa- 
tional predicate, we see that it must be the case that two related networks must output 
on the same channels eventually. However this does not specify the location at which 
these channels output. 
if we considerTF-MOBILEwe see that, when moving a thread Q between two sites, 
we take along all context (i. e store entries) required to evaluate that thread. Therefore if 
it can output on a channel c at location 1, it is not prevented from doing so at another 
location (say m), since its computation is not disturbed my movement. For the case of 
TIP-AWAITwe make a similar argument for the result of evaluating the context E after it 
has received some value to complete the method call. C1 
B. 7 Methods with multiple parameters 
In this section show an embedding of Dj with methods that take multiple parameters 
(called Dj') into regular Dj. We shall show that this is a fully-abstract embedding using 
the behavioural theory that we have developed. 
B. 7.1 Mapping into DJ 
First we define a mapping from Dj'yl into Dj. We change the grammar for method invo- 
cations to allow multiple expressions: 
I e. m0F) ý 
We replace the evaluation context for actual parameters with: 
e. m(V, E, 6) 1 
RulesMETHLOCAL, METHREMOTE, METHINVOKE, LEAVEandERR-LOSTCALLare amended, 
replacing v with V as method parameters. The typing rules for method calls and method 
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bodies are also changed, so that we have: 
CT-METHOD 
this: C x: TI e: ret(T") 
mtype(m, C) =f --+ T' V <: T' 
this: C ý- T'm(T jý)fej: ok in C 
TE-METH ni 
mtype(m, C) eo C <: 
P ý- eo. m(&) : 
Informally, the mapping from this language will work by harnessing the power of 
object creation in DJ. We shall illustrate with an example. Suppose we have the following 
class in Dj"': 
class Cf 
Object m(A a, B b, C c) f a. m(new Ao); b. f = c; 
Object no f return null; 
I 
// Main method 
new Co. m(new Ao, new Bo, new Co); 
new Co. no; 
It is a simple toy program with a method m taking three parameters, and a method n 
which takes no parameters. Our mapping should replace it with code as follows: 
class Cf // Mapped 
Object m(Cm x) f x. fl. m(new Ao); x. f2. f = x. f3; 
Object n(Object x) f return null; 
I 
class Cm IA fl; B b2; C f3; I 
// Mapped main method 
new CO. m(new Cm(new A0, new BO, new CO)); 
new CO. n(null); 
Methods now take a single parameter that is an instance of a "parameter class" for that 
method. The parameter class contains fields for the formal parameters of the method. 
We replace call sites to pass an instance of this class with the old parameters passed in. 
For methods with an empty vector of parameters, we pick a fresh variable name that does 
not appear in the body of the method, and make that the sole Object type parameter. At 
the call sites of such methods we pass in the constant null. 
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Figure B. 3: DJI class tables and class signatures mapping 
ICT - [C ý-4 LJI = '0' JCTI [C ý--* L'] where (L', CT') = ILI 
JCSig - [C ý-, C extends D 
ff Mýigjj 'ý" 
JCSigý - [C ý--+ C extends D ffMýigl uU CSigi where (MSigi, CSigi) :: -- IMS'Othis: C 
ým: i --4 
Tlthis: 
C 
2' (m: Cm ---, T, [Cm ý--4 Cm Tofo,... Tlfll) 
Iclass C extends DK 1ý411 
(class C extends D fff; K M'J, U CT) where (Mi, CTj) --"ý Wdthis: C 
def ýT m(T 50fellthis: C = (T m(Cm z)fe'j, CT - [Cm ý--+ class C, fTofo.... Tf ;K 
where (e', CT) = jeý z and z is fresh in e. this: C, iZ: -f 
Definition BA (Formal mapping of DJIn into DJ). The formal mapping 
Xl,..., XT-t, Z 
s ngle parameter where xi,..., x-, are the original method parameters in Dj'n and z is the 1 
in Dj, with I- a typing environment is defined by the rules in Figure B. 3, Figure B. 4, and 
Figure B. 5. 
B. 7.2 Correctness of the mapping 
As an application of the behavioural theory with the transformation rules defined in 
Section 5.5, we shall show how a network written in 
DJTT' 
is observationally equivalent to 
its encoded version in Dj. We build a candidate relation 9Z, and show that it is included 
in the maximum sound equality =-. We define 9Z, as follows: 
ýZ,, =1((-v-d)(N IN'), (vd)(I[NJI IN')) I N, N'networksl 
Now we must show that ýM is sound. Recalling Definition 5.15, to do this we must 
show that it respects the observational predicate, and is reduction- cl os ed. 
Theorem B. 5 (ý'Z, is a sound typed reduction congruence). 
1. -T,, is a typed congrmence; and 
2. ýZm is satisfies a "non-interference up to transformation by Y, property" (Defini- 
tlOn 5.24); and 
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Figure BA DJII expression mapping 
Unless specified, the encoding rules are homomorphic like eo; ei below. We let 
(e', CTj) = Jejý xz for i >, 0 in the following. iF 
e, ci)1 =: 
"' (9ý(T x). (-v U CTi) 
where (e, CTO) = jej x-. T ,: f and (u', CTI) == ýuj x: T,, a: f 
fiWXl .... x,,, z 
dd 
(Z-fi, 0) if li = Xi 
F- jeo; ellx'z 
del 
(e'; e, U CTj) 
other-wise F01 
., X, t, Z 
def (z. f j =- e, CTo) if ij = xi ýlj = e0jx`* 
0 def 
F jeo; ej]5ý'z (e'; e', U CT 1) (ij = eo, CTO) otherwise r01 
)1j, z def ýeo. TTL(ej e, F= 
(eo'. Tn(new Cm(e, ',..., e, ')), UCTiU [Cmý--* class CTnlAofo,..., A, f,; K fl) 0 
where r ý- eo :c 
Figure B. 5: DJI network mapping 
def li [j(-v jýJ (Pi, uj, CTi)1 f(-v 6e) fl li [(-v 5Zi) (Pi, ui, CTJIJ = ('V, 6e) 
fl 
6: EI 
p1 cr 1UU u', CT U CT') E-v jýý, ... Z, 
) (Q 1 fl Pj, uUU uj, CT)fl [- 
2-e' (-v jýÜd) (Q'l fl j, i 
ii 
withýQlrýz: -iz--(Q', CT, 
) [Pjýy'j" (P)! i CTJ CTO) 
cr5]xj, 
O"M, c 
= 
(07 ' 
F, jzj: 'i) j, 
CTOJ CT'=UCTojUUCTjUCTiUCTo 
joý 
' 
def ýO, jZ, Ij, o, m, C det (0,0) 
" V], CT' U CT) ýu - [x ý-ý vllr, 
'= 
with [vý F- = (v', CV) and [al r= (or', CT) 
J(j - [o -- (C, 
j': V)]ý r ='e' (cr' * [o --4 (C, 
f*: V) 1, CT' U CT) 
with NO r, = (V', CV) and ýuj r= (a', CT) 
ýoj jZ, Ij, 0, n-L, C def (0,0) 
jj5Z, iLj, O, M, C def ((3-' o] - 
[o F-4 V') 1, CT' U CT) Vr 
with IvI (V', CV) and ýu] r= (u', CT) 
ýcr 
. 
[0/ ýý 
(C.... ýjý,, Lj, o, m, 
C def j,, jj, y, o, M, C 
FF 
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respects the observational predicate. 
Proof We shall show the important cases of the mapping given In Figures B. 3, BA and 
B. 5. For a term e, P or N, we write e, P', N' as a shorthand for its encoded form. 
Showing that 9Z, respects the observational predicate is straightforward) noting that the 
encoding does not add or remove method call sites. 
Case for variable read: Suppose 
N, x) (E [x) 1 P, u- [x h---> vl, CT)IIN) 
YZ, N2 IP', cr'. [-y o] - [o k-> (Cm, f: v')1, CT')] IN') 
Now suppose Nj )N1= (-vCt) (t[(-v x) (E[vl I P, u- [x ý--+ vj, CT)] I N). Then we can apply 
two steps of reduction to N2 to obtain closure in 9Zm as follows: 
N2 
For the symmetric case we consider when N2 N' (-v VI') (t[(-v -Lj o) (E'[o J] I P', a' . .1- -2 
[y ol - [o ý-+ (Cm, f: v')], CT')] I N'). Then the left hand side makes one step of reduction 
to yield a network N (-v ft) (t[(-v x) (E[vl I P, u- [x ý--* v], CT)] I N). Then to the right hand 
side, because o is a private local identifier we can apply transformation rule TF-FLD to 
make a non-interfering field read, yielding (v ul') (I [(-v ij o) (E'[v'j I P', u' - [-y ý-* ol - [o ý-+ 
(Cm, f: v')], CT')] I N'). 
Case for variable write: Suppose 
N, x) (E [x =v]IP, u- [x h--+vol, CT)IIN) 
9Z, N2 --=(VÜ')(1[(vpo)(E/[-tj. f =vil IPI, u, - [ii F-4 01 - [0 h-ý (Cm, f: vo)ll, CT')] IN') 
Now suppose NI) Nj' = (-v1Ct)(1[(-vx)(EM I P, u. [x ý-+v], CT)] IN). Then on the right 
hand side we can apply two steps of reduction to N2 to yield closure in 9Z, as required: 
N2' Eý(v-d')(1[(-vijo)(E'[v'] IP', u' - [q ý-ý 01 - 10 ý-- (Cm, f: v)ll, CT')] IN') 
For the symmetric case, we apply similar reasoning to the case for variable reading, 
namely that on the right hand side, after performing the initial field lookup, we can 
transform N2 Using TF-FLD again. 
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Case for method invocation: Suppose F ý- o: C and oG dom(u), then: 
N, =-(-viCto)(I[E[o. m(V)]IP, u, CT]IN) 
JZ, N2 l-:::::: (V'CVO)(t[El [o. m(new Cm(, V'))] I P, u /I CT'l I N') 
Now suppose N1)N I' = (-vflo)(1[(-vc)(E [await cl I o. m(-V) with cIP, (T, CT)I IN). Then 
N2 can make two steps of reduction to obtain a network of the form: 
N2" Ei (-vVt'o)(1[(-vco)(E[await cl I o. m(o) with cI P', 9'. [o' ý-+ (Cm, f: V')], CT')] IN') 
Then assume that mbody(m, C, CT) = (jý, e) and correspondingly mbody(m, C, CV) = 
e'). Then to both sides we apply 
NI 
) (i. e. N 
N1) 
N' and N f/ 
N1) 
N) to yield 122 
another pair in 9Z, as required: 
N, =(-v -do) (t[(-vcje)(E [await cl I e[o, return(c)/this, return] I P, u. [x-ý--*vj, CT)l IN) 
ýZ,, N2' Eý(-v-Cto)(t[(-vcoij)(E'[await cl I e'[o, return(c)/this, return] I P', 
u' - [0' ý--+ (CM, -C: V')] - [-tj ý-> o'], CT')] 1 N') 
For the symmetric case we apply similar reasoning. 
As we have established that JZ, is non-interfering up to transformation by 9Z., we 
have that by Lemma 5.25 (9Z, U 9Z, ) * is reduction closed. 0 
Corollary B. 6 (Correctness of mapping). 
NN 
Proof By Theorem B. 5, we have that JZ, C--2: - as required. EI 
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CA Proof of Lemma 6.4 
Lemma 6.4 (Lock coherence). Assume F; A I- Nk : net(O <, k< m), No ý= Init+ and Nk 
DJProp+. Assume No N, N, +, -= 
('vldTn+i)(FjO< 
, j<, 
tj[Pj,, +i, ui, +,, CTim+, ]) 
with Nk b4 Err. 
1. If Pi, +l =- El[insync of... E. [insync of el] ... 
111 Qi, +, Ae:,: E[insync o fe'll 
then: 
a) e =, 4 E[waiting(c) n] and e: ý- Efready o ... I implies lockcount(uj, +j, o) = p, 
e= E[ready o TLI implies p= n1l 
c) e=E [waiting (c) Tt'] implies p= n'. 
2. Suppose lockcount(ori, +,, o) =p and p>0. Then: 
Pi, +l -= 
El[insync o f... Ep [insync of el] ... 
111 Qim+l Ae ý4 E'[insync o fe'll 
Proof By induction on m. 
1. a) The base case is when m=0. To generate El [insync o fell, uji, it must have been 
the case that: 
El [sync (o) fell, ujo )tE1 [insync o fell, uil 
By the initial conditions, lockcount(ujo, o) =0 and so by applicationof SYNC in we have 
that lockcount(uil, o) =1 as required. 
For the inductive case, we assume the hypothesis for m>0 and show for m+1- Suppose 
we have a configuration of the form: 
El [insync of... E., [insync o fell ... 
111 QiTn+i 
with e :A E'[insync o fe'll, e :ý E[waiting(c) ... I and e ýý E[ready o ... 
1. Then we 
must consider the reduction rules that affect the state of the lock count (as the others are 
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trivial): these rules are SYNC, WAIT, READY andLEAVECRITICAL. By the shape of Pj, +j 
we know that the last reduction rule applied could not have been WAIT hence we do not 
consider this case. 
if the last rule applied was SYNC then 
Pj, =- Ei [insync o f... Ep [sync (o) fel] ... 
1] 1 Qj, 
By the inductive hypothesis, we have lockcount(uj, o) =p-I then examining the 
premisesOf SYNC it is easy to see that Iockcount(uj, +j, o) p. 
If the last rule applied was READYthen 
Pi, =- El finsync o f... Ep [insync of E[ready o n']j] ... 1] 1 Qj, 
and by the inductive hypothesis p= n'. Then by premise Of READY, we have that 
lockcount((3-j, +j, o) =Tt/ =p as required. 
If the last applied rule was LEAVECRITICAL then 
Pi, =- El[insync o I... Ep [insync of E'finsync o freturn (c) vIll ... 111 Qjm 
By the inductive hypothesis, lockcount(uj, o) =p+1 then examining the premises of 
LEAVECRITICALwe can easily see that Iockcount(aj, +j, o) =p as required. 
b) Straightforward using (a) and inspectingNOTIFY. 
c) Establishing that p= n' is straightforward using (a). 
2. Base case, Tn = 0. Now suppose: Pio, ujo, CTjO )I Pil, (3-il, CTjj. By the initial 
conditions lockcount(ajo, o) 0, and by assumption lockcount(UjI, o) =n with n>0. As 
no runtime syntax can exist in the network initially, the reduction rule applied was SYNC. 
This means that PjO =_ E [sync (o) fe)] I Qjo, and examining the conclusion of the rule Pil -= 
E[insync o fell I Qji. Again by the initial conditions, e cannot contain insync o f... I as 
a sub-term, completing this case. 
For the inductive step, suppose Pj,, aj, CTi, t Pj, +j, ui, +,, CTj, +i. By assump- 
tion lockcount(aj, +j, o) =p and p>0. There are four distinct cases: 
(1) lockcount(ai, o) = 0. The last rule applied to derive Pi, +i could be eitherSYNC or 
READY. To apply the former it must be the case that Pi, =- E, [sync (o) fell I Qi,,,. 
By the conclusion of this rule Pi, +, -= EI[insync o 
fell I Qj, +1 as required. For 
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application of READY, we have that 
Pi, -= 
El [insync oI... E-, [insync o fE [ready o x]l] ... 1] 1 Qj, 
with insync o not a sub-term of E by L(a). Then it remains to show that x 
however this is immediate by inspection of the ruleREADY. 
(11) lockount(ai, o) p-1. The only rule appli 11 situation isSYNc. There- cable in this 
fore by the inductive hypothesis: 
Pi, =- F-1 [insync o I... E, -I[insync o 
IF-,, [sync (o) jeffl] 
... 
111 Qj, 
with insync o{... I not a sub-term of Ev. ExaminingSYNC, we have that: 
Pi, +, =- Elfinsync o f... E-p -I 
[insync of E-p [insync of ell 11 ... 
111 Qim+i 
By the initial conditions insync of... I cannot be a sub-term of e, so this completes 
the case. 
(111) lockcount(ui,, o) = p. Straightforward. 
(iv) lockount(ai, o) =p+1. Only one rule is applicable: LEAVECRITICAL. To apply 
this, Pj, must be El [insync o I... Ep+1[insync o freturn(c) vj]... 1] 1 Qj,. By the 
premise of this rule, Pj,, + 1 -- 
El [insync o {... Ep+l[return(c) v] ... 
111 QjTn+j with 
insync of... I not a sub-term of Ep+1 by our earlier assumption, completing this 
case. El 
El 
C. 2 Proof of subject reduction 
To prove subject reduction we need the following auxiliary lemma dealing with our new 
stores. This extends Lemma A. 1 with two new properties pertaining to the waiting set 
of an object. 
Lemma CA (Stores). Assuming that F ý- u: ok. Tben: 
Suppose F; A ý- a: ok and u' = sleep(u, o, c) witb cý dom (A), oc dom (a). 
Then 
webavetbat F; A, c: chanO(C) ý- a': okforanyclass Cwben I- C: tp. 
2. Suppose F; A, c: chanO (C) k- u: A and a' = wake(u, o, c) with oE dom (u) and 
cý (fn(a) \ fn(u(o))). Then we have that F; A ý- u' : ok. 
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Proof. By easy induction on the height of the typing derivation. 0- 
Theorem 6.6 (Subject reduction for DJ+). See proof of Theorem 4.24 for omitted cases, and 
let oc range over T, S. 
T ý- e: Lx, F, u ok and ý- CT : ok. Suppose (-v U) (e, u, CT) t 
(-v (e', u', CV) and e' b4 Err. Then we have 
r, P ý- e' : oc' for some oc' <: oc, F, -Ct' :P I- u' : ok and ý- CT' : ok. 
r; AF: conf, F )I F' and P 64 Err. Then we have F; A I- F' : conf. 
F; Aý-N : net, N) N' and N' V- Err. Then we have F; A I- N' : net. 
Proof. Only one case is added. Others are by Theorem 4.24 (1). 
Caseready: Assume Fý-readyon: C(a), F, A2 [- u: okandreadyon, U ), null, u' 
Trivially, F [- null : C, therefore it remains to show that P, A2 P u' : ok. However to 
derive (a), we had to apply TE-READY which has the premise that n>0, then we can 
trivially conclude that F; A2 ý- u' : ok. El 
Proof of Theorem 6.6 (2). All cases except those specified are by Theorem 4.24 (2). 
Case spawn: Assume 
F; A, [- E [spawn fell : thread (a) 
E [spawn fell )t E[null] I spawned e 
We shall prove 
F; A, ý- E[null] I sPawned e: thread (goal) 
To derive (a), we applied Lemma 4.3 with premises 
FjAj ý- E[ jObject : thread 
F ý- spawn fel : Object 
(c) 
(d) 
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Since P ý- null : Object in any environment, we can apply Lemma 4.3 to obtain (e) 
below. Similarly we can apply TT-SPAWNED to obtain (f) below: 
F; Ai ý- E[null] : thread (e) 
r; 0 1- spawned e: thread (f) 
Then to derive (goal) we apply TT-PAR to (e) and (f). This completes the case. 
Case threaddeath: This case is trivial. 
Case sync: 
F; Al F- E[sync (0) fell : thread (a) 
F, A2 ý- u: ok (b) 
E[sync (o) fell, u E[insync o fell, u' (C) 
We shall prove 
F; A, [- E[insync o fell : thread 
F; 212 ý- (T I: ok 
(goal-1) 
(goal-2) 
For (a), either E= spawned [I or E=[1. For the case of the former, to derive (a) 
TT-SPAWNED was applied with the premise F ý- E[sync (o) fell : S, and for the case of the 
latter we appliedTT-RETURNagain with F ý- sync (o) fe[return/return(c)ll: S. 
To derive this, we appliedTE-SYNCwith premises F ý- o: C and F ý- e: S. We can 
then apply TE-INSYNC to derive F ý- insync o fel : S. Showing the resulting thread is 
well-typed is straightforward from this point by applying the same rule as was used to 
derive (a). Then all that remains is to show (goal-2). However this is straightforward, 
since in the reduction step only the lock count of a store entry is changed. As (b) holds, 
we see that it must be the case that lock counts cannot be set to a negative number, and 
so we can conclude (goal-2) as required. 
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Case wait: Assume 
F; Al ý- E[o. wait] I P: thread 
F*, illý2 ý- 
(37 : ok 
1ý1 I- 6Q 
E[o. waitl I P, u )I (-v c) (E [waiting (c) Tlj I P, u) 
We shall prove 
F; Al (DA2 ý- (-vc)(E [wait ing(c) n] I P, u') : conf 
To derive (a), TT-PARwas applied with premises 
F; All [- E[o. wait] : thread F;, 6ý12 ý- P: thread All ýý AA12 
To derive the left conjunct of (d), we applied Lemma 4.3 with the premise: 
F; All ý- E[ Ic: thread F I- o. wait: C 
By the premises Of WAIT in (c) we have 
insync(o, E) lockcount(u, o) =n setcount(u, o, 0) = u" 
(a) 
(b) 
(C) 
(goal) 
(d) 
(e) 
sleep(u", o, c) = u' 
(f) 
By Lemma 6.4 we have that n>0, and since c is fresh we can apply TT-WAITING to obtain 
F; All, c: chanI(C) ý- E [wait ing(c) n]c : thread (g) 
Since c is fresh, then by Definition 4.2 A,,, c: chanI (C) -:: ý A12 - We then apply TT-PAR to 
yield 
F; A,, c: chanI(C) F- E[waiting(c) n] I P: thread 
By Lemma C. 1 (1), T, A2, C: chanO (C) ý- u' : ok. By Definition 4.2 followed by TC-RESC 
we can derive (goal) as required. 
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Case notify: Assume 
F; Al 0, A2 ý- Efo. notif yl I El [waiting (c) n], u: conf Al ý A2 (a) 
E[o. notif yl I El [waiting(c) n], u)t E[null] I El [ready o n], ul (b) 
We shall prove 
I'; 16ý1 0, '-*12 ý_ [[null, I El [ready o n], U' : conf (goal) 
To derive (a) we appliedTC-CONFwlth premises 
F7 All 0 A12 ý- E[o. notif yj I El [waiting(c) n] : thread A1AII G) A 12 (C) 
F, A2 ý- a: ok (d) 
To derive (c) we appliedTT-PARwith premises 
F; All ý- E[o. notif y] : thread (11) F, A12 ý- El [waiting(c) n] : thread (e) 
To derive (e)(1) there were two possible rules applied. Either E contains a return state- 
ment, or E is a forked thread. We show the case of the former (the latter is similar). 
Here typing rule applied wasTT-RETURNand we have that A,, =d: chanO (T) with the 
premise that F ý- E'[o. not if y] : ret (T') with T' <: T (E' is the context prior to the substi- 
tution of return statements). Then we see that we applied Lemma 4.3 with the premise 
that F ý- o. not if y: C and F ý- E'[ IC: thread. Then, to derive F ý- o. not if y: C we 
appliedTE-MONITOR with premise F F- o: C. To derive (e)(ii) we appliedTT-WAITING 
with premises 
F-A' [-El[jc: thread cýdom(`ý12) TI>O A12-::::: AI2, C: chanI(C) 1 12 11 (f) 
Since F ý- null : C, we can safely conclude that F; All ý- E[null] : ret (T'). Then since 
P [- o: C and n>0 we can apply TE-READY to deduce F [- ready on: C. Then taking 
this fact and (f), we can fill the whole in context El to obtain 
F7 A12 I- El [ready o n] : thread (g) 
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Now by the premise of the reduction ruleNOTIFY, we have that cC waiting(u, o), there- 
fore by typability of (d), we have that c: chanO(C) E A2. Since Al ýý A2we cannot have 
another output on channel c in All, therefore we can safely say that Ali - A' 12, and then 
apply TT-PAR tOobtain 
F, AllOA/ ý-E[null]JEI[readyon] : thread 12 (h) 
I* Now we must show that the new store, u is safe. Taking A2 = A', c: chanO (C) we have 2 
by Lemma 4.7 that r, A2 I- Env, and so cý dom (A'). By premise of the reduction rule, 2 
we have that a' = wake (a, o, c), and so by applying Lemma C. 1 (2) it must be the case 
that F; A2' ý- u' : ok. Trivially we have (Al 10 A12) A2, and can apply TC-CONF to yie d 
(where A, = All 0 A12) 
E [null] I E, [ready o n], u': conf 
To obtain (goal) we apply TC-WEAK to add the channel c that was removed. 
Case notifyall: Similar to the case 
forNOTIFY. 
Case notifynone: Straightforward because null can be assigned any well-formed class 
type. 
Case leavecritical: 
sume 
We shall prove 
We shall consider the case for return, as the other case is similar. As- 
F; c, chanO (T) ý- insync o freturn(c) v) : thread 
A2 ý- (Y: ok 
insync o freturn(c) vj, a )I return (c) v, u' 
r'; chanO(T) ý- return(c) v: thread 
F'7 A2 ý- uf : ok 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(goal-1) 
(goal-2) 
To derive (a) we appliedTT-RETURNwith the premise that F ý- insync o 
freturn vj 
ret(T') with T' <: T. Therefore we concludeTE-INSYNCwas applied with premises 
F 
o: C and F [- return v: ret(T'). Then by applyingTT-RETURNwe 
deduce (goal-1) 
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as required. By the premise Of LEAVECRITICAL we have that lockcount(u, o) =n and 
setcount(a, o, n- 1) = u', and by (b) we have that T-L >, 0. By Lemma 6.4 we have that 
n: ý 0 i. e. n>0. When creating u', we know that the new lock count cannot be negative, 
therefore we have (goal-2) as required. El 
Proof of Theorem 6.6 (3). No new cases are added, so this holds by Theorem 4.24 (3). 
El 
C. 3 Proof of Proposition 6.7 
Proposition 6.7 (Mutual exclusion). For a location I[P, u, CT] with cE waiting(o, a): 
lf P =-EI [insync o ýeill 1 ... 1 E, [insync o ýe, 11 1Q 
then Vj. 1 <, j <, n. (ei Ej [wait ing(c) ... IV ej -= Ej 
[ready o 
or J! j. 1 <, j <, n. (ej E; [waiting(c) ... IA ej =ý E; 
[ready o 
Proof We prove this by induction on the number of threads synchronised on the object 
o, written n. The base case is straightforward; take -n =: 1 then P =- El [insync of ell] I Q. 
el can be of any form and still satisfy the condition that at most one thread can execute 
in its critical section. 
For the inductive step, we assume that the property holds for T-L -1 threads in parallel. 
Now we write P as follows: 
P =-EI [insync o {ei 111 ... 1 E, -l 
[insync o je, -lll 
1 E, [insync o ýe-, 11 1Q 
We shall show that either: 
Vj. 1 <j<, n. (ej E; [waiting(c) o ... 
]V ej Ej[ready o ... 
I) (goal-1) 
or I! j. I <, j <, n. (ej E, [waiting (c) o ... 
IA ei Ej [ready o ... 
1) (goal-2) 
with cc waiting(o, a). By the inductive assumption, we have that: 
Vj. 1<j<n-1. (ej = Ej [wait ing(c) o ... 
IV ej = Ej [ready oI) (a) 
or 3! j. 1<j<n-1. (ej =7ý E, [wait ing(c) o ... 
IA ej =, ý Ej ýready oI) 
For (a) if e, = waiting(c) on' or e, = ready o n' then we can immediately conclude 
(goal-1) as required. Similarly, if e, is not of this form then we can safely conclude 
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(goal-2). 
However, if we have the situation (b) then the nature of the new thread is important- 
it cannot be executing inside its critical section. if e, is waiting or ready (goal-2) is 
preserved and we shall show by contradiction that e, cannot be executing within its 
critical section. 
Without loss of generality, consider only two threads executing in their critical section 
simultaneously: 
El[insync o (eill 1 E2[insync 0 ýe211 
Assume neither el nor e2 are of the form E"[waiting(c) n'] or P[ready o n']. In order 
to reach such a situation, one thread must have entered its critical section while the other 
was still active in its. Therefore: 
Ei [insync 0 {ei 111 E2 [e2'1, u, CT >, Ei [insync o feil] 1 F-2[insync 0 fe21 u', CT 
ef can take two shapes: e' = ready o n' or e' = sync (o) fe2l- In the first case, the only 222 
reduction rule applicable is READY, which has lockcount(u, o) =0 as a premise. However 
by Lemma 6.4 we can conclude that lockcount((T, o) > 0, giving rise to an immediate 
contradiction. The same argument may be made for the second form of e', where SYNC 2 
is used. 
Using this, it is possible to conclude that e, must be of the form E, ' [wait ing(c) n'] or 
E, ' [ready o n], which establishes (goal-2) as required. 0 El 
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DJProp Dj safety property, 97 
DJProp+ Dj+ safety property, 161 
DJInv Dj network invariant, 97 
DJlnv+ Dj+ network invariant, 161 
dom domain of a mapping, 38 
E evaluation context, 48 
c empty sequence, 44 
Err error property, 89 
Error failed thread, 37 
F configuration, 37 
FCT foundation class table, 38 
fn free names, 38 
N free variables, 38 
id instantiated class names, 38 
insync(o, E), 152 
Init initial property, 95 
Init+ initial property for Dj+, 161 
K constructor, 35 
loc location names, 38 
m: T --+ T method signature, 36 
T m(T x)Jej, 35 
Mobiler, a-, CT (Q, -r, s), 122 
Object root of inheritance hierarchy, 44 
Prog DJ progress property, 101 
reachable(u, P, o), 55 
S return type, 71 
u store, 37 
T expression type, 70 
,r channel type, 71 
field declaration, 35 
u identifier, 37 
x variable, 37 
[o (C, f*: V, n, 10)] object store entry 
(DJ+), 152 
[o (C, f:, V)l object store entry, 37 
[x v] variable store entry, 37 
linear composability, 79 
concatenation, 37 
(-v-a)(P, u, CT) configuration, 37 
P expression environment, 71 
A channel environment, 71 
structural equivalence, 43 
exactly one, 93 
I[F] location, 37 
* ý= ý) property satisfaction, 89 
* linear type composition, 79 
Hparallel composition, 90 
<: subtyping, 75 
X (T x). (-v U) (1, e, u), 36 
aggregation, 15 
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call-back, 138 
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co-location, 51 
concurrency functions 
waiting(u, o), 152 
sleep((T, o, c), 152 
lockcount(u, o), 152 
setcount(u, o, n), 152 
wake(a, o, C), 152 
congruence, I 11 
maximum sound typed, 116 
maximum sound, 114 
consistency of, 111 
sound reduction, 113 
typed, 115 
critical section, 148 
deadlock, 164 
Dj+l 151 
expressions 
Dj+ runtime syntax, 151 
Dj+ user syntax, 151 
runtime syntax, 36 
Inv(2) class availability, 91 
Inv(3) class uniqueness, 91 
Inv(4) variable/store correspondence, 
92 
Inv(5) store domain uniqueness, 92 
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92 
Inv(7) locally available objects, 92 
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Inv(10) input linearity, 94 
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Inv(13) closed store variables, 94 
Inv(14) closed fields, 94 
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95 
Inv+ (1) ready threads, 160 
Inv+ (2) waiting threads, 160 
non-interference, 116 
up to transformation, 119 
non-interfering relation, 117 
user syntax, 35 
frozen expression, 36 
lock count, 152 
lookup functions 
fields(C), 44 
mbody(m, C, CT), 44 
mtype(Tn, C), 44 
monotonicity of class tables, 99 
multiple parameters, 128 
network invariants, 89 
Inv(1) foundation class table, 91 
object graph algorithm 
correctness, 162 
reduction rules, 53 
observational predicate, 112 
typed, 115 
pi-calculus syntax 
-v identifier restriction, 37 
0 inactive thread/network, 37 
I parallel composition, 37 
precongruence 
induced, 126 
typed, 117 
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reduction closure, III 
reduction relations 
)) multi-step network, 43 
), I multi-step configuration, 43 
) one-step network, 43 
NI 
non- interfering, 121 
L one-step configuration, 43 
reduction rules 
ERR-CLASSNOTFOUND, 50 
ERR-MONITOR, 155 
ERR-LOSTCALL, 52 
ERR-LOSTRETURN, 52 
ASS, 47 
AWAIT, 52 
RN-CONF3 43 
CONG, 47 
DEc, 47 
DEFROST, 54 
DNOTHING, 50 
DOWNLOAD, 50 
FLDASS, 47 
FLD, 47 
FREEZE, 54 
LEAVECRITICAL5 154 
LEAVE, 52 
METHINVOKE, 52 
METHLOCAL, 52 
METHREMOTE, 52 
NEWL, 47 
NEWR, 47 
NEw547 
NOTIFYALL, 154 
NOTIFYNONE, 154 
NOTIFY, 154 
RN-PAR, 43 
RN-RES, 43 
RN-STR, 43 
OG-DUPLICATE, 54 
OG-FREEZE, 54 
OG-OID 11 154 
OG-OID, 54 
OG-REMOTEOID, 54 
OG-VALUE, 54 
OG-vAR, 54 
RC-PAR, 43 
READY, 154 
RESOLVE, 50 
RC-REs, 43 
SERRETURN)52 
RETURN, 52 
SEQ, 47 
SPAWN, 154 
RC-STR, 43 
SYNC, 154 
THREADDEATH, 154 
VAR)47 
WAIT, 154 
relation 
between networks, 110 
congruence, see congruence 
equivalence, 110 
typed, 115 
remotable class, 35 
server forwarding, 130 
sound typed reduction congruence, 116 
strong-weak observational predicate, 119 
substitution 
tagged class, 44 
(o. f ý-+ v] field update, 46 
[o/thisl receiver, 44 
[return (c) /return] return, 44 
[x ý-* vj variable update, 46 
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subtyping rules 
ST-ARR, 75 
ST-CLASs, 75 
ST-REFL, 75 
ST-RET, 75 
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ST-VEc, 75 
transformation rules 
TF-AWAIT, 125 
TF-DOWNLOAD, 125 
TF-FLD, 124 
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TF-LINEAR, 124 
TF-MBODY, 126 
TF-MOBILE, 125 
TF-OGOID, 124 
TF-OGVAR, 124 
TF-PAR, 126 
TF-RES, 126 
TF-SKIPDOWNLOAD, 126 
TF-STR, 126 
TIF-VAR, 124 
types 
T -4 T arrow, 33,70 
C class name, 70 
ret (T) return, 71 
chan linear channell 78 
chanI (T) input channel, 78 
typing judgements 
e: T/S well-typed expression, 
75 
r; A F- P/F/N : thread/conf /net well- 
typed thread/configuration/net- 
work, 79 
CT : ok well-formed class table, 73 
P; A I- Env well-formed environment, 
73 
P) A ý- u: ok well-formed store, 73 
typing rules 
CT-CLASs, 74 
CT-EMPTY, 74 
CT-ENTRY, 74 
CT-METHOD, 74 
ENV-CHAN, 74 
ENV-EMPTYCHAN, 74 
ENV-EMPTY, 74 
ENV-OID, 74 
ENV-THIs, 74 
ENV-VAR, 74 
STR-EMPTY /) 158 
STR-EMPTY, 74 
STR-OBJ/, 158 
STR-OBJ, 74 
STR-OID /1 158 
STR-OID, 74 
STR-VAR 15 158 
STR-VAR, 74 
TC-CONF /3 159 
TC-CONF, 83 
TC-RESc, 83 
TC-RESID, 83 
TC-WEAK, 83 
TE-ASs, 77 
TE-CLASSLOAD, 77 
TE-DEc, 77 
TE-DEFROST, 77 
TE-FLDASS, 77 
TE-FLD, 77 
TE-FREEZE, 77 
TE-INSYNC, 159 
TE-METH, 77 
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TE-NEw, 77 
TE-OG, 77 
TE-READY, 159 
TE-RETURN, 77 
TE-SEQ, 77 
TE-SPAWN, 159 
TE-SYNC, 159 
TE-THIs, 77 
TE-VAR, 77 
TN-CONF, 83 
TN-NIL, 83 
TN-PAR, 83 
TN-RESC, 83 
TN-RESID, 83 
TN-WEAK, 83 
TT-AWAIT5 81 
TT-DESERWITH, 81 
TT-GOSER, 81 
TT-METHWITH, 81 
TT-NIL, 81 
TT-PAR, 81 
TT-REs, 81 
TT-RETURN, 81 
TT-SPAWNED5 159 
TT-RMIRETURN, 81 
TT-WAITING5 159 
TV-FROZEN, 77 
TV-NULL, 77 
TV-OID, 77 
WF-ARRow, 72 
WF-CHAN5 72 
WF-CLASSNAME5 72 
WF-CSIGENTRY5 72 
WF-CSIG, 72 
WIP-MSIG, 72 
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WF-OBJECT, 72 
WF-RET, 72 
WF-TCON, 72 
waiting set, 152 
